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The cover photo mosaic of Michigan was produced from separate
images acquired by a Landsat satellite at an altitude of 570
miles. Reproduced from the General Electric Company's copy-
righted U.S. Space Mosaic with permission of the General Elec-
tric Company.
iFOREWORD
The Remote Sensing Project at Michigan State University
is cooperating with Michigan agencies to develop practical
uses of remote sensing technology for effective land/re-
source use decisions and actions. Part of this program is
the organization of a centralized source of information on
the availability, characteristics, sources and uses of
aerial imagery. The Guide to Aerial Imagery of Michigan
documents this inventory effort.
Preparation of the guide was made possible through a
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) grant
(NGL 23-004-053) to Michigan State University, which is
administered by the NASA Office of University Affairs. 	 k,
Professor Myles Boylan, School of Urban Planning and Land-
scape Architecture, and Dr. Raymond D. Vlasin, Chairman of
the Department of Resource Development, are the principal
investigators. The research effort also involves staff
from the departments of Botany and Plant Pathology, Com-
puter Science, Crop and Soil Science, Forestry, Geography,
and Geology, as well as the MSU Agricultural Experiment
Station.
Assembling the guide was a major task, and its comple-
tion required the cooperz).tive efforts of all the Remote
Sensing Project staff. In particular, Stephen Tilmann and
John Harrington developed the computerized indexing systems;
Christopher Cialek, Kenneth Keifenheim and Dan Dueweke were
responsible for the cartography and graphics; Christine
Wettle and Joan Glass typed successive drafts of the manu-
script; and Kathie Alcoze was responsible for the final
typing. Publication and distribution was supported by the
Michigan State University Agricultural Experiment Station
and the Division of Land Resource Programs, Michigan Depart-
ment of Natural Resources.
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This guide provides a single source reference which
documents the coverage of aerial imagery available for areas
in Michigan. The term "aerial imagery" refers to a variety
of data products acquired from aircraft and spacecraft re-
mote sensing systems. Photographic images are obtained by
cameras using various types of film (e.g. black-and-white
panchromatic, color and color infrared) but aerial images
are also produced from non-photographic sensor data ac-
quired by electronic devices such as multispectral and
thermal scanners.
Aerial imagery of Michigan is grouped into five main
categories for which a comprehensive index has been pre-
pared. These are; a) NASA Landsat satellite imagery; b)
Skylab spacecraft imagery; c) high altitude imagery ac-
quired by NASA RB-57 and U-2 aircraft; d) aerial photo cov-
erage of entire counties and regions secured by various
federal and state agencies; and e) photo coverage of local
areas obtained by state agencies, such as the Michigan De-
partment of Natural Resources, and by aerial survey firms.
These categories reflect the resolution capabilities
of different sensor/scale systems and thus are applicable
to different levels of land cover/use or resource inventory
needs. The most general level of information can be eco-
nomically extracted from satellite imagery. For example,
Level I land cover/use categories (urban or built-up land,
agricultural land, forest land, and water) can be mapped
efficiently and economically over large areas from orbital
imagery, whereas the principal source for Level II data
(approximately 30 land cover/use categories) is presently
high altitude color infrared photography. Likewise, more
detailed land cover/use data can be extracted from medium
altitude regional/county imagery or local photography.
Choice of an image type is therefore dependent on the
needs of the user. It is influenced typically by how well
particular sensors or film/:filter combinations provide an
image of sufficient detail and clarity to emphasize fea-
tures of interest Many interrelated factors must be con-
sidered concurrently including film type, image scale and
format, year and season of acquisition, frame Coverage,
image quality, percent cloud cover and cost. Each imagery




listing format, information relative to these factors and
the indexes are preceded by general background information
and appropriate explanatory comments for effective use of
the section.
A brief overview of the fundamentals of remote sensing
and basic information on obtaining aerial imagery are in-
cluded in the beginning of the guide to further assist users
who may be unfamiliar with this material,
A variety of aerial imagery catalogs were used as basic
references in the preparation of this guide and are listed
in Appendix A. Appendix B contains a listing of mailing ad-
dresses for goverziment, university and private sources of
aerial imagery information and products.
SUPPLEMENTARY REPORTS REQUEST FOPM
Gathering and indoxing oC aori-al imagery is a, continuons
process and comso(juently the guido 'is bound in loose-leer Corm
-to Cacilitato periodic updating. To ensure that the guide ro-
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20' UPLA Building.L
hlit^higan State University
Eas t.  L a i i s i n g , N I i c h i gn. n - 1,E)S 24,
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FUNDAMENTALS OF REMOTE SENSING
ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM
A basic definition of remote sensing involves a consi-
deration of what is implied by each word. "Sensing" means
detecting or measuring some property (characteristic) of a
feature or object of interest. "Remote" signifies that the
sensing activity takes place at some distance from the fea-
ture or object, i.e., not in direct contact.
Remote sensors detect and record (typically on photo-
graphic film) differences in the wavelength and intensity
of energy reflected or emitted from the features in the
scene being sensed. This energy consistsof particles that
travel in waves and is called electromagnetic radiation.
Visible light is the most apparent form of electro-
magnetic radiation, yet a much wider spectrum of energy
exists beyond the range of human vision. The electromag-
netic spectrum can be represented as a continuum of energy
(Fig. 1.1) classified according to wavelength (the distance
between two successive wave crests) or frequency (cycles
per second).
Each feature on the earth characteristically reflects
and emits varying amounts of energy at different wavelengths
	
9
dependent upon its physical properties. Remote sensors can
detect specific portions of this range and consequently re-
veal different information about the feature. For example,
in addition to photographing visible light, ultraviolet and
near infrared radiation can be recorded on special films.
Advanced mechanical sensors candetect energy in the far
(thermal) infrared, microwave and radar ranges.
Remote sensors thus extend our detection capabilities
to energy areas beyond the sensitivity range of our eyes,
recording what they detect in an image form. This provides
a visible record of features and conditions in an environ-
ment at the time of sensing
An environment can be sensed at varying degrees of
"remoteness," from ground level to elevated platforms, and
from aircraft at various altitudes to orbital satellites.
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The scale of the imagery varies accordingly and influences
the level of detail obtainable. Figures 1.2 through 1.5
illustrate this capability.
I
TYPES OF AERIAL IMAGERY
Different kinds of remotely sensed imagery provide
different kinds of information. Various film/filter com-
binations and types of sensors are used to focus on spe-
cific portions of the electromagnetic spectrum in order to
highlight selected features of interest. Some general
characteristics and typical uses of particular image types
are described below.
Black-and-White Panchromatic Photography (PAN)
Panchromatic film is sensitive to the visible portion 	 r(400-700 nm) of the electromagnetic spectrum and records
light intensity as tones of gray. Normally, a light yellow
	 ix`+
filter is used to eliminate blue wavelengths, thus mini-
mining the effects of haze. Black-and-white panchromatic
photography is the most common type of aerial imagery. It
is used in a wide variety f applications, notably the
	 P	 Y	 pre-
paration of topographic and soil survey maps, site analysis
studies, tax equalization, land use planning and resource
management. The lack of color representation is perhaps
the most serious limitation to effective photo interpreta-
tion since the human eye has onlya limited capacity to
distinguish among various tones of gray. Traditional
sources of panchromatic photography are: the Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation Service, the United States
Geological Survey and the Soil Conservation Service.
Black-and-White Infrared Photography (BWIR)
Black-and-white infrared film, when exposed through a	 +
deep red filter to block reflection of visible light, re-
cords only reflected infrared energy (700-900 nm). This
film, as well ascolor infrared film, does not record'
thermal infrared radiation which is emitted, and thus does
not indicate the temperature of features. Other filters 	 '.
are sometimes used which eliminate only blue or green wave-'
lengths, and thereby allow some visible light and infrared
radiation to be imaged at the same time (referred to as
modified-infrared photography).
Black-and-white infrared photography is useful in veg-
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Figure 1.4.--NASA High Altitude Color Infrared Photo of the Detroit
Metropolitan Area oil June 29, 1975  ( reduced from 9 by 9
inches, orif,inal scale 1:120,000).
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Figure 1.5.--NASA Space Im.iger^ OI Southeast Michigan.
1-9
in infrared reflectivity among various plant communities,
e.g. deciduous and coniferous trees are easily differen-
tiated. The lack of color representation, however, limits
the overall usefulness of BWIR photography. The Forest
Service of the United States Department of Agriculture
periodically acquires BWIR photography for forest cover-
type mapping.
Color Photography (COL)
Normal color film has three emulsion layers sensitive
to blue, green and red light, respectively. These layers
are exposed by visible light. (400-700 nm) and through a
development process provide 'a natural color photograph of
a scene. The tonal range of natural colors offers a dis-
tinct interpretive advantage over black-and-white photo-
graphy. Good quality color photography is, however, dif-
ficult to acquire and more expensive than black-and-white.
Consequently, uses tend to be restricted to small areas and
specialized applications, e.g. coastline analyses, indus-
trial site analyses, and identification of hydrographic
features and vegetation. One notable exception is the
color photographs from space, covering extensive areas of
the earth, that were obtained during the Skylab spacecraft
missions.
Color Infrared Photography (CIR)
Color infrared film is also a three -layer film but it
has been designed so that one emulsion layer is sensitive
to green light, another to red, while a third emulsion is
sensitive to reflected infrared radiation (700-950 nm). A
yellow ("minus blue'') filter is used to eliminate blue
light which is frequently scattered by the atmosphere es-
pecially during hazy conditions.
The color representation of the landscape in CIR photo-
graphy (see Fig. 1.4), where vegetation shows in red hues,
is not natural. This is because healthy vegetation reflects
a large amount of infrared energy which is recorded as red
on the imagery. The red wavelengths are recorded as green
and green wavelengths as blue.
Color infrared, photography is being used increasingly
in land cover/use mapping, especially for regional inven
tories. Additional uses include the identification of tree
and crop types plant vigor, aquatic vegetation, soil mois-
ture and drainage, and water pollution. Much of the CIR
1-10
mint ory of Michigan was acquired from NASA hi 
	 altitaide
rosoarch aircraft, In addition, sovern.1 regional planning
commissions have acquired color infrarod coverage of 'their
region.L111
Mul-tibatid Photography (MB)
Various film/fil-ter combinations aaii be used simul-
-tancously to produce di-ffereat type's of photographs of th'e.
S.M110. Iftreft. Thc- film/filter combinations record discrete,
portions (bands) of the electromagnetic Spootrum and col-
Iee.Livoly are referred to as m-ultiband photography. For
example, the 11111.1tiband system, aboard 'the Skylab spacocraft
provided Six photographs of each scmic,
 including color,
CSR, PAN and DIVIR :film types,, , 9. In addition to Skylab photo
t-)
-
oxaphs, sovert'Ll NASA roso
	 aarcb ircraf mit	 ssions also have
acquired miiltiband photography of Michigan.PhotoL	 0,
Multispoctral Scanner Imagery (MSS)
MultisPoctral, scanners are optical-mochanical line
scannin g), devices (not pliot , )graphic, camoras, soo Fig. 1.6)
'that record radiation in several narrow bands simultan-
0OUS1Y in, the visiblo and invisible rau ges of the (,-,	 -Ioc.tro
magnotic spoetrum• The scanner detects the lovol of spoo.-
tral radiation (or the intensity of energy) xoT-lo.Q.ted in
oa,eh band from a foa.ture and records the data on magiiotic.
tape. The taped data can then be tranSf orm0d into an imageW11, 10 h proportionately 	 - r sby an oloctron beam recorder 	 conve. t
the recorded amounts of radiation -to 'Light intensity, re-
I
sultin, cr
 in tones of gray an tho ima gory, Individual bandst,	 11
can, be color coded and combined 'to .form a color composito
imago.
The Landsat satellites routiiioly produce inultispoctral
illlfthOs Of Michigan, arras in four discrote speetrt-LI bands.
Usor -applications haxc- boon confined mainly to 'the
tory of la-vo-o areas and involvo the identificationn of crops,
soils, rock typos, natural vegotatioll, lttke ice and lake,
sedimentation and oiroulation p,.Ltt(-,,rns.
TLiormn.1 In.-Crared Imap-c-,xy
Thermal infraxed, imagery is obtained with a scanning
device which records on ni.,Lgnetic tape the omissivLty or
hoa.t radiated from surface features in the 8.0 to 14.0
micrometers region of th-e, eloctrt,	 .0magnetic spectrum. The
taped data can then be transformed and compiled into a-
^Q\
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Figure 1.6.--Parameters of Optical-Meahanica.l Scanning.,
photographic image using a system similar to that described
for multispectral imagery.
Available coverage of Michigan is limited to a few re-
search project areas flown by NASA high altitude aircraft
and several site surveys conducted for private industry.
	 r.j In addition, the ]Environmental. Research Institute of Mich-
	 _-
igan acquired thermal imagery of the Great Lakes Shoreline
of Michigan in 1974 Thermal imagery has been used toad-
	 r
vantage in drainage and ground water studies, seismic work,
detection of air and thermal pollution and fire surveil-}	 lance.
f
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Radar (Radio De'tec'tion and Ranging) is an active sens-
ing technique that provides feature illumination using: high
:fl.'equenC'»1T radio waves. current Radar systems operate its
the 0.85-13.8 cam wavelength region although this division is
somewhat arbitrary. The sensor 'transmi'ts radio pulses of ^
known wa,vrelen^; th to the ^te ra.in . Part of each :pulse is re-
:flecvted back to the sensor and is picked up and amplified
by a receiver system. The signals are usually stored on.
photographic ;film and reconverted to a recognizable image
by special optical processing; equipment which exposes a.
second photographic. film.
Radar has the advantage of being able to provide ima-
gery in almost all weather conditions as well as at night.
Resolution, however, is not as good as in some other image
types. Radar allows acquisition of imagery for large areas
in a single mission. It is being used frequently in rocon-
naissa.n,ce mapping of gec7logic aild physiographin features,
drainage network, arba:n f'transportatioD patterns, and snow
and ice distribution.
Passive Hi. crowavze`;a Ima,gery,
Microwave sonsiag is a passive technique which records
natural. long wave ;radiation in the 0.1-10 om wavelength re
	 ^
gion This radiation is influenced by the 4 mitta ace, 'trans—
mi,t>ta nc o, re:f:locta.noo aana temperature properties of features
within the scene, The imagery is obtained. using a scanning _
device similar to that used in thermal infrared sensing with
minor toohnical dif:feroncos related to the quality of signal
received, The signals are recorded on magnetic tape and the
tape is computer ,processed in conjunction with a color elect-
iron lao m system to produce all imago where each 'temperature	 ;.
increment is represented by a. different color, Lighter
colors are usually chosen to represent higher 'radiometric
tC'la peratures . Passive microwave sensing is a recent inno-
vation and has not been used extensively, although some
studios of oil pollution, soil moisture and snow/ice moni-
toringe i  have shown its potential.
TilfAG .4iRY
 PAht\lltETERS
The parameters of aerial imagery described below are
sensor viewing angle, image scale Gild format, surface are a
covered by Rn image and d lto of acquisition. The relation-
1-13
ship of -these parameter s and 
the 'basic sensor system compon-
ents and geometr y are illustrated in Figure 1.6 (Parameters
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Figure '1.7. Parameters of Aerial Photography.
Angle Of Imagery
All imagery listed in this guide was -taken with. the
sensor's axis perpendicu lar to the earth's surface, unless
OgIGIN?^ PAGE	-
1- 1	 OF 
POOR QUAD
other • ►►• iSo not e . .i.	 Vertical photography %vith 60110 overlap
between frames is preferable for most appI (cations because
it has good metric propet't.ies, Angular direct ions are true
and i t provides t IIree-dimotision viowilig	 It is needed for
vit'tual Iy al  interpret ive purposes.
Ob I ique imagery , acquired by positioning the sensor's
a Xis di : l gon:ll ly do ►► n^card. provides a more "n:1tural" view
of an area t 11:111 ve , l't ica 1 photography (Fit;. I . 8). 	 Obl ique
views, howo% 1 t`1' , :1 re geomet ri ca l l y distorted, and conse-
quently :Ire mainly used for illustration :Ind simple inter-
pretation.	 If the horizon is not shown, the imagery is
referred to as a low oblique, whereas views including the
horizon :ire called high obl iques. Oblique phutogr:Iphy of
Michig:m has been obtained from the Skylab spacecraft and
from light aircraft in support of specific projects dot • u-
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Figure I.S.--11SU Remote Sensing Project Oblique Panchro-
matic Photo of Downtown Detroit on October 7,
1 x)75 .





The scale of an image defines the fixed relationship
between a given distance on a photograph and the corres-
ponding distance on the surface of the earth, or the ratio
of image size to actual size (see Fig. 1.7). Scale may be
expressed in several different ways but is most commonly
given as a representative fraction, e.g. 1;20,000 or
1/20,000. This fraction expresses a ratio whereby one
unit distance on the photography (1 millimeter, 1 inch,
etc.) is equivalent to 20,000 of the same units on the
ground. In other words, features are actually 20,000
times larger than they appear on the photograph. Scale is
also often indicated in feet per inch. Thus, a scale of
1:20,000 can be expressed as 1,667 feet per inch (20,000
`12 = 1,667), i.e., one inch on the photograph represents
1,667 feet on the ground.
Large-scale imagery (e.g. 1:10,000) is used for de-
tailed study of small features and can be obtained by
either flying at lower altitudes or using longer focal
length lenses. Small-scale images (e.g. 1:1,000,000), ac-
quired at orbital altitudes, usually have low resolution,
but they provide a synoptic view of larger areas for gen-
eral analysis. In this guide, the nominal scale of the
original imagery is given as a representative fraction,
although copies are frequently available at either a re-
duced or enlarged scale
Format of Imagery
Format may refer to film size, film medium or size of
image area. The two most common aerial film sizes are 9.5
by 9.5 inches, used extensively in photogrammetric missions,
and 70 mm film, typical for most photographic space mis-
sions. They provide an image area of 9 by 9 inches and
2.2 by 2.2 inches, respectively. The Skylab Earth Terrain
Camera_ utilized 5 inch wide film providing _a 4.5 by 4.5'
inch image size. Enlargements of most formats can be ob-
tained.- The photographic media normally available are
film negatives, film positives (transparencies) and paper
prints.
Coverage of Imagery f
The area of the _ earth's surface that is imaged on an
individual frame is related to image scale and format. As




increases, the size of the area imaged increases. Table
1.1 gives -the area covered on common image formats at repre-
sentative scales and also indicates other characteristics
of the imagery available from the major sources cited in
this guide.
Date of Imagery Acquisition
Aerial imagery is acquired at different seasons of the
year depending upon which ;features the user wants to high-
light within -the overall scene
	
If, for instance, the map-
ping of the ground surface or earth materials is of primary
interest, imagery obtained in spring or late f all is most
useful since vegetation and/or snow cover are not obscuring
the soils. Topographic mapping, urban planning, or eval-
uation of terrain :features from aerial imagery is accom-
plished more easily when deciduous vegetation is without
leaves. Studies of vegetation, however, obviously need
imagery procured during the growing season from late spring
through ;fall. The Agricultural Stabilization and Conserva-
tion Service (ASCS) is interested in cropland and, there-
fore, acquires primarily summer imagery.
The year of imagery acquisition may also be signifi-
cant. The most recent imagery of an area is required for
most studies of relatively current conditions in the land-
scape. Older, repetitive imagery of an area, however, is
important for studying landscape changes over longer periods
of time. Seasonal, or in some cases bi-weekly, changes may
be monitored using Landsat imagery.
i
Table l.l.--Characteristics of Aerial, Imagery.
Category Image Image	 Frame Coverage Data Characteristics Selectedk Scale Type (sq.	 mi.) Michigan Applications
F
Landsat Imagery 1:3,369,000 i14SS 13,225 Very small scale, synoptic State-wide and regional land cover
view, low resolution, state- mapping (Level I-II categories)
wide repetitive coverage, Lake turbidity and circulation pat-
digital data. terns
Computerized land cover inventory
files
Illustration of synoptic land use
patterns
Skylab Imagery 1:2,850,000 AIB 10,201 Very small scale, synoptic Illustration of synoptic land use
I view, low-moderate resolu- patterns1:950,000 COL 4,624 tion. Regional land cover mapping (Level
F, I-II categories)
F+ NASA High Altitude 1:450,000 IMB 244.1 Small to moderate scale, Regional land cover/use mapping
00 Aircraft Imagery 1:120,000 COL/CIR 290.0 moderate resolution, re- (Level II-III categories)
1:60,000 CIR 72.6 gional coverage on a "Reference data" for satellite data
project basis. analysis
Regional/;County -	 1:60,000 PAN/COL 72.6 Moderate scale, moderate to County and regional land cover/use
Imagery 1:40,000 PAN 32.3 high resolution, periodic mapping (Level II-IV categories),
1:36,000 CIR 26.1 county coverage, potential Watersbed and county planning
1:31,680 CIR 20.3 periodic state coverage. "Reference data" for satellite data
i 1:24,000 PAN 11.6 analysis
1:20,000 FAN 8.1 Tax equalization,
1:15,840 BNIR 5.1 Topographic map preparation
Forest type mapping
pro I^ j Local Imagery 1:12,000 Varies: 2.91 Large to very large scale, City planning,
1:9,600 PAN/COL 1.86 high to very high resolu- Site analyses,
1:6,000 .73 tion, selected project Engineering studies,
1:4,800 CIR .46 sites. Detailed vegetative type mapping,
Wetland & shoreline assessment,
Crop biomass & stress estimation.





	 OF POOR QUALITY
iSECTION 2
INFORMATION ON OBTAINING IMAGERY
GENERAL INQUIRY PROCEDURES
The level of information included in this guide norm-
	 j
ally does not enable one to directly order imagery, since
frame identification numbers are not provided.	 This infor-
mation can be obtained by contacting the appropriate agency.
Landsat and Skylab imagery, however, may be ordered directly
since ordering numbers are included in the guide.
Order forms with cost information are included in the
index sections of the guide.	 These forms may not reflect
current prices, but new forms can be periodically obtained
from the appropriate agencies and inserted in the guide.	 a
To decide which image frames to order from federal
sources,, photo index sheets are available for inspection
and purchase at the county, district, state or regional
offices of the respective agencies. 	 A photo index is an
assemblage of individual photographs copied at a reduced
scale (usually at 1" or 2" to the mile).	 Frame identifi-
cation numbers are indicated on these photo indexes.	 Pre-
payment is required to purchase imagery from federal agen-
cies
1 General questions concerning imagery availability and
acquisition can be answered by contacting the MSU Remote
Sensing Project, whereas specific requests pertaining to
ordering imagery should be directed to the appropriate
j source agency by providing as much information as possible.
Written inquiries should include the following information:
1. Name, address, telephone number (business) and
name of company,	 agency,; etc.
{ 2. Location of point or area of interest, specified
j if appropriate by state, county, town, township,_
range,, section, latitude, longitude and 'a verbal
description such as "gravel pit immediately west
of ,Bear Lake Bog in southeast Lansing" or "sink	 k
J
J
3. Type of imagery desired (panchromatic, color infra-
red, etc.) including image size (9 by 9 inch contact
image or some enlargement), printing format (i.e.,
:film negative, paper print or transparency) and
whether stereo coverage is desired. If the date,
roll number, frame number or project symbol, is
known., it should be included.
4. A statement concerning the proposed applications or
intended use of the imagery will assist the agency








ility is operated by the Earth Resources Observation Systems
(EROS) program of the U.S. Department of the Interior.
	
The
EROS program was established in 1966 to apply remote sens-
ing technology to the inventory, monitoring, and management
of resources,
	
and is administered by -the U.S.  Geologica.l
Sur Vey.
The Data Center is the principal source of imagery ac-
quiz ed by NASA from the Skylab, Apollo and Gemini space
missions, from the Landsat satellites, and from high alti-
tude research aircraft. 	 Photography obtained for aerial
mapping by the U.S. Department of Interior, particularly
-the U.S. Geological Survey, is also available from the
Center-,
f	 Information on the availability of imagery for a spe-
cific area can be requested from the EROS Data Center by
mail, visit or phone.
	
The inquiry will initiate a compu-
terized geographic search and may be requested by: }+.
1, Indicating the latitude ' and longitude coordinates
of a selected point.
	
All images that cover any
portion of a 50 mile radius'' area around the point
will be included in the supplied computer listing.,, r
2. Indicating the latitude and longitude corner coor-
dinates of an area of interest. 	 All images cover- #
ing any portion> of the specified area will be rlisted.
3. Indicating a point or area on a map c.nd forwarding 4
it to the Data Center.,
i
2-4
The Geographic Computer Search Inquiry Form (p. 2-7)
is used to request a point or area computer search of i:mA-
gery. Users should allow at least two weeks for the search
to be completed and for the computer listing to be sent.
There is no charge for a computerized geographic search.
For further information contact:
EROS Data Center
Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57198
Phone: (605) 594-6511, Ext. 151
NATIONAL CARTOGRAPHIC INFORMATION CENTER
The National, Cartographic Information Center (NCIC) is
an information service facility for cartographic data (in
eluding aerial, photography) of the United States. The cen-
ter was established by the U.S. Geological Survey, Depart-
ment of the Interior, in July 1974.
NCIC has developed a computer information system for
the storage and dissemination of information on existing
j or planned aerial, photogr aphy, called the Aerial Photography
Record System (APRS).	 APRS currently references photographic
coverage of lar ge geographic areas acquired by s even major
federal agencies.
	
The system will eventually include air
photo holdings of agencies at the state, county and muni-
cipal. level, private companies and other federal agencies.
User output consists of a standard APRS report (Cata-
log of Agency Holdings) and Tabular Graphic (TAG) maps of
total holdings.	 The catalogs list aerial. photography ac-
quired by a single agency and include extent and date of
coverage, photo scale, film type, agency project code and
status (planned, in progress or complete). 	 The TAG maps
of agency holdings summarize the photo holdings in a 15 j
degree strip of longitude with :four maps ,providing' complete
z ^ coverage of the coterminous United States.t
Users of the APRS can also custom query the system to
( obtain specific summary indexes of photographic data for a.
desired area of interest and selected photo parameters.
°f Some 29 p arameters may be specified including P	  
area (by latitude/Longitude boundaries, state and county,
or 7.5' quadrangle), film type and format', date or date
range,
	






For further information C.',on tme t :
National1. C llr tog;1. aph i,t	 Information Center
U. S .  Geolo ia 	 SUr oy
507 N 1;t ional. Center
Reston, Virginia 22092
Phone:	 ( 703) S60-6059 li
MSU REMOTE SENSING P ROJECT
The 111:Leh1.gan State University (MSU) Remote Sensing
Proj ect , un der the leadership of faculty members from eight
University departments, has been worki ng cooperativelyy wi.'th
federal and state tl.gt'I1cies an d a l.llevels of local	 f?v('rn—
men t ,,	 as wel l as with a, variety of corporationsono andC'.on-^ s
sul.^t:i.ng firms 'to develop a wide range cast' operational l appl i-
cations of remote sensing whereby Land/xeStallroo use deci-
sions and wict1.0?ns may be iillp:I.'C?ved.. 	 To tl,C'C:•f)i11p.lish this ob-
jont;1.ve, project.; staff conduct demonstration applications q
of remote sensing, provide use	 services an d participate d^





	 the NASA. flit altitude research ai.l'Ca'II.:t:'t ],ma— 1
1,^ '-e,."(-ry of 111:I.fYh:l.gan,	 as well as	 some sel.t'.0ed Skylab and Land"
sat	 cC`IvE''1'fl.ge,	 is	 available	 for	 :1,I1Sp('.action	 €1,"t	 the	 lJrQ;Jt?ct
office.	 Staff are on band to provi d e C`C nsul.'tat:Ion on t he
Ilse of imagery,	 technical £i.ssis'tf1:11C'e on User problemsC' ms Ilnd
additional support  materials  'to foster remote sensing Iip
pl.i o at:i ono by present an d pre .`x`p;;lf.'.'tivo 1isms .
G For further information con't4`  c t :
r Remote Sensi ng Projectt 201 UPLA Wildin g
l Mi chigan State University
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	 (INITIAL)	 (LAST)	 OF KNOWN)	 i
COMPANY	 PHONE (Bus)	 NCIC HEADQUARTERS










tPO. GOVI ACCT OR OTHER)
10 INITIATE AN INQUIRY AND COMPUTER GEOSEARCH. COMPLETE 111E tOLLOWING
	 -	 J
POINT N1
	 POINT N2	 POINT N3	 j
	POINT SEARCH	 EROS APPLICATIONS
°Loi	 Latitude	 ) N or S	 'Nor 5	 N or S	 FACILITYNSTL
SelectedU.S. Geological Survey
IAI ^^1	 -	 Longitude..	 I E.or W	 ' E or W	 °	 I E or W	 Bay St. .Louis, MS 39520T	 Point
	 494.3541
Landsal Only (Worldwide Reference System)	 COMM: 688-3472
Imagery with any coverage over	 Path	 Path	 Path	 Path	 Path






4	 NCIC MID-CONTINENT	 j
t	 s	 AREA RECTANGLE 	 AREA Ni	 AREA N2	 AREA N3	 U.S. Geological Survey
LONG
	 lone	 1400 Independence Rd.
o	 °	 c	 Rolla, MO 65401
	
uT	 Lat.	 I N or S to
	
Lat
	 I N or S to	 Lat.	 I N or S to	 FTS: 276-9107
COMM: 3,14.364-3680






i E or W ID Long.
	
i E or W to Long.
	
I E or W to
Imagery with any coverage over
	 °
the selected area will be included. Long. — E  nr W Lang,
	 I E or W Long. — E  or W
EROS DATA CENTER
U.S. Geological Survey
!	 Sioux Falls, SO 57198
If the above geographic coordinates cannot be supplied. please specify area by GEOGRAPHIC NAME AND LOCATION (include a map it 	 FTS: 784-7151
! possible.)	 COMM: 605-594-6511
r	 PREFERRED TYPE OF COVERAGE 	 PREFERRED TIME OF YEAR
Black 8	 Color or	 Check maximum of three
White Color Infrared	 1
q JAN-MAR	 q All coverage	 w
Q dLansal+	 q APR-JUNE	 q Latest coverage 	 NCIC ROCKY MOUNTAIN
q Skylab	 q JULY ,SEPT	 q SPECIFIC DATES	 U.S. Geological Survey0	 Stop 510, Box 25046
i	 Nasa•Alreraif	 0.	 0 , , ,	 q OCT-DEC 	 NOTE Seasonal coverage normally 	 Denver Federal Ctr.
applies only to Landsat-coverage. 	 Denver, CO 80225Aerial Mapping Photography (Minimum color available) 	 FTS; 234-2326	 0`	 T COMM: 303-234-2326
	 )
MINIMUM QUALITY RATING ACCEPTABLE
	 MAXIMUM CLOUD COVER ACCEPTABLE
q q ; q !	 q 10%' q30% q 50% 080% q 100%




(cooD)	 NOTE: Classification of percent of cloud cover is subjective and is relative to the amount of clouds 	 NCIC WESTERN
PQOR)U,S. Geological Surveyappearing on the imagery and not to their location,7	 345 Middlefield Rd.
Menlo Park, CA 94025
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HOW TO REQUEST A GEOGRAPHIC SEARCH
This form is used to request a computer search for imagery over a point or area
of interest.
Data from this inquiry sheet will be used to initiate a computer Geosearch. The
results will be returned oil a computer listing along with a decoding sheet, from which
(x	
imagery can be selected and ordered.
Complete the form as follows;
A. Enter your, NAME, ADDRESS, and ZIP CODE clearly. If you have had
previous-contact with that facility, include your ACCOUNT number. Enter
a PHONE number where you can be reached during business hours.
B. Complete the required information for either the POINT SEARCH, or AREA
RECTANGLE inquiry, which includes the geographic LATITUDE and LONG-
ITUDE coordinates. If coordinates are not available, please supply the
GEOGRAPHIC NAME AND LOCATION or a map with the area of interest
f	 identified. It is beneficial that you minimize your area of interest, thereby
allowing for a faster and more critical retrieval of infonaation.
C. Complete all other information.
D. Complete the APPLICATION AND INTENDED USE portion of the inquiry.
e,g. Will it be used for identifying buildings or will it be framed and placed 	 3i	 on a wall. This information will assist our technicians in determining
whether the products available will satisfy your requirements.
rE	 E. Return completed form to the FACILITY NEAREST YOU t
NOTE; If an inquiry is made for Landsat Data, and the Worldwide Reference of
PATH and ROW numbers are available, please insert them in the ap-
propriate locations, Otherwise, geographic coordinates will suffice,
P
i










The first unmanned Earth Resources Technology Satellite
(ERTS-1) was launched into orbit on July 23, 1972 by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration NASA). While
the satellite was still operational, a second ERTS satellite
was launched into a similar orbit on January 22, 1975. A
new name was adopted by NASA in January 1975 to refer to
these satellites, and they are now known as Landsat (for
land satellite) 1 and 2. These satellites are part of the
Earth Resources Observation Systems (EROS) Program of the
U.S. Department of the Interior.
These butterfly-shaped space observatories are in a
sun-synchronous, near-polar orbit at an altitude of approx-
imately 570 miles (920 km). They orbit the earth in a
north-south direction every 103 minutes, or 14 times a day.
The entire earth is covered by each Landsat every 18 days
and, since they are 180 degrees apart (out of phase), one
`	 or the other of the satellites will be over a given earth
location every 9 days,
The Landsat vehicles carry two types of sensor systems:
1) three Return Beam Vidicon (RBV) or television cameras,
which became inoperable on Landsat-1 shortly after launch;
and 2) a Multispectral Scanner (MSS) 	 The MSS system is a
mechanical line scanning device using an oscillating mirror	 p
to simultaneously scan the earth's landscape passing be-
neath the spacecraft in four spectral regions or bands. The
spectral bands of the Landsat sensors are given in Table 3.1.
The scanner detects electromagnetic radiation (or the
intensity of light reflected) from the earth's surface and	 {
records the amount ofradiation detected on magnetic tape.
The data are transmitted to a ground receiving station and
recorded again on tape The taped data can then be _compiled
as an image facilitating visual interpretation, or can be
directly interpreted using special computes processing ,rou
tines.
One Landsat scene covers an area of 115 by 11.5 miles
(185 by 185 km).. An arbitrary forward overlap of approxi-
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Band Sensor	 Wavelength (nanometers)
	 Spectral. Range
I ABV 475-575 blue-green
2 RBV 580-680 red
3 RBV 690-830 near infrared
4 MSS 500-600 green
5 MSS 600-700 red
6 MSS 700-800 near infrared
7 MSS 800-1100 near infrared
sidelap between adjacent orbits ranges From 14% at the equa-
tor to 85% at a latitude of 80 degrees (about 37% for Michi-
gan).
Landsat MSS images are parallelograms, not squares, due
to the earth's rotation and the optical-mechanical scanning
process which creates the images.
	
RBV images, however, are
acquired instantaneously and thus have a square format.








Table 3,1.--Landsat Spectral Bands.
lLANDSAT-C AND n SATELLITES
In early 1978, the NASA Office of Applications plans
to launch Landsat-C which will contain an improved Return
Beam Vidicon (RBV) system providing high-resolution (131
feet/40 meters) panchromatic imagery.	 A'thermal infrared
viand	 (10.4 -to  12.E
	 f,ini) ' in addition to the four hands pre-
j sently provided, is planned for the Multispectral Scanner
7 (MSS) system on-board Landsat-C.	 The resolution of the
thermal imagery will be 787 ;feet (240 meters) whereas the
four other channels will have the same resolving capability
(262 ;feet/80 meters) as the Landsat-1 and -2 systems.
r The Landsat-C RBV system consists of two identical
cameras that operate in the spectral band from 500 to 750
nm.	 They will be aligned to view adjacent nominal ground
a scenes of 61 miles ,(98 km) on a side with a sidel:ap of 9( miles (14 kin). 	 Four R13V scenes ' (two successive scene _ pairs)
will nominally overlap` each MSS f,ram;'3 and will be designated








The MSS thermal band can be operated at any time, in-
cluding night operation and at solar elevation angles Less
than the normal 10 degree minimum for the other four bands.
This band should afford a capability of measuring gaseous
and particulate pollutants, water temperature and ocean
currents.
Planned for launch in early 1981, Landsat-D will eon-
twin a new remote sensing system known as the Thematic Map-
per. The system will be a multispectral scanner with six
spectral bands and a major improvement in geometric resolu-
tion to 30 meters. Provision has been made for adding a
seventh band with even finer spatial resolution as required.
The spectral bands selected are shown in Table 3.2
Table 3.2,--Thematic Mapper Spectral Bands.
1^'
Band Wavelength (nm) Remarks
1 450 to 520 Added to aid in assess- i
ment of water qualityr:
-" 2 520 to 600 Similar to MSS band 4
3 630 to 700 Reduced from that of MSS fband 5 to improve crop i
discrimination
4 760 to 900 Reduced from MSS bands 6
and 7 to avoid H2O absorp-
tion
5 1,550 to 1,750 Added to aid in crop
identification and geo-
logic study
6 10,400 to 12,500 Unchanged from thermal
band, Landsat-C
LANDSAT DATA PRODUCTS
The following types of ;remote sensing data products
are prepared from the MSS taped spectral information and
are available for purchase:
` 3-5
E^i•
Computer Compatible Tapes: NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
prepares computer compatible digital tapes of Landsat scenes
for the EROS Data Center upon user request. These standard
0.5 inch (12.7 mm) magnetic tapes may be requested in either
seven- or nine-track :format at 800 or 1,600 bpi (bits per
inch). For a given Landsat scene, the digital data for the
four bands are interwoven among four computer compatible
tapes (CCT). Thus, four CCT's are required per Landsat
scene.
Black-and-{white Imaps: A bla, k-and-white image of each
band scene is produced using an analog printer called an
electron beam recorder. The printer translates the recorded
amounts of radiation into small cells of light and dark
shades at 3,300 cells per printed line, and 4,512 of these
lines per 70 mm frame to form a picture. The resultant con-
tact images (Fig. 3.1, p. 3-8) cover an area of 115 by 115
miles (185 by 185 kin) at a scale of 1:3,369,000 (1 inch
represents about 53 miles). A range of enlargements are
available from the EROS Data Center. A common format is a
7.3 by 7.3 inch black-and-white transparency or print pro-
duced for all bands at a scale of 1:1,000,000.
False-Color Composite s In addition to images of individual
bands, -three band images (usually 4, 5 and 7) are assigned a
particular color (e.g. g lue, green and red, respectively) by
exposing the bands through different -color filters onto color
film. The processed false-color composite (Fig. 3.2, p 3-9)
normally simulates a color infrared image. Color composite
images depict healthy vegetation in various hues of red
whereas cultural features are blue-gray and cleared land
appears white to gray. Water is rendered dark blue to black
and in lighter blues if sediment laden.
Color composites do not exist for all Landsat scenes`
because they are only produced upon customer request How-
ever, for an additional one-time initial preparation charge,
I	
color composite images of Landsat scenes not previously pre-
pared can be generated.
Microfilm: The Goddard Space Flight Centex prepares a com-
plete listing of Landsat scenes processed each month and a
16 mm "browse" microfilm of band -2 RBV and band 5 MSS images
of those scenes'. The microfilm provides a visual index to
coverage, cloud cover and quality of each processedscene
prior to the ordering of individual images, and is not in -
tended for analytical purposes. The microfilms on open
reels are available for purchase from the 'EROS Data Center.
3^S
I
Landsat Standard Daa.tat. Catalogs: `t'ho NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center prepares monthly and cumulative listi ngs or
Landsat imagery. Thosey NASA ERTSJLatndsa.t Stancia.rd. Catalogs
do not include photographs and arcs not a lway s compactible
with rovisions made of -film holdings.. EROS thorofore sug-
g sts that inquiries be made to the Dat a Center before or-
dering imagery.
Single Landsat Covorlgy The EROS D at:a Center has selected
for g ale tho least available Landsat imago (blao'k- and-whi°to
band 5) of ouch area in the  Qot orminous United States.cls ba ed
on quality, optimum times of year (generally spring or sum
mor ), and minimum cloud cover. Users who are interested in,
as Landsat image of their area an d do not have spoelaal r'-
cluiromonts (such as data and scale), can usually obtain the
best imago by ordering from the Single Landsat Coverage p(Fig. a. S, p, 3-10). This map identifies tbo nominal con-
ters of all Landsat images oT tbo United Stator by a. dot at
the intQrsec't•.ion of Path and Row lines. To order a Landsat
imago, refer: to t he accompanying intstructions'
Landsat Mosaics: Adjacent Landsat images can lacy compi led








   
of
sources (addresses in Appendix T), some of whi ch arcs dos-	 a
crilaed below.
Abrams Aerial Survey Corporat ion has preach ti cad a lti
by
 20 inch bl ra*: k- pd- whi to moo a c° of Whigan from
1 971-74  U nds t. s a te llitee, imat;ery
General Electric Space Division as :lire p arod as color
composites Landsat mosaic of Whignn which is avail—
able in several formats. Mosaics for WhOr states
or areas may a lso bey available.
° The USDA Steil Conservation Service has assembled n
Landsat image mosaic of the 48 contiguous United	 k
States and Alaska _ for NASA,
An 11 by 14 inch color reproduction of n Landsat
mosaic of the coterminous United States can be
purchased from Space Photos.
The 53 Geological  Survey Branch  f Distribution,
has prepared mosaics of Landsat images of soloctod











BAND 4	 BAND 5
F
BAND b	 BAND 7
Figure 3.1. -Landsat HISS Images of the Lansing-Grand Rapids area.
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SINGLE LANDSAT COVERAGE MAP r
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This order form is used to order only SINGLE LANDSAT COVERAGE DATA over the Conterminous United Stales.
Please provide the following information in the indicated areas of the order form: ^.
A. List your complete NAME, ADDRESS, Z IP CODE, and name of your COMPANY if applicable,
f
B. List a PHONE NUMBER where y ou can be contacted during business hours. i
f
C. If you have had previous business with the Data Center and this order relates to that business, please list the previous }
CONTACT NUMBER it known. t
D, Enter the MAP REFERENCE NUMBER z
Turn to the SINGLE LANDSAT COVERAGE MAP foldout.
f
Identify your area of interest on the tmap.
	 It may require that you reference a road map or atlas in locating the area
on the map I
Trace the small coverage nuthrie hem the lower left corner of the map onto a sheet of thin paper, 	 This outline por-
trays the ground coverage of a LANDSAT imige on that map. i
i
= Center the coverage trace over lhenumbered dot nearest your area of interest on the map, a ligning the extended dashed
line through the dots above and below. 	 ( See example of template in use - lower left on map)	 Dots should	 fall	 in
sequence, i,e,	 if yourcenter dot is 35 - 27
	 the dots to align with will be 35 - 26 and 35 =28,
	
You may find that a
photo centered aver adjoining dots will also cover your area of interest. Select the framing you most prefer, li
Transcribe the PATH number from the map to the first column of the Map Reference Number, Transcribe the ROW ^.
number front the ump to the second coluurn of the Map Reference Nuillbet. J
l NOTE;	 ROW numbers are identified on every FIFTH PATIf.
E, Enter the PRODUCT CODE of the type product being ordered from the STANDARD PRODUCTS TABLE.
F. The REMARKS Column is completed only when aCUSTOM PRODUCTis desired and you wain to specify the parameters,
i
z
G, Enter the number of COPIES of that product which you desire in the QUANTITY column,
H,	 ` Enter the UNIT PRICE of the type product as reflected in the STANDARD PRODUCTS TABLE;
I, Multiply the figure in the QUANTITY Column by the UNIT PRICE and enter the result in the TOTAL PRICE column,
J. Repeat the above for each product ordered,
K, TOTAL the costs of all products ordered on that order form and enter the net result in `BLOCK A.
	
TOTAL ABOVE.
L, If more thin I order form is required, enter the sum of the figures in BLOCKS A in BLOCK B oil the last order torn. i
M. Enter the SUM of BLOCK 'A and BLOCK B in BLOCK C, 	 TOTAL_ COST.
i
i	 N, Indicate the TYPE of payment being made with a CHECK MARK, 	 intake all drafts payable to U.S. GEOLOGICAL SUR-
VEY.	 00 NOT SEND CASH.




HOW TO USE THE LANDSAT INDEX
The decision as to whether Landsat imagery is suitable
for any particular task must involve a range of factors.
	f	 Two sets of characteristics are of basic importance and need
to be considered before referring to the index.}
	
E	 1. Only very large features such as urban areas, for-
ests, water bodies, agricultural areas and sand
dunes can be recognized visually due to the small
scale of Landsat imagery. For example, _a 40 acre	 a
field would typically be the smallest area than can
be identified with a minor (3X) magnification.- Pro-
cessing of Landsat Computer Compatible Tapes (CCT's)
however, can improve resolving power to the 1.1 acre
limit of the sensor system.
2. Each multispectral band also tends to emphasize dif-
ferent features which will inevitably influence
image selection. Band 4, for instance, highlights
areas of shallow water and sediment-laden water, but
this500-600 nm range is very susceptible to haze
distortion. The red band, #5, shows the contrast
between topographic, vegetational and man-made fea-
tures (e.g. drainage patterns, forests, roads and
cities) making it the most useful band for land use
	
a	 mapping. Bands 6 and 7 record reflected (not thermal)
infrared energy and thus offer better haze _penetra-
tion. They emphasize vegetation landforms and the
{	 boundary between land and water. If only one black-
and-white image is desired, band 5 will usually be
	
{	 the best selection since it _offers a general-purpose
view of the earth's surface. By ordering all four
bands, however, additional features in the scene
may be identified. A detailed list of features high
lighted in each spectral band is given in Table 3.3.
To select Landsat imagery of Michigan, users should:
f
	`i	 1. Examine Figure 3.4 (p. 3-19) to identify the nominal
image center nearest the area of interest.
.2 Actual frame coverage can .va ry sl ightly in an
	
^E	 g	 	
	 	 y di
	
i	 section from the nominal coverage cited, so there
	
x#	 is no assurance that every frame listed under a
nominal center will cover an area of interest fal-
ling within .25 inches (64 mm) of a frame edge. InY	
this case, check (a) and (b) below, but otherwise go











MSS Spectral Bands	 4 5 6 . 7	 MSS Spectral Bands
	
4 5 6 7
Airfields x Marshes x
Air Pollution x x Metamorphic Rock
Atmospheric Alluvium Differentia-
Sensitivity x tion x
Burned Rangeland x Rivers x x
Chlorophyll (Land) h Roads x x
Chlorophyll (Sea Water) x	 x Serpentine Outcrop x
Cloud Penetration x Shallow Water x
Cloud-Snow Di:fferen- -Shoals _x
tiation x Shores x x
Clouds (Thin Cirrus) x x Small Lakes x
Crop Differentiation. x Snow Detection k
Defoliation x x Snow Lines (Transient
Eddies x x on Glacier) x
Flood Plains x Snow Lines (Forest)y
Forests x Soil Associations x x R^.
Geologic Features x x Soils Discrimination x x
Grass Fires x Soil MoistureDetection x
Growth State x x Stream Channels x r
Haze x Stress x
Ice x x Surface Water x x	 {
Igneous Rocks x	 x- Tectonic Features x 6x	 s
Iron (Ferric) x x Topography' x
Irrigated Fields x Turbidity x x
Jet Contrails x x Urban Areas x x x
Lakes x Water Boundaries x x	 4
Lake Eutrophication x Water Depth (Bathy-
-Landform Features x metry) x x
Large Bridges x Water Pollution x x
Large Horizontal Water Sedimentation x x
Concrete Structures x Wetlands x x
Lithology x Wooded Areas x x





(a) Send the latitude and longitude boundary points
of the area of interest to the EROS Data Center
and request a. computer listing of Landsat images
.
available for the :area. (see Section 2).
t (b) Request a similar computer listing from the MSU
Remote Sensing Project by either sending the
latitude and Longitude boundary points of the
area or a map indicating the outline of the
area.
3. From the list in the Landsat index, identify the
frame number (s) desired for the nominal center(s)
selected, by examining the following information:
NOMINAL CENTER:	 The sequential nominal image center
number as shown on Figure 3.4 (p.
3-19) is given :followed by the cor-
responding path/row number of the
Landsat Worldwide Reference System
(see Single Landsat Coverage Map,
p.	 3-10).
IMAGE DATE:
	 Date of exposure for the image
IMAGE TYPE:	 MSS = multispoctra.l
RBV = return beam vidicon ,(television)
COL = color composite
BAND (QUALITY:	 1101 = inferior to 11 9 1 ' = excellent,
if blank = unavailable
MSS:	 individual availability and
quality for MSS bands 4; 5,
G and 7, respectively
RBV:	 individual, availability and
quality for RBV bands 1., ;2
and 3, respectively
COL:	 first column indicates the
quality of the color composite
followed by the respective fil-
ters used for the composite




Note: Only Landsat scenes (frame
numbers`) that have at least one band
with a, quality of 5` or better- are
lasted in the index.	 If imagery ai taken on an unlisted date is required
refer back to 112a."
f
3-15
CLOUD COVER: Cloud cover percentage
Note: Only Landsat scenes (frame numbers)
that have 30go or less cloud cover are
listed in the index. If imagery taken on
an unlisted date is required, refer back
to "2a."
FRAME NUMBER: The Landsat frame identification number
used for ordering imagery. 	 ?
i
4. Landsat scenes can be ordered using the frame number(s)
	 iidentified in the index, and the :following Landsat
Standard Products order :Form and the instructions











"	 IANDSAT STANDAP PRODUCTS
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HOW TO ORDER LANDSAT DATA
This order form is used to order all standard Landsat data. Necessary order information can normally be extracted from a
computer listing of available data or from other Landsat references.
Please provide the following information in the indicated areas of the order forms
A. List your complete NAME, ADDRESS, ZIP CODE, and name of your COMPANY if applicable.
B. List a PHONE NUMBER where you can be contacted during business hours.
C. If you have had previous business with THAT FACILITY, please list your ACCOUNT NUMBER if known,
D. Enter the complete SCENE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER. This number can be transcribed directly from the COM-
PUTER LISTING. If the source of information is from other than a computer listing, please specify the date the
scene was recorded and the time taken. 	
-1
E. Review the STANDARD PRODUCTS TABLE on the ORDER FORM and determine the type of product desired.
F. Enter the PRODUCT CODE of the type product being ordered from the STANDARD PRODUCTS TABLE.
G. Enter an indicator for the band(s) desired.
H. The COMMENTS portion is completed only when a CUSTOM PRODUCT is deisred and you want to specify the
parameters. Refer to the current price list for custom product cost determination„
I. Enter the Total Number of Bands ordered.
l
t	 J. Multiplii the total bands ordered by the number of copies desired and enter the result in the QUANTITY column. 	 ff
i
K. Enter the UNIT PRICE of the type product as reflected on the current PRICE LIST. 	 f
L. Multiply the figure inthe QUANTITY columnby the UNIT PRICE andenter the result in the TOTAL PRICE column.
M. Repeat the above for each product ordered.
s
N. TOTAL the costs of all products ordered on that order form and enter the net result in BLOCK A, TOTAL ABOVE.
0.	 If more than one order form is required, enter the sum of the figures in BLOCKS A in BLOCK B of the last order
form.
P. Enter the SUM of BLOCK A and BLOCK B in BLOCK C, TOTAL COST.
i
Q. Indicate the TYPE of payment being made with aCHECK MARK. Make all drafts payable to U.S._ GEOLOGICAL
SURVEY. DO NOT SEND CASH.
i
R. Mail ORDER FORM(S) and PAYMENT to the FACILITY NEAREST YOU. If payment has been previously forwarded,
the order form(s) must be mailed to the same facility,
k











INDEX TO LANOSAT IMAGERY










21,29)	 1972SEP 28 MSS 8888 30 A1067154605NO
1973
MAF 27 MSS 8888 10 S1247i54725NO
APR 14 MSS 8888 0 81265if4715N0
JUN 25 MSS 8888 10 S1337i54635NO
JUN 25 COL 86G,R 10 81337i54635N2
SEP 5 MSS 2888 30 81409154535N0
1971,
FES 14 MSS -8888 10 81571154215N0 -
APR 27 MSS 2822 10 ii643154045NGJUN 20 MSS 8886 -0 81697153-905N0
AUG 13 MSS 8888 10 S175i1537i5Nn
SEP 10 MSS 8888 20 81767153555N0
1975
FE9 1 MSS 8888 30 120i0i53335N0
APR 13 MSS 9888 30 12081153505N0
APR 22 MSS 8888 0 15003152725NO
MAY 10 MSS 5858 0 35021152625N0
JUL 3 MSS 5568 10 8507515232500AUG 8" MSS 5555 0 8511115211500AUG 17 MSS 5558 30 822071534`0500
SEP 4 MSS 5588 -20 8222515335500
OCT 29 MSS 5555 10 9227915332500	 q
1976
3
MAF it MSS 8888 30 8532715074500
APR 7` MSS 5885 10 82.44115302500
MAY 13 PBV 588 3 8247715292200JUN 9 MSS 8888 3^ 8541715014500JUN '18 RBV 585 10 1251315283200
JUN 18 MSS 5588 10 8251315283500
JUN 27 MSS 8588 10 8543515001504
JUL 6 MSS 8888 10 829531152 80 500
JUL 15 MSS 58881 to 8545314585500
JUL 24 MSS 8888, 30 8254915273500AUG* 2 MSS 5888 - i0 5547114572500
AUG 20 MSS 5588 10 _	 8548914555500
SEP 7 MSS 8888' 30 9550714542500
SEP 25 MSS 8888 30 8552514525500OCT_ 4 MSS 5888 -20 9262115252500
1977"FEB 7 MSS 0888 10 8274715203500
MAR 15 MSS 8588 20 3278315190500
MAY 14 MSS 888 10 8575614321504
2
(21 9 30)	 1972
SEP 28 MSS 8938 30 d1067i54635NO
1973
i' MAN 27 VSS 1888 -10 81.241i54745NOF MAR 27' COL 78GR 0 8i247154745N2	 3
f= APR 14 MSS 8888 10 812f5i54745N0APR 14 COL 78Gr 0 11265154745N2











MAY 2Q MSS 8898 10 A1301154725N0
JUN 7 MSS 2888 10 813191G47i5NO
JUN 7 COL 5PCQ 20 $1319154715N2
JUN 25 MSS 8898 10 81337154705NO
JUN 2a COL 7EGP 10 5i 337154705N2
1g74APR 27 MSS 2822 0 ii643i54i1'5NO
JUN 20 MSS 8431 0 116971c3g35NO
JUL 8 MSS 9988 20 k117151F385';N0
1 FEB 1 MSS 8888 10 12010153405NGFEB 1 R9V tirF 30 12G10153402N0
FEB 9 MSS 8858 20 ll'g311.53115N0APR 4 MSS 8558 20 3198515?8?r'90APR 13 MSS 88$8 30 82081153	 5NC
MAY 10 MSS X588 0 i5J2ii52655NC
HAY 19 S  8868 30 421171c3505NC
NAY 28 MSS 51;F8 10 150391525F5NQ
JUL 30 MSS 5555 i0 81-1991535C500
AUG 8 MSS 5555 0 15111 I f: 214500SEA' 4 MSS 5888 20 82225:15341500100T 10 MSS 5c58 20 A226I15340500
OCT 28 MSS 5555 20 1227915335500
[M FG 3 MSS P89H 20 A231FI5332500
CEG 21 NSS 55 88 30 9233315331500
1976
JAN 8 NSS e528 10- 823511r-33050U-
JAN 17 mSS °888 20 8';2731F1145500
APR 7 MSS 583A i0 124 -4115305500
APR. 1. 6 MSS 88rl8 30 9536315054500_MAY 4 Mss 58811 953i^i5041580
-
MAY 13 F 9V 885 282 8247 152 352 0HAY 13 MSS 508r a'0 824771295500JUN 18 MSS 8938 10 '1251315285500JUN 18 pqV 588 10 '12513P,?90?OC
JUN 27 VSS 3888 10 194351FOO450C
.1U1.. 6 MSS 8888 10 4253115ZI2500JUL 15 MSS 8888 i0 j54r3iL59i50G
JUL 24 MSS 0888 20 8254gY5275500
AUG i1 MSS 85)k5 i0 A2-5671r,272500
-	 AUG 20 MSS 9881 i0 9574191L. 561500
SEP 25 MSS 8881 10 855521453,1500
OCT 4 MSS 588:1 2'0 1:262115255500
OCT 22 NSS 8888 20  9263g1525i5ooj [MFG iS PS  9Ei58 10 9269315230500
x
la7T
FFR 7 MSS 8888 10 8Z747152U5500CZAR 15 MSS 8e88 i0 82783Ic-	 OG
MAY 8 MSS 8888 10 AaA371516,7 50GMAY 14 MSS 838 10' 857161.4324500i
I
MAY 26 NSS 8898 10 1285515'154500
r 3
(2i,31)	 1973
} MA 9 ?7 MSS 89 Al 10 8 12 +71'1 4815NO
-xs MAR 27 COL 69GR' 0 81247154815N2APR 14 MSS 8888 10 Ai265154805N0
APR 14 COL 7tGR 0 8IZ65154405NZ
} MAY 20 MSS 8888 20' 41301i54755NO









TYPE	 QUALITY COVER	 NUMBER
	 -
3
(21 9 31) 1973
JUN 25 MSS 8828 ,10 81337i54725NO
OCT 11 MSS 2888 20 81445154535NO
1974
FEB 14 MSS 8888 20 81571154305NOAPP- 27 MSS 2988 D 11643i54i35NO
r JUN 2 MSS 8888 20 8i679154035N0
JUN 20 MSS 8888 10 81697153955N0JUL, 8 PBV 8888 20 81715153922ND
OCT 6 MSS 5888 20 81805153605N0
1975
FEB 9 MSS 5885 10 8i931153135N0
APR 4 MSS
20 82fl81153555NQAPR ___,13 MSS 8888MAjY 10 MSS 5858 0 85021,1527i5NO
MAY 19 MSS 2858 10 32117i53535NOMAiY 28 MSS 5558 10 85039152615N0	 1
.SUN 6 MSS 5588 10 8213515355500
JUL 21 MSS 8855 20 8509315230500
3,G MSS 5558 10 8218915352500
AU
LG 8 MSS 5555 10 9511115220500
NOV 6 MSS 5550 30 8520115164500
NOV 15 MSS 5885 10 8229715340500
OE'C 3 MSS 8858 20 8231515335500
1976
JAN 8 MSS 8858 10 8235115335500
JAN 17 MSS 8888 20 8527315120500
MAR it MSS 8888 10 9532715083500
APP, 7 MSS 8888 to 9244115311500
MAY 4 MSS 8588 10 8538115045500MAY -13 MSS 8858 10 824771530150.0MAY 13 PBV 558 1.0 9247715301200
MAY 22 MSS 8888 20 85-39915034500JUN 9 MSS 8888 20 95417150 23500F JUN 18 MSS 8888 to 9251315292500
JUN 18 RBV 588 10 8251315292200JUN 27 MSS 8888 10 854351501'0500
JUL 6 MSS 5888 10 8253115285500
i JUL 15 MSS 8888 10 8545314594500
JUL 24 MSS 5888 10 8254915282500
AUG 2 MSS 8888 304 1547114581500AU6 it MSS 5588 30 9256715275500
AUG 20 MSS 5888 0 85489.14564500
AUG 29 MSS 5858' 20o; 8258515271500
1	 } SEP 7 MSS 8588 1G 8550714551500
OCT 4 MSS 2888 10 9262115261500
fi OCT 22 MSS 8988 20 8?63915254500
9 MSS 5888 30 8265715245500
DEC 15 MSS 8888 10 8269315232500
xi 1 Y1 977 20 MSS 8938 '201 8272915220500FEB 7 MSS 5888 10 5274	 152125100
MAR 15 MSS 5888 0 8278315195500
:j MAY 8-' MSS 8888 10 828371.5170500
MAY 14 MSS" 888 10 8575614330500
t
MAY 26 MSS 8888 10 8285515160500 a




NOMINAL IMAGE IMAGE SAND CLOUD FRAME
CEN T ER DATE TYPE QUALITY COVER NUMBER
4
(22 9 28) 1973
-SEP 6 MSS 8888 20, 114iQ155055NG k'
DEC 5 MSS 2828 20 81500154925N0
1APR 28 MSS 2822 30 S1644iF4605NO
JUL
3 MSS 8888 20 51680i54505N0
27 MSS 5888 10 81734154315NO
1975
FEB 2 MSS 8868 20 82011154105N0MAR 27 MSS 8558 20 82064154015N0
APR 5 MSS 5855 0 81986153335N0
APP, 14 MSS 5888 0 82092154025NOMAY it MSS 5558 30 8502215,3145NO
JUL 31 MSS 5588 10 8219015395500
197E
JAN 9 MSS 9858 10 8235215375500
JAN 27 MSS 8888 30 8237015374500FEB 14 MSS 5588 10 8238815372500
APR 8 MSS 8885 20 82442153354500p00p
MAY 23 MSS 8588
3 8 5249615341500JUN 1 MSS 8888
JUN 10 MSS 5588 30 8541815065500
JUN 19 MSS 9888 30 8251415335500
JUL, 25 MSS 8888 10 8255015325500AUG 21 MSS 8888 10 8549015010 500
AUG 30 MSS 8888 i0 8258615314500
- SEP 8 MSS 8888 0 8550814593500SEP 17 MSS 5555 20 8260415311500
°- OCT 23 MSS 55 58 30 8264015300500
19,77
JAN 21 MSS 8868 20 9273015263500
APR 3 MSS 8888 0 8280215232500
APR 9 MSS 888 10 8572114405500
MAY 9 MSS, 8888 10 82.8.3815213500MAY 15 MSS 888 10 8575714373500_
MAY 27 MSS 8885 0 8285615203500
JUN,-14 MSS 5888 10 8287415194500
(?2.29) 1973
MAR 28 MSS 8888 20 8124A155305N0MA V 21 MSS 8822 10 81302155245NO
MAY 21 COL 60GR 20 81302155245N2
JUN' 8 NSS 8888 20 81320155235NO
1 AUG 19 MSS 8822 30 81392155135N0
1q4
FEB 15 MSS -!988 20 g1572154755N0
JUN 3 MSS 8888 10 81683i54525NO
JUN 3 COL BBGR 10 8168 154525N2
JUN 21 MSS 8885 20 8i698i54455N0
! JUL' 9 MSS 8888 10 817t6i544i5NOJUL 27 MSS 5858 10 5034154335NO
SEP 19 MSS 0800 30 8068i54135N0
FEB 2 :RBV 888 20 }520111154132ND
FEB 2 MSS 8988 20 82011154135NO ;.j MAG 9 MSS 5888 10 82046154055NO	 _
MAC?-27 MSS 5568 20 82064154045NO
,f
,
APR 5 MSS 8558 _20 8i986i53355N0
3-23
-	
..-. - _ __ ^._^ -. 71 A 11Ti1
L .a
NOMINAL IMAGE	 IMAGE	 QANC	 CLOUC)	 FRAME






APR 14 MSS 2885 0 82082154045NQ
MAY 11 MSS 8558 30 55022153205NOMAY 20 MSS 5858 10 821181F4025N0
' JUL 31 MSS 555  10 9219015401500
AUG 27 MSS 5558 30 3513015255500 a
SEP 14 MSS 555-8 10 8514815245500
SEP 23 MSS 5588 30 8224415392500
1976JAN 9 MSS 8858 20 !3235215382500
JAN 27 MSS 8888 10 8237015381500FEB 14 MSS 5888 10 8238815374500 
APR 8 MSS 5888 30 8244215360500
MAY 14 RBV 555 10 8247815351200
MAY 14 MSS 8888 20 8247815351500
JUN 1 MSS 5588 10 8249615344500
JUN 10 MSS 5888 10 8541815072500
JUN 19 MSS 8888 30 N25)41534150D
JUN 19 MSS 8888 30 854	 215030500
AUG 3 MSS 8888 0 $54721F030500
AUG 21 MSS 8588 10 8549015013500
AUG 30 MSS 8888 20 -8258615321500SEP 8 MSS 8888 0 8550815000 50O
OC T 23 MSS 5588 10 3264015303500
1977APR 3 MSS 8888 0 8280215235500
APR 9 MSS 888 10 857211411500
MAY 9 MSS 8888 10 8283815215500
MAY 15 MSS 888 10 1575714375500
MAY 27 MSS 5588 0 8285615205500
JUN 14 MSS 5888 10 8287415200500 }
(22,00) 1973
MAR 28 MSS 8888 -,30 S1248i55335NO
MAY 21 MSS 8888 20 S13021553i5NOJUN 8 COL 7BGR 10 81320IF5255N2
JUN 8 MSS 8888 0 11320155255N0 i
SEP 6 MSS 8888 10 81410155145NOSEP 24 MSS 8888 30 8142R155115N0DEC 5 MSS 2828 ! 10 8150 0155015N0
I iMAR 5 MSS 8888 b 81590154805N0
JUN 3 MSS M188 30 81680 i54555NO
' JUL 9 MSS PV"888 i0 81716154445N'lSEP 19 MSS 8585 10 81788154155N
1975
it FEB 2 MSS 8888 10 8201104155NUMAR 9 MSS M888 10 8204E154125N0
APP 5 MSS 8558 110 81986153425NCMAY 2 MSS 518 8 30 82100154105NO
'MAY'li MSS 5058 20 35022153235N0MAY 20 MSS 5888 10 82118154055N0'JUL 31 MSS 5088 0 9219015404500
AUG 27 MSS 5558 10 351 -3015261500SEP 14 MSS 5588 10 8514815251,500
SEP 23 MSS 5555 3 822441E395580
—NOV 16 MSS 8588 1^ 8229815392500
1976





ZNAGF RANG CLOUn FPVIE
f	 E TVPF QLALITY COV7R NUHDER
h
122^30f 176
JAN 18 MSS 5955 20 4527411172500IAN 27 M S`S 88AR 10 82370113;13500FES 1 4 MSS FiAi in 0 A2388153P1500MAY 5 MSS 111888 10 0531215M500
MAY 23 m SS 8??8^ & 0 85400i50k5500
Jt l N 10 MSS ^'18ti 10 85418lF074500AUG 3 MSS 9 9 88 0 354721r032500
AUG 21 MSS 8888 10 M549015D15900
AUG 3.1 NSS 8188 10 82586iF323500SEf' 0 FI BS 8898 0 ^3550R1;;0:025000CT 14 MSS 8``88 20 8554414$72500
1977











AP B' q MSS 88th 0 85721.14414500
MAY 9 MSS 8888 30 82838iFa2250
MAY 15 MSS 888 ia 8575714362500
MAY 27 MSS 888x 0 R28561r212500J0 14 MSS 888=8 1G 82874	 0350C
(24,311
	
11734AY 21, MSS 888; 20 813.021^5^i35N0
JUN 8 MSS 8 99A 10 41320155325N0
JUN 8 COL 6BGR 10 9132015532514
€. SFP 6 MSS 8888 10 41410155205N0
SEP 6 COL 7ElCF 30 8141015r205N2
cE 24 MSS 8888 20 114R8155145N0
NOV 17 NSS 8888 1 0 8145Zi5505 aNu
to 74
A _MA9 5 MSS 819414 10 8159015432SN4JUN 3 MSS M888 10 8J68C154615NO
JUN 3 M 8PGF 10 616401546i5N2JUL q MSS X91411$ 10 ! 17161' 4505NDJUL 27 MSS 2a88 30 8i734154425N0
SEP 19 M5S 5186 i0 8178Ri54225N0
ig7F
^i FE 2 ^, Pf1V ;180 0 8c 01,ii`'4^'22N0FE R 2 MSS 8ti8 8 10 820iii54'25N DAFAR 5 M:SS 8554 0 8t9i6153445N0HAY " MSS 5855 20 82',i001"4135N0
MAY 11 MSS .855E 30 85022153Z55N0
MAY 20 MSS 8888 130 82118154115N0hi AY 2 q \iSS 5588 20 850401"3"1.55N0
JUL 31 MSS 5 8 a rl 10 8219.015410500NOV 16 MSC 581; 0 822981x394500
UFC 4 NSS 5,955 0 8231615393500
i AN ihSS 8850 40 8235'215331500
JAN '1 "MSS 8888: 0 852741mi74500
.)AN 27 MSS 8P89 10 8537016390500FEES 14 !MSS 8088 0 823R8i5138:i500FEE ?3 MSS _ 8888 to 8531015153500ti AY S MSS 8a58 10 8', 382i^1035aa	 x.MAY 'R z MSS 888it 20 854001589250085418i'58 f31 50 0 	 af} .SUN 10 MSS 5088 10e
JUL 7 MSS 8P88 10 82532ir343500






NOMINAL-	 IMAGE IMAGE @AND CLOUD FRAME
CENTER	 OATF.' TYPE QUALITY COVER NUMBER
(22 9 3il	 197E
AUG 21 MSS 3888 i0 85490150 22500 -a
AUG 30 MSS 8888 10 8258615330500
SE P 8 MSS 8888 0 i550815005500
OCT 14 MSS 8885 10 8554414575500
1977













APP 3 MSS 8898 10 8280215244500
APP 9 MSS 888 10 8572114420500
MAY 9 MSS 8888 30 32838IF224500
MAY 15 MSS 888 0 8575714384500
MAY 27 MSS 8888 0 8285615214500
JUN 14 MSS 5858 20 8297415205500
(23.28)	 1972
SFP 12 MSS 8828 30 H105i155715N0
1973
JAN 16 NSS °888 20 811771F5735N0
MAR 29 MSS 8;888 20 81249i55825N0MAY 4' MSS 8888 0 81285if58i5N0
MAY 22 MSS 8828 10 d1303155905N0
MAY 22 COL 7BGR 10 81303i55805N2
JUN 9 MSS 8882 20 5132il55755N0
SE P 7 MSS 8882 30 814111F5635N0
1974
JUL 10 MSS 8888 10 817i7i:4935NO
JUL 28 MSS 5888 3.0 81735154855NO
AUG 15 MSS 8888 20 81753154815N0
1475
FEO 3 P9V 559 10 82012154832ND
FEB 3 MSS 8858 10 82012154935N0
FE'R li MSS 8888 20' 81933154i45NO
APR 6 MSS 5888 0 c31987153915NG
APR 15 MSS 8855 30 82083154605N0
MAY 12 MSS 5858 10, 850231F3725NO
JUN 26 MSS 5555 10 9215515460500JUL 5 MSS 5525 20' 9507715342500
AUG 1 MSS_ 5555 10'` 821911F453500SED 15 MSS 8599 30 9514915300500
SEP 24 M SS 5555 10 12 2 4 5 15 4 -4 4 5 0 0 
OCT 30 MSS 5559 20' —9229115442500
NOV 17 MSS 5555 30 8229915441500
i 1976
JA  i MSS 5,355 30 9525715232500MAR 22 MSS 8895 20^ 5 24 25 154 205 0 0
-APR 9 MSS 8888 l0 82443IF412500
JUN 2 MSS 5888 0 9249715400500
JUN 1_i MSS 8888 10l 8541915123500
' JUN 20 MSS 8888 0 8251515393500
JUL 8 MSS 8888 i0 8253315390500 r
AUG 22 MSS 8589 10 85491150F4500i SEP 18 MSS 8688 10- 8.260515365500
NOY 29 MSS- 8888	 - 30 9267715342500
1977 {
JA h 22 MSS g88d 10 9273115321500
MAR 17 MSS 5888 10 A278515300500
3-2G
NCMINAL IMAGE ItOACF BAND CLOUD FRAME {
CENTER DATE TYPE QUALITY COVER NUMBER
(23,28) 1977
APR 22 MSS 8888 30 8282115281500
MAY 10 MSS 8838 10 82P391527.1500
MAY 28 MSS 8P8:9 10 828571526i500
, JUN 3 MSS P38 10 857761L4i3500
JUN 15 MSS 8588 10 8287515252500
(23929) 1973JAN 16 MSS 8888 15 $1177ir-5755ND
MAR 29- MSS 8888 10 81249i55845NO
MAY 4 MSS 8688 10 B1285i55835NOMAY 22 NSS 8888 20 S1303155835Ne
JUN 9 MSS 8888 0 31321155815NO
JUN 9 COL 8DGP 0 91321155815N2SEP 7 MSS 8882 20 814iil55705NO
r DEC 24 NSS 6888 30 81519155515NO
1975FEB it MSS 8888 0 81933154205NO
APR 6 MSS 8885 0 81987153935N0r APR 15 MSS 8888 30 82083154635N0MAY 12 MSS 595 8 20 85n 23153745N0
JUN 2E MSS 5555 10 9215515463500
JUL 5 MSS 5888 20 $507715344500
AUG i- MSS 5558 10 A21911F460500SEP 24- MSS 8888 30 3224515451500
OCT 0 MSS 2888 10 8228i15445500
( NOV 17 MSS 5555 10 8229915444500
t.. 1976
j FEB 24 MSS 8885' 10 8531115202500
MAF 22 MSS 8888 10 9242515422500
s APR 9 MSS 8888 0 3244315415500
APR 18 MSS 9888 30 '" .853 6515164500
i JUN 2 MSS 8886 0 8249715402500
JUN 11 MSS 8888 10 8541915130500
JUN 20 MSS 8888: 0 8251giF395500
JUL 8 MSS 8888; 10 8253315392500
JUL 17 MSS 8988 30 8545515100500
JUL 26 MSS 8588 '`30 3255115365500
AUG 22 MSS P,888 10 8549liFO70500_
is SEP 18 MSS —9888 10 8260515372500
NOV 29 MSS 8888 20 t3267715344500
197''
JAN 4 MSS 5888 20 8271315331500 i
JAN 22 MSS 8888 10' 6273115323500
MAY 10 MSS 8858 10	 - 8283915273500
MAY 28 MSS 8888, 0 8295715264500
JUN 3 MSS 888 10 8577614415500
r
JUN 15 MSS 8888 10 8287515254500
_.
in
(23 9 30) 1972t AUG 25 COL 58GR 20 81033155805N2
AUG 25 MSS 8888 30 S1033i55105NO
1973
JAN 16 MSS 898,8 10 81177i,55825NO
MAY 4 MSS 8888 10 H1285155905N0
JUN 9 COL 98GP 0 81321155845N2 i
' UN 2 9
0
MSS 8888
8888, 3 8 G
g132JI5545NO
1° SS 91 5745NO
^RIG4IN r1L PAW?, IS
POOR
NOMINAL IMAGE IMAGE @AND CLOUD FRAME
CENTER DAT E TYPE QUALITY COVER NUMBER
`+4IV	 i it
10
(23 9 30) 19`73
SEP 7 MSS 8882 20 114ili55725NO ?
1974
JAN li MSS 8889 30 81537155505NC
MAR 6 COL 78GP 10 81591i55345N2 l;
MAR 6 MSS 8889 10 81591155345N0
JUL 28 MSS 5888 SO 81735154945NO
OCT 26 MSS 5858 0 81825154655N0 ^.	 {
1975' t
FEB 3 MSS 8858 20 82012i54925NO
F7EB 3 RBV 588 30 52012154922ND
r-PR 6 MSS 8588 0 81997iF4005N0
JUN 26 MSS 5585 20 8215515465500
JUL 5 MSS 5885 10 8507715351500 
AUG 1 MSS 5558 10 8219115462500SEP 24 MSS 55.88 30 8224515453500NOV 17 MSS 5588 0 9229915450500
1976 f
JA 10 MSS 8888 3C 8235315443500
MAR 22 MSS 8888 10 8242515425500
APR 9 MSS 88.88 0 8244315421500 i
APR 18 MSS 8888 20 8536515170500
J,UN 2 MSS 8888 10 8249715405500JUN 11 MSS 5888 20 8541915132500
JUN _20 MSS 8888 10 5251515402500 i
JUL 8 MSS 8888 10 8253315395500
JUL 17 MSS 8588 10 454551510350C 1
JUL 26 MSS 5 -889 10 825511F39250C
AUG 22 MSS 5888 0 8549115073500AUG 31 MSS 8898 20 8258715381501
SEP 18 MSS 8888 10 826951F374500
1977
JAN 4 MSS 8858 10 8 27 131533450 0 J
JAR 22 MSS 8888 20 8273115330500
MAY 10 MSS 8888 10` -82839-15280500
MAY b MSS 888 10 8575914440500
MAY 28 MSS 8888 10 9285715270500l
JUN 3 MSS 888 10 8577614422500
JUN 15 MSS 8888 0 828751E261507 a
(23 9 31) 1972
AUG 25 MSS 8888 30 A1033155825NO
DEC it MSS 8 8 30 8114ii559i5NG
19:73
JAN 16 MSS 8888 10 81177155845NO
JAN 16 COL 78GR is B1177155845N2
MA 11 MSS 8882 30 81231155935NO
MAY 4 MSS 8888 10 81285IL55925NI
MAY 4 COL 58GR 10 81285155925N2
JUN' 9 COL 7PGR 0 81321155905N2JUL 15 MSS 5'8GR- 30 31357155845Na
AUG 20 MSS 8888 30 81393155815N0 tSEP 7 MSS 8882 30 81411155755N0
SEP 25 MSS 8888 20 81429i55725NO
1974
i, JAN li MSS 8822 30 81537i55535N0
JUL 28 MSS 5588 20 80 351550t5NO
AU G 15 MSS 8888 10 805 31L54935NO .
S-2S
rENTERAL IMAGE TYPE L GCVER NUMBERQUALTTY
it
122,311 1974
OCT 26 MSS 8898 10 81R25i54725N0
1975
FF'3 3 MSS 888P 20 32012134955NO
FEE 20 MSS 5886 10 82029154735N0
APP 6 MSS 9888 10 81987154025NU
JUN 8 MSS 9888 20 32137154725NO
JUL 5 MSS 5555 20 4507715353500
AUG 1 MSS 5555 20 92191i5465500
NOV 17 MSS 5555 0 3229915453500
1 x76
t JAN i 'aq5 5955 0 $52571'5243500
MAP 22 MSJ A888 20 82`425117431509
APR 9 MSS riots' 0 9244315424500
APR 19 MSS 5888 10 4536515173500
,JUN 2 MSS 5885 30 424971+411500
JUN it MSS 8588 10 35419l5i35500
JUN 20 MSS 8888 10 825151F404500JUL 8 M:SS 8886 10 8253315401500JUL 17 MSS' 888A 20 45455iri05500JUL ?L MSS 300 3547315092500
AUG 22 MSS 5888 10 9549I1r-075500
AUG 31 MSS 8689 30 92587iF384500SFP 18 MSS 8888 20 82605i538i500
OCT 15 MSS 8888 0 4554515033500f
1 q,7 7
JA S 4 MSS 8488 30 827131F340503
JAN 2 MSS, ae88 i	 30 x273115332500
MAY 10 MSS 88H8 0 8283915242500
MAN 16 MSS 086 10 8575Ri4442500t4 A N 28 MSS 8898 10 8285715273500
JUN 3 MSS 88A 10 9577614424500
JUN 15 MSS A88A 10 928751526350.0
9
f 124927) 1973MAY 5 MSS 88,88 0 41286i60335NO
MAY 5 COL 78GP i0 812861F0335N2	 j
JUL 16 MSS 8888 a 9135916O245NO
JUL 16 COL 89G° 0 8,1358160245N2
AIfG 3 MSS 88.88 10 41.3"76160 235N0
_ AUG 3 COL 76GP 10 813761F0235N2t AUG 21 MSS 8+988 10 413941602i5NO
r NOV 19 MSS ;'8828 0 51484160035NO
iQ74
MAY IA MSS 1888 "' 30 ii664155635NG
JUL 11 MS'S 8888 0 81718155455NO
OCT ',?' MSS 5856 10 81P26155125NC	 il










APR 16 8855 2 0 ^! 2UH 4	 N 0
= APR 25 MSS 8858 30 45006154335N0.
MAY 13 MSS 055'A 10 85024154235N4
MAY 22 MSS 5855 10 82120155055NO
AUG 20 MSS 5888 30 9221015501500
SFP 25 MSS 5988 10 9224615500500
a
OCT 13 MSS 5 5 5 5 30 8226415495500










CFNTER DATE TYPE QUALITY COVEP NUMrER
12
( 24 9 27) 1975
I^
DEC F PSS 5888 30 8231915492500
1976
MAY 25 NSS 8888 30 854021F190500
JUN 21 MSS 8588 0 825161544550E
JUN 30 MSS 8888 10 8543A15162500
JUL 9 MSS 5588 30 8253415442500	 <
JUL 27 MSS 8888 30 8255215435500	 f




JAN 5 MSS 8888 20 8271415381500
FEB 16 MSS 5888 20 8566914563500
MAY it MSS 8888 10 82.84015322500'
13
(24,28) 1973
MAP 12 MSS 9888 30 81232i604O5NO
APP 17 COL 159GP 20 81268160405N2
MAY 5 MSS 8888 0 81286160355N0
MAY 5 COL 7BGP 0
16 MSSJ UL 8828 10 81286160	 5 N 23 5 JAUG 3 MSS 9828 10 51376160 255NGAUG 21 MSS 8888 10 11394160245NO
S ,8 MSS 8888 20 114 12 160 22 5N 0 s
NOV 19 MSS 8888 30 81484160105N0
1974
FEB 1 7 MSS 8888 30 81574155855N0	 i
,JUN 5 MSS 8888 20 81682155625NO
JUL 11 MSS 8888 0 817i8i555i5N0''OCT 27 MSS 5558 10 a1826155155N0
DEC 2 NSS 8P,88 0 81862155025N0
19 75
3 PBV 555 20 8.2012154902N0F S 3 MSS 8858 20 82012154905NQFEB 21 MSS 8885 20' 8 2 0 30155 20 5N0APBP, 7 MSS— 584a 10 81988154455N0
APP 25 MSS 8555 30 85016154355N0MAY 13 MSS 2888 0 i5 0 2415430 5N0
MAY 22 MSS 5555' 30 82120155125N0
—AUG ii MSS 5588 20` 9511415375500
OCT 13 NSS 5555 10 8226415502500
1976
MAY 25 MSS 8888 30 8540215192500JUN 3 MSS 8588 1;0— 824981545 +500
JUN 21 MSS 5858` 10 82516IF451500JUL 18 MSS — 5888 30 9545615152500JUL 27 MSS 8888 10 8255215441500
AUG, 23 MSS 8588 10 1549 215122 500SEP 10 MSS 8859 20' 555101Fi0550,0
OCT 7 RBV 555 30' 8252415421200
1977
FEB 10 MSS 8888 30 3275015371500
FEB 16 MSS 5588 8566914565500FEB 28 MSS 8888 30 8276815363500
MAR 18 MSS 8888 30 8278615354500
APP 23 MSS 8888 20 8282215335500
9





NOMINAL IMAGE It' AGE 9AN0 CL000 FP'AMf, 'µ
CENTE R? DATE TYPE (DUALITY C0VEP NUMBER i	 •f
14
(24,291 1973
4AY 5 MSS 8888 0 Al286i60425NO
MAY 5 COL 7BGR 0 81296160425N2
JUN 18 MSS 8828 10 81322160405N0
JUL 16 MSS 8828 10 61358160335NO
AUG 3 MSS 8888 0 9i376160325NCAUG 21 MSS 8888 10 BJ394160305NOOC T 14 MSS 8888 20 f31448160145N0
NOV 19 MSS 88881 20 814841E0125N0
1974
MAR 7 MSS 8888 30 61592155905NO
JUL Ii MSS R848 0 91718155545N0
OC T 27 MSS 5558 20 81826155215N0
DFC 2 M SS 9888 10 81862155045N0
ia75FFP 241 MSS 5888 20 82030i55235N0
APR 7 MS'S 5858 10 fl1989154515N0
APR 16 MSS 8688 20 82084155215N0
MAY 13 MSS 2588 0 85024154325NO
AUG it MSS 5588 30 8511415381500
OCT 13 MSS 555F 10 9226415504500
1976
MAR 23 MSS 988E 30 8242615480500
MAY 25 MSS 8588 20 3540215195500
5888 0 8249815460500
JUN i2MSS 5888 10 8542015184500
JUN 21 MSS 5 8 5 8 20 8251615454500 A
JUL 18 MSS 5888 i0 3545615154500
JUL 27 MSS 8888 10 8255215444500
AUG 23 MSS 8888 0 8549215124500
SEQ i MSS 5588 30 8258815433500
SEP 10 MSS 5888- 20 5551OiF1115D0 f'r
1.779
FEB 16 MSS 8588 20 8566914572500
! FEB 2c MSS 8889 20 9276515365500
APP 23 MSS 8888 10 8282215341500
MAY 11 MSS 8888 20 8284015331500
MAY 29 MSS 5888 30 8285615322500
3
15
(24 9 30) 1973
I MAQ 16 MSS 8828 10 S1358iE0405NO




11 MSS 8588 0. 81716155605NO
j JUL 29 MSS 8885 30 917361^5525N0SFP 21 MSS 8885 30 W901..5325N0OCT 27 MSS 5558 20
10^
8i$26155245N0
DEC 2 MSS 8858° 91862155l15N0
19 7`5
MAR 20 MSS 1555A 10 81970154635N0
APP 7 MSS 1858 10 81988154545NO











8511415384500OCT 13 MSS 5558 10 9226415511500
NOV 18 MSS 5555 30 8230015504500
3— 31
i'
IMAGE	 IMAGE	 BAND	 CLOUD
DATE	 - TYPE	 QUALITY COVER FRAMENUMPER
^;	 15
(24930) 1976
MAQ 23 MSS 8888 0 8242615483500 .APP, 28 MSS 0588 10 ' 8246215472500
MAY 25 MSS 6588 10 8540215201500
—JUN 3 MSS 5888 0 8249815463500
JUN 12 MSS 5588 10 854201F190500
JUL 18 MSS 5588 0 8545615i61504
JUL 27 MSS 5888 30 825521F450500AUG 23 MSS 8588 20 8549215131500
SEP 10 MSS', 6859 20 85510151i4500
DEC 18 M5S 5588— 20 8269615400500
1977
FEB 10 MSS 8888 10 827501F380500
FEB 16 MSS 8888 10 8566914574500
FEB 28 MSS 8888 20 8276815372500 ±APR 23 MSS 898A 30 82'8221534450.0
I	 a
i6 i
(25 9 27) 1972 i
SEP 14 MSS 2822 10 810531608i5N0
OCT 20 MSS 8888 0 81099i60845N0_
1973
MAR 31 MSS 8888 IS 8125iI60925N0
APR 18 MSS 8888 1 812169160925N0
AUG 4, MSS 8888 i0 81377160815NO
AUG 22 MSS 8882 20 81395160755N0SEP 9 MSS 6882 0 814i3i6S735N0 $SEP 27 COL 58GR 3 8143116 715N2 iSEP 27 MSS 8888 10 31431160715N0 !	 .OCT 15 MSS' 8888 10 81449160645NO
1974
MAR 26 MSS 2822 30 St611160335N0
MAY 1 MSS 2888 20 516471EO 245N0 iMAY 19 MSS 2888 0' 81665169-.2,15 N0JUN 24 MSS — 8888 10 91701160105N0
JUL 12 MSS 8888 20 117191F0035N0
AUG
1 0 8 1773i55835NQ14 MSS 5p 888
OCT .10 MSS 5888 10— 8:1809155725N0
i.
i APR 8 MSS 8588 i0 819891-5005N3
? APP, 26 MSS 2888 0 85007154915NAUG 3 MSS 55 55 30 8219315563500
AUG 12 MSS 5550 30 8511515430500
SEP 26 MSS 5598 10 62247i555550D
1,976MA; 24 MSS 55-55 30' 824 27 155 30 50 0 t3534915282500APP 11R MSS 5888 —10
MAY 26 MSS 8888 10 8540315244500JUN 4 MSS 5885 0 8249915510500
JUN 22 MSS 8888 10 92517F503500 .JUL 1 MSS 8888 10 8543915220500 $
AUG 6 MSS 8888 10 8547515190500
-AUG 15 MSS 8588 10
8559315173500AUG 24 MSS 8898 0
SEP 2 POV 585 10 8258915483200SEP 2' MSS 8885 10 82.5891F483500f












MA R i MSS	 88ti8	 10	 4276915414500
	
MAR 19 MSS	 888 fl:	 10	 82787154ppC3500
	
MAY 30 MSS	 5558	 io	 9285915371500
17
(25,28)	 1972
SEP 14 MSS 2822 10 31053160845NO
OCT 20 NSS 8889 0 810891609C5N0
OCT 20 COL 68GP 0 810891E0905N2
i MA F- 31 MSS 8888 10 R1251160955NO
APR 18 MSS 8888 10 81269i60955NO
JUL 17 MSS 8888 30 81359160855N0
AUG 4 PSS 8888 10 5133716O845NO
SEP 9 MSS 8888 0 81413i60905NO
SFP 9 COL 7PGP 10 81413160805N2SEP 27 88813 30 114311FO735NO
OCT 15
MSS
MSS 0888 10 814491607U5NO
1M A
 F
26 NSS 2R22 10 81611160 40 5N0MAY 1 MSS 8888 10 91.64716,1315N0
MAY i g MSS 8888 0 11665iEO245N0JUL 12 MSS 8888 30 8171g160055N0
AUG 17 MSS 8888 10 11755155945N9
SEP 4 MSS 0888 20 81773iF5855N0
OCT 10 MSS 5858 10 81A09195755N0
ig75
FF8 13 MSS 8858 30 91935155305N'0APP - 8 MSS 8888 0 81989155035NGAPO 26 MSS' 2898 10 85007154935N0
MAY 23 MSS 8!-, 10 9Z121155715NQ
JUN 1 MSS 5558 30 45043154745N0JUL 7 - MSS 8988 30 8507915454500JUL 16 MSS 5859 10 9217515572500
AUG 3 MSS 5555 20 92193i5570500
AUG 30 MSS 55	 F_ 20 9513315423500
SEP 26 MSS 5558 10 lZ24715561500NOV 1 MSS 5555 10 122831r-55550G
1976FEB 26 MSS 8A88 20 853131F311500MAR 24 MSS 5555 30 824271553250'1 jAP R, 2 MtSS 31588 0 95349iF295500APR, ii '!ASS 88 38 10 1244515525500
APR 20 MSS 5555 30 853671"7273500
MAY I MSS A888 2C 853151r-262500
^i AY 26 'ASS 888P 10 A5403iF25i500JUN 4 MSS 91'85 0 82»9915512500 i
JUL 1 MSS 8888 2V 8543910223505
AUG 6_ NSS 58 34 10 8547515193500AUG 15 MSS ` 8885 30 32571iF49Z500AUG 24 MSS 8888 0 954931SiS0500SFP Z REV 558 10 ,82589154Ic,200SEP 2 MSS 8888 111 8258915485500
2 0SEP
5<888 ` 0 5551115163500
MSS 8888 20 8260715482500SFP
8NOV 13 MSC 0 599 i`C 926611 463500i	 DEC- 1 NSS 5894 30 8267giF454500
71 MA F i MSS 5355 1,0 8276gi5421500
1 3 -33 ORZGpIN
pO^L V^ A^rTXOF .
5 -]
of
NOMINAL IMAGE	 IMAGE	 ©AND	 CLOUT?	 FRAME
CEN T ER	 DATE	 TYPE	 OLALTTY COVER	 NUMQER
17








AUG 9 MSS 8888 20 81017l6O;9l5G0MSS 2A22 10 81153160905N0SET i!^20 MSS	 -' 8A89 20 81099iE0935N0DEC 13 MSS 8828 30 811431(-0955N0
1973FEB 23 MISS 883,8 20 S121516i009NO
MA  13 MSS 8988 30 61233161015N0
APP 18 MSS 8888 10 8126;9iE1015N0JUN 11 COL 69GP 30 8132'3l60945N2JUN 11 MSS 8982 10 813231E0945N0JUL 17 COL 78GR 0 813591E0915N2
JUL 17 MSS 8888 0 81359tE:0915N0AUG 4 MSS 2888 20 11377IF0905NO
AUG 22 MSS P882 20 81395160845NO0 C 15 MaS 8898 20 11449150735N-0
1974
JAN 31 NSS 8892 10 81557160525N0MAR 26 MSS 2922 20 3161iI 0425NO
MAY 1 MSS 8898 30 9164716033SNOAUG 17 MSS 8888 20 g1755i60005NO
OC T 10 MSS 8888 0 8183ai55815NC
1974
FEB 13 MSS 5888 10 81935155335NO
MAP 3 -MSS 8888 30 ' 1195 3155245NC
APF 8 MSS 58E58 10 3198g1.55055N0
APP 26 MSS 5888 20 85007155005N0
MAY 23` MSS 5588 - `20 82121155745NO
JUN 1 MSS 5555 20 85043154815N0
JUL 16 MSS 8558 10 9217515574500
AUG 3 MSS 5556 20 3219315572500
-SEP 26 MSS 5838 1G 82247155E450^.
NOV 1 MSS 5555 0 4228315562500
NOV 19 MSS 5555 30 g2301.15'5605.0C
1976
FEB 26 MSS 8858 10 8531316314500
MAf 15 MSS 8888 10- 8533115303500
APR '2 MSS 88,38 0 - 8534915291500
APP 11 M'SS 8488 10 9244515531900
MAY A MSS 8488 0 4533515264500`
MAY 17 MSS 8888 20- 1243115521500MAY 26 "SS 85 8,9 10 554 03152 53 50CJUN 4 M SS 885E 0 924!9915515500JUN 13 MSS 8PO 10 8542115242500
JUL i MSS 8818 10 854391E225500
AUG 5 MSS 5838 3QAUG 15 MSS- 8838 825711549400
_AUG 2 4 MSS -8888 _0 4549315182500SEP 2 RBV 588 3'0- 825391549220C
SEP 2 MSS 8988 20' 9258915492503SE P 11 MSS 8888 0 8551115165500
SEP 29 MSS 8888 10 8552915153500OCT 1 7 MSS 5834 20 955471514050L_„NOV 13 MSS 5883 0 9266115465500
1977MA G 1 MSS 8E^58 0 827691542350)
3-34
^r y
NOMINAL IMAGE IMAGE BAND CLOUD FPAME
r.EN*ER MATE TYPE QUALITY CCVER NUMPER
18
(ZF 9 29) !a77
MAR 19 MSS 8888 10 827971F414500
APP 6 MSS 8888 10 8280515405500
MAY 12 MSS @838 30 6284115385500
MAY 30 MSS 8A5A 20 82859153A0500
19
(26 9 27)	 1972
AUG 28 MSS e828 i0 8iO36161405N0
0Fr 14 NSS 8688 30 A1144i6i455NO
1073JUN 12 MSS 8848 30 8i324i6l435N4
SFP 28 MSS 8882 0 81432161255NG
SEP 28 COL 7BGP, 0 A143 2161.255N2
iQ74
MAP, 27 MSS 8888 10 916121E09i5N0
MAY 20 MSS 8888 30 81666 E0755N0
JUN 25 MSS 588 10 81702164655N0
JUL 14 COL 58GR 10 817211Ei155N2AUG 19 MSS 2eS8 30 A175716iO45NO
SEP 5 MSS 5805 0 117741E44i5NO
11175
MAR 31 MSS 55 85 30 82068160255NOMAY 6 MSS 5e8g 30 8210416G255NO
JUN 2 M SS 5F85 10 85C44155305N0
JUL 8 MSS 5555 10 1509015505500AUG 4 MSS 5555 20 8219416021500
SEP 9 MSS 5555 20 A223Oi60i4500
SEP 27 MSS 5558 0 822481601350.0.
1975
APB'. 12 MSS 8888 0 8244615580500
MAY 9 MSS 9888 0 8538615313500
MAY 18 MSS 8 5 5 8 0 824821F571500
JUN S MSS 8558 i0 82500155645.01
JUN 14 MSS 5988 10 85	 2215291500
JUN 23 MSS 5558 i0 A2518i5561500f JUL 29 MSS 8888 30 82F5415551500
^i ALIG 7 MSS 8888 0 85476IF244500AUG 16 MSS 8588 0 8257215544500
AUG 29 MSS 8888 30 8549415231500
SEP 3 MSS 5988 30 8259015541500
SEP 12 M SS 8588 20 9551215214500SEP, 31 MSS, 81188, 10 8553015201500
NOV 14 MSS 8585 10 8266215514500
1977
JAN 25 MSS 888F 30 8273415485500
MAR 2 MSS 8888 10 827701,5473509
MAR 20 MSS 5188 20 827891r463g00
APP 25 MSS 8888 0 8262415444500 R
MAY 13 MSS 8885 20 8284215434500
aC
( 2F 9 281	 ig72AUG 28 MSS 8828 C 81036161435N0D F C 14 MSS 8888 0 81144161515NO
r lAU^G 5 MSS 2898 30 81378161425N7{ SFP 28 'MSS 8882 30 81432i61325NO
T
ORXC^XN AL P IS" 	 "




	 9ANC	 CLOUD	 FRAME
GFNT FR	 DATE	 TYPE	 QUALITY COVER	 NUMBER
20 j
(26 9 281 1974
FFR 19 MSS 8888 0 8t57616i025N0
MAY 2 COL 7BGF. 10 81648160855N2
MAY 2 MSS 2688 0 11648i6O855NO
MAY 20 MSS 8p88 20 8166616O825NO
JUN 25 MSS 8588 20 8170 2160 7i5N.0
JUL 13 MSS 8888 20 91720160645N0
SEP 5 MSS 8808 10 81774160445N0 }SFQ 23 MSS 5858_ 3Q 81792,1-60355Nti
I
is 1975 3
MA 1; 4 MSS - 8555 10 81954155755NO
JUL 17 MSS 5558 0 8217616030500
AUG 4 MSS 5559 20 8219416024500	 —
SEP 2' MSS 5588 0 —8224816015500
197JAN 4 —MSS 5888 10 9526015402500
FEB 9 MSS 9585 20 8529615380500 t
MAPS 25 MSS 889'8 10 8242815590500 I
APP 12 MSS 8888 0 8244615583500
MAY 9 MSS 888':8 0 8538615320500
MAY 1'8 MSS 88818 0 8248215573500
MAYJN 27 MSS 8888 30 '354041530550]5 MSS 8888 30 9250015570500JUN 14 MSS 5858 10 8542215293500
JUN 23 MSS 8888 30 8251815564500
JUL 29 M=SS 8888 20 9255415553500'
AUG 7 MSS 8888 0 8547615251500
AUG 16 MSS 888:8 10 8257215550500
AU C 25 MSS 8888 10 854941E-234500
SEP 12 MSS 8888 10 9551217-221500SE P 30 MSS 88138 0 855301F204500
OCT 27 MSS 888.8 10 8264415525500 I'
NOV 14 MSS 8888 0 8266215521500
OEC H MSS 8888 30 8269815504500
1977 (
JA N MSS83
,8 10 8271615495500 I'
25 8	 8 30 8273415491500
MA°'P 2 MSS 8888 20 8277015475500
MAR 20 MSS 5598 10 9278815470500 s;
AP? 25 MSS 8889 10 8282415451500




AUG 29 COL 58GR 20 8iO3T1F1955N2
AUG'' 29 MSS 8888 20 91037161955N0
1973' -
4.
FEB' 7 M S`S 8888 20 811991F2035N0
FEB 25 COL 9BGP 10 81217162045N2 i
FES 25 MSS 8889 0 812i7i62045NO
JUN 13 COL 8BGP 10 91325162025N2
JUN 13 MSS 8832 10 81325162025NO
JUL i9 MSS 8888 20 8136iiEi955ND t
AUG s 24 MSS 2822 30 8139716i925N0
SEP 11 COL - 69GR. 20 814i5i6i9O5N2
:
SEP 11 MSS 8889 30 8J415161905N0
ig7t+
HA 10 MSS 8888 20_ 81595161525N0
{ JUN 8 MSS 8888 30











IMAGE IMAGE 'BAND CLOUD FPAME
DATE TYPE OUALITY COVER NUMPER
1974
OCT 12 MSS 5855 8181 160855N0






APR i MSS 8885 30 82069160835NOMAY 7 MSS 8558 20 821.051(-0 825NO
MAY 16 MSS 5888 0 85027155945N0
MAY `25 MSS 5558, 30 82123160125G 0
JUL 18 MSS N555 _20 8217716aa82500AOG 5 MSS 5555 20 821951608C500SEP 28 MSS 5555 1-0 82249160%500
NOV 3 MSS 5555` 20 8228516065500
197f,
MAR 17 MSS. 8888 10 9533315410500
APP 13 MSS 5888 10 82447160135500MAY 10 MSS 588fl 10 9538715` ,71500
JUN 6 MSS 5855 10 825011EO,22500
,JUL 3 MSS 5558 10 $5441i.1:332500
JUL 21 MSS 5588 20 854591r31550C,
AUG 8 MSS 8888 0 8547715302500
AUG 17 MSS 5888 2 8 325731EO02500
NOV 15 MSS 8888 3 8266315573500
1977
FEB 13 MSS 8888 30 8275315535500
MAR 21 MSS M888 10 8Z7892250U00APR 8 MSS 8888 10 1 5
APP 26 MSS 5{}88 10 8282515502500MAY 14 MSS 8888 20 8284315493500
127,28) 1972 xAUG'- 29 MSS 8888 30 8iWi62015N0	 i
i JAN 2 MSS 91888 10 11163162045NO
FEB 7 COL 89GP 10 811991F;2105N2
FEB 7 MSS 8888 10 811991F2105N0	 €
{ FEB 25 COL 7BGP 0 812171E2115N2
{ FEB 25 MSS 8888 0 8t217IF2iI5N0	 riJUN 13 - MSS P.838 10 813251E2045NO	 tSEP! 29' MSS 8828 30 81433iE1905N0 t;
J974
MAP 0 MSS 8888 10 81595161545N0
APR 15 MSS` 2888 0 81631161505NO
JUN 26 MSS 5588 10 81703161255N0
JUL 14 MSS 8588 30 31721 IF1225N0
_AUG 19 COL 88GR 10 81757161105N2	 !'
AUG 19 IMSS 2888 10 31757161105NC
OC T 12 iMSS 5858 20 818111F0915N0f NOV 17 _ MSS	 _ 8888 0 81847160815N0
DEC 5 MSS 5859 0 91865160725NQ
ti 0I11GVAL PAGE
19 75
FEB 6 MSS 8888 20 82ni5168915N0	 i
UALI'1`^^ F  6 RRV 555 10 l32015lE	 912NO(}i+ 100It R MAR 14 MSS a8s& 0 82051160905N0`
I APR i MSS 8858 3q 82069160855NO
MAY 16 MSS 5.988 u 65027160005NC
?., JUL 18 MSS M555 20 8217716085500
OC T 7 MSS 5 5 5 55 0 151711c5i4500
t
i JAN F MSS 5898 10 6526115460509
3-37
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NOMINAL IMAGE TMAGE SAND CLOUD FRAMECEN T ER DATE_ TYPE (QUALITY COVER NUMBER
?2
(27 9 28) 1976
4AR 11 MSS 8888 10 8533315412500MAY 10 MSS 8888 1S 8538715374500JUN 6 MSS 5P.F8 5250116025500
JUL 3 MSS 5888 0 8544115334500JUL 21 MSS 8888 20 8545915322500
k,
aa
AUG 8 MSS 8888 10 8547715305500AUG 1' MSS 5888 10' 8257316004500OCT 1 MSS 5888 0 8553115262500
OCT 28 MSS 888-8 10 $264515583500
NOV 15 MSS 0888 10 8266315575500
DEC 21 MSS 8888 10 3269915562500
1977









On May 14,	 1973, the first orbital workshop, Skylab,
was launched into a near-earth orbit at a nominal altitude
of 270 miles (435 km).	 The spacecraft was positioned so as
to pass over any given point between latitudes 50 degrees
north and 50 degrees south of the equator every five days.
One of the objectives of this manned spacecraft mission was
'f to provide a synoptic survey of selected areas on the earth
using the Earth Resources Experiment Package (EREP) remote
sensing system.
The Skylab program consisted of four missions, with
Skylab 1 being the 'launch of the unmanned spacecraft.
	 Sky-
labs 2 through 4 were manned missions during which the sen-
sors were operated between May 24 and June 7, 1973; July 28
and September 25, 1973; and November 16, 1973 and February
8,	 1974, respectively.
	 The sensors were operated indivi-
dually or simultaneously, depending on the Skylab investi-
gator's research requirements and other factors, such as
weather and vehicle capability.
	 Unlike Landsat (described
in Section 3), only selected areas of the earth's surface
!;i that were of particular interest to the investigators were
y
photographed.
EREP contained six remote sensing systems operating in
selected spectral bands throughout the visible, infrared,
and into the microwave region ofthe electromagnetic spec-
trum.	 Only the photographic camerasystems, i.e., the
-, Muliispectral Photographic Camera (S-190A) and the Earth
Terrain Camera (S-190B), are discussed in this guide.
	
In
addition to the vehicle-mounted camera imagery, the guide
T
r also covers imagery, from the hand-held Hasselblad and Nikon
cameras.	 A_;brief description of each system follows.
^;- The Multispectral Photographic Camera (S-190A): .
	This system
is a composite unit of six high precision 70 mm cameras with
6 inch (152 mm) focal length lenses which are boresighted to
obtain the same scene when fired simultaneously. 	 Through
the use of a different film/filter combination in each cam-
era, a specific portion of the electromagnetic spectrum is
captured and, consequently, the resultant images highlight
^A^IDING PAGE BLAN$ N0' FI	 q
1different features of the earth's surface (Fig. 4.1) .	 Table j
4.1 lists the sr F.;,ctral sensitivity, spectral range, film
type and estimated ground resolution for each camera sta-
tion.
,
Table 4.1,--S-190A Multispectral Camera Film Characteristics.
f 1
Estimated
Sensitivity Spectral Ground t	 3
Camera (nanometers) Range Film Type* Resolution**
Meters	 (Feet) j
1 700-800 infrared EK 2424 76	 (250) 5
(B&W infra-
red)
2 800-900 infrared EK 2424 76	 (250)
(B&W infra- }
red)




4 400-700 blue, SO-356 high 43	 (140)
green, red resolution
color
5 600-700 red -SO-022 (Pan- 34	 (112), t
atomic-Xj B&W)




*	 Eastman Kodak Company
** At low contrast
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The exposed film was returned to the earth with the
astronauts. The area covered by each processed 70 mm :frameis 101 by 101 miles (163 by 163 km) at a scale of approxi-
mately 1:2,850,000. Michigan areas covered by the S-190A










Area Covered	 ^^	 t i,`





Figure 4.2.--Skylab Photographic Coverage of Michigan.
s`	 The S-190B Earth Terrain Camera: This sensor is a single-
lens camera equipped with an 18 inch (460 mm ) ;focal len gth	 j
hens which usually duplicates a
	 imagery	 ,	 portion of the ?^nl  • . 1 .from
the S-190A systems. The processed 4.5 inch (115 nun) format
image (Fig. 4.3) is at a scale of approximately 1:950,000
and covers an area 68 by 68 miles (110 by 110 kin). Michi-
gan areas covered by the S- 190B Earth Terrain Camera; are
also shown in Figure 4.2. ' The image characteristics off 'the
film/:filter combinations employed are presented ' in Table
4.2 (p. 4-8).
The Hasse lblad 70 min Format Camera: Unlike the ''S-190A and
B cameras, this system was used by the Skylab crews to
photograph individual scenes rather than continuous strips.
aI
a	 r	 f	 :	 ''.
At
!L	 `'	 H	 y
i.	
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A 100 mm lens (80 mm for Skylab 2) and color film (Ekta
chrome SO-368) were used exclusively and imaged scenes
varied from near vertical to high oblique. Variation in
image quality is also present.




















500-880	 green, red	 EK 3443,(SL2	 W-12	 30	 (100)	 {












* Eastman Kodak Company
** At low contrast	 i




The Nikon 35 mm Camera: This system, equipped with a 55/300 	 {'
mm lens,, was also used by the Skylab astronauts to photograph
selected scenes of interest. As with the Hasselblad-camera,	 }'
color film was used and attitudinal variations occurred be-
tween individual frames. Image quality is highly variable
and some photos are dark, ,hazy or blurred. This photography` 	 s
4-8
may be of utility only when acceptable coverage from another
camera system is not available.
HOW TO USE THE SKYLAB INDEXES
Three separate indexes have been compiled of Skylab
photography. Image coverage from the Multispectral Photo-
graphic Camera (5-190A) and the Earth Terrain Camera (5-190B)
is presented in the major map index while the coverage from
the hand-held Hasselblad and Nikon cameras is listed in two
subsequent indexes.
To select imagery from the major Skylab index, users
should first refer to Table 4.3 which lists photo mission
coverage by county. From this table a determination can be
made as to which missions cover an area of interest. It is
then possible to select the appropriate photo index maps for
these missions. For ease of reference, a sequential number
is assigned to each photo mission and appears at the top of
Table 4.3 and in the upper right hand corner of the index
-maps.
The format of the index maps has been standardized to
give information on photo mission identification, roll num-
ber, film type, film/filter sensitivity, frame number, date,
t scale and image format. Image centers and frame numbers of
the color film rolls are shown, followed by the percentage
of cloud cover in parentheses. Frame numbers for film types
other than color film can be
 determined using the informa-
tion supplied below the map. The frame coverage for every
other photo in a flight sequence is also shown
The indexes to the Hasselblad and Nikon photography
list the photo identification number, the percentage of
cloud and/or snow cover, quality evaluations and the gen-
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11 4cm(4 5 In:) - 1 950000 PAPER -62






R.1I" 1 250 DD0- PAPER 64
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MANNED SPACECRAFT PHOTOGRAPHY T • W






(FIRST)	 (INITIAL)	 (LAST)	 (IF KNOWN).
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*.	 SKYLAB S19OB-BLACK AND WHITE
IMAGESIZE SCALE fORMAT PRODUCTCODE
SS 8- 12650000 POSI VE II
556mm
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tHOW TO ORDER MANNED SPACECRAFT PHOTOGRAPHY
This order form is used to order all SKYLAB and APPOLLOJGEMINI PHOTOGRAPHY. Necessary order information can normally be
extracted from a computer listing of available photography or from other references.
Please provideprovide the following information in the indicated areas of the order form;
A. List your complete NAME, ADDRESS, ZIP CODE, and name of your COMPANY if applicable,
B. List a PHONE NUMBER where you can be contacted during business nours 	 ;
C. If you have had previous business with that facility, please list your ACCOUNT NUMBER. if known.
D. Enter the complete PHOTO IDENTIFICATION NUMBER. This number can be transcribed directly from the COMPUTER
LISTING. If the source of information is from another source, specify the MISSION, SKYLAB 2, 3, or 4; the SYSTEM,
S190A or S1908; ROLL NUMBER; and FRAME NUMBER.
E. Review the STANDARD PRODUCTS TABLE on the order form and determine the type of product desired. CARE must 	 +
be exercised in insuring that the system reflected in column 4 of the PHOTO IDENTIFICATION NO. on the computer
listing correlates with the respective portion of the tables, i.e. A=S190A; B=S190B,
F. Enter the PRODUCT CODE of the type product being ordered from the STANDARD PRODUCTS TABLE.
r
G. The COMMENTS portion is completed only when a CUSTOM PRODUCT is desired and you want to specify the
parameters. Refer to the current price list for custom product cost determination.
a
H. Enter the number of COPIES being ordered of that product in the QUANTITY column.
I, Enter the UNIT PRICE of the product as reflected on the current PRICE LIST.
l
J. hultiply the QUANTITY being ordered by the UNIT PRICE. Enter the result in the TOTAL PRICE column.
K. REPEAT the above for each product ordered.
L, TOTAL the costs of all products ordered and enter the result in BLOCK A.
M, If more than one order form is required, enter the sum of the figures in BLOCKS A in BLOCK B of the last order form.
N. Enter the SUM of BLOCK A and BLOCK 8 in BLOCK C. ,TOTAL COSTS.
j	 0, Indicate the TYPE of payment being made with a CHECK MARK. Make all drafts payable to U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY,
PI	 DO NOT SEND CASH.
`	 P. Mail ORDER FORM(S) and PAYMENT to the FACILITY NEAREST YOU. If payment has been previously forwarded, the
order form(s) must be mailed to the same facility,
v. 4-12
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SK'.'LAB 3 - S190A
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_ 	 Film1 a,,es
	















29	 Pan	 6 -700
	 16-17
	
30	 Pan	 500-600	 16-17
	
Scale:	 1:2,850,000
format:	 70 mm (2.76 inch)
Orbit: Pass t hack 47
Roll 1
	
Film Type	 Sena itivitY lnm)
	
Frames
033	 CIR	 500-88	 263-266
Scale:	 1:2,850,000
Format: 70 mm (2.76 inch)
Orbit: Pass 16 Track 30
6
oQ
I	 -r 1 --
a	 I
SKYLAB 3 - S190B ;-__;__a___;_------






!	 1	 1	 I
i	 1	 ^1	 1	 1
I	 1	 I	 1	 1
`	 -
Ro11 1
	 Film T	 is Sensitiv ity(nm)	 Frames
086	 Color 400-700	 39-42
Scale:	 1:950,000
Format: 125 mm (5 inch)







SKYLAB 3 - S190A
	
September 7, 1973	 't
,	 I	 I
I	 1	 I




Roll 4	 Film Type
Roll 4	 Film Tie	 Sensitivity(nm)
	
Frames
034	 CIR	 500-880	 301-306
Scale:	 1:2,850,000
Format: 70 mm (2.76 inch)
Orbit: Pass 17 Track 44
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
4-17	 OF PWR QUALM
SKYLAB 3 - S190B
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INDEX TO
SKYLAB 35 MM NIKON PHOTOGRAPHY
COVER
a
NUMBER CLOUD/SNOW LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION
SKYLAB 2 May 25-June 22, 1973
SL2-100-844 10/0 Minn.,	 Wis., Mich ..,	 L.	 Superior,
Duluth, pollution
845 3/0 Wis., Mich., Green Bay, Keweenaw
Pena s
846 0/0 Mich., Wis., L.	 Michigan, Green
Bay
847 0/0 Mich,, Wis.,	 L. Michigan, Green
Bay
848 0/0 L. Michigan,	 Chicago,	 Wis.,	 Ill., k
Mich.,	 Ind.
SL2-103-956 0/0 Antenna, L. Michigan, Wis., Mich., k.
Ill.
957 25/0 Lakes Michigan & Huron, Mich.,
M
(underexposed)
958 -5/0 Lakes Huron, Ontario & Erie, iBuffalo, Detroit r
SL2-104-1051 35/0 Detroit, L. Erie
1052 35/0 Detroit, L. Erie
#	 SKYLAB 3	 July 28-September 25, 1973
SL3-118-2183 50/0 Grand Rapids, Mich.
2184 10/0 '.nn Arbor, Mach,
2185 5/0 Ann Arbor, Mich.
2187 0/0- Detroit (hazy)
SL3-119-2234 _5/0 Grand Rapids, Mich. -.
2235 20/0 Mackinac Straits
2251 35/0 Mich., Sleeping Bear Point,
Empire
2252 35/0 Mich., Big Sable Pt., Ludington,'
Little Sable Pt.,	 (blurred)
SL3-124-2752 20/0 Sault Ste. Marie, USA, Canada
2753 20/0 L. Huron, North Channel, Drummond
Island (out of focus, under-
exposed)
SL3-127-2911 30/0 Straits of Mackinac





PHOTO ID	 °fo COVER
NUMBER	 CLOUD/SNOW	 LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION
SKYLAB 4 November 16, 1973-February 8, 1974
SL4-192-7070	 35/70	 Ill., Ind., Mich., L. Michigan,
Chicago
7071
	 40/70	 Mich., Ontario, L. Huron, Georgian
Bay, :floating ice






SKYLAB 70 MM HASSELBLAD PHOTOGRAPHY
k
PHOTO ID	 COVER
NUMBER	 CLOUD/SNOW	 LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION
i
SKYLAB 2 May 25- June 22, 1973
SL2- 5-355 40 /0 Minn. ,	 Wis . , Mich. , La ke Superi or
386 35/0 Wis . ,	 Mich. ,	 Green Bay,	 L. Mich.
337 40/0 Mich. ,	 L. Huron, L. Michigan
38S 30/0 Mich.. ,	 L.	 Huron,	 De'troit.
389 25 /0 Mich. , Ontario, Detroit, Wi ndsor,
Sarnia
390 40/0 Mich.,	 Ohio,	 Ontario, L. Erie,
Detroit
455 45/0 Wis..,	 Mich.,	 clouds,	 (ditrk)
456 60/0 Mich., L. Mich.,	 Grand Traverse
Bay	 a
457 70/0 Mich. ,	 clouds	 j
SL2-6-513 25/0 Ill.,	 Ind.,	 Mich.,	 Wis.,	 L.	 Mich
Chicago
514 20/0 Mich, , Saginaw Bay, L	 Mich.
Grand Rapids
515 10/0 Mich., L. Huron, Ontario, Detroit
516 5/0 Mich.,	 Ohio, L. Huron,	 L. Erie,
Detroit	
y
552 5/0 Mich.,	 Wis., Ontario, Sault Ste.
Mar iu
553 10/0 Mich. , Ontario, L. Huron, Detroit
559 55/0 Oliio,	 Ind. ,	 Micah,. ,	 Ontario,	 L.
Erie, Detroit, clouds
SKYLAB 3	 July 2S-September 25_, 1973
SL3-114- 1702 0 /0 Michigan & Lakes Michigan, Huron,
Superior
1703 0/0 Mich., Ontario, Detroit-Windsor,
L. Huron
1704 0/0 Miclr . , Strait of Mackinac, Lakes
Huron, Mi ch igan
1705-1.706 0/0 Mich. , Salina v Bay-L. Hur on
(underexposed)
17Q7 0/0 *Mich. ,	 1 11. ,
	
Wis . ,	 Ghica. tcly o,	 Lakes
a	 & Huron,  Green Bay
1705-1709 0/0 *111. , Mich. , Wi s , , Lakes Michigan










SKYLAB 3 July 28-September 25, 1973 (cont'd.)
SL3-114-1710 0/0 *111.,	 Wis.,	 Mich.,,	 Ind. ,	 Lakes
Michigan & Huron
1711-1712 0/0 *111., Mach.,	 Ohio,	 Ind.,	 Lakes
Michigan & Huron
SL3-116-1943 15/0 Mich,-Ontario-Keweenaw Pen.,
L. Superior
1946 10/0 Chicago, L. Mich., Milwaukee,
s
- Grand Rapids
1 1947 5/0 Detroit, L. Erie, Toledo,
Cleveland
1948 10/0 Detroit, L. Huron, Flint,j
Ontario-London
1949 10/0 L. Michigan., Chicago, Milwaukee,
Grand Rapids
2016 20/0 Ill.,	 Mich.,	 Wis.-L. Michigan
i
2026 15/0 Ontario, Ohio, Mich.-Lakes
Ontario & Michigan (hazy)
SL3-121-2335 10/0 Mich., Lakes Michigan & Huron
I (hazy)
2411 5/0 Canada, USA., L.	 Superior,
Keweenaw Pen.
SL3-122-2520 30/0 L.	 Superior, Georgian Bay, L.
I Huron, Isle Royale
2521 35/0 E. end of L. Superior, Sault Ste.
Mare	 L. Huron, Georgian Bay
2553 35/0 L. Michigan, Muskegon, Grand
Rapids
2586 40/0 Mich., L. Huron, Saginaw Bay
SKYLAB 4 November 16,	 1973-February 8,	 1974
SL4-136-3405 20/0 Mich., Ohio, Ontario, Detroit,
I Cleveland, L	 Erie, L. Huron;
SL4-139-3932 40/50 Minn.,	 Iowa,	 Wis.,	 Mich.;	 Snow-
covered, Twin Cities, Miss. R.
3952 40/60 Mich., Ohio,	 Ind., Ontario, Lakes
Huron, Michigan, Erie, Toledo,
Saginaw
3953 25/60 Wis., Mich., Ontario, L.	 Superior,
Duluth, Miss. R.,	 Wis.	 R.





jPHOTO ID	 k COVER
NUMBER
	
CLOUD/SNOW	 LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION
SKYLAB 4 November 16, 1973-February 8, 107 4 ( can't' d . )
SL41-130-30S5 40/40 Ontario, L. Huron,
Saginaw Bay, Sarn.im
3036 25/50 *Lich, , Ohio, Ontario,	 Lakes
Huron S. Erie, Saginaw Bay,
St, Clain R
4005 50/50 *Mich,, Wis., L. Michigan, Green
Bay, L. Superior
41006 35/60 Mich. OOntario, L. Huran,
Geo
,
 gian Bay, L. Erie
4007 50/70 Mich . , Ontario, Lalces Huron
Erie, Detroit
4014 40/2 0 Minn., Wis- , Ontario, L. Superior,
Duluth,Isle Royale
4:1041 50 /20 Alich. ,	 Ontario,	 L.	 Superior,
White I.
10 12 .50/20 Mich.,, 	 L.	 Superior,
White Fish Point, Michipicoten 1.
4060 S0/-- *:Alich. ,Lakes Miohigan C Huron,
looking N., clouds
41098 4 0 /60 Mich., Ont ario, -Lakes Superior
Michigan C Huron, S ault S te.
Marie
SL41-1411-4261 08/--- Micti. ,	 L.	 Superior,	 ic.e plumes,
cloudy, Geoeble Range
4270 40/50 *L.	 Ontario,	 L.	 Erie,	 view to W.,
Detroit



















The NASA Airborne Instrumentation Research Program is
directed primarily at testing a wide range of remote Sens-
ing instruments, techniques and applications. 	 An integral
part of the Program is the acquisition of high altitude
multispectral photographic imagery of pre-selected test
sites within the continental United States.	 Missions are
requested for projects that are to be undertaken. by NASA-
sponsored programs, such as MSU's Remote Sensing Project, #
and specifications of photo coverage, scale and image type
are decided accordingly. 	 Nevertheless, the imagery obtained
can provide a data source for numerous other research and
application activities.
Two research aircraft (General Dynamics/Martin RB-57F
and Lockheed U-2) are operated and scheduled by NASA field
centers.
	 A brief description of the remote sensors aboard
both platforms and the typical image prodlcts generated,
follows.
RB-57 Camera Systems:
	 RB-57 missions are usually flown at
an altitude of about 60,000 feet (18,000 meters) carrying
a fairly standard array of sensors.	 Typically, 'the sensor 3
package consists of two Wild RC-8 cameras with 6 inch (152
mm) lenses, a Zeiss camera with a 12 inch (305 mm) focal
length lens, and a gang arrangement, of six Hasselblad'cam-
eras equipped with either 1.57 inch (40 mm) or 3.15 inch
(80 mm) lenses.	 This equipment provides, respectively,
scales of 1:120,000,	 1:60,000,	 1:450,000 and 1:225,000 at
the 'normal operating altitude. 	 Various film/filter com-
binations are used depending upon the objectives of the
mission.	 Normally, ho^,rever, the Zeiss camera contains q
color infrared film, while both true color and color infra-
red film are used in the RC-8 cameras.	 Both camera systems
produce a 9 inch (229 _mm) square film transparency,.
The Hasselblad cameras are operated with a broad spec-
trum of film/filter--combinations in order to provide multi-
band photographic coverage on a 2.76 inch (70 mm) film base.
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 are examples of NASA high altitude
photography.	 In addition, thermal imagery is ;acquired
using, an RS-7 or RS-18-infrared scanner.
4
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U7 2 Camcz• a Systems: The U--? aircraft, usually operating
at 65,000 :f,ect, (21, 000 motors) carries a Wild BC-10 camera
system with a C :inch (35n mm) :focal length 'lens providin g
an image scale of 1:130,000. This camera, is normally loaded
with color ;i."Trarod ` ilm, and, l.i.K the RD-57 metric cameras,
provides a 9 inch square film 't ransparency, In a ddition, an
array of four Vinton cameras obtain mult:iband coverage Simi-
;lar to 'tho Uassolb lad system can the RB-57, except: :1.75 inch
(44 mm) focal length lonsos are used ox l.usive'ly , providing
a: relatively standard scal,c: of 1:445,000 can 70 mm Torma.t;
HIM.
Tho 1. ri.Nary job of the U-2 aircraft is to complement
the earth resources research space flights  (Landsa't and
S1:ylab), therefore, most of the mul:t:iba,nd photography c:ol -
1eOO is oompatiblo with the spectral bands recorded by
the Landsa.'t sensors (Co., 475-175 nm, 580-680 nm and 690
700 nm)
itna rp C ^^ ertr. : Since September 1009, the hig -reso lut.ion
ctunera sysJoKs aboard RB-57 and U-2 a.irc aft haves obtained
imagery of tumorous test sites in Michigan., NASA--sponsorett	 j
research and application programs in Michigan have requested
NASA a i, orn& photography Tor a wide vari e'tl' of projects in
different areas of the state and over 00% of the :land area
of the state has boot cowered (Fig. 50).
a°,	
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The coverage to date is concentrated in the lower pen-
insula where more than 70% of the area has been covered at
least once and some areas have repetitive coverage. In ad-
dition, imagery from these flights is available for nearly
757o of the state's total length of shoreline. Thus, from
the standpoint of developing an inventory of Michigan's re-
sources and land use, an excellent base of imagery is avail-
able. These photographs, however, were gathered over a 7
year span during three seasons of the year, and thus dif-
ferences in vegetation, water levels, and land use are evi-
dent and must be accommodated when used
HOW TO USE THE RB-57/U-2 INDEXES
Users should first refer to Table 5.1 (p. 5-11) which
	 1
lists photo mission coverage by county. Missions covering
a particular area of interest can be determined from the
table. It is then possible to select the appropriate photo
index maps for those missions by referring to either the
RB-57 or U-2 index. Specific descriptions of the imagery
are given in these indexes, and the format for presentation
of the specifications has been standardized to give informa-
tion on location, image type, scale, quality and cloud cover
as follows.
Mission Number and Date; Self-explanatory.
General Location: Locations are described in terms of
flight lines and their respective orientation while image
coverage is shown in approximate terms on accompanying maps.!
Photographic coverage by the Wild Cameras is usually planned
for 60% endlap and 20 to 307o sidelap. Coverage by the Zeiss,	 k
Hasselblad and Vinten cameras usually has a 107o endlap and
a 0 to 10% sidelap
Image Type and Scale:
	 The film/filter combinations employed
and the spectral ranges recorded are indicated by an identi-
fier code.	 Table 5.2 (p. 5-13) lists these combinations for
the metric survey cameras and uses a Roman numeral code,
while Table 5.3 (p. 5-14) lists the combinations for the
multiband camera systems and uses an alphabetical- capital
letter code.	 The image scale is given as a representative -	 {{
fraction, based on lens focal length, and average flying
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Quality: The quality of the photography is expressed in




For some missions, additional information is given concern-
ing camera or processing malfunctions (e.g. film underex-
posed, scratches, film transport malfunction) which may
	
k
limit the usefulness of the imagery for certain applications.
f
Cloud Cover: The type, extent and location of cloud cover
are indicated when appropriate.
i
Remarks: Any additional information pertaining to the mis-
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iHOW TO ORDER NASA AIRCRAFT PHOTOGRAPHY
This order form is to be used for ordering all NASA AIRCRAFT PHOTOGRAPHY, Photo Identification numbers can
be transcribed directly from a coniputor listing, When ordering from other reference sources, be sure to specify Ilse MIS-
SION, ROLL, and FRAME NUMBER for the desired photograph(s),
Please provide the following information in the indicated areas of the order form-
A. List your complete NAME, ADDRESS, ZIP CODE, and name of your COMPANY if applicable.
B, List a PHONE NUMBER whore you can be contacted during business Hours.
0, If yoti have had Previous business with THAT FACILITY, please list your ACCOUNT NUMBER, if known
D, Enter the complete PHOTO IDENTIFICATION NUMBER, This can be transcribed directly from the COMPUTER
LISTING, It the source of information is from another source, specify the MISSION, ROLL NUMBER and FRAME
NUMBER.
E. Review the STANDARD PRODUCTS TABLE 
on 
the order form and determine the type of product desired, CARE
must be exercised in insuring that the FILM SOURCE retlecled in the tables correlates with the FILM SOURCE
listed on the COMPUTER LISTING,
F. Enter the PRODUCT CODE of the type product E y eing ordered from the STANDARD PRODUCTS TABLE.
G Enter the FRAME NUMBER in the FIRST FRAME column. 	 (See instructions for interpolation of a frame front a
PHOTO STRIP) If two or more consecutive frames are being ordered, enter the FIRST FRAME of the series in
the FIRST FRAME column and the LAST FRAME in the LAST FRAME column.
H. Enter the NUMBER OF UNIQUE FRAMES being ordered, Example, FIRST FRAME - 116; LAST FRAME -119;
NO, OF FRAMES is Q.
t-
I. Enter the N0, OF COPIES being ordered of the FRAMES you have Identified,
J, The COMMENTS portimi is completed only when a CUSTOM PRODUCT is desired and you want to specify the
parameters. Refer to the 'current price list for custom product cost determination,
K. Multiply the NO, OF FRAMES by the NO, OF COPIES and enter the result in the QUANTITY column, -
JL, Enter the UNIT PRICE of the product as reflected on the current PRICE LIST.
{ M. Multiply the figure in the QUANTITY column by the figure in UNIT PRICE column and ENTER the result in the
- TOTAL PRICE column.
N, REPEAT the above for each product ordered,
O. TOTALthe costsof all products ordered on that order form andentertheNETresultinBLOCK A. TOTAL ABOVE,
P. If more than one order form is required, enter the sum of the figures in BLOCKS A in BLOCK B of the last order
form.
Q, Enter the SUM of BLOCK A and BLOCK B in BLOCK C, 	 TOTAL COST.
- R. Indicate the TYPE of payment being made with a CHECK MARK, Make all drafts payable to U.S. GEOLOGICAL
SURVEY,	 DO NOT SEND CASH,
! S. ,MAIL ORDER FORM(;;) and PAYMENT to the FACILITY NEAREST YOU. It payment has been previously forwarded,
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}Table 5.3.--Film/Filter Codes for NASA Research Aircraft Photo-
graphy: Mu'ltiband Camera Systems,
Identifier	 Film/Filter Combination*	 Sensitivity
(nanometers)
A Black & White (2402+25) 590-700
B Black & White (2402+47) 360-520
C Flack & White ( 2402+57) 460-620
D Black & White (2402+58) 470-610
E Black & White (2402+GG475+BG18)** 475-575
F Black & White (2402+OG570+BG38)** 580-680
G Black & White (3400+OG570+BG38)** 580-680
H Black & White (3401+58) 470-610
I Black &`White (3401+78A) 400-700
J Black & White (3401+25A) 590-700
K Black & White (3401+47) 360-520
L Black & White (SO 278+W3) 440-700
M Black & White Infrared (2424+89B) 680-900
N Black & White Infrared (2424+87) 740-940
0 Black & White Infrared (2424+25) 590-900
P Black & White Infrared (2424+RG645+
9830)*** 690-760
Q Black & White Infrared (SO 246+87B) 680-900
R Color (SO 121+2E) 420-700
S Color (SO 242+none) 400-700
r	 T Color (SO 356+2E) 420-700
U Color Infrared (2443+15) 510-900
V Color Infrared (2443+12) 500-900
f	 W Color Infrared (SO 117+15) 510-900
*	 Eastman Kodak_ film and :Filter number.
**	 Schott Filter,
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July 5, 1970	 I	 '	 1r
D
^I - I II JIL
' 	 I	 i	 ?	 '	 III
	1	 General Location: A single north-south line from Highland Park, 	
{i
._.	
Michigan. to a few miles north of Lapeer, Michigan, 	 General Location: Eight north-south flight lines running from the 	 ^)
Ohio border to the northern boundary of Living- 	 ^{
Image Type and Scale: Color Infrared (IX). 1:125,000 and 1:62,500, 	 ston County, Michigan.
Color (.III) 1:. 125,000,. Multiband (A,D,M,W)
1:476,000,	 Image Type and Scale: Color Infrared ( IX) 1:82,000 and 1: . 41,000,
Color ( III)- 1:82,000 and Multiband (A,D,L, 	 I	 i
Quality: Excellent,	 M,O,W) 1:156,000. A shortened flight line
over Ann Arbor obtained Color Infrared (IX) 	 ({
	
I	
Cloud Cover • Clear.	 1:.125,000 and 1:62,000 and Color (III) 1;125, 000. 	{-
-	 -	 Quality: Excellent.
	
I;
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MISSION 144 MISSION 145---i----_y	 ;.____ a___ -------- a---^»--
September 19, 1970
	
i	 October 17, 1970	 I	 'J-T _S_ 7 _ 1	 iT
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i	 I	 r	 ^	 ^_,	 t'7	 -, -^.. i_l_i	 i 
{	 t	 y . p	 ;	 :	 t --i 0.....I	 -	 '--7
	I	 General Location: Three separate . sites.
	
.1	 i) one flight line from the Indiana border to north of
	
General Location: Eight north-south flight lines covering an area
	
;.{	 from Tecumseh, Leuawee County in the south. toWhitehall in Mason County, Michig an;
.	
	 t	 i 	
.Howell, Livingston County in the north.
	 )
	
;r I	 ii) oneflight line over the northern half of Leelanau
	
.4 1	 County, Michigan;
	
Image Type and Scale: Color Infrared (IX) 1:118,000 and 1:59,000,
iii): three flight:lines covering
	
olor. (III) 1:118,000 and Multiband (A,D:,L,
e Lake Huron shoreline
	 M'O'W) 1:225,000.




Image Type and Scale: Color Infrared (IX) 1:120,000 and 1:60,000,.
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	 Four sites in the southern Lower Peninsula;f1
General. Location:
	 Four flight strips:
i)	 six north- youth flight lines covering an area bounded i) one flight line north front Stony Point, Ohio on Lake Erie,
by Tecumseh on tbo-south and by Rowell on the north: to Port Austin, Michigan on Lake Huron;
ii)	 three small areas along the southern border of Michigan. ii) one flight line from Jackson to near Midland passing dir-
ectly over Lansing;
Inane Typo and Scale:
	 i) Color Infrared	 (XI)	 1:80,000 and 1:40,000, iii) .two flight lines extending north from the Indiana borderColor	 (II)	 1:80,000 and Mul.tiband	 (A^M, -	 to northern Montcalm County, passing between Kalamazoo
T,u) 1:305,000.
	 -	 and Battle Creek., and cast of Grand Rapids.
ii) Color Infrared (XI) 1;120,000. 	
.Image Ty e_and Scale: Color Infrared (X) 1:120,000,
Oualit), : Fair. usable, gu.'nli.^y1 Excellent.:
Cloud Cover: heavy clouds rendered the flight line running from
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General Locn ti0n:
	 Six north-south flight lines extending from General Location:.	 Coverage is in two sections:	 -
Detroit to west of Battle Creek and from the
Ohio border north La the lati Lude of Saginaw, i). eight flight 30105 westward from-the western edge of the	 -	 -dDetroit metro •
	titan area to Battle Creek and north front
S Image Type and Scale:	 Color Infrared	 (VTIT)	 1;119,000 and 1.159,800, the Ohio bordur to Flint;I(
f
Color(II)
	 1:119,000 and Multiband.(A,C,M,T^V)
1:453,000 and infrared scanner.
ii) '-four flight lines from the oceana County boundary north	 -7
to central Manistee, and from just_enst 	 Lake Michiganof
^3 - to central Osceola County.: .. 	 }I p Quality.	 Excellent.^.
Image 'PS'NC and Scale;	 ColorInfrared	 (VIII)	 1:118,000 and lt59,000,
C1oud . Covorl
	 Clear, except for Scattered cumulus: clouds in the COloY	 (II)	 1:118,000 and Mulaiband 	 (n,C, M, T, V).
i. extreme southwestern section of Lenawee County attd 1:453, .000..	 _	 .:
. .heavy haze over .eastern Oakland C ount y •.:. -.	 4:jQuality: ... Excellent . .	 ±
- Cloud Cover:
	
C3.0ar, except for scattered cumulus clouds in south-
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cumulus in central.- . 	 -
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a
soneral qoCalien: Th-c' fli.Sht line r(gmentsl
i) Host to east from %lake,)on to north of Poutincl
ii) south front Pontiac to Ypsilanti:
liil saach*southeasl from rlotroit's Mvtropoliton Airport to 	 ]
clevelandr riilin.
xmaao xyje nd Scaler rlultiband (F010,41 ) lz,10,000.
Quality: Good..
Cloud. Vovor:. Virirn ta..ith flight line segments:
1)...r.le0.r, oxcept for four frames Hoar Flint, .Michigan:
111 408 cloud cavoir--scatLerrd cumulus throughout:
iii) 20-408 cloud cover, but concentrated in the Ohio and of
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MISSION 72-068	 1.- -1 -	 }	 MISSION 72 -171	 1...L-- -
April 28, 1972	 I	 i	 ;	 September 28, 1972	 I	 ;
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E
General rw.ationt tine short fli,glit lino from Ypsilanti to just south
of Pontiac,
,General Location:- . southeast. M:iahUpo l CenCered an Poliliar', edur
Sm u Rio and Scale: Mul Libaild (B,F,P,U) lt445,000. 	 norLh-South 1".L Lyhl lines.
Imaca'P a and Scale: Color infrared (S) 1:130,000 and Multiband
...loci ityl Caocl except for Home moderal • uly lic.nvy scr'llCheit. an L• Le	 --^-1^--^^^^^ - ..,^-- ,.
	
film Ind l3,911	 crt, ratchen on thn 'F". film. 	 (It,..	 F,I el)) 1:449,000,
Cloud. caver c Fairly heave cloud hover, 10-1004 skr;,.ta-cunmlus,	 ualitx: Good, oxcopt for a (11m Iran^,part malflnn• tion during vx-posure of four frames of Illm U".-,
	
'	 f	 sRc.m,rkw	only mission praducid at 1puLOak
usable imm	 and will	 Claud Cover;lucy	 ld	 Litrgely obscured by modCUlto Lo be)' rauAUnmltts ei.t?ud
on	
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Aerial photography of Michigan providing regional or
county-wide coverage is available From several federal
agencies and from numerous public agencies within the state
that have obtained regional coverage from aerial survey com-
panies.	 This imagery is acquired for different purposes and !'
consequently encompasses a variety of specifications.	 This
section of the guide includes a short synopsis describing
the characteristics of imagery available from each agency
and a general discussion on how to obtain imagery, a. com-
prehensive list of available imagery by county, and the
latest map indexes showing the extent of regional coverage.
ASCS Aerial P hotography:	 Since the 1930's the Agricultural.
I.
I
Stabilization and Conservation Service (.ASCS) has been rou- i
l aerial photography of the nation'sfinely obtaining vertical
major cropland areas.	 Most of the coverage is black-and-
white panchromatic photography at a scale of 1:20,000 or at
1:40,000 since 1970.	 The photography is acquired using a 6
inch (152 mm), 8.25 inch (210 mm) or^12 inch (305 mm) focal
length lens and is flown with a 65% endlap and 30% sidelap
specification. Photo coverage is usually for entire counties,
and is flown during the summer months for areas in the north- i
ern part of the United States such as Michigan. 	 New photo- y
graphy is obtained about every six years because of changing
land use ;patterns and is recommended by the state and local
ASCS committees.
`	 a
SCS Aerial Photography: 	 The Soil Conservation Service (SCS) i
periodically acquires black-and-white panchromatic aerial
photography of entire counties for its use in a variety of
soil resource programs, most notably soil survey work.-
Available SCS imagery of Michigan is at a scale of 1:45,000
z to 1:55,000 and°is acquired using =a 6 inch (152 mm) focalj length lens. !
j FS Aerial Photography:	 The United States Forest Service (FS)
acquires two major types of aerial photography over the four I
( National Forest lands in Michigan for use_in timber resource n
programs.	 High altitude "leaf-off" photography is acquired
^r
at scales of 1:60,000 or 1:72,000 on panchromatic or color
^
BERING P^^GF BLANK NOT Pais*
6-3
film.  Lower altitude "leaf-on" photography of Michigan
forests is available at a, scale of 1:15,840, Most of this
coverage is acquired using a $.25 inch (210 mm) focal length
lens and black-and-white infrared film during the summer
months when the trees are in 
full 
foliage.
USGS Aerial Photography: The United States Geological Sur-
vey (USGS) obtains black-and-white panchromatic aerial pho-
tography prior to the preparttion of topogriphic maps. Cov-
erage is, therefore, acquired on a. project basis and con
forms to the topographic map areas under consideration with-
-
out regard to county boundaries. Photography is usually ob-
tained in the spring or fall at scales varying from 1:13,000
to 1:46,000 with a 6 inch (152 mm) or shorter focal length
lens.
National Archives: All photographic coverage procured on
nitrate film by ASCS from 1936 'through 1941, mid by SCS
prior to 1942 has been 'transferred to the National Archives
and Record Service (MARS). This photography, is at a scale^
of 1:20,000 on panchromatic film.
Michigan Agency Photography: A variety of agencies within
the state have acquired imagery, principally for tax and
planning purposes. Since the 1950's, county agencies have
increasingly contracted with private aerial survey firms
(addresses in Appendix B) tc obtain photographic coverage
of theiv area. Most of -the photography is black-and-white
panchromatic at scales ranging from 1:6,000 to 1:36,000.
Regional planning agencies began to acquire aerial
photography in the 1960's, e.g. the Soutlioast Michigilm
Council. of Governments secured 1 , 36,000 panchromatic photo-
graphy of its seven county region in 1966, More recently,
color infrared photography (CIR) flown at mediL1111 altitudes
(scales in the 1:30,000 range) has been procured for re-
gional planning purposes. In 1973, -the Michigan Department
of State Highways and Transportation acquired 1:36,000 CIR
photography in the northern Lower Pen.-.i.nsula, providing com-
plete or partial coverage of twenty counties, and of a
smaller area in the Upper_ Peninsulabordering th e 1,,, 1, k e
Michigan shoreline of Delt a -, Schooler.ift and Mackinac
Counties (see Fig. 6.1, pi-6-6).
The Soil Conservation Service and the MSU Remote Sons-
ing Project acquired, CIR photography at a. scale of 1:31,680
for the Kalamazoo River Basin in 1974, More recently, -the
West Michigan Regional Planning Commission, the West Michi-





So tl eont raa.1 Michigan 
p
lanning and ilovelopilont Council 11nvtl
also aacquirod 111odiulll-scab color inCraltod photogr aphy In
"upport. Of illrtr ll lallaning 'programs,
'1`ho 'laatost tic's"c'1c11111ont, 111 (110 aac`clllis Lion of 1.101;10111.11
10VOA 'itllagory is aan ambitious 11roloot coc1rci.inntod by tho
Michigan llcyllaa.rttloat of Natur al llosclurV08 (D NH) 1 0 obtain
1:24,000 color illtrarod photography or al l of tho L111por
ljoAnsul aa. ;ana tho ncll't 1 or" half of tho Lawor Pon i nsulaa.
This flight is so1lo L ulod for t.1ac' .jatlumor of 197 aultt c; om-
plot o informati on on tho photography to bo a otlLliiod can b0
cllliaL,ined t` 1'om tho DIV islou. Of l,nllfl 11080ur 0 PrOg r aLllls Of
tho M.
C of -loc i'icln of illing;o ry 11\' public ag ou0ios in tho stnto
is di t' toult_ to 111onitcl'r i_n as systomaatie lua anor . Kclalisi-
t'iclals aano V<Qoat, c111taai "od OR " pie'c• 1'11oAl basis and afro
c1 1' tr'ia lcic aLt'1Callaal ]\' Cic^>lrillt'd 11\ 111aaaaing ;jurQdlot io"S.	 :l i—
ovit:nb y, any as tt:r'i11& to prclvi.dc" as c;c111a111 • c'11c^nsi^c^ i'c^11c^rt i1ag;`
Or 1111aag or\` oontl• alot-,od by aag;c'i101os ill Michigan will bo 0--
c'omploto, Korn of tho g;Llido can assist Q aoVIS1011 of tN
cl.00ulliont by supplyiiu; aappropriaLto Wails On iniayory Lti ro-
po tod 11oro t.c1 tho Hoilloto $ons_iiiv, 1lrojk'c-t at Mic htg'an ^t,atc
llni {cl rs.i t 4^ .
To dottoL'lllino Imaago	 Voror to tho C`omputor
listing which indivaa."t08 ag,`o11L'1'i c1 y'i'L"tL' O by County, From
thiis index al	 can lice 1tlaado as to which aago aC'l s
or aaoriaal survoy firms laaavo portinout Photographic t"o\'oraag;c'
a	 rt ,	 ..	 ,c.c^ns:tGir ri111_. t,1C tt,tt.c , sc:,a11. .a^11c1 typo cal' Ci`11n indi <'aait'd.
'1 ho Most roowAt aor i al photo L'caVOt• 90 ,aval l aatll c for
.L11 ,al • c`al from lc'dc'rnl soul.'ooR is also shown on status maps
iuc^^lucic^ci i.11 111i	 sc^c' t icln (sullpliod by 1110 app_1'Oj1VtaA(1
aag';oao 1 os ) . Csors can ii: daato this inrorillaat ica n tllc"lll o l ve's
.ubso uc ut Maps, from tllo8o aL',c',"010s , Moro out—ll\" .s ^?r'Ll'1.111?^; 	 ^' ^ '	 '1.1	 1
Yont itllaag,"C? 1 y may bo vaai l ab 1 o a117on 0 WWA 601 , 0109li 119 `t)ac'
oxaac t 10c."I t i coil or i u'torost- .
' ht, o-VC4 of 1.1 TOrWait:iOh 1110lud0d in this sc?c^t O" 0005
"ot 011.E blo Ono to diroot:l1r o dor imaLgory booaause C'\aa& yov-
ova go , iaa1111t1c^1, of t ipy o8 requ irod, and l^n4mo i.dou i t` oast iOn
Rull hors haavo to bo l jown ' 11r:i	 s
i,11fL?1 •111a1.tion can 110 obtaail`10 by 00,11t ac't`i.ng; tho aalltropri;l to
aati '.any, Fo_1` fodoriL1 ti(111Voos, 1llloto %dox shoots a ro ava L l-
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PRECEDING PAGE BI AaNK NOT FA.iM
I
ORIGINAL PAGE h
6 — 9	 (W, PWR WA	 i
xLFh^Nb
AERIAL FHOTOaRAPHY 1'OVCRAGC SHOWN 15 LATEST EXISTIN'a COVCRA.,E SECURED BY ASCS (ANC1 ITS PRCDCCESson Ai`,ENCIES,
' ? CSS, FI,.A, AND AAA,
OTHER ASCS PHOTOGRAPtiY OLOER TFIAN THAT SHOWN IS AVAILABLE IN MANY INSTANCES. INQUIRIES ABOUT ITS AVAILABILITY
ALAY E3C DIRECTED TO THE AERIAL PHOTO.iRAPHY FIELD OFFICE.
i
I
	OUTLINES PARTIAL COUNTY COVERAiIE 	 IDENT'lFIC5 AREAS UNDER ()CONTRACT
NP — Vt ASCS GOVERAZ,F.
ALL ASCS PHUTC.;RAPHY SECt,FRED AT A SCALE Or 1s L^,000 WITH $ I'a-INCH LENS AND ON FANCHRel.IATIC FIi,At UNLESS
OTHERWISE NOTED.
SYMBOLS USED TO IDENTIFY OMFERA ;E
	
INFRA-RED FILM 	 R	 EXAAIPLC
SCALE OF i : 10, 0? %l
	 _
SCALE eF I t I.~, 000 ...,.r 	 m p	 7g	 ,:_.. YEAR
SCALE OF	 4WA . — I t40,('00 gQALE
SCALE or I s ii , c^i1i1 	°µ	 +\	 ^ I	 Li— I NC N LENS
	
1l-INCH LENS	 x	 L . • a...- NUF>IBER FROTO-INDEX SHEETS
	
!r 




YEAR MAJORITY GCdVERAilE rLOWN	 (LAST TWO DAI,ITS OF YEAR
t THIS SY\um, POLLQWIN;, NU\IL+ER OF- PHOTO—INDEX SHEETS, INDICATES AREA COVERED BY SAXIC INDEX OR
INDEXES STARRED IN THE COUNTY. OLDER COVERAi,E OF AREAS PARTIALLY F:ERH0TOURAP14EO, IS
APPROXIMATE ONLY.
RrQuESTS FCOR INFtRUATION REuAROM, ASCS AERIAL PHOrC?$siAPHY $NCIULD BE ADDRCMD TOs
ACRIA4 PHOTOuRAPHY FIELD OFFICE
LISA ISCS-A DAtIN15T'RAT' F VC SERVICES D I V IS IiM
I
I_	 '1505 PAR,LEY I S WAY
t:	 SALT LADE CITY, , LITAH 81il' q
j:
REQUVSTS ren INFORkIA.TION RELAIAVC. TO, r0flCST SERVICE AND SOIL CcNSrRvATIvN SERVICE AcRIAL PHOTOOVAPHY SHOULD
IaC AODRESSEO "TOi
F.	 INfi1NEERING STAFF UNIT 	 GARTOCRAFI41G DIVISION
PoRCST SERVICE
	
USiaA	 SOIL: CONSERVATION fiCRVICE, ,
 USDA
WASHINGTON, D. C. ZPQ50	 FCOERAL SUAILOINc;
HYATTSV14LC, MARYLANU IUYN4
ALL PHOlOGRAMIC COVERAGE :z
	 ON NITRATE' FILM DURING YEARS OF 1936 THRL1UGt1 1941HA l LIEEN TRANSFERRED TC?
NATIONAL ARCHIVES. ft[QUEStS FOR INFORkLATION RELATIVE TO Tilt$ COVERArE SHOULD BC AVORCSSEO TO;
NATIONAL ARCHIVES AND RECORoS SERVICE
GARTTt;RAFIiIC ARGHI"VCS 0IVI5IC,N
L+ENERAL SERVICES AnNuNI ST'NAT ION
TH & PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE, N. W.
WASHINvT(N, D. G. 1-WN8,
j
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
Agricultural Stabilisation and Conservation Service
OFFICIAL BUSINESS LLhWL
Penalty for Private Use, 1300 
POSTAGE A FEES PAID
U.S. DEPARTMENT Or
PURCHASE ORDER NUMBER AGRICULTUREAGR•101
(2)
PRINT OR TYPE- (SHIP TO)
(3)i	 (STREET ADDRESS)
(4)







U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service




I1. fiend instructions on back of form.
1
12. Be sure correct entries are made in columns




13. Read notice of bottom on front of forth.
4. Be sure to enclose remittance.
TOTAL REPRODUCTIONS AMOUNT REMITTED ` PHONE NUMBER -
FOR LABORATORY USE ONLY
_
IDENTIFICATION OF PHOTOGRAPHY ORDER NO,' DATE
STATE COUNTV
AMOUNT OF ORDER REFUND
IMPORTAN T; I„is( roll and exposure numbers consecutively.






























NOTIC€s Normally orders will be made and shipped
lithin 30 days after receipt.
PRINTED B.Y. INSPECTED BY PAGE
OF
s ^- f	 PLEASE DO NOT REMOVE CARBON PAPERS
(.Submit This Copy With Your Order)
i
APPROXIMATE AREAS OF NEGATIVEAVAILABLE
AS SECTIONAL_.	 .ENLARGEMENTS
LEFT AND RIGHT SECTIONAL 	 QUADRANT SECTIONAL
GENERAL
ASCS aerial photography is generally available for about 807. ofthe na-
tion, mainly in the agricultural areas. Exposures available are identified)
in either of the following ways;
Date of Photo , Roll No, 	 Date of Photo Roll No.
Sym	 Exp. No.	 Sym	 Exp. No.
Is
IP
a-10.9'1 ♦ wr._rtctr.a^	 4 10 74 ]2345-174 23
Enlargements from the aerial negative are available in the sizes and at the
anoroximate scales shown in the following tablet
APPROX SCALE APPROX SCALE
SIZE FROM..1 20000 FROM 140000
PHOTOGRAPHY PHOTOGRAPHY
12" x. 12" 1.	 1320 1. 1" = 2640'
1" = 1320' 12" x 12" _..— Sectional
17" x 1.7" V,	 1. 000' 1"'= 2000'
17" x 17" _ _ f" = 1000'. Sectional
24" x 24" V, = 660' 1" = 1320'
1" = 330' 1" = 660'24" x 24"
Sectional Sectional
39" x 39" 1" = 400' 11, = BOO"
1" = 200' 11, 	 400'3e" x 33" Sectional Sectional
R
If t..e photo identification is not known, you may make the coverage se
lection necessary to meet your requirements in any of the following ways;
a. Furnish a map outlining. your exact area of interest.. We will then make
ithe selection for you.
b. Send a legal description of your area of interest for us to use in mak-
ing the selection.
c. Visit the local County ASCS Office serving your area of interest, for
assistance.
d. Purchase the photo index sheets covering your aren and then select
the individual prints best suited for your needs.
PRINTSIZES d TYPES
OF REPRODUCTIONS
Contact Prints are the same size as aerial negatives, approximately 9x9
inches, ASCS aerial photography is flown at two different negative scales:
h	 d b	 b
Scales requiring " sectional" enlargements are made from approximately
of the negative. Standard sectional enlargements are available at no ex-
tra cost for the following portion of the negative.
1:20,000 1 -	 ), t e area covere	 y a contact print is a out it
square miles.	 The enlarged areas are indicated with crosshatch marks. There is some
1:40,000 (1" = 333a'),ihe arcecovered by a contact print is about 32	 loss of image on the outer edge of the print due to overlap between
square miles.	 SECTIONALS.
If y ou do not know your area of interest as related to	 nethe	 ative,
Prints are available with either stereoscopic or pictorial overlap.	 we suggest a visit to the County ASCS Office in your area fAor
1	 assistance.	 i..	 .
Stereoscopic coverage requires each consecutively numbered print in the
line of flight which gives an endlep of about 657* between adjacent prints, Photo Indexes are available for all ASCS aerial photography. They show
the assembly of prints covering each project area, generally a county or _.
Pictorial coverage requires alternate numbered prints to the line of [light portion thereof. They are copied at a reduced scale,. usually about l" to
resulting in an endlep between prints of about 30%.
	
the mile on 20 x 24 inch paper. If you are selecting a large quantity of
prints or have a continuing need for this type of information, you may I
want to purchase the photo indexes which cover your area of interest.
Other Reproductions are availnble,transparencies, duplicate nega--
	 i
	4-2-75 12 345-175.26	 4-2-75	 12345 -175-26
	
tives, etc. Remittance is required before prints will be made. Make
check or money order, payable to ASCS. Official purchase orders
are accepted from tax supported Agencies. 	 {
	4-2-75 12345-175-25	 IMPORTANT - On LABEL on face of order print or type items l thru 4 only
	
IDENTIFICATION OF PHOTOGRAPHY (EXAMPLE ONLY) 	 t
r
4-2-76 12346.175.24
Column 1. Enter size 9ii"x9%'',24"x24" etc., 2nd Type of Reproduction.
When ordering indexes enter " Photo Index" and list sheet numkers and year
of photography.
Column 2. Enter number of prints wanted from each exposure numker.
	
Stereoscopic coverage	 Pictorial coverage (every	 Column 3,4 end S. Enter the code or symbol, roll numker, and lire exposure
.(every photograph	 other photograph within	 number of the negative. Exposure numbrurs may ke listed in inclusive
	
within line of flight).	 line of flight).	 sequences. 'Phis . information is in the upper right corner of each photogra p h
and may he ohtnine4 from photo—index sheets or from the_agrieultursl
Slakilization and Conservation. Office is the county wht^re-the farm or area
Contact prints are not availakle as sectionals or with scale accuracy
	 pketegraphei is located.
ADDRESS ORDERS FOR PHOTOGRAPHS T 	 .aerial rhotoltraphy Field Office, ASCS41SDA,
'.	 2222 Rest 2300 South, P.O. Box 30010, Salt Lake City. Utali 54125.
6-12 ORIGMALI PAGE 1
OF POOR QUALITY
SIZE s CODE OR EXPOSURETYPE OF OUANTITY SYMBOL ROLL NO NOREPRODUCTION
1 2 3 4 S
24".x 24"
Enlargement i D J A -11•






ASCS441A 	 U. s. OC!"ARTmIINT OF AGRICULTURE
15.10.731	 Agrictlltural Stablllratloo and Conservation Service 	 l
BLACK AND WHITE AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
	 1
Prices Effective May 1, 1977
INSTRUCTIONS	 -
IMPORTANT - tin I '
 Niil ,:l. nn rncr tit ar ier print oratvil" itetn;t 1 Iltrit •S only, _
	 .	 __ ._	 y	 n wn . <.. -	 ,_
APPROXIMATE AREA! OF NEOATiVE AVAILANLE tIDENTIFICATION OF PHOTOGRA P HY JtXAMPLE ONLY)	 AS lECTIONAL	 ENLARG E MENT S
PAIiC f? tit#l" Ul1ANYl't l' C. CIL1L OIt5"mijol. "QLLNO (:\PL1Sllti[NO
e__..__ _	 1 w-.d
 2.
21" x 24" 1 0 1 0 3 A oe
24" x 24" 1 40041 173 So
Column 1. l •:ntor paper si.rr II I , , x a l p", -24 l ' x '2 ,l", etc ' Alton
rrderiu}; indrxrs vain ` t l'httttl inure" and list "Item mmillers
sad y ear tit phutogrAylit,
Coiumn 2, I L mer	 al, prio, It aatrd rrnni v,%uh rlplisare
nwnbrr,
OUADRANT SECTIONAL	 {
Columns 3, .f i end 5, f?nirr thi' t udr or ,pnlllttl t roll naml ,rr, and	 !'hr rtiL)rkt,d ari+ tie iiry ind r itrd a ith rru,shatch marls, i'llerf•qtill,
 r,tisart unnahvr al, tilt, 	 nu111110r, tltirt Iry	 it,; sumv lt„s of itua ; t, till III(,
 oiltrr cditr tit tilt, print tint, It,li,irtl in inrin^ix> v wt+,luetitrct>„ I'hi, ururnrttiun i4 in ihr a )pri" 	 rtrrlap hrtrt evii SI?^'
right rarnvr tot rant photogr; ll1l and nine h r, ttliioNt, rrom photn-
indt x '4iovts o r from [lit- :\I;rit-1111imil stallili.atitill Still ('01INt+ r^	 it t ki ll. tit, Ilot kntitt our tirt`a tit imerrtii as rriated it) tilt, nopa-
lotion (lrrive in till, rouitt y vthen thr (oral ar 01`041 pht)ia i;rAl lhr,t	 Mill ,l1` suggt' ;t tl ^l,it to tilt, ^,5f;^ ttttirt tkir a ,isiailrvt
15 lkitatrdi
PRICES (No Quantity Discount)













TYPE Of" S 1'tt`
APPNCox $t:Atl ANNHUt SCALE
REPRODUCTION r1+OS1 ! SOC)li FROM 140 000 Iy AI GR PRINT BASE POSITIVEPHOTOGRAPHY PHOTOGRAPHY TRANSPARENCIES
conisct Print	 • lilt" it 94" 1„	 w	 16217' 1" + 3 11\ f 2tOn l^.00
eti" x 9W, t" _ 1667 , Ill e 33341 3.00Contra ►Tint	 0 i
Enisrtenicnt 12°r 12" t,t	 1326' I"+ 2610' hn0 ri.na
Enlargement 12"	 :	 121' t„ Y 1 12\/se	 ()list 1.n0 5,00
Enlargement 17*1 x	 17 11 1" t	 lUl)0' 1"* '2000\ 5.00 8,00
Enler/entvni. 1711 x . 1 '7 it, fi 1o0olSectional S.On 6.00
Enlargement 24" s 21" Ill	 060 , 1" - 1320' t 03)O
Eniartemcnt 21"A IA" 1"	 At 	 330' 61" 1.0.00Sectional. , ...:...	 Sectional
EnImse tent 36" It 36"
.,
ti, >- IUUt 1" + 11110" 15,00 -	 S-;17,00
Enlargement 3811. 3R „ I" '	 200'Sectional
P. * 400'
Sectional a 6.00 ; T,Uq
Photo Index. '(No, of sheets 20„ x. 21" +>»..• ,•.•••• 5100per co, depends on sine of ca.) 6,00
I	
,
•:(:>nntuv[ prints are not atnilnblr a p srt• tlanal, or With tir.• alt, arrur;tct.	 :a
i	 "* (;rnnnpni3ur art+ yon)	 i
It rilr • nt:.rnroed franapnrciseic., ad,l 5,1,50 per1irint, R'ihco anlering 1111"4 prodnrt, epeeity lrtia p sreaa)=" an the order.
ADDRESS ORDERS FOR PHOTOGRAP14S TOi
Avriol Ph o lxlgro pliv J'Irltt nfrirr
l ,' DA-ASCS
„32'2 l\r,t, '23(10 SuuNi
Plot )lox '10010
Sall i,aFt, City, UT ;i•1i3 5
Orders for photography not hold by- Agricultural Stabilisation and Conservotlen Service should be forwarded to the holding agency\ if address is not



















U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE
STATUS OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Areas for which aerial photography coverage has been secured by the Soil Con-
servation Service (SCS) are hatched or shaded on the map which appears on the
reverse side. Where areas have been reflown, only the latest coverage isin-
dicated.




a 1:31,680 to 1:44,000 u 8.4 'to 4.0 inches
b 1:20,000 v 5.2 to 5.6 inches
C 1:15,840 W 6 inches
d 1:12,000 x 8-1/4 inches
e 1:10,000
f 1:45,000 to 1:55,000
g 1:56,000 to 1:65,000
h 1:66,000 to 1:85,000
*Miere no symbol is shown for scale the scale is 1:20,000.	 Where no symbol is
shown for focal length the focal length is 8-1/4 inches.
In addition to the .above symbols, the year during which the majority of coverage
was flown and the number of photo index sheets required to cover the survey
project or county unit are indicated. For example, the symbols"65c" and "2w"
indicate the survey was flown in 1965, the scale is 1:15,840, a 6-inch focal
length lens was used, and two photo index sheets are required to cover the
project or county. If a survey area does not have a year or index sheet in-
dication, the survey is under contract but not completed.
Where two or more projects join together at boundaries other than county
lines, the direction of hatch lines has been varied so that the extent of
each project may be ascertained. Where only one set of _vmbols is shown
within a hatch pattern that extends into more than one county, that set of
symbols applies to the entire project, and the indicated number of index
sheets will cover the entire project. But where a hatch pattern extends
through two or more counties and a separate set of symbols is shown in each
of the counties, the indicated number of index sheets will cover only the
county in which the symbol appears:
In addition to the standard types of contact prints and enlargements pro-
jected to approximate scales, accurately scaled photographic reproductions
in sheets of uniform dimension and with systematic layout are available for
most of those areas flown at the smaller scales identified with symbols
a, f, g and h. These reproductions are produced from negatives which have
been rectified and scaled; to a control network essential to obtain best
average scale of ir agery throughout each sheet. Sizes, scales, and cost of
these reproductions are available upon request.
Address all inquiries concerning this coverage to Cartographic Division, Soil
Conservation Service, Federal Building, Hyattsville, Maryland 20782;
All SCS-photography flown prior to 1940, and several surveys flown through the
period of 1940 to 1942, none of which appears on this status map, have been
transferred to the National Archives and Records Service (NA), Cartographic
Branch,' General Services' Administration, Washington, D. C. 20408. Inquiries
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Older Forest Service photography than that shown is available for some areas. In quiries about its availability
may be directed to the Regional Office serving the State involved.
^	 Photographic Coverage	 Areas Under Contract
All Forest Service photography is at a scale of 1:15,840 with 8-1/4 inch lens on panchromatic film unless othen+ise
noted. When an exception occurs, only the exception will be noted, thus, 1:15,840 scale taken in 1964 with B-1/4
inch lens on infrared film will be shown as 64R.
Data about aerial projects shown on the face of the map are indicated by fractional figures. The numerator consists
of two digits and a letter designating the year photography was completed and the scale of photography. An emulsion
other than panchromatic is indicated by the use of an additional letter.
Key is as follows;	 A	 1:31,680 or smaller scales
B - 1:20 ,000
0	 1;12.000
E - 1:10,000
R - Infrared photography
C - Color photography
CR - Color infrared photography
the denominator designates the focal length of the camera lens.




650	 Photograph y com leted1965 scale 1-20,000 	 i
-	
oca eng i ens	 i
PHOTOGRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS SHOWING CLASSIFIED AREAS 	 1
WILL NOT BE SOLD WITHOUT MILITARY OR OTHER NECESSARY CLEARANCE
Inquiries and orders for forest Servicephotograph y in the western United States within the res pective numbered Regions
as shown on the map to the right should be addressed to the Regional Forester, Forest Service, as follows:
1. Federal Building, Missoula, Montana 59:101
2. Federal Center Bldg. No. 85, Denver, Colorado 00225	 6
3. Federal Bldg., 324 - 25th St.. Ogden, Utah 84401
4. Federal Bldg., 324 - 25th St., Ogden, Utah 84401
S. 630 Sansone Street, San Francisco, California 94111 4
6. Post Office Box 3623, Portland, Oregon 97208
For Alaska; Regional Forester, Forest Service, Box 1628, Juneau, Alaska 99801	
J	
;
For United States not shown on the map at right, address Division, of Engineering„ 	 3
Forest Service, USDA, Washington, D. C. 20250.
For information concerning ASCS aerial photography, address inquiries to Aerial Photogranhy Division, Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, O, C.	 20250.
For information concerning SCS aerial photography, address inquiries to Director, Cartographic Division, Soil Conservation






ORDER FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS
Instructions for ordering all reverse Side
SHIP TO 
(N.-
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TQ1'AL REPRODUCTIONS AMOUNT REMITTER '[PURCHASER'S ^DRDER	
..
KNO	 t	 S	 r tt




I Kind of Reproduction, 	 QUAN	 YEAR	 SYMBOL	 STATE	 &	 ROLL	 EXPOSURE
paper, sin & Remarks	 TITY	 FLOWN	 (If assigned)	 'COUNTY	 NUMBER	 NUMBER(9)	 (4)
	
CODES	 (5)




























y f uS	 S	 t `l
Advance payinent is required before photographic reproductions will be made - Shipments will not be made 0,0,0, Payment should be made-
x by check, money older, or draft payable to the Forest Service, U.S.D.A. Stamps will not be accepted. 	 Sales tax and mailing fees are not
applicab le to Govetirment orders;
r NOTICE:	 Forest Service will make reproductions front aerial photographic 	 to the approximate size or scale re q uested and, because
by	 conditions,	 be	 tar variations in Scale. 	 Prices fort of shrinkage or expansion of paper caused	 atmospheric or other	 will not	 responsible
those materials not normally stocked in a laboratory may be adjusted upward to cover cost of nunimum allowable base material order,
Since regular Departmental activities must be given precedence, there may be some delay in making reproductions.	 Usually. Sri prpduttion5
will be made and shipped within SQ days after receipt of order.
_	
71QQ 4t^ (Ltl: 7b)
6-21 
PAGE T










(It assigned) ( County Code) ( No, )
L
i
INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING ORDER FORM	
>_...
NOTE BOTH BLACK & WHITE AND COLOR PRINTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM COLOR NEGATIVES,
Column 1. Enter the kind of reproductions such as black A white or color, whether contact or enlargement (State eillotgament foctotl. Unless olfletwise specified,
reproductions will be art town coated doubleweight paper,
Column 2, Enter the quantity of reproductions dostred front each negative on it lino.
Column 3, Enter year flown (see examples below).
Column 4. Enter ',;), tribal ( t.o OJD. PL 01, etc. ), if assigned, as shown in examples,
Columns 5, 6, and 1 (As applicable) Cuter State and County 'Code, roll number and exposure number at the negative. Exposure numvets Should be listed
rn inclusive sequences This Information is in the u pper right hand career of each photograph as shown ill examples, and may be obtained train
	 Indexes in
the Regional Office Forest Supervisor's Office or Ranger District Office when the area photographed is located,
Identification of Aerial Photography, 1971 and prior years
52$70 ..	DAD	 3A-
Year	 (Symbol)	 (Roll Na,)	 Exposure_
Flown	 ( No-	 )
Identification of Aerial F4latography, 1972 and later
d,
i
7	 PHOTOGRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS $HOWINI, CLASSIFIED AREAS WILL NOT t1C SOLD WITHOUT MILITARY OR OTHER NECESSARY CLEARANCE
	




1. Regional Forester, U.S. rarest Service
Federal Building, Missotila, Montane 59801
 Regional	
l
L	 t al Forester, U.S. Forest ServicR F
Federal Center Oldg $a, Denver. Col.lrado$0225
3, Regional Forester, U.S. Forest Service
Federal Buddin 32425th St., Ogden, Utah 84401
'	 4. Regional Forester, U.S. Forest Service 	 e	 `	 a	 ; ti•^'
Federal Budding 324 . 25th St., Ogden, Utah $4401
$	 5. Regional Forester. U.S, Forest Service,
Printing and Reproduction Section Room 54$
	 ' t a
s	 630 Szi.nsome St., 5rin Francisco. California 9.1111.
6, Regional Forester, U,S Forest Service	 _.	 x'
PO Box 3621 Portland, Oregon 97208
	 1.	
t	 c.	 l c	 1,
8, Regional Forester,tiU.S, Farest Service	 i	 ;	 la •` .'
1720 Feachtreo Raid N.W.,Atlanta.Ga 30309
9. Regional Forester U.S. Forest Service
633 V Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee, WISCatSin 5321103	 10 -	 ^	 a0*n.,T
10. Regional Forester, U.S. Forest Setvico
Be ,.( 1625, Ji mean, Alaska 99801
C,enetal Information is also avariabir Irons:
Division of Engineering Forest Scrvi<e USDA,Washington D.G, 20'50
PRICES FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS OTHER THAN AERIAL
ItIINIMUM CHARGE $1 PER ORDER
All Sixes are approminate
An extra charge may be necessary for , excessive, labor mary tinle Caused by any extra instruoians front the purchmer, ..
CLASS OF )YORK AND SIZE	 UNIT	 PRICE	 CLASS OF WORK AND SIZE	 UNIT	 PRICE
Contact andtend Projection Prints	 a uy Negatives and Film Positives
Up to 9x10_ _a	 y _ rr	 Ea. ...... _	 2.70	 46,_ r _ __Ea.
s	 IirI4	 _	 .__ Ea.	 _	 _1,?0
	
5X7_,	 _	 __	 _Ea .
	 _rte	 3.90
I	 Larger Sizes .--------------	 ^„Sq• Ft. _ 	 _ 	 T-. 3,60	 $..r10— . _, 4, rr_ti 	 _	 __^^ ,m w ^_Ea. 	 4_1150 }
I`
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NO. SYMB. DATE/S 3ALE NO. S1'M. DATE/SCc1LE NO. SYMB. DATE/SCALE" NO. SYMB.. DA'lE1S CAt.t.
n x It6/'4(1 46 VBVP o8r, U	 1
DE -A 1171-11" 47 VIAIP w^ )210
HL' 481 7 4E VC',') -S 69/46
4 01 ")I/24, 49 WOD 69134
5 KI X14/ :4 50 VCr^W 69. / 1.4
6 RY 51 VCEO 69/2
7 R'. 5'24 5`? VUP 69114
6 1JE 52 x7 53 VCLV
9 WA 5'.:11.7 54 55-AM-39 56/30
10 Z1 53#14 0 55 Vl" -M 70119
11 VBL 53/1,7 56 VC8D 71/23
12 WE 56117 57 VCSC 71/15
13 VB )4117 58 VCSE 71120
14 VDH .5417 59 SW all 71/2-3
15 \1111 54124 60 VC13 71124
16 VOIX ;01 0 61 'CSC 72/15
17 VBF .15/17 6 2 SWFX 7".'
13 vChP 70/20 63 yICZD 7`'/'2(1
19 VKI 57/18 64 SWFX 72135
20 VItS 58117 6; VRTe1
'1r WXY )J/'1 60 4x'19 T^,''^t	 22 VOW r	 ^.,.t
23 VD0 0 '7 9
1)4 VUt) 60/17
25 VDlr\. 711 C1






32 , VA.l'N 65/12
33 VAXN 65/18
34 VCZC 72/32
35 VDI 17- 3/30 
36 VDIE 17313037 VT)G" ' 73,°3
38 VBEC 66/13
39: VBGT 66/21
40 VD1T"r P` j r S
41 VBOW 6V24
42 VBPC 67/13
f_r	 43 VBPC 67/19 'Focal length 3.5"	 'Focal lan tl^ 411	 V	 ,.^.	 ^	 r)S	 '} 1oc^v1	 1t..tiStlt	 5.:^
44 VBRD 67/ 21
Y









Prints from the negatives held by the Geological Survey,	 for the projects listed
below may be obtained from the Map Information Office, Washington,
	 D.C. 20244.
Instructions for ordering prints are given in the folder, AERIAL PHOTOGRAPIIIC
REPRODUCTIONS.






NO. SYMBOL DATE SCALE DIRECTION SIZE
I`1 1 108-M 1953 1:60,000 EW Irregular
2 114-AB 1953 1:50,000 NS Irregular
3 55-AM-36 1956 1:60,000 EW Irregular
j! 4 AF 59-35 1960 1:60,000 EW 10 X 2°
a
.r
5 95A 1952 1:69,000 NS Irregular
i
IMAGE FORMAT PRODUCTSIZE . .CODE
22.9cm FILM(91n.) POSITIVE :63
22.9[.1(9 c PAPER -53
457cm
118 In PAPER 64
686cm











PAYMENT MADE BY: Stop 510, Box 25046
Denver Federal Ctr,
CHECK MONEY ORDER Denver, CO 80225
IMAGE FORMAT PRODUCTSIZE CODE
12 So' FILM
191. .1 POSITIVE 13.
22.9cm FILM 03(9,n.1 NEGATIVE
22.90.
19m PAPER 23
45,7[. '(18	 n I PAPER -	 24
686cm.
121 ml . PAPER z5
91.4cm





'	 BLACK AND WHITE PHOTO INDEXES
j:
FILM FORMAT. PRODUCTSOURCE CODE
B&WSIZEA 254305cm 36IIOe12lp1
B 6rW SIZE B • OTHER 37
NOTE: Please refer to	 GOVT. ACCOUNT	 [^
current price list
for cost determination.	 'NCIC WESTERN
U.S. Geological Survey1	 • SEE ITEM D REVERSE SIDE
	 ,pJ	 345 Middlefield Rd.
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AERIAL MAPPING PHOTOGRAPHY ^^ ' ' ^^ ^	 Return




•.r'.•	 GEOLOGICAL SURVEY	 °^^cAi 	 ! form to













CITY	 STATE	 ZIP	 Your Ref, No.
(PO. GOVT ACCT OR OTHER)


















AERIAL MAPPING PHOTOGRAPHY	 U.S. Geological Survey
PHOTO IDENTIFICATION	 1PRODUCT	 No.	 N0.	 UNIT	 TOTAL	
1400 Independence Rd,
Rolla, MO 65401OF	 of	
_
PROJECT ROLL FRAME FRnn4e
	










STANDARD PRODUCTS	 TOTAL FROM
	
COMM: 605946511B
PREVIOUS SHEETSBLACK AND . WHITE	 COLOR/INFRARED
1,
1
HOW TO ORDER AERIAL MAPPING PHOTOGRAPHY
This order form is used to order either PHOTO INDEXES or INDIVIDUAL PHOTOGRAPHS of AERIAL MAPPING
PHOTOGRAPHY.
Please provide the following information in the indicated areas of the order form:
A. List your complete NAME, ADDRESS, ZIP CODE, and name of your COMPANY if applicable.
B. List a PHONE NUMBER where you can be contacted during business hours,
C. If you have had previous business with THAT FACILITY, please list your ACCOUNT NUMBER, if known.
D. Enter the complete PHOTO IDENTIFICATION NUMBER as follows;
PHOTO INDEX: This number can be transcribed directly from a computer listing. Format size must be
ordered according to available FILM SOURCE. Size A is 10" z 12". Size B is all sizes larger
ih	 10"	 12"	 'th	 t ^U"	 24"an	 x	 , wi	 mos	 L	 x
INDIVIDUAL PHOTOGRAPHS; This number can be transcribed directly from a PHOTO INDEX, by selecting
the PROJECT, ROLL and FRAME NO. from the respective photographs, if only one frame
of photography is being ordered, the column identified as LAST FRAME can be ignored,
	
a,
however, if more than one consecutive frame is required, please complete both the FIRST
and LAST FRAME columns.
E. REVIEW the STANDARD PRODUCTS TABLE on the order formand determine the type of PRODUCTdesired.
F, Enter the PRODUCT CODE of the type product being ordered from the STANDARD PRODUCTS TABLE.
G. If you are ordering MORE than one photograph from a roll, enter the TOTAL in the NO. OF FRAMES column.
Example;	 FIRST FRAME - 106; LAST FRAME- 112; NO. OF FRAMES =1.
H. The COMMENTS portion is completed only when a CUSTOM PRODUCT is desired and you want to specify the
parameters. Refer to the current price list for custom product cost determination.
I. Enterthe NUMBERof copies being ordered of thatproductin theQUANTITY column. When the NO. OF FRAMES
column reflects more than one, it will be necessary to MULTIPLY that figure times the number of copies 	 to
derive the QUANTITY figure,
J. Enter the UNIT PRICE of the product as reflected on the current PRICE LIST,
K MULTIPLY the figure in the QUANTITY column by the UNIT PRICE, and enter the lesult in the TOTAL
PRICE column.
L. REPEAT the above for each product ordered.
M. TOTAL the costs of all products ordered on that form and enter the result in BLOCK A.
	 TOTAL ABOVE,
r	 N. If more than one order form is required, enter the sum of the figures in BLOCKS A in BLOCK B of the last order
form:
0. Enter the SUM of BLOCK A and BLOCK B in BLOCK C, TOTAL COST,
P. IndicatetheTYPEof payment beingmadewith a CHECKMARK. Make all draftspayable to U.S. GEOLOGICAL
SURVEY.	 DO NOT SEND CASH.
Q. Mail ORDER FORM(S) and PAYMENT to the FACILITY NEAREST YOU, If payment has been previously forwarded,







ABRAMS Abrams Aerial Survey Corporation
ASCS Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation
Service
3
AERO Aero Service_ Corporation
BENDIX Bendix Aerospace Systems Division
CAPITOL Capitol Air Survey
CHICAGO Chicago Aerial Survey
DMA Defense Mapping Agency
DNR Michigan Department of Natural Resources
HURD Mark Hurd ,Aerial Surveys,	 Inc.
MDSHT Michigan Department of State Highways and
3
Transportation
MSU/RSP Michigan State University, Remote Sensing Project
NARS National Archives and Record Service
SCMPDC Southcentral Michigan Planning and Development
{ Council a
SCS Soil Conservation Service
-3
SEMCOG Southeast Michigan Council of Governments
STEREO -Stereoroto,	 Inc.
TCRPC Tri-County Regional Planning Commission
USFS Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture
USGS U.S. Geological. Survey
7
WMRPC West Michigan Regional Planning Commission
WMSRDC West Michigan Shoreline Regional Development
Commission
* Addresses in Appendix B.








INDEX TO REGIONAL/COUNTY IMAGERY
COMPILED JUNE, 1977
COUNTY YtAR SCALE FILM AGENCY
ALCONA 1939 1920000 PAN NABS
JT 1951 P 1131680 PAN USFS
1952 P 1115840 BWIR ASCS
1953 1160000 PAN USGS
1960 P it15840 BWIP USFS
1963 P 1920000 PAN ASCS
196A P 1172000 PAN USFS
1971 P 1120000 PAN USGS
1971 P it23000 PAN USGS
i 1973 1136000 CIP MOSHT
1974 P 1t15847 BWIR USFS
k ALGEP 1439 1;20000 PAN NARS	 j
1953 P 10 17000 PAN USGS




1964 1$15840 8WI9 USFS4 1970 P 1960000 PAN USFS
197? iti5840 COL USES
1974 P it15840 BWIR, USFS
1975 P 1!80000 PAN USGS
1976 P ;1115000 PAN USGS
ALLEGAN 1938 1!20000 PAN NARS
1947 P 1937000 PAN USGS
1950 142C000 PAN ASCS
1955 1920000 PAN ASCS
1956 1160000 PAN USGS
1957 P iti8cou PAN USGS
1960 1120000 PAN ASCS
1967 112.000 PAN ASCS
1973 P it30o00 PAN USGS
1974 1131680 C.IP MSU/RSP	 a
1974 1140000 PAN ASCS
1975' P 1115000 PAN USGS1975 1!3300D CIp WMRPC
1975 1;80000 PAN DMA
ALPENA 1i 20000 PAN- NARS
141 P 31683 PAN USF-S
1952 P 1924000 PAN UiSGS
19 52 1115840 BWIP ASCS
I 1953 it60 000 PAN ;; USGS1963 1120000 PAN A'S CS
1971 P %23000 PAN USGS
1971- P it2Cfs!7a PAN USGS




t 1975 it8000-0 PAN DMA
ANTRIM 1938 1920000 PAN NARS1952 P 1924000 PAN USGS'
1952 1ti5840 BWIP, ASCS
1953 1960000 PAN USGS
1954 P 117000 PAN USGS1956 P l 111700-0 PAN USGS
1962 1915840 PAN ABRAMS
1963 1120000 PAN, ASCS
1973. 1$40000 PAN ASCS
1973. - 1136000 CI'R MOSHT
1975 1180000 PAN USGS





aCOUNTY YEAR SCALE FILM AGENCY
ARENAC 1938 1120900 PAN NAPS
1952 1 115840 BWIP ASCS
1953 1160007 PAN USGS
19,59 1%20000 PAN ASCS19,65 1t 200 ,00 PAN ASCS
1965 P 1112000 PAN USGS
1970 114-0000 PAN ASCS
1973 1136010 CIF MASHT
1973 P 1124000 PAN USGS
1976 P 1132000 PAN USGS i
BARAGA 1951 P 1124000 PAN USGS
t
1953 P 1140000 PAN USGS
1953 P 1160000 PAN USGS {1954 P it1584J BWIF ASCS
1960 p It 15&40 BWIP USFS
1962 1115840 8WIP HURD
1968 P 1120000 PAN ASCS1970 P 1115840 C`OL. _USFS
1970 P 1160000 PAN USFS
1974 P 1115840 BWIR USFS
1975 1180000 PAN USGS
BARRY 1938 1120000 PAN NAPS
1947 P 1137100 PAN USGS ;a
195,0 it20000 PAN —ASCS
1955 1120000 PAN ASCS
1956 P it60000 PAN USGS
1957 P it1.80OJ PAN USGS
j
1961 1120000 PAN ASCS
196' 1120000 PAN ASCS
i 1973 P 1932000 PAN USGS1973 P 1130000 PAN USGS
i 1974 ,1131680 CIR SCMPOC
1974 1140000 PAN ASCSi974 P 113168'0 CIR MSU/RSP
1475 1180000 PAN iOMA
i 1976 P 1123000 PAN ! USGF,
BAY 1938 1120000
 PAN  NARS'
1950 1120000 PAN ASCS'
1953 1160000 PAN jUSGS
195,. 112000.0 PAN ASCS
1960 P it	 9600 PAN ABRAMS
1963 i12000J PAN ASCS
1969 1120000 PAN ;ASCS
1973 1124000 PAN ,USGS
1975 1138000 PAN :SCS
BENZIF 1939 412000) PAN NARS
1952 j1i'584J BWIP ;ASCS
1953 1160000 PAN USGS _'1954 11170 CO PAN ;USGS
1958 1120000 PAN ASGS
1965 1120000 PAN ,ASCS'
1972 1119200 PAN CAPITOL
1973 1140003 PAN !;ASCS -.1973 it36000 CIp ;MQSHT
1975 P 1180001 PAN 1USGS
1976 P 1180000 PAN' USGS'
BE'RRIEN _1935 P 1120000 PAN NA^R zS
1938 1120000 PAN INA,RS
E 1950 1120000 PAN A.CS
1952 P It69000 PAN USGS
1955 it20000 PAN ASCS
f, 1956 P It	 96.00 PAN ABRAMS( 1960, 1120000 PAN ASCS
1960 P Is	 7200
I
1967 1120000 PAN ABRAMS
r
eCOUNTY YEAR SC;AIE FILM AGENCY
BERPIEN 1969 1/1121000 PAN USGS
1973 it,	 7920 PAN ABRAMS
1.974 P 11!31680 CIR MSU/RSP
1974 11140000 PAN ASCS
1975 P 18180000 PAN DMA
1975 1138000 PAN SCS'
RPANCH 1938 11120000 PAN NAPS
1946 P 11126000 PAN USGS
i950 it;2COGO PAN ASCS
1955 1120000 PAN ASCS
1958 P i;i1*7003 PAN USGS
1960 P it1600G0 PAN USGS
19Ei 1120003 PAN ASCS
1967 iti20003 PAN ASCS
1974 11'31681 CIR SCMPDG
1974- it46000 PAN ASCS
1975 P 1180009 PAN DMA
CALHOUN 1938 1120001 PAN MARS
1946 P it26000 PAN USGS
1950 1120000 PAN ASCS
1955 it20000 PAN ASCS i1.956 P 11'60003 PAN USGS
1961 1120000 PAN ASCS1.966 it	 3600 PAN ABRAMS
19E6, 1115840 PAN AERAMS
1967 1=20000 PAN ASCS
1973 P, 1(32000 PAN USGS
1974 It31680 CIR SCM^POC
1974 1140000 PAN ASCS
1974 P 1138000 PAN SCS'
1975 1180000 PAN OMA
a
t LASS 193H38 ` 1t 20000 PAN -NARSr i g 5c 1;20000 PAN ASCS
1955 1120000 PAN ASCS
1960 it200o0 PAN ASCS
1960 P 1860000 PAN USGS r.
1967 1120000 PAN ASCS ;E
1974 ` P _it31680 CIR MSU3 RSP
1974 1 t40 000 PAN ASCS
1975 1880000 PAN DMA
1975 P 1380.00 PAN SCS
1.976 1:23000 PAN USGS
CHARLE1h0IX 1.938 1 IZ000J PAN NA-RS
1952 P 1124000 PAN USGS
1953 1t60000 PAN USGS__
1955 iti5840 BWIP ASCS
1956 117000 PAN USGS
1962 iti5843 PAN ABRAMS
1965 00 00 PAN ASCS1973 1136800 CIR MOSHT
1973 1!40000 PAN ASCS
1973 .P 1140003 PAN" SCS
1975 P 1899999 PAN DMA
1975 180000 PAN USGS
CHEBOYGAN 1,938 1;20007 PAN NABS
195.2 ,1115840 BWIR ASCS
19,52 P it24000 PAN USGS
953'_ 1460000 PAN USGS
A 1956 P -1117000 PAN USGS1963 112000'0 PAN ASCS
1973 1140'0130 PAN ASCS
1975 P it40003 COL BENDIX
! 1975 1180000 PAN USGS t




COUNTY YEAR SCALE FILM AGENCY
CNIPPFWA 1952 P 1117000 PAN USGF1953 P 1.120000 PAN ABRAMS
1953 1160000 PAN USGS
1953 11 15840 BWIP ASCS1953 P 1162000 PAN USFS1956 P 1117000 PAN USGS
1964 1115840 BWIR USFS
1969 P 1112000 PAN USFS
1970 P 1160000 PAN USFS1972 P 1115840 COL USFS1973 P 1136000 CIR MDSNT
1974 P 1115840 BWIk USFS
r.LAR P. 1938 1120000 PAN NARS
1952 1115840 8W.IR ASCS1953 1160000 PAN USGS1955 P 1117000 PAN USGSi 1958 1120000 PAN ASCS
1965 1120000 PAN ASCS1968 P 1120000 PAN USGS
1972 1140000 PAN ASCS1976 P 1180000 PAN USGS
CLINTON 1938 11200co PAN NARS
1950 11200`00 PAN ASCS1953 P 1160000 PAN USGS
1954 P 1124000 PAN USGS
1956 P 1160000 PAN USGS
1956 1120003 PAN ASCS
1962 1115840 PAN ABRAMS
1964 1120000 PAN ASCS
1964 1136000 PAN TCRpC1966 P 1121000 PAN USGS
1970 P 1120000 PAN USGS
1973 P 11300.0) PAN USGS
1973 lt40p00 PAN ASCS197.3 P 1140000 PAN SCS1975 P 1187000 PAN DMA
CRAWFORD 1935 1120000 PAN NARS1951 P 1131680 PAN USFS1952 P 1115840 BWIR ASCS
1953 1160000 PAN USGS
1954 P 1117000 PAN USGS
1960 P 1115840 BWIR USFS
1960 P 1117000 PAN USGS
1961 P 110 000 PAN USGS
1963 P 1120000 PAN _!. ASCS1968 P 1172000 PAN° USFS
1972 1119200 PAN CAPITOL
_ 1973 P 1136000 CIR MOSNT
1974 P 1115840 BWIR USFS
1975 P 1180000 PAN USGS
1976 P 1-180000 PAN ;USGS
DELTA 1939 1120000 PAN NABS
1953 1160000 PAN USGS1953 P 1117000 PAN __USGS
1953 P ,1115840 BWIP ASCS
1954 P 1.117000 PAN USGS
1954 P 1115840 BWIR ASCS
1964 it15840 BWIR USFS
1970 P I9600'nO PAN USFS
1972 P 1115840 -COL USFS
1973 P it36000 CIR lIDSHT1974 P 1115840 BWIR USFS1975 _P 1180000 PAN USGS`
DICKINSON
1951 1124SD0 USGSP PAN e
iCOUNTY YEAR SCAIX FILM AGENCY
nICKINSON 1953 1t`!" 140 BWIF- ASCS
1953 P pp 00 PAM USGS
1954 P 1117000 PAM USGS
1964 it15840 BWIF USES,
1971 P 1115840 CIR AERO'
1975 P it80000 PAN USGS
1976 1220000 PAN SCS
EATON 1938 1120000 PAN NARS
1947 P 1137000 PAN USGS
1950 1120000 PAN ASCS j
1955 1=20001 PAN ASCS
1956 P 1160000 PAN USGS
1960 11200'00 PAN ASCS
1964 1136000 PAN TCRFC-
1967 1220000 PAN ASCS
1973 P 1130040 PAN USGS
1973 P 1132000 PAN USGS 1
1974 1840000 PAN ASCS
1974 P 1138000 PAN SCS
1975 P- , 1180000 PAN DMA
1976 P' 1t23000 PAN USGS
EMMET 1938 1220,0;00 PAN NARS
1952 1115640
' 1953 1260000 PANR USGS
1953 P 11620100 PAN, USFS
1956 lt17000 PAN USGS
1958 1120003 PAN ASCS
1965 1120000 PAN ASCS
1970 P 1160001 PAN USFS-
1973 1240000 PAN ASCS
1973 1.136000 CIIR MOSHT
1975 P 1140000 COL BENOIX
1975 1184000 PAN USGS
1975 P il99999 PAN DMA
GENESEE 1937 P 1120000 PAN NARS
1938 P 1120000 PAN NARS
1941 1120000 PAN NARS_
1950 1120000 PAN ASCS
1953 P 1160000 PAN USGS
1956 P 1160000 PAN! USGS
1957 1120000 PAN, ASCS
1959 P 1117000- PAN, USGS
1960 ie. 9600 PAN ABRAMS1961 it'i5840 PAN ABRAMS
1964 1115840 PAN, ABRAMS
1964 1120000 PAN ASCS
1967 P 1124000 PAN USGS
1967 P 1119000 PAN__ USGS
1967 P 1213000 PAN USGS
1972 '1140000 PAN ASCS
GLADWI'N 1936 1120000 PAN, NARS
1952 1t1584J 3WIF ASCS
195 3 1160000 PA N USGS
1958 1	 20000 PAN ASCS
1965 1120000 PAN ASCS
1965 P 1212000 PAN USGS
1968 P 1113000 PAN USGS
1968 P 1220000 PAN USGS
1972 1240000 PAN ASCS
it GOGE81C 1939 1120000 PAN NARS1951 P 1124000 PAN USGS
1952 P it17000 PAN USGS
1953 P' 1160000 PAN USGS y"
i g 54 P 1224000 PAN USGS







GOGFBIC 1970 P it15840 COL USFS
1970 P 1160000 PAN, USFS
1973 P 1120000 PAN USGS
1974 P 1115840 8WIF USFS
1975 P 1120000 PAN SCS1975 P 11$0 000 PAN USGS
G TRAVERSE 1938 1120000 PAN
4
NARS
1953 1160007 PAN USGS1953 1115840 BWIF ASCS
1954 1t17000 PAN S USGS'
1964 1120000 PAN ASCS
1971 1t 	 7920 PAN ABRAMS
1972 1t19200 PAN` CAPITOL
1973 1136000 CIR MOSHT
1973 1940000 PAN ASCS1973 P 1140000 PAN SCS
1975 P 1280000 PAN USGS
1976 P 1180000 PAN- USGS
GRATIOT i938 1120007 PANT NARS
1950 it20001 PANT ASCS
1953. it500Ca PAN; USGS
C 1954 P 1124000 PAN; USGS
1955 1920001 PAN, ASCS
1963 P 1818000 PAN. USGS
1963 It 20000 PAN ASCS
1966 P i121000 PAN USGS
1970 1140000 PAN ASCS
1972 1125000 PAN USGS
1973 P 114000A PAN SCS'
HILLSDALE 1938 it20000 PAN NARS
1950 1120000 PAN ASCS	 a1955 it20000 PAN ASCS,_
1958 P 11:17000 PAN USGS
1960 P Itj6000D PAN -USGS
1963 1x20000 PAN ;+SCS
1969 it:20000 PAN ASCS
1970 P 1120000 PAN USGS
1973' P i1240DO PAN -USGS
1974 P 1138000 PAN SCS
1975 P 1=80000 PAN DMA
HOUGHTON 1951 P 1024000 PAN USGS
1953 P 1140000 PAN USGS
1953 P it6.000D PAN USGS
1954 P it15840 9WIf? ASCS
1960 P 1ii5840 BWIR. USFS
1964 i1415840 BWI-R USFS
1970 1115840 COL USFS
1970 116.0000 PAN USFS
1974 Q- it1.584D BWIR USrS
1975 P 1120000 PAN' -SCS'
1975 P` 1180000 PAN USGS
HURON - 1938 1120000 PAN NARS
1941 1120000 PAN NARS
1949. 1120000 PAN ASCS
1953 1160000 PAN USGS
1956 1120000 PAN ASCS
1959 P 1117000 PAN USGS
1964 it2000O PAN ASCS
1969 P it34000 PAN USGS
1972 1140009 PAN ASCS
1972 1t50003 PAN SCS
1976 =P 1t36000 PAN USGS
TNG'HAM, 1938 St20000 PAN NARS






COUNTY YEAR SCALE FILM i AGENCY
INGHAM 1955 P It	 6000 PAN ABRAMS
1955 1120000 PAN ASCS195E 1160000 PAN USGS
1962 1119200 PAN ABRAMS
1963 1120000 PAN ASCS
1.964 1136000 PAN TCRPC
1467 P 1920000 PAN USGS
i g 70 P 1120000 PAN USGS1970 1140001 PAN ASCS
1970 P 1119200 PAN USGS ^.
1973 P 1130000 PAN USGS
1974 P 1138000 PAN SCS
1975 P 1180000 PAN OMA
1976 P 1136000	 ! PAN USGS
1976 1140000 PAN SCS
IONIA 1938 1120000 PAN NARS
1950 1120000 PAN ASCS
1953 p 1160000 PAN USGS
1955 1120000 PAN ASCS
1956 P i160003 PAN USGS
1960 i1	 6000 PAN ABRAMS
1960 11i9201 PAN ARRAMS
1961 lizoac] PAN ASC..
1966 P iIz1.00a PAN USGS1967 1120000 PAN ASCS
1969 P 1146000 PAN USGS
1973 P 1140	 00 PAN SOS
1975 P 1180.003 PAN DMA
1975 1133000 CIR WMRPC
IOSCO 1938 1i2Q00l PAN NARS
1951 P 1131680 PAN USFS
1952 P 1115840 BWIR ASCS
1953 116C000 PAN —USGS
1960 P 1ti5840 BWIR USFS
1963 P 1120000 PAN ASCS ;.
1965 P it12000 PAN USGS1965 P 11180;00 PAN USGS




IPON 1939' 112000l PAN NARK
1943 1+27000 BWIR ASCS
1951. P 1124000 PAN USGS
1951 1924000 SWIF ASCS a
1952 P 1117000 PAN USGS
1953 P it40000 PAN USGS
1953 P 1160000 PAN USGS'j 1955 P 1115840 3WIR ASCS
1960 P 1t15840 RWIP USFS'`
196L p 1115840 SWIP USFS
1970 _P 1t15840 COL USFS
1970 P 11.60000 PAN USFS
1974 P 1t15840 RWIP USFS
1975 P 1$20000 PAN SCS
1975 P 1180000 PAN USGS
ISAB,ELLA 1938 it?0000 PAN NARK
1952 1120000 PAN ASCS
1953 1160 0.00 PAN USGS1955 ,P 111700-0 PAN USGS
1958 1120000 PAN ASCS








1972 P 1135000 PAN USGS
s 1972 P, 1t2500-0 PAN USGS
r
COUNTY YEAR SCALE FILM
i
AGENCY
ISABELLA 1972 1140000 PAN ASCS
1976 P 1180000 PAN USGS
JACKSON 1138 1 120000 PAN NAR°
1950 1120000 PAN ASCS
1956 1960000 PAN USGS
1957 1120000 PAN ASCS
1963 1115840 PAN ABRAMS
1964 1920000 PAN ASCS
1970 P !1919200 PAN USGS
1970 P 1920000 ,PAN USGS
1972 1140000 PAN ASCS
1974 1138000 PAN SCS
1975 P 1180000 PAN DMA
KALAMAZOO 1938 1120000 PAN NARS
1946 P 1126001 PAN USGS
1950 1120000 PAN ASCS
1955' 1120000 PAN ASCS
1956 P 1160000 PAN USGS
1960 1120000 PAN ASCS
19EQ 1919200 PAN ABRAMS
1963 1136000 PAN ABRAMS
1964 1!36000 PAN ABRAMS
1964 1115840 PAN ABRAMS
1967 1120000 PAN ASCS
1973 0 19320011 PAN USGS
1973 P 1!30000 PAS; USGS
1974 P 1431680 CIR MSU/RSQ
1974 1!31680 CIR SCMPDC
1974 1940003 PAN ASCS
1975 1980000 PAN DMA
KALKASKA - 1939
ig38 is NABS^ 19 15840 BWIP
,
DNR
1953 11;15840 P.WIR ASCS
1953 19j60000 PAN USGS
1954 P 11117000 PAN USGS
1955 11i5840 BWIR ONR
1963 19`20000 PAN ASCS
1971 1919200 PAN CAP?TOL
i 1973 11,40000 PAN ASCS1973 11136000 CIR MOSHT
1973 P 1=4-0000 PAN 9C.S
1975 P 1110007 PAN USGS
1976 P 19`80 0 C J PAN USGS
KENT 1938 1$20 000 PAN NARS
1950 1:20000 PAN ASCS
1953 P 1160000 PAN USGS
1955 1120000 PAN _ASCS
1956 P 116001`0 PAN —USGS
1960 1120000 PAN ASCS
1963 1115840 PAN ABRAMS
1963 1112000 PAN ABRAMS
1966 1136009 PAN ABRAMS
1967 1920000 PAN' ASCS
1975 1933000 _C'IR WMRPC
1975 P 1180007 _PAN DMA
1975 P 1163360 BWIR. USFS
1976 P 1=80A QO PAN USGS
KENEENAW 1954 P 1915,-	 6 BWIR
i
!ASCS
1956 1130001 PAN =USGS
19-57 1136000 PAN USGS
-1964 1115840 8WIR USFS
LAKE 1938 1120000 PAN NARS
1952 1115840 SWIR ASCS
1953 11600OJ PAN USGS	 y
G-38
tCOUNTY YEAR SCALE FILM AGENCY
LAKE 1954 P 111700) PAN USGS
1955 P 1117003 PAN USGS
1958 1120003 !PAN ASCS
1965 1120000 PAN ASCS'
1965 P 1115840 PAN USFS
1971 P 1160000 COL USFS
1974 P 1115840 8NIF USFS
1975 1133000 CTR MMRPC
1975 1163360 BNIR USFS
1976 1180000 PAN USGS
1976 1140000 PAN SCS
LAPEER 1938 1120000 PAN NARS
1941 1120010 iPAN NARS
1950 1120000 !PAN ASCS
1953 P 1160000 PAN USGS
1956 P 1160000 PAN USGS
1957 1120003 PAN ASCS
1959 P 1117000 PAN USGS	 i
1964 1120000 PAN ASCS
1967 P 112400) PAN USGS
1972 1940000 PAN ASCS
LEELANAU 1938 :1120000 PAN NARS
1952 lli584J 8NIR ASCS	 -
1953 1160000 PAN USGS
1954 1117000 PAN USGS
1963 P 1120 800 PAN ASCS	 s
1973 114 0	 00 PAN ASC1973' 1136000 CI'P MOSNT
1975' 1180000 PAN. USGS
LFNAWEE 193A 1120000 PAN NARS
1940 1120003 PAN- NARS
1949 1,2MO PAN ASCS
1955 1120000 PAN ASCS
19.58 P 1;17000 PAN USGS1 1'160 P 11.600 00 PAN USGS
1963 192C063 PAN ASCS1970 1040000 PAN ASCS
1971 P 11.23000 PAN USGS
1971 P 1124000 PAN USGS
1974 P 1138000 PAN SCS1975 P 11180000 PAN DMA1975 P 1t23000 PAN USGS
1976 P 111360GO PAN__. USGS
LIVINGSTON 1937 P 11120 ffl PAN NARS1938 11120 00 PAN NARS
11120.000 PAN NARS1910
19 9 11120000 PAN ASCS
1955 1120000 PAN ASCS
1956 :11.60000 PAN USGS
1963 1120000 PAN ASCS{)jj	 -x.
r^L PGE ]s 19641965
P 111'!18-000 PAN USGS
CJ i POOR QuAuTia 1966
11115840
11136000 PANPAN ABRAMSSEMCOG
1967 1119001 PAN USGS1970 1t{20000 PAN 'SEMCOG
1970 1119200 PAN CAPITOL
1970 1140000 PAN -ASCS
1970 1119000 PAN USGS
1971 1151000 PAN SCS
1973 P 1124000 PAN OSGS1975 1124000 PAN SEMCOG
1976 1136000 PAN USGS
1	 LUCE 1939 it20400 PAN NARS
1953 1115840 BNIR ASCS
1953_ 1160000 PAN USGS
6-39
 v 1	 ..
COUNTY YEAR SCALE FILM AGENCY
i
x
LUCE 1964 1115840 BWIR USFS
Amok
,mot1964 P it18000 PAN USGS1971 P is15000 PAN USGS1973 P 1136000 CI'R MOSHT1973 P 1121000 PAN USGS a
MACKINAC 1939 1=20000 PAN NARS
1953 it15840 PAN ASCS
x 1953 1160000 PAN USGS1953 P 1152009 PAN USFS1956 P 1117000 PAN USGS1964 11i5840 PAN USFS1970 P 1160000 PAN USFS
1971 P 1115000 PAN USGS1973 P 1136000 CIp MOSHT1973 P 1121000 PAN USGS1974 P it15840 BWIR USFS,1975 P 1199999 PAN LIMA
MACOMB
1940 1120000 PAN' NAPS1955 1120000 PAN' ASCS1956 P 1160000 PAN' USGS
1961 11	 6000 PAN' ABRAMS1964 it	 7920 PAN ABRAMS1964 P 1120000 PAN ASCS`1964 1112000 PAN ABRA4S
1970 1120000 PAN - SEMCOG1973 1140480 PAN ASCS1973 1124000 PAN USGS1975 1e24000 PAN 3EMCOG
MANISTEE 1938 1120000 PAN, NARS1953 1060000 PAN UGS1953 1115840 BWIR. ASCS1954 is17000 PAN USGS1958 1120000 PAN ASCS1965 P 1115840 PAN USFS1965 1120000 PAN ASCS1970 11.120,'00 PAN ' ABRAMS1971 1160000 COL USFS1972 it19200 PAN CAPITOL1973 1136000 CIR MOSHT1973 1140000 PAN ASCS-1974 .P 1115840 BWIR USFS1975 1163360 BWIR USFS'1976 1110000 PAN USGS
MARQUETTE 1939 1120000 PAN NARS1949 P is	 6960 PAN ABRAMS1951 P 1124000 PAN — USGS1953 P i317000 PAN USGS1953 P 1140 0 C PAN USGS1954 1115840 BWIR ASCS1954 P 1:17000 PAN USGS1961 it	 9600 PAN ABRAMS1964 1t15840 9WIR USFS1970 P 1160000 PAN- USFS1972 P i t 15840 COL USFS1975 P it20600 PAN SCS1975 P 118G0aa PAN USGS






































































COUNTY YEAR SCALE FILM AGENCY
MONROF 1963 P 1124000 PAN USGS
1964 1120000 PAN ASCS	 K-
1966 1 1136000 PAN SFMCOG
1970 ii	 1$20000 PAN SEMCOG1971 1131680 PAN CHICAGO197,1 P it VOC9 PAN USGS
1973 P 1124000 PAN USGS
1973 1040000 PAN ASCS1975 1124000 PAN SEMCOG
1976 P 1136007 PAN USGS
MONTCALM 1938 1220000 PAN NARS
1950 1120000 PAN ASCS
1953 1$60000 PAN USGS
1955 P 1117000 PAN. USGS
1955 it20000 PAN ASCS
i96S it200c0 PAN ASCS
1963 11120Oa' PAN ABRAMS
19E3 P 1t 180!OJ PAN ` USGS
1966 P it210D3 PAN' USGS
1967 11200 0 0' PAN ASCS
1969 p 1146000 PAN USGS
197
,
3 P 1140000 PAN SCS
1974 P is 15840 BWIF. USFS
1975 P 1163360 BWIP USFS
1975 1't33000 CIR WMFcPC
1976 P 1180000 PAN USGS
MONTMORNCY 1938 i$200'00 PAN NARS
1951 P it3iEN0 PAN USFE
1952 iti5840 RWIF. ASCS1952 P 1124000 PAN USGS
1953 1160000 PAN USGS
1963 it2OQGh PAN ASCS
1971. P 1123000 PAN USGS	 s
1973 P 1136000 CIR HOSHT
1975 P it80000 PAN USGS	 a
MUSKEGON 1938 1120000 PAN NARS
1950 1120000 PAN ASCS
1953 1160000 PAN USGS
1955 1120000 PAN ASCS
1955 P is	 6000 PAN ABRAMS
1961 1t	 6000_ PAN ABRAMS
1962 1120000 PAN ASCS
1965 P 1115840 PAN USFS
1968 1115$40 PAN ABRAMS
196`8 1120000 PAN ASCS









1973 P 112'0009 PAN USGS
1974 P; '1115840 BWIR USFS	 -
1974 1440000 PAN ASCS
1975 P it63360 BWI'n USFS1975 1133000 CIR WMSFLI'C
1976 P 1180000- PAN USGS
NEWAYGO 1938 it200:00 PAN MARSiQ5`? 112-0aaa PAN ASCS
t9511 1,:60 000 PAN ;	 USGS
1955 11:17000 PAN USGS
1955 P 1115840 BWIR USFS
1(158 1120000 PAN ASCS
1965 P 1ti5840 PAN USFS
1965 1020013 PAN ASCS
1971 P 1160000 COL USFS
1972 1140000 PAN ASCS1974 P 1$15840 8WIR USFS
iy,
(` O UNTY YEAR SCALE FILM AGeNGY,
NEWAYGO 197.5 13;	 1116) CTR WMRPPGi g 75 o OWTR USFS
JLq 1110aa0 PAN USGS
DAKLANO igl7 P 11"'.00OQ PAN NARS
q 38 1t 2000 PAN NARS940 1 t; C 0 0 PAN NABS
igrlt; .P 11	 0	 9 PAN USGS
1357 11,'.0	 00 PAN ASCS
ig G3 11"900 PAN ABRAMSig G3 lt, 11009 PAN ABRAMS
14§4 P 1.t^'0gq0p PAN ASG`,V160 11,36	 00 PAN SEMCOG
i g 7Q 111000 a PAN SEMCOG
1372 1140000 PAN ASCS
1173 1t.?4800 PAN USG'S
W5 it24	 00 PAN S •MGOG
1976 P 13500 '^1 PAN U GS_
1971 P i t24000 GTR MOSHT
1976 it4-_00QQ PAN SCSI
OCEANA ig36 11 0000 PAN NARS
ig 5i lozoaaa PAN ASCS1952 1120000 BWTR ONR






955 1	 17 0 0 0 PAN U SGS
1g5a 112-0000 PAN ASCS
q 65 P 1.1151140 PAN USFSi ll, rll 112 0000 PAN ASCSWi 'P 1160000 COL USFS
1072 1140000 PAN ASCS
19 ;4 P 111^140 OWTR USFF
1 y 5 113:1000 GTR WMSFDC
197E it61136,0 LIWTR USES
W6 ;1140000 PAN ASCS
1070 1130000 RAN USCS a
3CFMAW 016 it2 0000 P,AN NARS
1 g Fi p 1I S 1680 PAN! 0SFSig5i 1160000 PAN U GS
i gF 3 P 1 115840 RWTR A GS
q6i P i t 111000 PAN USES
1 g0s P 1120000 PAN ASCS
1 1 651 P iti_t14100 PAN USCS
,19651 P, il i r,840 PAN USFS
1065 P 111'2060 PAN USGS_
130 it	 7920 PAN ABRAMSig (li F 1t1:t000 PAN $t^ 1
ig 6 (1 p 11210 900 P: A N A s G S
1 q 7ll P it36000 CxR MOSHT
1176 P 11320Co PAN USCS
ONTONAGnN 143 'P 11 1, 0000 PAN NARS
iWi P 1147000 PAN USGS
i t) 51 P lIZ4000 PAN USGC
1'95;1 P 1140000 PAN USGS
1^1F3 P 1160000 PAN USES:
1g 54 _P 1t	 9600 PAN ABRAMS
X154 P 11 ^4 0 i^ t1 PAN USGfi
i g 54 P? 1115840 1)WTR ASCS
19 - P tiS840 PAN AFR('
i958 P 111,4400 PAN AFRO
ig Go P 11151141 RWTt ;USFS
ORIG N ,% PAGT is V)Gi 11	 960°Ilif3848 PAN,. ; .ABRAMSC]+^	 '1^> C^l<t^1 ^'` ig 641470 PP 1 e .i	 114 :] RWTRCOL USFSU S FS
197 4 P 1 t ^Sffi
:11-0	 0^
l WTF USFS
i q 75_ P PAN SCS
4
.<	 .. 	 .«	 ._	 _	 .n.natvc	 — m.. n.v.. v.,m.we^.imme._ \1.....e. ^,^a 	 r...-.^	 __.._	 . vaa v..zx.
COUNTY YEAR SCALE FILM AGENCY
ONTONAGON 1975 P 1180000 PAN USGS
OSCEOLA 1938 1120000 PAN NAjRS
1952 1315840 SHIP ASCS
1953 1160000 PAN USGS
1955 1117000 PAN USGS
1958 1120000 PAN ASCS
1965 1120"060 PAN ASCS
1972 1140000 PAN ASCS
1975 it33000 CIR WMRpC
1975 P 1163360 BWI p USFS i
1976 1180000 PAN USGS
OSCOOA 1938 1120003 PAN NARS
1951 P 1131680 PAN !USES
1952 P 1t1584O BWIR lASCS
1952 P 1124000 PAN USGS
1953 it6C003 PAN USGS
1960 P 1t15840 BWIR USFS
1960 P 1117000 PAN USGS
1961 P 1118000 PAN USGS
1963 P 1120006 PAN ASCS
1965 P it'i8000 PAN . USGS
:1968 P 1172000 PAN ,USFS
1971 P 1923000 PAN USGS
1973 P 1136000 CIR MOSHT
1974 P 1115840 BWIR USFS
1975 P it80000 PAN OMA
OTSEGO 1938 1120000 PAN MARS
1952 P 11:24003 PAN USGS
1952 11:15843 BWIR ASCS
1953 11:6	 09 PAN USGS
1954 P it1^s00 PAN USGS
1956 P it	 7000 PAN USGS
1963 ;iS20000 PAN ASCS
1972 1119200 PAN CAPITOL'
1973 P 1$360,0 CIR MOSHT
1973 P i#40000 PAN SCS ,.
1975 P 1180000 PAN USGS 1
OTTAWA 1938 1120060 PAN NARS
1950 112,,0000 PAN ASCS
1953 P 1160003 PAN USGS
1954 P it	 6000 PAN ABRAMS
1955 1120000 PAN ASCS
1956 P 1160000 PAN USGS j
1961 1120000 PAN ASCS
1968 1120000 PAN ASCS
1968 1260003 PAN SCS
1969 P 1320000 PAN USGS
E 1973 P 1120000 PAN_ USGS
1974 1140000 PAN .ASCS
E 1974 P 1131680 CIR MSU/RSP
-1975 1333000 CIR WMS'PDC
PRESO ISLE 1936 1120UO11 PAN NARK1952 P -1124060 PAN USGS
E 1952 1115840 BWIR ASCS
1953 1160000 PAN USGS 1f
1956 P 1117000 PAN USGS
1964 i t200Uo PAN ASCS
1971 P 1120000 PAN USGS
1972 i t 1920 0 PAN 'CAPITOL
1975 P 1180000 PAN USGS
ROSCOMMON 1938 112:0000 PAN NARS
1952 1115840 BWIR ASCS








COUNTY YEAR SCALE FILM AGENCY
R,OSCOMMON 1960 P 1117000 PAN USGS
i96i P 1118000 PAN USGS
19631 1120000 PAN ASCS
1968 P 112000'3 PAN USGS
1968 PAN USFcNSP 1172000
1968 P 1113000 PAN USGS
i97i isi9200 PAN CAPITOL
1974 itiF840 PAN ABRAMS
1976 P 1180000 PAN USGS
r
SAGINAW 1937 1120000 !PAN NARS
.1941 1120000 ;PAN NARS
1950 1120000 ;RAN ASCS
19511 1160000 PAN USGS
1954 P 1124.000 PAN USGS
1455 it20000 PAN ASCS	 !
196s 1120000 PAN ASC^MS
1967 P is 13000 PAN USGS
1978 1140000 PAN ASCS
1972 P 1125000 PAN USGS	 11973 P 112+000 PAN UCGS
1,975 P 1138000 PAN SCS	 1
ST.
	 CHAIR i930 it2G000 PAN NARS
1941 1120000 PAN NARS	 I
x 1950 1120000 -PAN ASCS
1953 P 1160000 PAN USGS
1957 1120000 PAN ASCS
1959 P lt17000 PAN USGS
1964 1120000 PAN ASCS
1966 1t36000 PAN SEMCOG
1967 P 1124000 P L AN USGS
1969 1830000 PAN ABRAMS
197.0 It500D0 ,PAN SCS
1970 112000 'PAN SFMCOG
1973 it3000 PAN ABRAMS
1973 P 1124000 USGS
1975 1124900 !PANAN SFMGO-G-
1976 P- 1336000 PAN USGS
ST. JOSEPH i93A 1$20000 PAN NARS	 ,	 1
1946 P . 1126 000 PAN USGS
_ 1950 1120,00.0 PAN ASCS
1955 1820000 PAN ASCS
1958 P 11170'03 PAN USGS	 1
1960 P 1160000 PAN USGS
196G 1t211000 PAN ASCS	 i
1967 it20000 PAN ASCS
1968 1136001 PAN AS'RAMS
1968 1130400 PAN ABRAMS
1968 1115840 PAN ABRAMS
1969 P 1114000 PAN USGS
1973 P 1130003 PAN USGS'I 1974 1131680 CIR SCMPO
1974 114000 p PAN AS S
1975 P 118000.8 PAN OM^
SANI'LAC 1938 1120000 PAN NABS
1541 1120000 PAN NARS
, 1949 1120000 PAN ASCS
1953 1160000 PAN USGS
1955 1t 20000 PAN ASCS
1959 1117000 PAN USGS
Ir` 1963- it20000 PAN ASCS
1970 1140000 PAN ASCS
j 1976 P 1136000 PAN USGc




COUNTY YEAR SCALE FILM AGENCY
SCHOOLCPFT 1953 P iti5840 6WIR ASCS
1953 P 1117000 PAN USGS.
1953 1060000 PAN USGS
1954 "P 015:840 9WIR ASCS
1964 1;15840 8WIR USFS
1970 P 1;60000 PAN USFS
1971 P ,1115000 PAN USGS
1972 P 1115840 COL USFF
1972 P i!i9000 PAN USGS
1973 P 113500-3 CTR MOSHT
1974'P 111584J BWIR USFS
1975 P 1tiQloG'a PAN USGS
1976 P it15000 PAN USGS
1976 P it63360 CIP HURD
SHIAWASSE:E 1937 1120000 PAN NABS
1940 112000) PAN NABS
1950 1120000 PAN ASCS
1953 P 1960000 PAN USGS	 s1954 'P ! 1!24000 PAN USGS
1955 1420000 PAN ASCS1996.P i'6 0000 PAN USGS
1963 11200,09 PAN ASCS
,1967'P 1119000 PAN USGS
1967 P 11i3000- PAN USGS
1970 1150000 PAN SCS
1970 P it20003 PAN USGS
1972 P 1120000 PAN USGS
T USCOLA 1938 1120009 PAN NABS
i941__ 1120101 PAN NABS
1949 112000) PAN ASCS1993 1160000 PAN USGS
1955 it20000 PAN ASCS
1959, P' 1117000 PAN USGS
1963 1120001 PAN ASCSig E ,r P 1119000 PAN USGS
1967 P 1113000 PAN USGS
1970. 1140000 PAN ASCS	 i
1973' P 1124000 PAN USGS
1975 P 1238000 PAN SCS
VAN DURFN 1938 1120000 PAN NABS
4 1950 1120000 PAN ASCS
1955 it?OOCO PAN ASCS
- 1956 P 1160000 PAN USGS
1960 1t200i}0 PAN ASCS
1967 1120000 PAN ASCS
1974 18400GO PAN ASCS
1974 it31680 CIR MSU/RSF'
1975 1180000 PAN DMA
1975 P it3N00J PAN SGT
- -1976 P 1123000 PAN USGS
WASHTENAW 1938 1120x00 iPAN NAPS
1940 1120000 IPAN NA+RS
1949 1120000 _PAN ASCS
1955 1120000 PAN ASCS
1956 1160000 PAN USGS
1960 lli92OO PAN CHICAGO
1963 1820000 PAN ASCS1964 P iti8000 PAN USGS
1966 1t3e000 PAN SEMCOG
1966 P 1_t18000 'PAN USGS
1969 1120QQ	 0 PAN ASCS
1969 114170	 0 PAN SCS970 1 t 20 0(3,0 PAN SEMCOG
1970 1119000 PAN USGS1;971 it192ol PAN, CAPTTOL





NASNTENAW Mi. 11	 6
11Z4^00
pppp PAN 4PITOL
1973 P PAN SGS
1975 P 1123000 PAN USGS
1975 1124000 PAN SF.M000
1975 P 11N0000_ PAN QNA
1976 1x36000 PAN USGS
NAYNE 1937 1120000 PAN MARS
1940 P 1128000 PAN NARS
1956 1t6	 000 PAN USGS
1,957 1120000 PAN ASCS
1964 P 1$20000 PAN ASCS'
i966 1836000 PAPS SEMCOG
1970 1 r 20 00 0 PAN SEMCOG
1973 1124000 PAN USGS
i973 1140000 PAN ASCS
1975 1124000 PAW SEMCOG
}
Y




1955 P 1 1 17060 PAN USGS
1958 1130000 PAN ASCS1965 113 PAN ASCS'
1965 P 11^19840 PAN: USFS
ig7i P 1160000 COL USFS
1972 1119200 PAN CAPITOL1973 1136000 CIR MOSNT
1,973 1140000 PAN ASCS
1974 P 1ri5A40 PWLF' USFS1975 1163360 BWIR USFS
1976 1180000 PAN USGS














Local imagery consists mainly of site and corridor
aerial photography that was obtained for a wide variety of
uses. These include: city planning, large-scale photo-
graphic mapping, engineering studies, and site and corridor
assessment for particular facilities, such as highways, parks,
power plants, transmission lines, pipelines, and other in-
stallations. A host of public agencies and private firms
have acquired large-scale photographic coverage of specific
project areas in Michigan. Photographic acquisitions have
been numerous and cover small areas that are frequently ir-
regular in shape. The major sources of local imagery are
described below.
Abrams Aerial Survey Corp, (ABRAMS): Abrams has acquired
most of the local aerial photography of Michigan. Their
voluminous holdings consist of mainly 9 by 9 inch black-
and-white panchromatic photography of townships, cities,
highways, rivers, shorelines, and other site or corridor
areas.
Bendix Aerospace Systems Division (BENDIX): Bendix has
acquired 1:40,000 color infrared photography of many inland
lakes in Michigan The firm also has multispectral scanner
_imagery of selected sites in the State.
Environmental Research Institute of Michigan (ERIM): Mis-
sion X252m, conducted by ERIM in 1974, provides color pho-
tography of 3,000 km of the Great Lakes shoreline of Mich-
igan at scales of 1;10,000 or 1: 16,000. ERIM has also col-
lected aerial photography and multispectral imagery of spe-
cific study sites in Michigan.
Murk Hurd Aerial Surveys Inc (HURD): Numerous project
areas in the UpperPeninsula of Michigan have been photo-
graphed by Mark Hurd Aerial Surveys, Inc. Most of the
photography is panchromatic; however, some black-and-white
infrared photography of forest areas is also available.
Michigan Department of Natural Resources (DNR); Several
divisions of DNR have obtained aerial photography for their
own use. The Engineering Division has the largest collection
4
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rwhich includes aerial photographs of shorelines, highways,
and forest areas. Most of the photography was taken in the
1930's and 1940 1 s. Aerial photography of state parks has
been flown for the Parks Division. The Wildlife Division
has acquired low altitude, 35 mm oblique photos of selected
natural areas in the state. The Water Development Services
Division holds photographic coverage of Michigan shoreline
areas.
Michigan Department of State Highways and Transportation
(MDSHT) Large-scale black-and-white panchromatic photo-
graphy (1:10,000 or larger) of proposed or existing highway
corridors is acquired periodically by the MDSHT. Current
holdings date from 1960 and mission coverage is typically
a single flight line. The MDSHT occasionally acquires cov-
erage for larger areas and this photography is recorded in
the Regional /County Index.
Michigan State University, Remote Sensing Project_(MSU/RSP):
The Project has acquired low-altitude oblique or near-
vertical photography of several, study areas in the state.
These missions` produced either 35 mm color or color infra-
red photography, or 70 mm color photography,
	
Coverage in-
cludes Lansing, East Lansing, MSU Campus and the Detroit
Riverfront	 (see Fig..	 7.1).
Soil Conservation Service (SCS):	 Large-scale black-and-
white panchromatic photography is available for several
watershed areas in the lower peninsula of Michigan.
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (CORPS): 	 Michigan is divided
among three Corps of Engineers Districts.	 The Detroit re-
gion covers all of the Lower Peninsula (with the exception
of Berrien County in the extreme southwest) and the eastern
half of the Upper Peninsula.-	 The western half of the Upper
Peninsula falls in the Minneapolis region and Berrien County
is in the Chicago region.
Local aerial photography is acquired for reconnaissance
and engineering purposes related to the Corps' responsibility
for surface water and erosion control.	 Mission coverage, is
typically large-scale black-and-white panchromatic photo-
graphy of lake shores, reservoirs, rivers and streams. 	 Some
color and color infrared photography is acquired in certain
` specific cases.
A comprehensive index of Corps' photography has not been
compiled, and therefore only a few photo missions available
from this agency are listed in the guide.
7--4
For the addresses of these and other major agencies
and firms which obtain or hold aerial imagery, see Appendix
13. This list is not complete as many small commercial firms,
public utilities and government agencies have coverage of
specific sites and may warrant investigation in some circum-
stances.
HOW TO USE THE INDEX
The index lists, by county, the aerial imagery of local
areas acquired by aerial survey firms and other sources
which have provided information on their photographic hold-
ings.	 It includes year of acquisition, photo scale, film
type, description of area, and comments (e.g. project sym-
bol). The index usually identifies the aerial survey firm
and not the contracting agency, although permission to use
the imagery may be required from the contracting agency.
The survey firm or agency listed in the index should be








Figure 7.1.--6tSU Remote Sensing Project Color Photo of the
MSU Campus (enlarged from a 70mm transparency).
ORIGINAI. PAGE 1S











ABRAMS	 Abrams Aerial Survey Corporation
BENDIX	 Bendix Aerospace Systems Division
CHICAGO	 Chicago Aerial :Survey
CORPS	 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
DNR	 Michigan Department of Natural Resources
ERIM	 Environmental Research Institute of Michigan
3
HURD	 Mark Hurd Aerial Surveys, Inc.
MDSHT	 Michigan Department of State Highways and
Transportation
MSU/RSP	 Michigan State University, Remote Sensing Project
PAS	 Park Aerial Survey, Inc.
SCS	 Soil Conservation Service 	 r
STEREO	 StereoFoto, Inc.




INDEX TO LOCAL IMAGEPY
COMPILED JUNE,	 1977
COUNTY DATE SCALE FILM AGENCY AREA/COMMENTS
ALCONA 1960 11200•]4 PAN ERIM M-65,	 FELOCATION IN ALGONA AND IOSCO COS. 	 (NO. 33-403)
1963 11	 9600 PAN ABRAMS HUBBARD LAKE (SYMBOL	 AZH)
r 1965 It	 3000 PAN ERIM M-65, HALF TO GLENINE (FILE NUMBER 1-521)
4 1965 Is	 9600 PAN ERIM M-65,	 HALE TO GLENINE	 tFILE NUMBER 33-4091
1968 1215840 PAN ABRAMS FOPEST COVFP	 (DNO-ENG)
1971 1115840 PAN ABRAMS PARTS OF COUNTY	 (SYMBOL	 DIP,	 ALSO SCALF 1179201
1974 it10000 COL EPIM LAKE HURON SHORELINE	 (MSN. X252M9 ALSO PAN,CIR,MSS)
i 1974 1115840 PAN ABRAMS AREA NEAR HUBBARD LAKE	 (SYMBOL	 FPJ)
I	 ALGER 1957 1124000 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF GRAND MARAIS	 (PHOTO INDEX NO.	 14141
€ 1960 it 4600 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF MUNISING (SYMBOL	 ALG1
i 1964 1115940 PAN .ABRAMS F	 -fDP_ST COVER	 (DNR-ENGI
1967 1124000 PAN ABRAMS PICTURED ROCKS (SYMBOL	 BZS1
1968 Is 9600 PAN ERIM M-28, M-94, ACESS ROAD TO PICTURED ROCKS AT MUNISING
1963 is	 9600 PAN ABRAMS PICTURED ROCKS (SYMBOL	 C'ID)
19F9 it	 4800 COL MDSHT ACESS ROB($ TO PICTURED ROCKS, MUNISING (FILE NO 2-603)
1969 is 4800 PAN ABRAMS PICTURED "-r° KS (SYMBOL	 CSF)
1969 it	 9600 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY	 (SYMBOL	 CSN)	 -
1969 it 9600 PAN MDSHT SCENIC ACESS ROAD AT GRAND MARAIS	 (FILE NO. 2-6021
19E9 it12000 PAN ERIM M-23, M-949 PICTURED ROCKS AT MUNISING
1969 11112000- PAN ABRAMS PICTURED ROCKS (SYMBOL	 CRS)
1972 It 7920 PAN ABRAMS AREA TN COUNTY (SYMBOL DWH)
1974 it	 6000 PAN ABRAMS PICTURED ROCKS (SYMBOL 	 EON)
1974 1916000 COL ERIM LAKE SUPERIOR SHORELINE 	 (MSN.	 X252M, ALSO PAN,CIR,MSS)	 4
ALLEGAN 1954 it 6009 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF ALLEGAN (PHO T O INDEX N09	 991)
7 1.961 is	 7921 PAN ABRAMS LAKETOWN TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 ASH)
J IS62 11 7920 PAN ABRAMS LEIGHTON TWP,	 (SYMBOL	 AUH)
CD 1962 is	 7920 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF WAYLAND	 (SYMBOL	 AUI)
1963 11 7920 PAN ABRAMS LEIGHTON TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 AZF)
9600 PAN MDSHT PAW PAW TO ALLEGAN CO LINE (FILE NO 3-409) 	 - -
1 96 5 is	 "'500 PAN MDSHT I-196, HOLLAND TO GRANDVILLE (FILE NO 3-439)
1965 it	 9600 -PAN MDSHT M-40, M-39, ALLEGAN TO DUNNINGVILLE. (FILE NO 03-469)
1965 19	 9600 PAN MDSHT HAMILTON NORTH TO HOLLAND (FILE NO-03-47i)
1969 is 7920 PAN ABRAMS S. 112 SEC. 31 T2N, F16W GANGES TWP,	 (SYMBOL	 CUW)
1969 it15840' PAN ABRAMS ALLEGAN LAKE (SYMBOL	 CSPI
1970 it	 300a PAN MDSHT M-89, PLAINWELL EAST TO RICHLAND (FILE NC 03-639)
1970 it 4800 PAN ABRAMS AREAS IN SAUGATUCK (SYMBOL	 CYU)
1970 it	 6000 PAN ABPAMS CITY OF ALLEGAN	 (SYMBOL	 (!CX)
1970 It 7923 PAN ABRAMS PARTS OF COUNTY (SYMBOL	 DES)
1970 It	 7920 PAN ABRAMS SALEM AND MONTEREY TWP,	 (SYMBOL	 DEW
1971 19	 7920 PAN ABRAMS PAPT OF SALEM TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 DOX)
1972 UNKNOWN PAN ERIM KALAMAZOO RIVER PLUME (MULTIBAND, SCANNER, ALT 5000FT1
rA 1973 UNKNCWN PAN ERIM KALAMAZOO RIVER (MULTIBAND, SCANNERS ALTI 5000FT)
1973 Is	 3960 PAN ABRAMS PAPTS OF COUNTY (SYMBOL	 ECZ1
1973 is 7920 PAN ABRAMS PARTS OF COUNTY (SYMBOL	 DZW)r
1974 it 3960 PAN' ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL	 CLA)
1974 1910000 COL EPIM LAKE MICHIGAN SHORELINE (MSN. 	 X252M, ALSO PAN,CIR,MSSl
1975 It	 6000 PAN MDSHT US-31-75 FROM SOUTH OF HOLLANn TO NORTH OF GRANO MAVENI
1976 11 3000 PAN- MDSHT STRIP ALONG BUSINESS US-131, HOLLAND (SYMBOL FAI)
p 1976 it 3000 PAN MDSHT STRIP ALONG M-89 NEAR OTSEGO (SYMBOL FBLI







STRIP FROM GRAND HAVEN TO SAUGATUCK (SYMBOL 	 FCSI
STPIP FROM GRAND HAVEN TO SAUGATUCK (SYMBOL 	 FCS1
1976
1112000
1:15843 PAN ABRAMS N.E.	 PART tSYMBOL	 FBQ, ALSO SCALE11179201
1916 iti5840 PAN ABRAMS STRIP FROM GRAND HAVEN TO SAUGATUCK (SYMBOL	 FCS)
ALPENA 1954 it 600] -PAN ABRAMS CITY OF ALPENA (PHOTO INDEX NO. 1013)
1957 It	 4400 PAN SGS SANBORN CREEK N/S (SYSSOLA 	 MN-SC)
1161 UNKNOWN PAN DNR THUNDER BAY, LOW LEVEL OBLIQUE	 (DNR-WILDLIFE)
1964 it19200 PAN ABRAMS PIPELINE FROM ALPENA TO RO(ERS CITY (SYMBOL 	 BGE)
l?68 St15840 PAN ABRAMS FOREST COVER	 (DNP-ENG)
1970 It	 3020 PAN MDSHT US-23,	 ALPENA SOUTH (FILE NO 4-659)
1974 1110000 COL EEIM LAKE HURON SHORELINE (MSN. X252M, 	 ALSO PAN,CIR,MSS)
if
r-OUNTY OATS SCALE FTL14 AGEVCY ARrA/COMMENTS
ALPENA 1976 It	 3063 PAN M111SHT THPE= STRIPS ALONG US-23 NEAP ALPENA 	 (SYMBOL FBP)
ANTRIM 1963 11120i,J PAN ARRAMS CUSTER TWP.(SYMBOL	 5CN)
1967 it 792J PAN ABPAMS S€CTIONS IN BANK T WP.	 $SYMBOL	 CAN)
1.9E7 it	 7 929 ABPAMS TOCCH LAKE
1967 it12ilOJ PAN MOSHT N-32,	 FPOY M-66 EAST TO GAYLORD (FILE NO 5-5x31
1969 It 7920 ABRAMS PARTS OF C HFSTONIA TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 CPF)
` 1969 1112000 PA ABPAMS SCHUSS MOUNTAIN AR%A	 (SYMBCL	 CPB,	 ALSO SCALGt 1:3960)
1975 U? KNOWN PAN PRIM UPP=F. AN9 LOWER TRAV rRSF BAY	 (MULTIBAN')	 ALT$ EOOOFT)
197r LNKNC'W(! PAN FPI" EAST ACM,	 FAST SIC= OF G cAND TRAVERSE BlY	 (MULTZBAN01
1971 it	 '20; PAN ABPAMS AREA IN -OPCH LAKE TWO .	 (SYMBOL	 DPW)
1^372 1114403 PAN MnSPT M-32, COPRIDOF FPOM I- 75 TO WEST OF M-56 (FILE NO 693)
1973 11 7921 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN TORCH LAKE TWP. 	 (SYMBOL	 EEG)
1974 it	 396a PAN ASP.LMS CENTRAL LAKE TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 EQF, ALSO SCALER	 It 7920)
l 1974 it 960i PAN ABRAMS CENTRAL LAKE TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 FOF)
197< 11i60G0 CCL ERI N LAKE MICHIGAN SHORELIN c' (MEN.	 X252M,	 ALSO PAN,CIR)
1975 it	 7 .921 PAN ABPAMS BANKS TW P .	 (SYMBOL	 -V8)
1976 1112GC13 PAN C°I+' FOUP FLIGHT LINFS BETWEEN CENTRAL LAKE AND ELMIRA
ARE^IAC 1952 1112672 PAN DNR SHORELINc	 (ONn--NG)
1964 LNKNOWN CCL f)NP SAGINAW PAY SHOPFLINE, 35 tM. 	 09LIQUES	 (ONR-WILDLIFE)
E 1964 it	 3"uGi PAN MOSPT US-231 CJNN cT0- TO I-77 SOUTH OF STANDISH TNO 5-3991
f 1964 It	 3008 PAN ABRAMS STRIP ALONG I-75 FROM .M-6.1 TO M-33 	 (SYMBOL	 BGP)
` 1964 It 792^ PAN ARRAMS AREA IN CCUNTY	 (SYMBOL	 BGU)
-1965 11	 6099 MOSHT I-75,	 ALGE P NORTHWEST TO COUNTY LINE (FILE NO 6-452)
f 1965 11	 7920 PAN A98AMS ADAM TWP.	 (SYMROL	 CAJ)
R 1965 It	 7 923 PAtJ ABRAMS APEAS IN COUNTY	 (SYMBOL	 BLE)
f 1958 1115840 PAN PAS CHAPITY ISLANDS	 (CND-ENG)
I 1969 it	 7 92-1 PAN ABPAMS SECTIONS IN MOFFITT TW m .	 (SYMBOL	 COM)
19 7 1 It	 3961 PAN ABRAMS VILLAGE OF STANDISH (SYMBOL	 CZF1
1971 It	 39EJ PAN ABRAMS POINT LOOKOUT ARFA (SYMBOL 	 DNW)
19 7 3 11	 3953 PAN ABRAMS AREAS IN COUNTY	 (SYMBOL	 EIR)
1973 11120GO PAN ARP.AMS SITES 'N COUNTY	 (SYMBOL	 EH= ,	 ALSO SCALE$	 1114400)
i' 1974 1t100CJ COL EPIY' LAK= Hi)PON SHORELINE
	
(:MSN. X2524,	 ALSO PAN,CIR,MSS)
`	
Y
^	 p	 R,AP.AGA 1939 112: 006 PAN M fD.J" a	 .	 (SHO ELI^(F	 (^?NF-= 101
1964 1115943 PAN ABPAMS FOREST CRVEP 	(ONP-ENG)
I 19Elt 11239rJ PAN A9R4MS FOF=ST ',OV I^P	 (DNF-ENG)
1973 it	 7920 PAR) ABPAMS VILLAGE )F ALBERTA AND BARAGA 	 (SYMBOL	 CZI)
1973 it	 5000 PAN MPSHT US-41, L t ANSE AREA	 ( FILE NO 758)
k, 1973 it 7923 PAN ABRAMS PART OF BAPA:GA TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 FFN)
l 1974 11100x0 COL EP,IM LAKE SUPEPZOR SHORELINE (MSN.	 X252M9	 ALSO PAN,CI3,MSS)1976 11	 4800 PAN ABPAMS PART OF LtANSE TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 FOE)
9AP,PY 1959 It	 60co PAS; ABPAMS CITY OF MIDDLEVILL'F (PHOTO INDEX NO.	 15G8)
1958 1112000 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF 4IODLFV T_LL r (PHOTO IN9EX NO.	 1509)
1965 it	 792E PAN ABRAMS GPANGEVILLF TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 9NY)
1965 it	 96x4 PAN MOSHT 4-37, M-43, BATTLE CPEEK TO HASTINGS
	
(FILE NO a-432)
f` 1966 it	 60Gil PAN ABPAMS YANKED'" SPRINGS TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 BUR)
1968 It 7920 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL 	 CEU)
I[ 1968 It 7920 PAN ABRAMS - AREA	 NEAP HASTINGS	 (SYMBOL	 CES)
1973 11	 3000 PAN MOSHT M-89, PLAINWELL FAST TORICHLAND (FILE NO 8-63x)









1971 it	 39EO PAN ABRAMS BARRY TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 OFY)
1971 11	 4800 PAN ABRAMS SECTIONS IN COUNTY (SYMBOL	 ON91
1973 It	 396) PAN ABRAMS GULL LAK_ AREA	 (SYMBOL	 TAO)
1973 1:	 792:0 PAN ABPAMS PART OF SFCTION 16, HOPE TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 FAF)
BAY 1955 1:	 48GJ PAN DNR HIGHWAYS	 (ONo-=NG)
1960 11	 4803 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF 'BAY CITY	 (SYMBOL
	 ANG)
1963 1112oc9 PAN ABRAMS HAM°TON TWP.	 (NO SYMBOL GIVEN, ALSO SCALER 113000)
1964 UNKNOWN COL DNF SAGIIAW RAY,	 35 MM. LOW OBLIQUES
	 (DNR-WILDL1F5)
1964- It	 792 .0 PAN ABRAMS FRANKENLUST TWA .	 (SYMBOL
	
BHY)
1965. It	 3007 MDSYT I-75,	 M;15, BAY CITY AREA (FILE NO 9-4591
1966 1919203 PAN ABRAMS PIPELIN- STRIP FROM ALMA TO BAY CITY	 (SYMBOL
	
90%)
1967 it 30CJ PAN MOSHT M-25,	 cROM BAY-TUSCOLA CO LINE TO UNIONVILLE)
1967 11	 4900 PAN MOSHT I-75,	 SOUTH OF FLINT TO KAWKAWLIN (FILE NO 9-561)
19E9 it 3967 PAN ABPAMS BANGOR TWP.	 (SYMBOL
	 CRF,	 ALSO SCALER	 1$7920)
1969 It	 3963 PAN ABPAMS PARTS OF CITY OF BAY CI TY (SYMBOL	 60H1
--	
°f^	
-	 sc,a.	 —	 m.suxi..^f._..c..cur ................4....,o,...a. a...^._._ 	^..	 .	 ....	 ..._ ..	 ._.	 ....
COUNTY OATE SCALE FILM AGENCY ARFA/COM"ENTS
BAY 195! it	 6000 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF PAY CITY (SYMBOL
	 CPI)









US-1'1,	 MIDLAND BYPASS IN BAY CO (FILE NO 9-6691















	 DNS)L^ 1972 UNKN0H , PAN EP III SAGINAW ?1V.=R SMULTIBAND, SCANNERS ALT= 150OFT)
1973 UNKNCWN PAN Epic SHORELINE FROM LINWOOD TO BAY CO LINE (PULTIBAND)









AREA IN 9ANGOP TWP. 	 (SYM30L
	 EJM)
AP=A APOUNC BAY CITY (SYMBCL
	 EDG)
19 7 3 Iti;200 PAN' ABRAMS FPANKENLUST TWP.	 (SYMBOL
	
EON, ALSO SCALE)	 113969)
1974 It	 3963 PAN ABRAMS BANGOR TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 EOW)
^.t 1474 it3563 oGN ABPAMS CITY OF BAY CITY (SYMBOL	 FLY)
U1 1974 it7923 PAkl ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL	 EOJ)
1974 itiraa1 COL EPIP LAY= HURON SHORELTVE	 (MSN. X252M9	 ALSO PAN,CIR,,PSS/
1975 it	 60SJ PAN ABPAMS BANSOR'TWP.	 (SYMBOL
	 =VS,	 ALSO SCALE[
	
i11584r)
1975 is	 6 a a a PAN= ABPAMS BANGOR TWP.	 (SYMBOL
	
EVJ	 ALSO SCALER	 113000)
1976 1t120H PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL	 ^Bf, ALSO SCALE$ 1124000)
RENZI- 1962 it	 F019 PAN ABRAMS CRYSTAL LAK= AREA	 (SY430L	 AXG)
1970 it	 7920 PAN ABPAMS CRYSTAL LAKE AQ=A	 (SYMBOL	 CVP)
1971 it 7921 PAN ABRAMS VTLLAGF OF SENZIE (SYMBOL 	 OHR, ALSO SCALES 1139601
1971 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS CRYSTAL LAKE (SYMBOL	 DJZ)
1971 it	 792i PAN ABRAMS CRYSTAL LAKE AND CHANDLER LAKE (SYMBCL
	
DEG)
1971 is	 7921 PAN ABPAMS RAPT OF AFN7.ONIA TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 DLM)
1974 1:/5!'07 CCL E?IV LAKE MICHIGAN SHORELINE (MSN,	 X252M,	 ALSO PAN,CIR,MSS)
197 6 it	 39E3 PAM ABPAMS VILLAGc OF THOMPSONVILLE (SYMBOL	 EXO)
1975 is	 7921 PAN ABPAMS PART OF GILMOF£ TWP.	 (SYMBCL
	
7XB)
-3FR;;TEN 1954 it	 5000 PAN ABPA'43 CITY OF ST, JOSEPH (PHOTO ?NDEX NO. 967)
195 4 it	 11603 PAN CHICAGO CITY OF ST. JOSEPH
s	 1 19E9 it	 ;:097 ABPAMS BENTON HARBOR STRIP (SYMBCL 	 AKF)
v 1060 11	 7920 PAN ABR045 PART OF COUNTY (SYMBOL	 AKL)
r, I9E8 1:12003 PAN A SPA MS CITY OF ST. JOSEPH (SYMBOL	 AMZ, PHOTO INDEX N0. 1729)
196E 1212063 PAN ABPAMS CITY OF BENTON PAP20 P (PHOTO INDEX NO. 1725)
1'169 1179270 PAN A°QAMS WIGHTMAN TWP.	 (SYll eOL	 AKA1
19^1 it	 3960 PAN ABPAMS CITY OF 9ERPIFN SPFINGS 	 (SYMBOL
	 AOK,	 ALSO 116300)
19E1 it	 6000 PAN ABPA4S' CITY OF NILES (SYMBOLAOK, ALSO SCALES 113960)
1962' It	 3963 P N ABPAMS CITY OF BENTON HARBOR	 (SYM80L	 ATS)
19F2 St	 60GB PAN ABPA4S CITY OF ST. JOSEPH (SYMBOL	 ATR')
i 1.963 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL BAL)
1963 )%151140 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF NILFS	 (SYMBOL	 BAG, ALSO SCALES 117920)





1964 it	 9600 PAN MOSHT M-629	 FROM "-140 EAST TO M-40 AT OOWAGIAC	 (NO 11-406)
1965 1:	 3000 PAN MOSHT M-139,	 FD ON I-94 NORTH TO MAIN ST SFILF NO 11-41911
19E5 it '6009 PAN ST€PEO HAPPEN DUNES STATE PAP.K, 2 SO. MILES	 (DNR—PAPKS)
1965 It 961] PAN M-OSPT M-60, EAST OF NILES TO NORTHEAST OF CASSOPOLIS
19E6 it 3000 PAN 40SHT US-31 TO 33, FPOM M-60 BYPASS NORTH TO MAIN ST IN NILES
19:66 it	 3000 PAN MOSHT I-94 AND LAKESHORF DRIVE INTERCHANGE (FILE NO It-513)
1966 it 30G0 PAN MOSHT M-40, FROM US-31.33 TO NORTH OF NILES (FILE NO 11-491)









US-12, US-31,33 9 M-60	 INDIANA STATE LINE TO M-60
US-31,	 BUCHANAN TO NILE (FILE NO 11-563)
19E 7 it	 7 929 PAS) ABPAMS AREA N£AR-ST.	 JOSEPH	 (SYMBOL	 CBN)
1967 is	 9600 PAN MOSHT M-641,	 NILES TO VANOALIA (FILENO 11-560)
1 13F8 UN3NOW'( CIo EPI'! ST JOSFPH-HARBOR, SOUTH HAVEN HARBOR (ALSO COLOP,)
1968 it	 2400" PAN A9PA4S SECTION IN NILFS TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 CGU)
196? it	 48ci PAN' ABRAMS NILES TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 CSW)
1963 1?	 4890 PAN MOSHT M-62, Y.-147 FAST TC "-40 IN CASS CD (FILE NO 11-5741




_ 1963 it 7920 PAN' ABPAMS PART OF COLOMA TWP. (SYMBOL
	 CIE, ALSO SCALES	 113960)
1969 it	 963 PAN MOSHT US-31, NILES TO B=GRIEN SPP.INGS (FILE NO 11-573)
1969 UNKNOWN PAN EPIt% SOUTH HAVEN TO STEVENSVILLF (MULTIBAND
	 SCANNERS)
1969 Ut<K.NC44N PAN =RI" MICHIGAN CITY TO SOUTH HAVEN (MULTIBAN6, SCANNERS)
1989 it	 3003 COL ABPAMS SHORELINE N:AP 	 ST, JOSEPH	 (SYMBOL	 CSV,"OBLIOUES)
1969 It	 3090 PAN ABPAMS SHORELINE NEAP ST. JOSEPH (SYMBOL
	 CSUI
1969 it	 3003 COL MOSHT SHORELINE STRIP AT ST JOSEPH (OBLIQUES, NO 11-613)
1969 It	 3000 COL HDSHT SHORELINc STRIP AT ST JOSEPH (FILE NO 1i-617)
1969 it	 3607 PAN MOSHT 1-94 BL CROSSING ST JOSEPH RIVER, (FILE NO 11-604)
COlPtTY OA;TE SCALF. FZL,u AGENCY A¢EA/COM4V47:
BEPRIEU 19E^9 It	 4 aiCO =A)l AaPLH3 AR-F,^	 It, COURtTY (SYP-BOL CPA,}1969 1t	 96OJ PA[ 4r)SeT US-31, FrZe HILFS NOPTV TO I-196 IN'!) 1- 94)1969 1f; 9620 P03 HCS-FT H-131' CRIS51 f€G ST JOSE04 FIVEP(FIL ;:" f10 11-594)
1969 111200] P0; HOSPT US-31, S UT HEAST A019 'W'=ST GF EERODN SP PI?€GS V;O 632)
1970 ulf"JiOWN PAff FPZP SHGRFLI?ir lIrAP COC'Y PC3EP FLAt1T (SCA.-VI P', MULTIBA'IC)
1970 it 3009 CCL HOSPT SHrcPELzf€= CT P IP AT .ST	 J r:SEPfi 103LIOuFS, ?€D i1-8131
1971 11	 300-1 PA!{ ZEFCA?i,S STPIP ALO'tS I-94 IN ST JDSFPt4 AREA	 iSYHEOL	 CZ'C)
187E it 3005 P,AF( "O ,PT H-=',	 FPr 11 "	 14C rAST TO H-4G AT D f.,WAGtAC	 (fig F,46)
.'x.970 it 396`3 P A N APRl^MS PAPT OF ; A414PPTOSE TNP.	 (CYH3CL	 pf:U)497D it 4801 PA}C APPK 1S CITY OF c3P10;-'uA"C	 (:SYHROL	 C)(T)
197+~ 11 4?L3 PGf€ AAoG)`S CITY 13- 4EW P0F;: 1LE'E	 (.S,YNBCL	 13_T)
1471 11 3000 CrL uOSHT I-94,	 SHO?-'Llti= ST :--!P AT 5T JOSEPH (FZLF tie 613)
1971 it	 3OG3 COL MOSuT SH Pc L T ?(*'. ` TPIP AT 3T_	 JOOEPH (GBLZG IJESz )€O ii-c-131
1971. It	 31ca PA?€ 40S-T 1-94, LAYE7 01PE OF74E I!rEPCHA4GE t--IL- N G EE5)1971 It	 30CJ Pt?{ 40SHT "-139, S nTT:IALE RZ9TH T!! I'-94	 C =?LE NO 663)197i it 340 PA)C ABP440 STPIP ALMIS I-94 Di ST J^SSEPH AFFA ISY4BOL	 011)
1971 it 3EA3 PA)t &ORPAH: PAPT OF CC PITY (SYH30L	 -yet)
1971 II 4800 PA N, APIVAH 3 ,ST. JOSEPH T){P.	 (SY430L	 OPO)
1971 11	 face, P'',fj A?P=?iS PAPT O r-	 D Cff0%O AUC SE°PiEh Tt( P.	 (SYMBOL	 SSOI)





It 7920Iti20CC PL)+P4). 4?PAHSAEP.AMS PAPT OF 
P,z TP A!30 TNP.	 (SY?<.ROL	 OLC)
STPZG ALCHS 1 -94 IN ST J`^SEPP AP=A	 SYMECL	 I71
1,71 1112LIIC P414 A13PA43 AP-A. 4-4. 1j '3P ICGr A AN	 tSY.4v GL.	 OLY)
IS72 LUK11OW" PA?# PnZF CCCl Pow r o PLANT, ST J.E PIVEP PL1J`1E (4ULTIBAtC, SCAM1972 it3000 pin A- Pt' S OTPIP AL'NG T-94 113 ST JOSEP'F APEA	 (SYH BCL.	 OVL)
1 1372 it 3100 Cf)L m3s,-17 SuOP=L_UE STPI P AT ST J(15EP(4 (,131LIO^JES,	 ?€O li-E13)	 _.
-1972 It 4?C? PA1i ABP;HS LZf O^'L?€ TWP.	 (SY48^,• L	 Z=)
1'372 It5400 PAU ASP44S PAPT OF -UCHA 141 TYia . 	 (SYMBOL	 DU%)
1972 it	 6000 PA!{ 4DS'RT UE-31	 PFLSCATI N FPOm jTATE LIP	 T O M- TMHE',f Rq.*a1372 111.5841 PAt. ASP"45 APFA'	 €ck	 ^> r,3GFAAh (SYNEG'L	 OTOI
1973 fJNK11cwN PA f€ EPI#' ST^JSS}PCC PIVEP t„ULTISAIM, SCAttt€_F PE ALTt 50UFT)
1973 UNKNOWN PrH Z01!' ¢ALIS,16ES' PCk=F PLA)fT tMULII-A fCO, , CI NNFFS ALT, "5COG)L973 113901 CM uOSPT SH,3PFLIf3F STRIP A- ST JOSEPH (93l-11 1JES, NO II- ;-I3I
1 1973 1t 3aDO CSL APPAInS STPIP ALSI15 1-94 IFt S T 	 101;. Pv: L'r:A	 (':Y4 PC'L	 _CI)1973 It 3502 Pr.tl ABz-L;S PAPT OF CO+J'^TY {SY'`3OL	 FEY)i= 1973 1t	 36!;3 Pill APPA+iS 3011VELZHE H'CH. r LE-.7PIfJ CC.	 (OUP-E'3G)	 m^...E.7 2473 't	 4303 PAf€ A:?9	 4S PAPT Q;: CC L ,-, H A TWP.	 [ Y4P 0L
	 Et-;71
I97,3 it 7923 nil A2rf-JI PAPT OF SFhTON TAP. (SY4SOL
	 _GZI
1974 Lhk,?COH '# PA, '3 FaI., AL 11	 LAKE "IC-ii.CD'. SH:PELZN=	 CSCA 101--P:' ALT,	 500071974 1110400 COL c P Zf' LAvE 'iICHIGA f € SHO V ELIN;i	 (M ?C	 3252 44 ,	 ALE'S =Lf€,clP, TES)	 :a1975 it 7923 Pt" APFA44S f,I-Y OF OT	 Jry °_"PP, (sYMS-L	 ZMZ)
1975 It	 86co PAN YOSHT US-31,	 "ILES TO P°E?"TC`{ 'H4P80 :7 	 (=1LE HD 729)1876 it :59Ca PO4 HOS?-T H-F1',	 CITY 13F '9Ztr £	 (F-Lc
	 N'J 7727	 . _,..197' 11	 8 1!00 001 E°Z), T4€`J 57 IP	 ALC R€', H-51, 41L^S APEA	 (SYPFCL FCT)
197rx 1120604 PAt# APP-' i- 3Ef€TO?€ TwP:.	 SS Y "BCL	 FPF)
8?AltC)' :1454 it Sava P4 11aptyS CITY	 (JF CFSL F44A rER	 (Pf -TO INOEY fir;. 993)
1952 it x AE1 PL R { rr uT 1-5?, 4,EAP NAP3HALL S-aUTu 7'J _NOIA)3A { BILE 1"€^1 12-3L7)
1x55 It	 3684 V, µf) $lD ,PT l'-36,	 Foru rt3LC*l .EAST TC GL'Z a r(:`C	 (FZLE 130 ` 2-4661
c9E 11	 3053 Ptdx ftrSuT 13`1-12,
	 P fa u	 ^9 TS ;Ul14	 i	 SFZLE fif 	 i2-494) 
1-36 it 3004 ? .'( "OA'''T u a5	 FP^4 COLC'l EAST TO US-12	 (FILE ?;O 12-5171
I`:E3 It	 6o l rj3 PA f ) LPPtf1" CITY O	 CCLOK'T_ P 	(''Y f!P OL	 CIA)1958 12 -7 92Q FAN APP uc APV, 8- A P SILONATEY (SY4.CL	 CFC	 ALSO SCALE, 1115640)147 41 it	 3002 pt, Rat--.-T U	 12 AT Z-.^	 EA r7 Tr) O fJINCY	 t F ZL= IxS 12-6371
1`970 it	 4 3173 PA'C An3FA4S Ao Ac	 -t C.r 'JIry	 (SYlg BcL	 GOC)
1:73 11240t'3- P,'-ti s.-P4?!S , 3v1P FoOH 4 40 5S4ALL T O CO`LD"r€AT:=P	 (^Y'!8GL	 EFJ)1975 19 	 6001 PA N ^+'..T US-12 AT 1-69, =AST
	
O O'Ji?rCY 3PTLF US 753)
Ck.LHG 7J)( V45 i it	 6400 P4-x e	 PAN TS CITY ^F ALATOJ1	 (PU jTI T_fs` ^.bY. tea.	 p1 D
1955 it
	
36Pi3 P -li AgVI P,S r'IG4AAy7	 (`IN P -F_tl .)1957 1t 6OC3 p j +4 A5PC:'( z{-r.4 xAY E.	 (f?i3G-EsCG71'95; I1I2403 P" #1 ABPrPiS CITY S t' T=Yll3rHA	 t P49TO !RCEf 40., 152£1
19F_a It 7920 PAN Aa,PI-M5 CITY OF ;3ATTL F ;occi	 ( '"?1 6CL	 4y ,	 ALS n,+ SCALc1	 jt
1961 it	 6009 PAN i48P.t''SO CITY	 ..ATTL.,	 '_r	 !_1r. o,'L3	 A'OO,Aj,S,..CL)
1962 11	 60t3 P JA}€ AEPf KS : TP?'P AL y?€G 1-69	 ,L''JTH 9F 1-94	 (SYu3aL	 AUF)
I95; I, F at a P.11 A.PA+! O STPZP ALr,)iG Z-96 WEST rr HAP3HtLL (-Y4 9GL	 3A. Y3
1963 it 60Or0 PAN AEPA;i- CITY OF -tP NALL (.-Y" M
	
SET)
1963 i;r 7424 P4 1 3 A;zPA'iS B.' TTLE CPEE! TAP.	 (SYM15CL
	
A	 ?ZL, AL	 'SCLLE,t 1115140)1863 it 7927 Ptt3 AEPt-4'- CITY	 OF ?A7'Lr" r,PFF!	 (SY'if3CL	 AZP)1963. 1ti2f103 PA A?p'Aw!: VILLAGE rWr TEYINSFA (SY %''ErL	 >,AE.)
far
as«
t`01JUTY 7A` ;7 SC.AL= FZL'A AG'Et;CY rPCA7CCr,t4ErlTS
C4LNOU4 1963 11i5141 PAN ArP 4C! C ITY OF BATTLE	 PErK (SY' 80L,!ZP, ALSO SCALE 11360GG)	 -1 S E4 1t	 30VO PAN S.-T (JS-?7,	 FPC1l 1-94 t, ^ NAt CH::LL TO CHAPLGTT: (NO 13-425)
1965 I  96G0 PAT; yiPS;-T 'r1-6-,	 NA PSHALL	 C4AP.LOTTE (FILE 40 13-4401
' 1q g x t	 9503 PAN 4GSHT M 37 , r-L3, BATTLE PE_ % TO HASTInGS	 ('TLE )(0 13-432)
1955 1t	 31	 3 PLtt -HIISFT US-27 FELOCATI-9,*4, 1-94 TO GP47-LOTT: (F*L= NO 13-519)
1.961= it	 30C-1 P01 rirSHT M--9,	 FPO`4 N -FC TC ALB'C!) (FILE NO 13-5661)1957 it 7 921 PAN, ABZ,A 4S ECuF "PO TA P .	 (zY49CL	 63Z)
196A 1t	 F303 PGfi n8GAt4;z S=rT1W. IN 9Ft)FOPu TWP. 	 (S,Y"ROL	 C %Y1
1963 it 7923 PA?r ,:BPAMIZ £GKcO°C 4` 61 '.	 (FY'49£L	 C E I I
1969 1t3'x63 PP; ARP!4lz PAPT O F 9A rrLF SP E=K TWP.	 tSYM30L	 "VA)i9c l? it	 L 5 15 J PA'P A8P4f4S 9TPIP AL^.tiG I-94 	 (!:Y4?CL	 C1(0)
1 ,2 69 it	 4 PICa PA'z ^!nS;-'T 1-94, T4P0UG%4 C9UNTY	 (FILE )IO 13-593)
IV-! 1239ria p 4 il A?P4413 A FAS IN CCUNTY (S y mg0L	 OFAI
1973 it	 792:: p A H AEPr113 '1IrT:ITY OF HAPSHALL	 (-YMBGL	 C'.(t()1971. :t 30at P.P1 ABPA'4S SATTLE C,E v TWP. ( "f" + 3'JL	 EPV)
1971 <<	 "9Z3 PAN AGPAHw STPIo ALGt(S I-94 xti RATTLE C-EF V A ¢=A	 (SYM9C:L	 0c'4)1472 .It	 7 92-3 PA N PA9AMro PAPTS r!F SE,-,S. 7,	 5,	 37,	 10, ECKFO P O T'AP.	 (SYM?OL	 DSEY1972Ij7 1115843 PAt) ApPA PAPTS "F cErS	 7	 3, 17, 1E, rGYFOPO TAP. 	 (SYW^CL	 6S=1VILLAGE OF TEh (^IIA (SY43CL1973 it ^6 :C;19212CU P^t!PAfg ARP'L4SA3PA'-4"_' 'FHIVIC14ITY ;Cc "(40SHALL ANO PUTTLE GPE°.v, '(SYMBOLS EIE,EHU)
?473 112LO D P°At+^ ABPAHS STP'P FPC$4 4AP34ALL TO CO TW4T=P (SYMBOL	 =FJ)
i°-7k it cr, r^Cit A CPA M. BATTLS rPEcY TAP.	 ( ISYM3Gt l7 =OT,EO--11974 it 7923 FAf. AeDAMS CC:C:=AL C-TY LA W13FILL	 (SY49cc	 =0P)
i 1F;7u It 7	 !3 PAU AEPA4S CITY	 OF t?ATTLE CPEcy'	 (EY'49CL	 EPA)
t 197- it12Gu3 PAN ASPt4S VT_LL4SE 'SF 7FYONSHA (SY"ROL	 Coo)1975 1t	 396'7 PVT APPA?4S AP-A A P OUNO RATTLE SPEcu	 (SY' 1 80L	 EXL)
1976 it	 r-, 13 PAti MOSHT - P-9S.STclPS ALfiNS 1-94	 LGOP, RATTLE CPFFY (SY:480L FBT)
1975 itiG4D3 CCL EPI" FIV= FLZ 1NT LZ'4ES IN 3ATTLP CPEEK A?EA 	 (SY)IBOL FCH)
CA.SC' i9=4 it 7923 PA ? i AAPA11' AP-74 	 IN r CU?47Y	 (SY"B)L BCXI
19FF 4 It -648 P0; "DS'-T H-?,	 F P OM a-1 4 3 FAST TO N -43 AT 00NAfIAC	 (NO 406)
1964 12	 9634 PAIN y3S4xT M-1191 FPO4 ^4A P	LUJS )(OPrTH TO LANTON	 (FILE_ f10 405)
1965 It	 q6	 °3 P A't !ECIT H-67,	 P ArT OF ttiLES >iO=THEAST TO CAvSOPGLTS NO 14-489)
1-6F Lt	 prN PA,( OCSPT US-12 AT MCT T VILLE (FTLE NC 929)19E6 1 1 	969 , SAN 473PT US-131, WALLOU TAKE TO STATE LINE	 ( P ILE ING 14-5271
19E7 :t	 3Gs3 P2 .4E!SPT M-113,	 44Fr=LL)JS TC LANTCN (''ILE NO 14-5421	 `r19 97 it 7 920 PA.fi A°PA'!S CITY O P nrAACIAC (SY 480L	 PYID1997 41	 9603 PAti HD3H7 '4 Aa OF19CATIOU	 U:L=S TG V4404LIA ( F tLE !(O 14 -560)
19 s 3:	 34 03 PAt( " OS! T '	 . 0,	 4IL--S TO CAS_O P OLZ 	 (FILE_ )JO 14-5831
` 196 it	 4$O1 PA)( 141- SHT " Fly	 v -1'40 EAST TO 4!	 0	 (FIL_N) 574)
197£ it	 39!:! P:": '!0St'? " -63,	 FFOM etP-OH UYIF ?OAO TO C4SSOPCLIS (NO 14-661)
V? 71 1t	 30C' - Ali MCGPT ' TOY,-f<2,	 F PO'N M -14 4 EAST	 9-40 AT DONAG14C (NO 14-5461
V' 72' 1t	 6`123 -A 1; uOS"T US-12 PELOCAT 3:O'(, EAST AND HEST OF M'OTTVILLE ( PTO 6P S)
GHAP I ca'r Y 1°57 it 6  C Az( A9Pt8S CITY OF GHAPL'VOIY (PH47TO IN3E' e 40. 1471)'1958 1112ni3 PAN CKICA.57 CITY OF CRAPLP-40IX
19E4 It	 60r: PAu STEG=9 MTIS STATE PkPr, I SO. MILE 	 (ONP.-PAZKS)
1965 it 96 3 P AN MO>HT Y-32, CHAPLVICIY. T- * AST JOP1A"( (FILE $40 15-476)
1965 itx ,34S PAN AVIPA143 ROX iF A 099TAIN AP-A (SY348OL	 3471V°, F, i t
 7921 PA T ! 'a e q f 45 LAY' C:4A P LrVQIX (CYMBOL	 BPT,	 AL S O -_GALE&	 1:396x)
i'?F5 it	 eia:l4 PA4 VDSPT US-131,	 NALLO`3`( LAVE TO P_ETOSK`f (FILE NO -527)
11466 it '6CG PAl i A$P 4r VICINITY Cc P FT7SVY (SY+49CL	 31S)
1966 1(124;3 €-01 AAPA43 SECT154 21, nc Cf4APL: VOIX (SY H 30L	 -SF)
1967 it	 '792: PA!( A?PA4 AGA	 !(Ek.a 5(r lLCry"i	 --,'l3Z)61TY1-67 1t 7920 P A t i Aepl-m e: erY'(a	 APEA	 (_Y` 9T L	 0581
1 13 67 12	 7920 P" AE5pf4"' 3ELV P 1.5L.4-10 	 (5YN6rL	 BZT, AL;;O SCALE( 1115340)1967 it	 7 921 PAN A?PA`4S BAY TWP.
196 7 it	 7927 PAN A?PA4, PAPT OP ';: VALIH: TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 C°Y()




onY IYPCITYPARE. COYMPnLD Ccnj
^
r5LAli75
^d 1 .7 !^>iy.(CN : 4x I C(4 .S EEN£), Y POH	 PLANT	 (_CAE,t7--S,	 ALT	 000 FT)
197r it	 3 1963 FLT; A90AM ^ PAPT 07 C,i ! A P L5491Y TAP.	 (SYM36L 	GYS)
117 C 1t792'1 PAlQPAli An-PMSABPfMS PAPT OF WI LSON TAP, (SYM3GL	 D Y)lPAPT OF 3AY TAP.	 (SYMB:L	 C'KTI19711471
7923is
.*	 79ZJ vp4 Afff.Ar APF4 T t, CCU'tTY tSYMBM	 nLH)97 3 it	 3 9^0 PA-m A9P44S CITY 5-, C.HA P LEVO rY (SYN36L	 Ik)
i973 7927 PAIT A°.PAY41A AP. --A	 < ft rC(J + (TY	 (5Y w3OLS	 cFy,EEC)
197E 1t	 39f3 PAN A°_PJ h4s 3AY THP.	 C^YMB^.L	 EO c ,	 ALSC SCAL E-St	 117920, 119600D)
COUt'ITY -DATE_ SCALE FILM AGENCY AREA/COMMENVS
CHADLEVOIX 1974 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS VICINITY OF PETOSKY (SYMBOL
	
ENU)
1974 1112000 PAN ABRAMS PART OF 7VALINF TWP.	 (SYMBOL
	
EMHI
1974 1116000 COL ERIM LAKE _MICHIGAN SHORELINE	 (MSN.	 X252M, ALSO PAN,CIR,MSS)
1974 1*2400-3 PAN ABRAMS AREA NEAR CHARLEVOIX (SYMBOL	 FOW)
1976 1t12069 PAN ERIM FOUR FLIGHT LINSS IN THE EAST JORDAN AREA 	 (SYMBOL FCK)
L-HEBOYGAN 1956 it	 9090 PAN SCS CHEBOYGAN AREA (SYMBOLt	 82H-A)
19E2 UNKNOWN COL ONP. DINGMAN MARSH, 35 MM, 	 LOW GBLIQUES	 (ONR-WILDLIFE)
19E2 UNKNOWN CCL DNR STONEY CREEK	 35 MM. LOW OBLIQUES	 (ONR-WILDLIFE)
1962 UNKNOWN COL ONP DOG LAKE FL06DING, 35 MM. LOW OBLIQUES	 ('ONR-WILDLIFFI
1962 it	 6650 PAN ABPAM'- CHEBOYGAN STATE PARK•	 3 SO. MILES"	 (ONR-PARKS)
19E6 it	 4800 PAN MDSHT M-68,	 COLLINS ROAD TO ONAWAY (FILE NO 5261
1968 1ti5840 PAN ABRAM`. FOREST COVER,	 (ONO-ENG)
1969 1115843 PAN ABR.AI'S SECTIONS IN NUNDA TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 CUA1
1970 it 3963 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN TUSCARONA TWP,	 (SYMBOL	 CYH)
1974 It	 3000 PAN MDSHT BURT LAKE REST AREA ALONG I-75 (FILE NO 711)
1974 St3060 PAN MOSHT I-75, LEVFRING ROAD REST AREA	 (FILE NO 712)
' 1974 it	 3960 PAN A,9FAMS CHEBOYGANAREA (SYMBOL	 SON)
k 1975 It	 6000 PAN ABRAMS AREA NEAR CHEBOYGAN (SYM90L 	 EXJ)
[ 1975 1140001 COL BENCIX BUPT,MULLET,BLACK,DOUGLAS LAKES (LANCSAT PROD. E2325)
k	 CHIPPcWA 1939 1920000 PAN ABRAMS HIGHWAYS	 (DNP--NG)
1954 it	 6000 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF SAULT ST.	 MARIE (PHOTO INDEX NO. 1021)
1954' 1=	 60G0 `PAN ABRAMS HIGHWAYS	 (ONP-cNG)
1969 1212000 PAN ABRAMS ST. MARYS RIVER SHORELINE (SYMBOL 	 ALI1
1961 UNKHCWN PAN ONR ST. MARYS RIVED , LOW OBLIQUE	 (UNR-HILDLIFE)
1962 UNKNCHN CCL ONR POTAGANNISSING BAY, 35 MM. OBLIQUES	 (ONR-WILDLIFE)l
1Q 65 is 6000 PAN STEREO DETOUR STATE PARK, 1 S0. MILE	 (DNR-PARKS)
1968 Iti5840 PAN ABRAMS FOREST COVER,	 (ONR.-ENG)
i 1969 11	 3969 PAN ABRAMS AREA NEAR SAULT STE MARIE '(SYMBOL	 CSHI1969 1'1	 4880 PAN MOSHT SAULT SAINT MARIE AREA (FILE NO 17-600)
1969 It	 4890 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF SAULT STE MARIE (SYMBOLS CQY,COX)
1969 it	 9600 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF BPIMLFY (SYMBOL	 CPS)
1969 It	 9600 PAN MDSHT SAULT SAINT MARIE AREA (FILE NO 17 -601)
1969 it	 9690 PAN MDSHT M-221, BRIMLEY,'LAKE SHOPE DRIVE (FILE NO 17-596)
1970 it	 3960 PAN ABRAMS VILLAGE OF DETOUR (SYMBOL 	 DOP)
1971 It 9609 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL	 OKS)
1973 UNKNOWN COL ONR ST. MARYS RIVER, 35 MM, LOW OBLIQUES	 (DNR-WJLOLIFE)
197 4 UNKNOWN COL DNR ST. MARYS RIVER, 35 MM. LOU OBLIOUSS	 (DNR-W LDL_FE)
1974 1:	 7920 PAN ABRAMS SAULT STE MARIE AND VICINITY (SYMBOL	 EGA)




1974 1216007 COL EPIN SHORELINE	 (MSN.	 X252M, ALSO PAN CIR,MSS)
1975 It
	
3960 PAN ABRAMS SAULT STE MAP,IE (SYMBOL EXA, AL O 12 79209	 12 1.58401
1975 1124000 PAN ABRAMS CENTRAL PART OF BIPCH CREEK (SYMBOL
	 EWZ)
1976 1,t	 4800 PAN ABRAMS VILLAGE OF DETOUR (SYMBOL	 FDKI
1976 12 7920 PAN ABRAMS TOWN OF DA FTEP	 (SYMBOL	 FBI, ALSO SCALE( it39601
CLAFE 1962 UNKNOWN CCL ONR OLD FUR FARM, 35 MM. LOW OBLIQUES	 (DNR-WILDLIFE)
1962_ 1t	 3001 PAN - ABRAMS CITY OF CLARE (SYMBOL
	
AWP)
5962 It 7920 PAN ABRAMS FREEMAN TWP.	 (SYMBOL
	
AXW)
1964 It	 9690 PAN MDSHT US-10	 RcLOCATION AROUND CLARE (FILE NO 18 -397)
1964 it	 96G3 PAN ABRAMS )INAREA	 COUNTY (SYMBOLS BHO,BGR)
1965 1t_3000 PAN MDSHT US-109 RELOCATION FROM M-115 TO US-27 (FILE NO 18-453)
1965 it	 9600 PAN MDSHT M-61,	 FROM N-66 EAST TO HARRISON (FILE NO 18-463)
1965 1t15A4J PAN ABRAMS CITY OF HARRISON (SYMBOL	 SOL)
1966 it	 3009 PAN MDSHT M-619	 FROM M-115 FAST TO HARRISON (FILE NO 19-512)
1966 It 7920 PAN ABRAMS PART OF HAYES TWP. (SYMBOL
	 BSH)
1967 UNKNOWN CCL ONR TOWNLINE CR E EK, 35 MM. LOW 09LIQUES	 (DNR—WILDLIFE)
1969 It	 7920 PAN ABRAMS SECTIONS IN HAMILTON TWP.	 (SYM80L	 CUC)
1969 1t 7923 PAN ABRAMS PARTS OF SECS. IN HAYES AND HAMILTON TWP.	 (SYMBOL
	
CUE)




	 7920 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF CLARE (SYMBOL	 DAP)
1971" It 7920 PAN ABRAMS PART OF FREEMAN AND REDOING TWPS,
	 (SYMBOL	 DOR)
1973 St	 3960 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL 	 EDS)
197E 1140003 COL BENDIX BUDD LAKE (HARRISON) 	 AREA (LANDSAT PROJ. E2325)
197 it	 4800 PAN ABPLMS HAYES TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 FCR)
1976 It 7920 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF CLARE (SYMBOL	 FOV, ALSO SCALES 123960 itt20004)
CLINTON 1955 is	 4 803 FAN ABRAMS HIGHWAYS	 (ONR-ENG)
1961 1t	 7920 PAN ABRAMS VILLAGE OF DEWITT AND OVI+D (SYMBOL
	
ANT)
COUNTY DATE SCALE FILM AGENCY AREA/COMMENTS
CLINTON 1961' 11	 9607 PAN ABRflmS STPIP COVEPAGF (SYMBOL	 ACU)
1962 it 7924 PAN ABRGpis SECTION 36	 HAT EP.TCNN TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 AND
1963 1112007 PAN ABRAMS STPIP FROM LANSIJIG TO ITHACA (SYMBOL 	 AZS')
1964 it	 '7 920 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL	 BOT)
1964 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS DENITT TNP.	 ( SYMBOL	 BTM)
1964 11	 9604 PAN MDSHT US-27, M-78, P=LOCATION T N EATON AND INGHA M COS
1965 It	 3000 PAN MDSHT US-27, FROM SHTANASSEE ST Ili LANSING TO WEBB ROAD
1965 It 3000 PAN MDSHT US-127, FRO" KALAMAZOO ST IN LANSING TO US-27 AND CLARK
1965 1t	 304'0 PA. IL MDSHT US-127,	 FP CM TPONB'IOGE INTEPCHANGE NOPTH TO US-27
i
1965 it	 48G3 PAN MDSHT US-27	 NEAP 	CO LINE BETAKEN STATE AND HERBISON ROADS
fWP.BATH	 (SY MBOL	 BOB)1965 It	 7920 PAN ABRAMS
1965 11 7920 PAN ABRAMS AREAS IN CO(JNTY (SYMBOL	 8KP)
1966 11 3000 PAN MDSHT M-21 'FROM. IONIA TO PEWAMO	 (FILE NO 19-499)
1966 it 7921 ABRAMS AR_A IN COUNTY 'SYMBOL 	 BRU)
19F.6 It 790L P,04 ABRAMS BEAR CP.EFK	 (OMR-PARKS)
1966 11 7921 VAN ABRAMS SLEEPY HOLLOW STATE PARK, 7 SO. "TILES 	 (DNP,-PA?KS1










AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL	 8ZL)
BATH TWP.	 (SYMBOL
	 BXF)
1967 it	 7 920 PAN ABRAMS DENITT TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 BXG)
1967' It 9660 PAN MDSHT US-27 WISING TO ST JOH)IS (FILF NO 19-559)
s
6












I-69 CHA c LCTT^ TO GRAND LEDGE ( FILE NO 19-603)
1970 It 3960 PAN ABRAMS' AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL	 CNM)
1970 Is 4840 PAN MOSHT M-99,	 NAVFPLY WOAD TO DENITT ( FILE ±10 19-636)
1970 11 7920 PAN A EPA MS CITY OF ST. JOHNS (SYMBOL 	 CXG)
1970 it12000 PAN ASPA.MS I-69 PYTrNSION FROM I-96 EAST TO PERRY (SYMBOL 	 DER)
{ 1970 i1120J)0 PAN JMCSFT I-69 EYTFNSION	 FROM I-96 TO M-73 ATPERRY	 (140 19-660)
't 1971 11	 30-^0 PAfi MOSPT I-9S FOR=ST HILL ROADTO NORTH LOGAN (FILE NO 19-56211971: It	 3960 PAN ABRAMS PART OF 6EWITT TAP. (SYM30L 	 DLN)
.^ 1971 it	 5400 PAii SCS UPP=P. M APLE RIVER WIS	 (SYMBOL1	 MN-UM)	 -a-.
'I 1971 1212000 PAN Mf:SHT I-69 EXT NSION, CLINTON AIID SHIANASSEE COS
rF^ 1972 VARIES BWI'P Erim S.W.	 PART tMS):.	 63",ALSO 7 +J MM CIR/CCL,Z FLT. 'LINES)'
f3i 1972 VAPIES PAN EPI1, S.E.	 P ART (HSN.	 6511,ALSO 7(l M4 CIR/rOL Z FLT. LINES)
1973 it 396D PAN ABRAMS APFA. IN EAGLE TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 FJO)
1973 it	 4 1800 PAN ABPAMS CITY OF ST. JOHNS (SYMBOL 	 EJC)
1973 1l1G000 BKIP EPit, S.E.	 PART	 (MSff.	 82M,ALSO 70 MM C_IR/COL,i FLT. LINE)
1974 12 7920 PAN ABRAMS AREA N=AP EAGLE (SYMBOL	 ENG)
1974 1:	 7920 PAN ABPAMS APEAS IN DENITT TWP. 	 (SYMBOL	 EMK)
1974' It	 9603 PAN ABRAMS SLEEPY HOLLOW STATE PARK, (SYMBOL	 FRS)
1.974 St15840 PAN ONP TORO MAPS	 (ON.P-ENPI
1975: It	 3007 PAN MOSHT I-69,	 I-96 WEST OF LANSI ►JG TO PERRY tFILE NO
1975 it 3960 PAN' ABRAMS VILLAGE OF DENITT 440 VICINITY (SYMBOL	 EVO)
1975 it 7920' PAIN MDSHT M-99	 LOGAN ST IN LANSING FROM GRA.'O RIVER TO DENITT







MDSHT US-27, LANSING TO ITHACA	 (FILE NO 739)
1976- it	 6000' PAN MDSHT STRIPS ALCNG I-69 )TEAR EAST LANSING (SYMBOL FC3)
1976 it	 60010 PAN' E0I14 STRIP ALONG US-27, ST JOHNS TO LANSING (SYMBOL FCS)
1976 It 6000 PAN MOSHT CAPITAL CITY AIRPO RT, TERMINAL AREA
1976 is 7920 PAN EPIr ST JOHNS MARSHLAND (SYMBOL FCV)
CPAWFOPO 19E3 it 300n PAN ABRAMS CAMP GR AYLING (SYMBOL	 BCL)
1954 It 7920 PAN ABRAMS APPAS IN COUNTY (SY MBOL	 BIP)
1964. 11120G0 PAIL MCSHT I-75	 ALGEP NOPTHWEST TO SOUTH O r7 GRAYLING
1964 1.(15843 PAN ABRAMS GPA.YLING TWR .	 (SY MBOL	 BGJ)
1965 it	 6000 PAN MDSHT I-75, ALGE R NOPTHWEST TO US-27 ( FILE 40 20-452)
1968 1t15840 PAN ABR145 FOREST COVEP	 tOIIP-ENG)
1971 is 7920 PAN ABP. MS GPAYLIhG TN o .	 (SYMBOL	 DJU)
1975 it40000 COL BENDix LAyF "4IRGPFTHE AREA tLANDSAT PPOJ. F2325)
1976 It 3001 PAN MDSHT TWO* SHORT STRIPS ALONG M-72 A+IO I-75 JlEAR GRAYLING
DELTA 1960 it 6040 PAI1 ABRAMS CITY OG =SCANARA	 (SYMBOL	 ALM,	 PHOTO Zli'EX NO.`17661
1962 UNKNOAN COL DNP. FREN-H FAP m LAKE	 35 MM. LOW 09LIOUES	 (DNR-WILDLIF-')
1962 UNKNOWN COL ONR ONEAL LAKE' FLCO3fuG, 35 )'M. LOW OBL*OU-S (DIi?-WILOLIFE)
1963 it	 6000' PAN A8P4MS 'FAYETTE STATE PARK, (SYMBOL	 BAW, ALSO 117920 DItR PARKS)
1964 1115840 PAN A?PAMS FOPEST COVER	 (0118-E4G)
1966 it 7920 PAN ABPtMS VICINITY OF ESCA I IABA	 (SYMBOL	 EJF)
1966 1112030 PAN A9PAMS CITY OF -SCANABA (SYMBOL	 BUB	 ALSO SCALE( 117920)
CITY OF	 (SYMBOL	 CPX31969 it	 79.20 PAN ABPAMS =_SCANABA
d
F
COUNTY	 DATE SCALE FILM AGENCY AREA/COMMENTS
DELTA	 1971 It	 3000 PAN MDSPT US-2,	 F SCANABA TO MILE'S	 (FILE NO 674)
1972 11 7920 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN C=OUNTY (SYMBOL DWH)
1972 It	 7923 PAN ABRAMS GLADSTON= AREA (SYMBOL	 OZG)
1972 it12000 PAN ABRAMS AREA NEAP GLACSTONE (SYM90L	 DUG)
197> 1112GO! PAN ABR&4S WEST OF GLADSTONE	 (SYMBOL	 OWE)
1974 St190£7 COL EPIN LAK-	 MICHIGAN SHORELINE	 (MSN. X252M,	 ALSO PAN,CIR,MSS)
1975 it 3acl PAN MDSPT US-2,	 FSCANASA TO ST IGNACE (FILE, 	 NO 742)
1975 it	 48el PAN ABRAMS TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 EWW)
1975 1:	 7 923 PAN ABRAMS WELLS T WP.	 (SYMBOL	 EVC)
1975 it 7920 PAN ABPCMS SHORELINE AND STREAMS IN CCUNTY 	 (SYMBOL	 EVG)
1976 It	 60Cn PAN MOSHT STRIP ALONG US-2 (SYMBOL FA01
DICKINSON-	 1962 UNKNOWN COL DNP. HANCOCK CRE =K, 35 NM. LOW OBLIQUES	 (ONP-WILDLIFE)
1962 12144C0 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF IRON MOUN T AIN (SYMBOL
	
AWH)
1.96 4 lt15843 PAN ABRAMS FOREST COVFR	 (DNP-ENG)
1970 1215843 PAN- ABRAMS BRFITUNG TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 C7J)
1971 It	 7929 PAN CITY OF KINGSFORD	 (SYMBOL	 DKH)
i971 1:1.5841 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF KINGSFO RD (SYMBOL	 DKL, ALSO SCALES 117920)
1972 111530J PAST HURr N.W.	 CORNER STURGEON R. STATE FOREST 	 (SYMBOLS	 CSO)
1975 It	 7920 PAN ABRAMS VILLAGE PF NOPWAY	 (SYMBOL	 EZ=l
1976 it	 6000 PAN MrSHT STRIP ALONG US-2 (SYMBOL FAQ)
1976 11120 30 PAN ABPFtMS ARFA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL	 FOS)
EATON	 19E0 11	 30?3 PAN ABRAMS SECS 6 AND 7 S OF NASHVILLE (SYMBOL AMC, ALSO 116000)
1960 it	 5009 PAN ABP.AMS CITY OF DIMONDAI=
1961 11 4800 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF CHA RLCTTE (SYMBOL	 ASO)
1961 11	 60a9 PAN A ERA "IS CITY OF CHARLOTTE	 (SYMBOL	 AOP)
r 1962 1:	 '7926 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF GRAND LEDGE (SYMBOL	 AYI)
1963 It	 3960
PAN
I-496, LANSING FROM 1-96 TO CLARE ST 	 (FILENO 23-422)
1?64 It
	 3000 PAN MDSPT US-27,	 FROM I-94 MARSHALL TO C HARLOTTE (NO 23-4251
19E 4 it	 9601 PAN MDSPT US-27, M-78,	 R=.LOCATION IN EATON CO 	 (FILE NO 23-413)
19E5 It	 66al PAN ABRAMS AREA NEA P CHARLOTTE (SYMBOL	 BKJ1
` 1965 11	 7923 PAN ABRAMS AR°AS IN COUNTY (SYMBOL	 BKP)
i	
(
1965 It	 9601 PAN MOSHT M-50CHARLOTTE TO EATON RAPIDS (FILE NO 23-4721
f 1965 1:	 9600 PAN MCSHT US-2^7,	 MARSHALL TO CHA RLOTTF (FILE NO 23-449)
1966 11	 3013 PAM MOSHT M-73, FROM BELLEVUT TO US-27 RFLOCA T ION (NO 23-500)
! 196E it	 300E PAN MOSHT US-27 RELOCATION,	 I-94 TO CHARLOTTE (FILE NO 23-519)
1965 it	 6090 P1N MDSPT 1-496	 FRO" WAV RLY ROAD TO SNOW ROAD (FILE NO 23-5031
1966 it 7923 PAN ABRAMS S=CTIbNS IN WINDSO R TW O'.	 (SYMBOL	 BPW)
1966 It 7921 PAN ABRAMS PAPT OP EATON T WP.	 (SYMBOL	 BW4)
19€ 7 it	 3000 PAN MOSHT M-509 CHARLOTTE TO EATON' RAPIDS (FILE NO 23-=38)
1967 it	 7921 PAN ABRAMS BENTON TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 BXE)
19E8 it	 3963 PAN ABRAMS SECTION 34, D:-LTA TWP. (SYMBOL 	 CEL)
: 1968 It
	 39EJ- PAN ABRAMS STRIP FROM MOOR ES PARK TO nIAMONOAL= (SY MBOL	 CKRI
1968 it 7920 PAN A8P'AMS DELTA TW P .	 (SYMBOL	 Cc-H)
1968 1't	 7923 PAN ABRAMS WIN9SOF. TW P .	 (SYMPOL	 COU)
1,968 it 7924 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF CHAPLOTTE	 (SYMBOL	 CKY)
1968 11	 7929 PAN ABRAMS EATON PAPICF TW O .	 (SYMBOL	 CGU)
1969 it	 30CS PAN MCSHT M-43,	 FROM BPOA98ENT TO 3ELTLTN7 ROAD (FILE NO 23-611)
1969 It 7920 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF E ATON RAPIDS (SYMBOL	 CV9)
1969 It	 96C1' PAN MDSPT I-6P	 (PROPOSED), CHA RLOTTE TO GRAND LEDGE 	 (NO 23-606)
1977 1:	 4800 PAN MOSHT M-99,	 WAVEFLY ROAD TO DEWIIT (FILE NO 23-636)









AREA	 IN WINn SOP. TWP.	 (SYMBCLS	 nPU DKA)
N.C.	 PART (MSN. 63M,ALSO 70 MM CIR/COL,6 FLT. LINES)
1972 1:	 7920 PAN 49RAMS WINJSOP TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 DRY)
1973 It 7923 PAN ABRAMS SECTION 4 1 EATON TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 EGA)
1973 it 7921 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN DELTA TW P .	 (SYMBOL
	 EGO)
1973 1ti2393 PAN MOSHT 1-69,	 FROM CHARLOTTE TO I-496	 (FILE NO 23-703)
1973 1t12000 PAN. ABRAMS STRIP ALONG I-69	 (SYMBOL	 EGG)
1973 11252."0 BWIP ERIP< N.C.	 PART	 (MSN.	 82M ALSO 70 MM CIR/COL 1 FLT. LINE)
1975 11	 6009 PAN MDSPT Z-69, LANSING TO CHARLOT T E (FILE NO 73
197 E it '920 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF CHARLOTTE (SYM30L	 EYP)
1975 1112603 PAN ABRAMS' DELTA TW
O
	(SYM30L	 EHO,	 ALSO SCALES
	
11200041
1975 1t12003 PAN APRf4S CITY OF-CHA RLOTTE
	
(SYMBOL	 EWO, ALSO SCALES 1120004)





	1953 it	 9690 PAN ABRAMS HI(;HWAYS
	
(DNP-ENG)
1957 1:	 6000 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF PETnSK°Y'(PHOTO INDEX NO. 	 14701
1962 it	 600 ,3 -	 PAN PETOSKEY STATE PARK, 4 80 ACRES	 (DNP-PARKS)
fJ
1.
COUNTY 0ATE SALE FILM AGENCY APIA/COMMENTS
EMMET 1964. 1115940 PAN ABP443 NEAP. BOYNE HIGHLANCS	 tSYNBCL	 9GN)
1955 it	 3000 PAN MOSHT US-31, FROM CHARLEVOIX CO LINE TO US-131 PETOSKY
1966 11	 9603 PAN MDSHT US-1319 WALLOON LAKE TO PETOSKY (FILE NO 527)
1966 it	 30GO _	 PAN MDSHT US-131, FRC„ 3-75 NORTH TO STATE POLIC7 FORCE
1969 it	 6002 PAN ABRAMS MAPLE PIVER TWO .	 (SYMBOL	 CHN)
1969 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS PART OF DLFASANT VIFN TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 CPU)
1969 1ti2000 PAN AEP,AMS, SECTIONS IN THE COUNTY (SYMBOL	 CSJ)
1970 it	 60cz PAN ABRAMS PART OF PLFASAt(T VI=N TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 OOP)
1970 Is	 7920 PAN ABP.LMS PAQT OF NEST T PAVEFSE AND FRIENDSHIP TWP•	 (SYMBOL	 OAA)
197(3 1112000 PAN' ABPjtMS PLEASANT VIFN TWP *	(SYMBCL	 CXD)
t 1970 1t12003 PAN ABRAMS PART O F RL FASAt(T V'IEN TWP *	(SYMBOL	 OCR)
! 1971 it	 309 PAN MDSHT US-319 P=TOSKY (FILE NO 6711
1971 it 7920 PAf4 AER4MS PA.PT OF LZTTLF TRAV-PS =_ TWP. (SYMBOLS t3I0 DKX)
1972 it	 3969 PAN AEpAMS PART OF LITTLE TRAVERSE TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 OMB$
1072 1t	 n 80r PAS( 4BP44S PARTS OF COUNTY (SYMBOL	 OUP)







1974 Ili(-Goa COL EPIM LAKEMICHIGAtt SHOPELINE 	 (MSN.	 X252M, ALSO PAN,CZr2 MSS1
1975 1112003 PAN ABPLMS VILLAGE OF HARBOR SPRINGS (SYMBOL EXK• ALSO 1224010)
1975 1140003 COL BENnIX INLAND LAKFS	 (LANDEAT PROJ. E2325)
p 11976 it 3001 PAN "DSHT STPIPS ALONG US-31, PETOSKY tSYM30L FAL)
1976 1112003 PAN" EPIM FIV= FLIGHT LINES IN PTOSKY AREA (SYMBOL FCI)
4	 GENESEE 1955 1t	 600 19 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF DAVISON
1955 it	 9609 PAN AP.RAMS HIGHWAYS	 (DNP-ENG)
195 7 11	 Barn PAN SCS MIST:'OUAY CPEFK AREA	 (SYMBCLt	 MN—MC)
195 7 it	 9601 PAN A13P.AMS HIGHWAYS	 (ONP—ENG1
191-9 it 3001 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF FLINT (SYMBOL	 AME)
19E0 It	 9601 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF FLINT	 (SYMBOL ALN, ALSO SCALE OF 183000)
! 1961 UNKNOWN PAN (ABRAMS CITY OF FLINT (SYMBOL APG)
t 19E1 it	 3960 PAPJ A 13P.AMS CITY OF FLINT (SYMBOL ADL)19E1 it	 4850 PAL; ABRAMS CITY OF FLINT (SYMBOL ASR)
1961 it	 96CO D oti ABRAMS CITY OF FLINT (SYMBOL ASS)
1962 it 7 809 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF FENTON (SYMBOLS 	 AUT	 AUU, ALSO SCALE• 1#15D40)
}1 1952 It 7 922 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF GRAND BLANC (SYMBOL	 ATX1
19E2 113ECCa PAtt ASP_MS CITY OF FLINT (SYMBOL 	 AMM)
! 1963 It 3a CO PAN ABRAMS VICINITY OF FLINT (SYMBOL	 BCD)
19E3 it 792a PAN ABRAMS VICINITY OF FFNTON (SYMBOL	 BCF)
1963 1(1201£ PAt1 QABA!MS AREA 	 IN FLINT	 !SYM BOL	 BCN) 
1963 1115943 PAN ABRAMS CITY OFSNAPTZ CREEK (SYMBCL	 AZO, ALSO SCALE$ 127920)
1963 1115847 PAta A9P1,MS DAVISON TWP.	 (SYMBCL	 OAF, ALSO SCALE, 127920)
1964 It	 3003' Pay ABP.AMS STRIP ALONG I-75 SCUTH OF FLINT (SYMBCL 	 BGO)
1964 1:	 7923 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF FENTON (SYMBOL	 SIU)
i g r=4 It	 9607 PEN MOSHT M-57,	 =ROM M-If TO M-24,	 (FILE NO 25-414)
1965 it	 30Ga PAN HOSHT I-75, NORTHWEST OF FLINT (FILE NO 25-431)
1965 it	 30Oa PAN ABRrMj BURTON TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 BOG)
1965 it	 6000 PAN ABFAM'S MT. MOPRIS TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 BJP14
1965 it	 7923 PAN AFP.AMS AocA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL	 BNH)










CITY OF FENTON (SYMBOL
	
BMS)
M-57,	 M-15 TO M-24 (FILE NO 25-536)
1965 it	 30x,3 PAN MDSHT M-541 EXTEND SOUTH TO I-75, (FILE NO 25-501)
1956 It 7923 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SY MBOL	 BP,B)
^Q 1967 It	 3963 PAN MDSHT M-54,	 FROM rIBSON FORD TO M-93 (FILE NO 25-554)
1,967 11 3960 PAN ABRAMS AREA EAST OF FLINT (SYMBOL	 CRS)8
19F7 it	 4800 PAN ABRAMS VICINITY OF SWARTZ CREEK (SYMBOL 	 CAN)
1967 it	 4900 PAN MDSHT I-75,	 FLINT TO SAGINAW (FILE NO 25-561)
1968 it	 39E2 PAN AEP,AMS PART OF GENESS== TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 CAF)












ARFA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL
	
CEC)
1963 it	 7923 PAN ABP44S CITY OF FLUSHING (SYMBOL	 CGS')
1969 it 3000 PAN MDSHT M-121, FROM OYF' ROAD TO M-54 (FILE NO 25-6091
1961 11 4803 PA:ti 40SHT M-78,	 IN FLINT (FILE NO 25-622)
1969 It 7920 PAH ABRAMS N.F.	 OF FLINT Itl PICHFI -F LO, GENESSEE TWP *	(SYMBOL	 COD)
197..9 11	 3091 PCtt MDSHT M-57,	 FROM BELSAY POAD TO M-15 (FILE NO 25-656)
1970 It 7923 PAN A13P.AMS NEST 1/2 - SECTION 16, FLINT TM P .	 (SYMBOL DAS)
1-97L It 96DO
PAN
MDSHT M-57, FPOM BELSAY ROAD TO M-24 IN LAPEEP (NO 25-654)
1971 It	 F0'Oa PAN A ERA MS PART OF SECTION 31s THETFORD TWP. 	 (SYMBOL	 0"MS)
1971 it	 6000 PAN MDSHT I-96, FROM PERRY TO SCHWARTZ CREEK (FILE NO 25-6831
COUNTY DATE SCALE FILM AGENCY AREA/COMMSNTS
GENESEE 1971 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS C.S.	 MOTT LAKE (SYl"-9OL
	 DMJ)
1971 It 7920 PAN ABRAMS SECTION 23	 MUNDY TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 DMD)
1971 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS RAPT OF VIENNA TWP. (SYMBOL
	 DNV)
1973 It 3000 PAN MDSHT M-549SA'GINAW HIGHWAY,
	 GRAND BLANC (FILE NO 25-7081




3960 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF FLINT (SYMBOL
	 EVS)
1975 It 7920 PAN' ABRAMS MUNDY TWP.	 (SYMBOL
	 EVS)
1975 1124049 PAN ABRAMS GRANO BLANC TWP.	 (SYMBOL
	 FSM)
1975 It406GO COL 9ENCIX LAKE PON PMAH AP.=_A	 (LANOSAT PP OJ. E2325)
1976 it	 3400 PAN MOSWT STG.IP ALONG BRISTOL ROAD, FLINT (SYMBOL F8)Q
1976 It	 3001 PAN MOSHT STRIP ALONG k-121
	 (SYMBOL FAF)
1976 1112000 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF FLINT (SYMPOL FBZ, ALSO SCALES: 1=3960, io60001
1976 1136000 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL FFE)
GLADWIN 1961 It 6001 COL MDSHT PROPOSED I- 75, M-34 TO M-18 (FILV NO 26-337)
1962 UNKNOWN COL ONR MOLASSFS RIVER NO. 1, 35 MM. LOW OBLIQUE (ONO-WILDLIFE)
1964 It 7920 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOLBGUI
196 13 It 792G PAN ABRAMS PUTMAN TWP, ('SYMBOL
	 CFE)
1971 It 3000 PAN MDSHT M-30, T WO MILES NORTH AND SOUTH OF WINSGARS
1972" it 7920 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN BILLINGS TWP.	 (SYMBOL
	
DUI)
1975 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS PART OF CLEMENT TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 EZO)
GOGEBIC 1962 UNKNOWN COL ONP PRESOUE ISLE FLOOD., 35 11M. LOW OBLIQUES tONB-WILDLIFE)
1963 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF WAKEFIELD (SYMBOL
	 BAD)
1963 It 7920 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF IPONWOOD (SYMBOL
	 BARD
1963 1115840 PAP: ABRAMS CITY OF IRCNWOOD (SYMBOLBAT)
1966 it	 8000 PAN HUPG CHIPPSWA HILL-SLACK RIVER AREA, ALSO 1124000(SYMB. ASU1
1966 St120aa PAN HURD WHITE CITY AREA (SYMBOLS
	
AST)
1966 1912000 PAN HURD AREA E. OF CENTRAL LAKE GOGEBIC (SYMBOL$ 	 AST)
1971 It 7920 PAN ABF2AMS CITY OF WAKEF17LO (SYM90L
	 OLCI
1972 is 7920 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN rOUNTY (SYMBOL DWH)
1972 1130000 PAN- HURD BIG BATEAU LAKE AREA	 (SYMBCLt	 CPJ)
1973 it 6000 PAN HUPC THOUSAND ISLAND LAKE AREA 	 ISYMBOLS	 DAK)
1973 it 6000 PAN HURD L. SUPERIOR SHORE LITTLE GIRLS PT. NEST (SYMBOLS	 DFZ)
1973 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL =GL1F- 1973 It	 9600 PAN HUP(l HIGHWAY NORTH FROM'BESSENER (SYM90LI	 OAF)G7 1973 it
	 960a PAN HURD MILL LAKF-HHY. 45 AREA (SY"BOLt 	 DAJI
1973 it	 9fOG PAN HURD THOUSAND I. —CISCO^--LAt1GFOP,O LAK=S AREA	 (SYMBOLS	 DAJI
1973 1112 0G PAN HURT IRONWO00-WAKEFIELD AREA 	 (SYMBOL:	 'OGAI
1974 1t	 9600 PAN MURC SUNDAY LAKE—WAKEFIELD AREA (SYMBOL=
	 OKE)
' 1974 1110000 COL EPIM LAKE SUPERIOR. SHORELINE (MSN.
	 X252M9 ALSO PAN,CIR)
1974 1s18000:' PAN HURD IRONWOOD AREA (SYMBOLS 	 OJY)
1975 It	 6000 PAN HUPD AREA NORTH OF IRONWOOD CITY (SYMBOL:
	
DUY)
1975 112402D PAN HURC IRCNWOOD AREA (SYMBOLS	 DWK)
G TRAVERSE 1961 it 6001 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF TRAVERSE CITY (SYMBOL
	 APZ, ALSO 10158401
1962 UNKNOWN' COL ONR HEADQUARTERS LAKE, 35 MM. LOW OBLIQUE
	 (ONR—WILDLIFE)
1962 UNKNCWN CCL DNP BIG MUD LAKE
	 35 MM. LOW OBLIQUES
	 (OUR-WILOLIFri
1965 Is 6000 PAN ASR,AMS CITY OF TP.AV^RSE CITY (SYMBOL
	 6001
1966 1119200 PAP{ ABRAMS GREEN LAKE TWP.	 (SYMBOL
	 BSI, ALSO SCALES 1179201
1967 it 396 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF TRAVERSE CITY (SYMBOL
	 BYT)
1967, it	 792-1 PAN ABRAMS PENINSULA TWP. (SYMBOL
	 CBY)
1967 It 7920 PAN' ABRAMS EAST TPAVEPSE BAY
1969 It	 3009 PAN, MDSHT M-186	 00M M-37 TO US-131 (FILE NO 20-577)
1969' It 7920 PAN ABRAMS TWO S CTIONS IN THE COUNTY (SYMBOL
	 CVI)











PARTSOF SrCTIONS IN GARFIELD TW D	-(SYMBOL
	 CUJ1
UPPER AND LOWER, TRAVERSE BAY (MUJIBAND
	 ALT: 6000FT)
1970 UNKNOWN PAN EPIN EAST ARM, EAST SIDE OF GRAND TRAVERSE 13AY`
1970 UNKNOWN PAN ERIM
(MULTI3ANDl
SOUTH END, WEST ARM OF 'GRAND TRAVERSE BAY
	 (MULTI3AND)
1973 UNKNOWN' PAN EPIN POWER STATION AND BOARDMAN LAKE, TRAVE RSE BAY
1970 UNKNOWN PAN ERIN EAST END	 WPST ARM O P
 GRAND TRAVERSE BAY (MULTIBAND)
1976 It 3960 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF fRAVEFSE CITY (SYMBOL
	 D60)
1970 SS	 7920 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN GARFIELD TWP. 	 (SYMBOL
	
CVO)
19711 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS PART OFWHITEWATER TWP.
	 (SYMBOL
	 CXB)




1971 It 7920 PAN ABRAMS ELMWOOD TWP.	 {SYMBOL
	 OJA)
1971 1112000 PAN MDSHT M-72,	 FROM PLOWMAN RD IN LEELANAU'CO TO US-31
1971 1119203 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL DIP)
a
1973 it 6009 PAN COPPS COMPLETE SHORELINE
COUNTY COAT: SCALE' FILt'
G TPA V;:pSE 2q74 it 	 39 a PA ti
197 1- 11169cl CCL
1975 It 7923 PAN
1375 11 792" Q'AN1975 it 7q2: P'csi
APATTIT il3pi 1t	 6GwJ PAP;i9F'! 1124007 PtNI9Fi 12 :FO .r,) PAti
19F.3 1ts2007 P A 4
2965 it FOLJ PAP!
1965 it 6001 PAzi
1 11265 1 t1921J: PAN
i 1`37^ Lts1 tfCWN COL'
197E it	 F45 FAN
1971 It 54CC P r N1972 it 7921 PAS;
1973 it	 3963 PAN1974 1ti&7G3 PIN
1975 LW/P;CWN FAN1975 it	 Fr,'.] PLti
1975 11120-27 P4N
HILLSDALE: 196 _^ It 7921 PAST
r 19£1 It 31p: PAti19F1 11	 60^03 PAN
19F1 i I	 fl; DC3 PAN
19x1 11	 7923 PAti
1962 1 1 	7921 PAN
1964 1115843 PAtt
1965 11144CI PA'i1966 It 792" p4ti
19E5 1t	 '7 921 PA!i
t-t 1957 1 1 	3Di7 pol
`
19Fq 11	 7923 PAN
19.69 it 792$ PAN
r 1976 12 39F3 PAN
07 0
zou"? PAtl
19 1^	 2,l PAN1972 11	 396; Pt,t.1973 I112C9C PAti1976 12	 60:3^ PAN297E 1: 7926 PAii
f 1976 -1120'144 PAli
E HOUG'NTOti 1964 It	 ?606 PAN
1960 1:15843 Pot!1965 it 9638 PA':
1165 11 96cc PA ti
F 1966 11 7923 PA1t1965 12	 963?, PGtix-
sfold 196' it 3962 PAti1959 1t	 4 ?jv PAti'G 196 , it	 24031970 RANxy^i 1971 1112001 PACs






1977 it	 3963 PAti1973 12	 6600 PAST








RUPO't 1959 11	 FOCO PAN
7:961 Utiy:tiC'Wt( PAN1?64 Ut,Y,t(CWti CCL
o- 1964 11	 6063 FASO
AryFVCY	 AREA/COM"FUTS
ABPAHS APFA HEAR. TRAVERSF CITY tSYMROL	 E-U, ALSO it79211)
E r-IJ' L01'c !4IC'PIGAt! CHOP FLI tic	 (MEN.	 Y252 q , ALSO PA!4,CIP, MSS)
AB PAHS PART OF WHITFPWAT P TWP.	 (SY MBOL	 EY.B)
A'?PAMS PART OF "AYF_TFL-1 TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 EXC)
ARP.44 1 TP,^VcRSF CITY A40 VICZ ►IITY (SYMBOL	 EXJI
ARriAMs CITY	 OF ALMA	 (PHOT O' I-'t'"EX NO.
	
1726)
APRt'IS CITY OF AU'=A	 f 7YM?OL	 AML)
AeP44 s CITY OF ALMA	 (SYMBOL	 f)T)
ABPG'+s STPIP FRry LLNSING TO 'THACA ( YMBOL
	 A7S)
ABPGyS PART OF APOAOA TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 RLL)
AA,PLMS APEA ti F AP rlTY 1P ALMA (SYM gRL	 RU41
ASp tMC PIP7LIhF STRIP PROP AL4A TC BAY CITY•(FYMBOL
	 BOK)
0 1iP MAPLE PI 3F riAl F AP IA,	 35 NI'. LOW OSLICUE f9NR-WIL9L7lFF)
A9PAMS CITY O F ALMA	 (SYm6rL	 CZp)Sr S tJPPFP	 "APLC ? IVEP W/S	 (SYM80Lt	 ^4H-')'4)
A8P.:H& PAPT OF sFr, TiC}) 22, )tO PTR STAR TWP.	 (SYM30L
	 OUG)AHP4'4 VILLA iF OF '!I PIL'ETCN	 (CY wOCL	 EFP)
Cqq Ton	 -44 ps	 (Dt1P- FtiO)Aep L'1C CITY OF ^T. LOi)ZS (SYMBOL	 A- E50)
A9?A°4s CITY OF ALM-	 (EYP!eCL	 -S!)
MCSPT 05-27, COUNTY L IF Tn ITHAGA ( FILE NO 739)
ARPrM$ VILLAG- OF r'OPFR:SET CVITEP	 (SYMBOL	 ALS')
ARP.AM3 CITY OF HILLSGAL P
	(SYMBOL	 ATT)
ABPAHS AITY O F HILLS('ALF	 (SYMBOL	 AOY, ALSO SCALE: 113960:)
ABAr-NS CITY O F JON'SVILL F (SY4eOL	 AOK,	 ALSO 13CALEI 113960)
ABP41'^ VILL4rF OF SOMF P SET (SYyROL	 ANP)
ABPtM.' SECT-70fiS IN SC r4cPSFT TWP.	 (SYMBOL
	
AWY,)A9 p t MS CITY OF vTLLSGALE tSY"'90L 	 BOW)
AFPLMS STRIP P?RCM CAMW7#1 TO FPONTIEP	(SYMBOL	 BNO)
A p P44'1 PART OF A!4?OY TWP.
	 (CY MBOL	 3TP)A-P944- CAMBRIA TWO.	 (3YMPGL
	 RU:)
MOSPT P-99, HILLSOAL- TO JONESVZLLe
	 (FILE tIC 30-543)
A?P447 ALL=ti TWP,	 (SY"80L	 CMD)A?PA'4s mosG;OW A O ;-:'A	 (OYMROL	 CPT)




MPS14T US-12, SCMFP SFT POAO TO 8KOOKLYS4 PD (FILE NO 3'-65.1A2Pt,49 AP =A IH ;FCT IGti L3, WRIGHT TWO .	 (SYMBOL	 DPW)
AB PAHS SECTION 17 ,	 ALLEN TWP.	 (SY!!BOL	 7SA)
4C'SPT US-227, AOOTSCN NOFTH TO CO LIVE ( FILE NO 702)ME) ';I- STPIPS s LCNG (15-127,	 JACYSCN T!^ HUOSON (SYMBOL FAO)
ti`	
(SYMBOL	 FCD)
ADPAH Ao A IN ^CUIT Y(SY i'5 JYCLFF.H)
M (:SPT M-26, )tANCOS Y
 TO CrLLAG 9AY (FILE NO 31-407)
A?P44s FOPFST COVER	(ONP-EHG)
HDSur M-26,	 DOLLAO
 BAY TOLAKE LINDEN (FZLF NO 31-1.45)'
49SPT M-26, IJS-41 FAST TO OOLLAP PAY (FILE NO 31-4551
ARPAHO CITY OF HAUCOCK (SYMBOL	 BUG)
"OSj-T M-25,	 G t:_£'(LAtfD NO RTHEAST TO P&I-At(O (FILE NO 31-522)
APRGMS AREA NEA P POUGHTOH (SY!0 8 1L	 CSR)ARPAMs CITY OF
 -ALUM PT ( YMPOL	 Cry)
MCSPT M-203, C4LU4FT	 (FIL7
 HO 31-5931
HUPC LOWED EL'!
 PIVEP APE'	 (SYMSCLL	 CAY)
11 OSHT M-26,	 HANCOCK, TO OCLLAP 8A7 (FILE +10 31-673)
A?F AMSMO'3PT VILLV., OF C'ALU4FT (SYP801- 	 OXC	 ALSO SCALE,	 1t240CD)M-try	 ?AZtiE°DALE' TC HOL;HTON (FfLt
	
NO 692)
HUPE, HIGHjAY PPOO, HA'WOCK TO CODGEVILLE(SYPSOLI 	 CRK1
AA PAM; AREA IN COUNTY (SY"8OL EOY)
4gSf4T M-26,	 r-A_T H-SOALE TO HOUGHTOI( ( rZLF NO 692)
A SIR I.M^3 CITY OF HANCOCN (SYMBOL
	 EGO, ALSO SCA,LEt	 117920)
ABRtlNS AP'AS	 It( CALUMET TWP.	 (SYMBOL
	
EFY, ALSO SCALE: It-?920)
EPIM LAVE SUP59IOP CHOKELINE
	
(MSti.	 Y252M,	 ALSO PAH,CIa,'4SS)
40SHT STRIP ALONG 4-25, HAt(COCK TO 1OLLAP BAY (SYMBOL FAN)
A 9,PA`7::' CITY OF °AD AYE (PHOTO INCEY HO. 1539)
O tiP SFRAWAIHG, P. 	 MO')TH, 35 MM. LOW OOLIOUES 	 (9HP-WILOLIFEI
Ot(P PZDDL- rpOUtiO,	 35 HM. LOW C8LI7UF
	
(OtiR-WILOLIFFI
13TEPEO PORT CperS+C=NT STATE PA-K, 3 SO.	 MIL'E'S	 (ONP-PARKS)
I°
GOS)NTY	 SATE SCALE FILM AGENCY AREA/COMMENTS
HURCN	 1968 lt12700 PAN PAS TORO MAPS	 USGS	 (CNR.—ENG)
i969 UNKNCWH COL DNo MZDOLE GPOUNS, 35 MM. LOW OBLIOUP	(ONP-WILDLIFE)
1970 it	 3960 PAN ABRAMS AREA It! COUNTY '(SYMBOL 	 DUU)
14'3 it	 60c3 PAN CORPS PARTIAL SHORELINE	 (Dt(R—WDS1
_97 a. 19100?00 CCL EPZr LAKE HURON SHCRELINE	 (MSN. X252M,	 ALSO PAN,CIR,1(SS)
INGHAM—	 1954 it 6099 PAtj ABRAMS CITY OF OKEMOS
1954 it	 6919 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF "A IZON	 (PHOTO INDEX NO. 980)
1958 it	 6003 PAN ABPAMS CITY OF.c AST LANSING (PHOTO INDEX NO. 	 1570)I	 196G it	 6003 PAN ABPAMS CITY OF LANSING (SYMBOL	 AMP)
196;, it	 6099 PAN ABRAMS STRIP COVEPAG 97 IN CKEMOS	 (SYMBOL	 ALZ)
1961 it	 6030 PAN ABRAMS STRIP FROM LANSING TO MASON (SYMBOL 	 AOG1
1961 It	 6OG3 PAN ABPAMS CITIES OF LANSIN G, AND E AST LANSING	 (SYMBOL	 AQK)
1961 11 7 921 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF WILLIAMSTON (SYMBOL 	 ASLI
1961 it	 7923 PAN ABRAMS TACOMA HILLS SUBDIVISION (SYMBOL 	 AR.B)
19F1 it	 9608 PAN ABRAMS STRIP COVEPAGF (SYMBOL	 AOU)
1962 UNKICW11 PAN ABRAMS OBLIQUES OF LANSING AREA (SYMBOL 	 BBH)
1963 •t	 30L3 PAN ABRAMS VICINITY OF HCLT (SYMBOL 	 BCB)
1963 it	 3963 PAN MDSPT I-496, IN LANSING,	 I-96 TO CLARE ST (FILE NO 33-4221
1963 11 4906 PAN )MDSPT US-279	 GRAND PIVFF NORTH TO CLARK ROAD (FILE 33-402)
1963 it	 ;O gg PAN MOSPT M-43, TROWBRIDG= TO GRANT RIVER (FILE NO 33-401)
s	 1963 it120CJ PAN ABRAMS STRIP FROM LANSING TO ITHACA (SYMBOL 	 AZS)
1963 11120$0 PAN D N P ROADS	 (7NP—ENG)
196 4 It	 7920 PAN ABRAMS VICINITY OF OKEMOS (SYMBOL	 9HF)
1954 St 7923 PAN ABRAMS VILLAGF OF OKEMOS (SYMBOL	 BOFI




US-27	 M-78, P=LOCATION IN COUNTY (FILE NO 33-413)
MSU CAMPUS (SYMBOL	 9FV)1964
1965
1115943
11	 3003 PAN MOSHT US-27, SHTAWASSEE ST TO WEBB ROAD IN CLINTON CO
1965 is	 3D?J9 PAN ABRAMS STRIP ALONG I-496 (SYMBOL 	 BOJ)










US-117,	 ROAD TO US-27	 NO	 -4351
M-99, CITY OF LANSING (FILE NO 33-457)
1965 It	 30^1 PAN MDSHT US-127, RELOCATION, KALAMA700 ST TO US-27 (NO 33-462)
1965 It	 3003 PAN MOSHT 4-43,VAN ATTA ROAC (FILE NO 33-457)
1965 it	 •48 130 PAN MOSPT GRAND RIVERS AND SHERIDAN ST IN LANSING IFILE 33-4761
I	 N	 1965 it 6003 PAN ABRAMS THREE ARFAS IN CITY OF LANSING (SYMBOL	 BJC)	 Wx---
O	 1965 is	 60C3 PAN ABRAMS STRIPS ALONG WAVERLY AND JCLLY ROADS (SYMBOL	 BKS1
1965 it	 60CJ PAN ABRAMS ARFA IN LANSING	 (SYMBOL	 BNJ)
1965 it	 6005 PAN ABPAMS AREAS IN LANSING (SYMBOL	 BJL)
1965 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS PORTION OF COUNTY	 (SYM90L	 BLO)
-1965 It 7923 PAN ABRAMS SECTION 20, IN WILLIAMSTON TWP. 	 (SYMBOL	 SNZ1
1965 it15849 PAN ABRAMS MSU CAMPUS tSYMBOL	 BMD)
1965 11192,03 PAN' ABRAMS CITY OF LANSING (SYMBOL 	 BNK)
1966 1 1 	30ti) PAN MDSHT M-43,	 US-27 TO WOOD ST, LANSING (FILE NO 533)
1966 it 3969 PAN ABRAMS DELHI TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 BOJ)
19E6 it	 6003 PAN MDSHT I-496,	 WAVFPLY TO SNOW ROAD (FILE NO 33-503)
1966 It 60CJ PAN ABRAMS LANSING AND SURROUNDING AREAS (SYMBOL	 BTJ)
1966 it	 7920 RAN ABRAMS DOBIE °OAD AREA (SYMBOL	 BRC)
1966 is	 7923 PAN ABRAMS SECTIONS IN DELHI TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 BRW)
1966 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS SECTION IN MERIDIAN TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 BTN)
196° 11	 3003 PAN MDSHT M-43,	 M-143, CHARLES ST TO ROGUE ST (FILE NO 33-564)
1967 it	 4800 PAN ABRAMS SECTIONS IN DELHI TWP . (SYMBOL	 CCT)
1967 1t	 6003 PAN ABRAMS MSU CAMPUS (SYMBOL	 BXY,	 ALSO SCALE( 1115540)
1967 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS AREA NEAR LAKE LANSING	 (SYMBOL	 COO)
1967 it 9603 PAN ABRAMS VICINITY OF LANSING (SYMBOL 	 BZZ)
19" 1tf20D0 PAN ABRAMS VILLAGE OF MASON (SYMBOL 	 CCV)
1%7 Lt1584D PAN ABRAMS MSU CAMPUS (SYMBOL	 BZD1
196±4 It 792) PAN ABRAMS MERIDIAN TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 CFJ)
1969 it	 3003 PAN MDSHT M-43,	 BROADBENT ROAD TO BELTLINE (FILE NO 33-6111
1969 It
	
3000 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF LANSING (SYMBOL 	 CSO)




PARK LAKE ROAD TO VANATTA ROAD (FILE NO 33-619)






PAN ABRAMS CITY OF EAST LANSING (SYMBOL	 CRO)
1969 1115840 PAN' ABRAMS MSU CAMPUS (SYMBOL	 CSG, OBLIQUES)
1970 UNKNOWN PAN ABRAMS 08LIOU^S OF I-96 AND 1-496 ISYMBOL 	 DAZ)
1970 it	 4863 PAN MOSHT M-99,	 WAVERLY .ROAD TO DEW17T (FILE NO 33-636)
1970 1112000 PAN ABRAMS 1-69 EXTENSION FROM 1-96 EAST TO PERRY (SYMBOL 	 DEB)
1971 is	 3093 PAN MOSHT 1-96, FOREST HILL ROAD TO NORTH LOGAN ST (NO 33-6621
1971 is 792a3 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF WI'LLIAMSTON	 (SYMBOL	 'DHJ)
1971 it 7920 PAN ABPAMS PART OF VEVAY TWP. (SYMBOL	 DOC)
tCOUNTY DATE SCALE FILM ArEVCY AREA/COM? V4TS
T_NGHA14 1972 VARIES 84IP FAIL? N.N.	 PART	 (MSH. 63M,ALSO 70 MM CIR/COL,3 FLT. LI.7ES)
1972 VARIES PAN ERIN N.K. PART (HSN. 65M ALSO 7G MM GIP/0OL,3 FLT. LINES)
1972 it	 3960 PAN ABRAMS TWO SECTIGhS It, COUNTY tSYrBOL 	 ttYN)
197 .2 it 72GZ PAN ABRAMS, CITY OF LANSING(SYMBOL 	 OZA?
1972 it 7921 PAS) ABPAMS PART OF SECTION 3, LANSING TNP. 	 (SYMBOL	 DYM1
1972 it 7920 PAR' ABRAMS APEA NOPTH Or DANSVILLF (SYMBOL 	 0V))
1972 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS DELHI TWP.	 (SY410L	 9TJ)
1972 1 1 7920 PAN ABRAMS BEAR.'LAYF SOG AREA (SYMBOL	 OYG)
1972 it132C0 PAN ABPAMS CITY OF LANSING tSYM pOL	 DYA)
1973 Is 3960 PAS( ABPAMS THE GRANO FIVFP (SYMBOL	 EJO)
1973 is	 4 003 PA01 F_RIM EAST PART	 (MSN.	 851`.,ALSO 70 MM C T_R/COL,S FLT. LINES)
1973 it	 4 8OJ PAN ABPAMS MF'PIOIAN TWO.	 (SYMBOL	 FCC)
1973 It 7920 PAN ABPAMS CITY OF WE9RERVILLE (SYMBOL	 EIG	 ALSO ryALF1 11120001
1973 it 7923 PAN ASPA4S APEA TH LANSING TT NF.	 (SYMBOL	 EGA')
1973 it	 7 920 PAN ABRAMS WEST 1/2 OF SECTION 19, ALAIEOON TWO.	 -(SYMBOL	 OZY)
1973 It	 792,0 PAN ABPA'(S CITY OF MOLT	 (SYMBCL	 OVE)
1973 1:10007 BVIF ERI" N.C.	 PART (MSN. 8211,ALSO 70 MM CZP,/COL,1 FLT. LINE)
1974 ItI5840 PAN ABPAMS HSU CAMPUS (SYMBOL	 EOK	 ALSO SCALEI	 116000)
1975 it 4803 PAN MDSHT M-43-75, MS'J CAMPUS (FILE hO 33-743)
1975 It 7920 PAN MCSHT M-9.9-75, LOSAN ST, FROM GRAND FIVEP TO DEHZTT
1975 St12000 PAN ABPAMS CITY OF LANSING (SYMBOL	 EWO	 ALSO SCALER 1120004)
1975 1:12009 PAS( ABPAMS LANSING TWO.	 [SYMBOL	 FOR, ALSO SCALES 1120004)
1975 ItI2030 PA!( ABPAMS VILLAGE OF MA'30N	 (SYMBOL	 EU3, ALSO SCALE:
	
117P20)
1975 11120LJ PAN ABRAMS MEPIOIAH TWP.	 tSYMBOL	 EOM, ALSO SCALE% 1920004)
E 1975 1:18000 COL 14SUIRSP CITY OF LANSING EAST LANSING MSU (70 MM 'NEAP VERTICAL')







EPIN STPIPS ALONG I-59, LANSING APEA	 (SYMBOL FCF)
1976 it 30D0 PAN MCSPT STPIP ALONG GRAND RIVER (SYM30L FAA)
° 1976 It	 39690 PAN A3PA1(S DELHI TW9 (SYPIOL	 FCL)
€ 1976 1t 39E0 PAN ABPk'!3 LANSING A P rA	 (^YM90L	 FEE)
1976 is 6000 PAN FRIY STRIP ALONG OAKLAND AVE., LANSING (SYMBOL FCO)
K.^O 1976 it 6000 PAN MOSHT STRIPS ALONG I-69 NEAP EAST LANSING (SYMBOL FC91
( 1976 it 6001 PAN ABRAMS LANSING APEA	 (SYMBOL	 FAY.,)
s 1976 it 7920 P,AN ABRAMS MSU CAMPUS (SYMBOL	 FAY)
1976" it15840 PAN ABRAMS OF_LHI TW O 	(SYr9OL	 EOJ)
1976 1t24000 PAN EPits STRIPS ALONG I-59, LANSING (SYMBOL FCN)
101424. 1960 it 5000 PAN ABPAMS CITY Or POPTLAk(D (SYMBOL	 AKP)
196 10 it	 6000' PAN ABPAMS CITY OF POPTLA43 (PHOTO INDEX 40.	 1673)
1960 11	 60010 PAN ABFAHS CITY OF IONIA (PHOTO INOEY. NO. 	 1680)
1 ,964 it	 3000 PAR ABPAMS CITY OF BELDING (SYMBOL 	 BFP)
1964 1915840 PAN ABPAMS CITY OF BELDING (SYMBOL 	 BEP, ALSO SCALEt 117920)
1965 It	 3000 PAN MOS1'T M-44,	 BOSTWICK L A v,E TO IONIA (FILE NO 34-443)
1965 It	 30-00 PAN MDSHT M-66, GRA'NO RIVER TO PAR-ETER FOAD (FILE HO 7p-436)
1965 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN OTISC.O TWP.	 (SYMBCL	 9MVI
1966 it 3090 PAN M9SHT M-21, IONIA TO REHAM9	 (FILE 140 34-499)
1966 1t	 3000 PA14 MPSHT M-44,	 KENT— IONIA LIN: TO M-66 	 (FILE NO ,34-505.)
1966 it 7920 PAN ABPAMS IONIA RECREATION APEA, 6 SO. `MILES	 (DNR—PARKS)O 1967 it 7920 PA14 ABRAMS CITY OF PORTLAND	 (SYMBOL	 SYV)1969 It 7920 PAN ABPAMS ARFA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL CNV)Fgj 1970 it 48CO PAN ABRAMS VILLASF OF LYONS (SYMBOL	 nOC)
1973 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS PART OF SECTIONS IN IONIA AND EASTON TWP. 	 tSYMPOL	 CZOI
1970 1:15840 PAN ABPAMS PART OF SECTIONS It. IONIA ANO EASTON T4P.	 (SYMBOL	 CZO)









VICINITY OF IONIA (SYMBOL
	
OTK)
APEA IN COUNTY (SYMIOL	 F561
1974 it	 5960 PA ABRAMS IONIA ANn VIC 74ITY (SYMBOL	 Ek(0)
1975 It 7920 PAN' AgPAM'S BOSTON TWP.	 :SYMBOL	 EUS)
1975 15400(30 COL BEN^IX LONG LAKE APEA (LANDSAT PPOJ. F2325)
1975 1140000 COL 9ENC'IX LAY.F OCESSA AREA	 (LANDSAT PROJ. F2325)
T_O.SGo 1960 115840 PAN 40SPT M-65, RELOCATION Ih IOSCO CO (FILE 140 35-403)
i9E2 it	 6000 PAN ABRAMS TAHAS STATE PAPS; (SYMBOL	 AUZ, ALSO CN P PARKS)
r









M-65,	 HALE TO GLFNINE	 (F?LE NO 35-408)
H-65,	 HALE TO GLENINE tFILE NO 35-5211
1966 1t	 4800 PAN' ABRAMS OSCOOA TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 RUP)
1966 it	 4800 PAN ABPAMS OSCODA TWP.	 tSY430L	 -BVA)
1966 1t12000 PAN ABRAMS AREA NEST OF TAWAS CITY (SYMBOL	 BTZ)
t
COUNTY "LATE "ICA1E FIL)f AGENCY AQFA,/rOMMENTS
?OSrO 1969 It
	
6ACfJ PAN Af3P4HS SECTI04S IN AL A OST_ F TW P . (SYMBOL	 CPC,)
1971 1:1584] PAN ABPAMS APFA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL	 DIY, ALSO SCALFt 117920)
197 2 UNKNOWN PAtJ EPIC, PINE PIv F9 PLUME ( rJLTI9AND, SCANNEPS ALT', 10DrFT)
1973 it	 60GJ PAN COPES PARTIAL rHOPELIt7E
1973 1112000 PAN ABPAMS SITCS IN COUNTY (SYMBOL
	
FHE, ALSO SCALE, 1e14400)
1974 is 7921 PAN APP44S PAPT OF PLAINFIFLD TWP.	 (SYMBOL
	 EKV)
1974 1110003 CnL EPIC' LA3F HUR014 SHORELI)+E
	 (MSN. X252M,	 ALSO PAN.CIP,MSS)
1975 it 7923 PAN ABPAMS TAWAS CITY 'AREA' (SYMBOL
	
EVA)
19 76 It	 3000' PAN MDSHT SHCPT ST P IP ll AP O£CROA	 (SYMBOL F8N)
IPOti 1963 it	 96C0 PAN APPA4S STPIP INCOUNTY	 (SYM90L	 89W)4 19F4 11	 6001 PAN ABPAMS AREAS IN rOUNTY (SYMBOL	 8HG)
ax 1964 1t1594J PAN ABRAMi FOPEST GOV'=P	 (JNP-ENG)
1965 If	 960S PAN MOSHT US-141, CPYSTAL FALLS NO C THWFST TO AMA'ZA (NO 36-450)
1866 It	 '7920 PAN ABPAMS 9EWABIr STATE PARK, 1 SO. MILE
	
(ONP-PARKS)
1966 1115842 P,WZF HUPC IRCN 22ANGE STATE F ncFST	 (SYMBOL,	 ATI)
196A it	 4AO,J PAN ABPMS TOWN OF CPY:TAL FALLS
	 (SYMBOL	 CJJ)
1969 11	 7920 PAN ABPAMS TOW14 OF .PON FIVER (SYMBOL	 CIC)
1969 111992,7 PAN AOR44S PIPELINE FPOM CRYSTAL FALLS TO STATF LINE (SYMBOL 	 CTLI
g 1971 it	 9607 PAN HUPP SMOvY LASE A'RFA	 (SYY, R OLt 	 nAJ)
1976 it 60c0 PAN MOSHT' STF7<C ALONG US-2 (CYMBCL FAO)
1S49FLLA 1957 It 4839 PAN APP4MS CITY OF MOUNT PLEASANT tPHOTO INDEX NO. 1413)
1960 It
	
3962 PAL( ABPAMS CITY OF'MOUNT PLEASANT (ALSO SCALE OF 1112000)
1960 it	 3963 PAN ABPAMS- Ct^NTPAL MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY (SYM90L	 ALV)
1960 it1200J PAN ABPAMS CENTRAL MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY TSYMROL
	 ALV)
1965 it 7923 PAN A9PfM4 CENTPAL 41C PIGA +4 UNIV E RSITY (SYMBOL	 BOS• AL°O iti4400)
1965 it 960 PAN MOSHT M-2J, M-66 TO 0 -APFIELD CENTER, (FILE NO 37-4i91
1966 it
	
600:7 PAN ABPAMS CITY OF MT. PL FASA))T	 (SYMBCL
	 BUL'
1966 11144GO PAN MOSHT M-23	 WNZ TP CLOUD TO 4 FMUS (FILE NO 534)
1.967 11	 3000 PAN MCSNT M-21, M-66 ALMOST TO M=COSTA GO 'LINE (FILE NO 37 -549)
1967 it 7921 PAN ABPAMS BROOMFIELO AND SHE GMAN TWP.	 (SYMBOL BKZ)
1973 St120Ja3 PAN ABPAM.s CFNTPAL MICHIGAN U1 tIVEPSITY (SYM90L DEL)
1971 it	 7921 PAL: ABPAMS PACT OF S =CTICNS M AND 17, V-RNON TWP.	 (SY MBOL	 OMR)
I 1971 It	 7923 P AN APCAMZ APFA	 It. CCUNTY	 (SYMBOL	 E'JP)
Cv 1,971 It	 792C PAN A$RAMS PART OF +IL MOFF TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 DMO)
1971 1t	 7921 PAL) AP.PAMS ARFAS IN B COOPFIELC TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 CIM)
1972 it 71961 PAN ARaAMS CENTPAL MICHIGAN) UNIVERSITY (SYMBOL
	 OTT,	 AL SO 187920)
1972 it 3960 PAN ABPAMS UNION TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 flVJ)
" 1°72 it	 7920 PAN ABPAMS ARKA 114 CO(iNTY	 (SYMBOL	 DUO)l 1973 It 7929 PAN ABPAMS APFA	 I"J CO I J14TY	 (SYMBOL	 NFU)L977 11 792J PAN' A8PP14S AREA IN COUNTY (SYF c3OL	 EDA)
1974 it 7920 PAN A9PA`tS APCA ?N COUNTY (SYMBOL	 E01)
1974 Is	 7 92.1 PAN ARRAYS CITY OF 'MT. PLF4SANT (SYMBOL
	
F'K7)
1974 it	 7923 PAN AP,PCMS OEEPFIELO T WP.	 (SY PROL	 EPY)
JACKSON 1.957 it 6000 PAN ABRAM^ CITY OF MICH IGAN CENTF'P
1960 it	 6000 PAN ARRAYS SECTION5• S9MMITT TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 AKO)
1961 it 9660 PAN' ABPAMS CITY OFJACKSON (SYMBOL
	
ANY)
1961 1119203 PAR ABPAM5 CITY OF JACKSON (SYMBOL
	 APB, ALSO SCALE 146000)
1962 11	 6007 PAN APIP44S MATEPLOO PECREATION APrA, 850 ACRES
	 (ONR-PARKS)
1962 It	 6007 PAN ABPAMS RECREATION AREAS (SYMBOL	 AYJ)
1963 it12003 PAN MOSHT US-127
	 JACKSON SOUTH TO STATE LINE TFILE NO 3:t-352)
1963 1115947 PAN ABP/MS CITY O p JACKSON (SYMBOLBCY)
I964 12	 60GO PAN ARRAYS CITY OF	 JACKSCN (SYMBOL
	
BCS)
966 it	 3000 PAN NCSHT I-94AT M-106 AND FLM ROAV (FILP NO 39-504)
1966 it 7923 PAN A9P-AMS WATc^'LOO RECREATION APFA, 300 ACRES
	 (OUR-PARKS)
1966 It	 9603 PAN MCSHT M-106	 PAPNCLL BOAT TO COUNTY LINE (FILE NO 53^)
1968 it	 3967' PAN MOSHT US-12;,	 ERR`+ US-12 TO M-50
	 (FILE NO 38-5911
19F AI it	 43G2 Pat) MCSHT' I-94,	 JACKSON AREA, ALSO SCALE 129600 	 (FILE HO 33-T68)
1968 it	 4 309' PAN APIR MS STPIP ALONG I-94 it) JACKTOJ$v AREA	 (SYMBOL	 CJZ1
1968 it	 96CO PAN ABPAMS STPIP ALONG 1-94 IN JACK Oh A D EA (SYMBOL
	 CJ7)
1968 1t15843 PAN ABPAMS COt);OP0 TW O .	 (SYMBOL	 CFG)
19£P, 112L PAN ABPAMS CITY OF JACKSON	 (SYM90L	 CII')
1969
fflr^
1+	 3OGO DAN 4DSHT I-94 AND US-127,	 AT JACKSCP (FILE NO 39-624)




4801 PAN ABPAMS PAPTS OF GO9 ltTY	 (SYMBOL	 CZdl
1971 It	 3003 PAN IDSHT M-1nr+, FPO" FPANK.LIN ST IN JACKSON TO PARNELL LOAD
1971 It
	
4800 PAN ARQAMS PAPTS OF LEONI AND NAPOLEOt. TWPS.
	 (SYM90L	 OPO)
1972 it '3969 PAN ABRAMS PAPT OF sFSTIONS ZF AN(; 359 NA POLEON TWP.	 .(SYMBOL	 VSS)
ECOUNTY GATE SCALE FILM AGENCY AREA/COMMENTS
JACKSON 1972 1115840 PAN ABRAMS STATE PRISON (SYMBCL
	
OTR
	 ALSO SCALES 117920)
19'73 it	 6000 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF JACKSON (SYMBOL
	 ^DI1
1973 It 7920 PAN ABRAMS PART OF GRASS LAKE TWP, 	 (SYMBOL
	 EFB)
1973 1112000 PAN MDSHT US-127,	 FROM ADDISON NORTH TO JACKSON (FILE NO 702)
1973 is 15840 PAN ABRAMS PART OF GRASS LAKE TWP,	 (SYMBOL
	 EFBI
1974 It	 3967, PAN ABRAMS PART OF SUMMIT TWP. (SYMBOL
	 'EKR)
1974 it	 3961 PAN ABRAMS` PART OF SPRING ARBOP
'
AND NAPOLEON TWPS. (SYMBOL
	 EKR)
1975 1t400G0 CCL BFNCIX PLEASANT LAKE AREA-(LANOSAT PROJ. E23251
1976 It
	 3000 PAN MOSHT BUSINESS LOOP 949 JACKSON (SYMBOL FCD)
1976 is	 6000 PAN MDSHT STRIPS ALONG US-127	 JACKSON TO HUDSON (SYMBOL FAO)
1976 it
	
7927 PAN' MDSHT STRIP ALONG I-94 NEARJACKSON (SYMBOL FAH)
1976 1112000 PAN MDSHT STRIP ALONG US-127 TO US-12 (SYMBOL FAG)
E 1976 1112000 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF JACKSON (SYMBOL	 FBO, ALSO SCALES	 1124000)( 1976 1220004 PAN ABRAMS SOUTHERN PART OF COUNTY (SYMBOL
	 FEH)
4	 KALAMAZOO 1955 It	 4600 PAN' ABRAMS CITY OF KALAMAZOO
1955 is	 960J PAN ABRAMS HIGHWAYS	 (ON+-ENG)
19ED it	 6000 PAN ABRAMS KALAMAZOO AREA (SYMBOL 	 AMS)
1961 It	 9690 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF KALAMAZOO (SYMBOL
	
ANN)
` 1963 it	 3960 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF KALAMAZOO	 (SYMBOL
	 BAA/
1963 It	 7920 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF KALAMAZOO	 (SYMBOL
	
BOCI
1 ,364 it	 5007 PAN MDSHT I-94, KALAMAZOO AREA	 (FILE NO 39-401)




BEG, ALSO SCALES 1239601
E 1964 is 9600 PAN' MOSHT M-439	 FROM M-40 TO M-131
	
(FILE NO 39-424)
1965 1s	 3003 PAN MOSHT I-941 POR TAGE-KILGORE ROAD INTERCHANGE (NO 39-454)
1965 it	 9606 PAN MDSHT M-37 AND M-43	 BATTLE CREEK TO HASTINGS (NO 39-432)
1965 1115840 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF SPRIN6FIE'l_D (SYMBOL
	 BLM,	 ALSO SCALES	 1179201-
1966 11	 3003 - PAN MDSHT M-43, FROM M­_J TO US-131 RELOCATION (FILE NO 39-495)
1966 19	 4800 PAN MDSHT I-94AT I-94 BL (FIL E NO 532)
' 1966 it	 7920 PAN ABRAMS SECTIONS 33 AN T] 34, CHARLESTON TWP. 	 (SYMBOL
	 900)
1967 it3963 PAN ABRAMS' SECTIONS IN COUNTY (SYMBOL
	
BXM)	 ^.
19E7 it	 3960 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL	 COP)
1
196 7 it	 3960! PAN ABRAMS CENTRAL PARKWAY AREA OF KALAMAZOO (SYMBOL
	
CMG)
LQ 1967 1:1	 3960 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF KALAMAZOO	 (SYMBOL	 CBO ►
co 1967 It	 7920 PAN ABRAMS PART OF S€CTION 13, KALAMAZOO TWP. 	 (SYMBOL
	 BZW)
" 1967 it	 7923 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN KALAMAZOO	 (SYMBOL
	
BZQI
1968 111 6000 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF KALAMAZOO (SYMBOL
	 CFII
19EB it	 6003 PAN ABRAMS PORTAGE TWP.	 (SYMBOL
	 COA)
E 19E9 is	 39E0 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF KALAMAZOO (SYMBOL	 COP)
1970 UNKNCWN PAN ERIM KALAMAZOO POWER PLANT	 (SCANNERS, ALTS 5000FT)
` 1970' It	 3007 PAN MDSHT M-69, PLAINWELL TO RICHLAND (FILE NO 639)
1g7G is	 3000 PAN MDSHT M-99 AND M-43	 RELOCATION AT RICHMOND (FILE NO 6531
197.01 it	 39EJ PAN ABRAMS AREAS IN COUNTY (SYMBOL	 CVK)
1970 It
	 7920 PAN ABRAMS AREAS IN KALAMAZOO AND OSHTEMO TWPS• 	 (SYMBOL
	 CXS)
` 1970 it	 792J PAN DNR FOOT CUSTER RECREATION AREA, 4,004 ACRES (DNR—PARKS)
Q 1971 It	 7920 PAN ABRAMS PART OF BLUE LAKE TWP.	 (SY!"BOL
	
ODY)
1970 it	 9600 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF KALAMAZOO	 (SYMBOL	 OSE)
1970 it	 9607 PAN MDSHT CITY OF KALAMAZOO	 (FILE NO 650)
1971 is	 396-3 PAN ABRAMS ARIA	 IN OSHTEMO TWP *	(SYMBOL
	 DGA)
1971 It	 '7 92J PAN ABRAMS AREAS IN COUNTY (SYMBOLOGJ
	
ALSO SCALES	 1139601










PORTAGE, RICHLAND, FOSS, COMSTOCK TWPS. (SYMBOL
	
OTN)
PART OF ALAMO TWP *
	(SYMBOL
	 DVO)
1972 St216^0 PAN ABRAMS PORTAGE, RICHLAND, ROSS, COMSTOCK TWPS• 	 (SYMBOL
	
OTN1
1973 It	 2400 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN PORTAGE TWP• 	 (SYMBCL	 £CN, ALSO SCALES 1114400)-b 1973 It	 3969 PAN ABRAMS PART OF KALAMAZOO	 (SYMBOL
	
EDX1
t^ 1973 Is 3969 PAN ABRAMS PART OF KALAMAZOO	 (SYMBOL	 ECO)
1973 it 3969 PAN ABRAMS AREAS IN COUNTY (SYMBOL	 EGE)
1973 It 3969 PAN ABRAMS ARFA IN ROSS TWP *	(SYMBOL
	 EBP)
1973 It 3961 PAN ABRAMS KALAMAZOO TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 FOY)
1°_73 11 7929 PAN ABRAMS AREAS IN TEXAS TWP. (SYMBOL	 ERZ)
_ 1973 1124000 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF KALAMAZOO	 (SYMBOL	 EEWI	 —
1974 It	 3960 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL	 FLA)
1475 it 3000 PAN MDSHT M-439 KALAMAZOO NGFTHEAST TO RICHLAND (FILE NO 7301




1975 It	 3963 PAN ABRAMS STRIP FROM CLIM AX TO FULTON (SYMBOL
	 EXS)
1975 it	 3960 PAN ABRAMS PORTAGE TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 EYO)
1975 is	 6Q'0?- PAN MOSHT BIKE TRAIL• SOUTH HAVEN TO KALAMAZOO (FILE NO 7321
1975 it	 960) PAN MOSHT M-899 FOUR MILES FAST AND WEST OF RICHLAND (NO 756)









COUNTY	 DATE SCALE FILM AGENCY AREA/COMMENTS
r..
KALAMAZOO	 1976 1112000 COL ERIM FIVE FLIGHT LINES IN BATTLE CREEK AREA (SYMBOL FCH)
1976 St58500 PAN ABRAMS KALAMAZOO AREA (SYMBOL	 FAO)
KALKASKA	 1954 is 9603 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF KALKASKA (PHOTO INDEX NO. 10041
1968 is15840 PAN ABRAMS FOP.EST COYER	 (ONF -ENG)
1969 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS AREAS IN BEAR LAKE TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 CVW/
1971 019200 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL DIR)
1971 1824000 PAN ABRAMS AREAS IN COUNTY (SYMBOL	 DLS1
1972 it20004 PAN ABRAMS STRIP FROM KALKASKA TO MSCOSTA COUNTY (SYMBOL	 OVY)
1973 it 6000 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL	 SCU,-ALSO SCALE( 1t7920)
1973 It	 6000 PAN ABRAMS ARPAS IN COUNTY (SYMBOL	 EBN, ALSO SCALet	 147920)
1973 1:10320 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL 	 ECU) 11973 St15843 PAN ABRAMS VILLAGE OF KALKASKA (SYMBOL	 EBX, ALSO SCALES 114800)
1974 1:-3962 PAN ABRAMS KALKASKA TWP.	 i'SYMBOL	 EOF, ALSO SCALES: it7926,119E001
KENT	 1954 it 6000 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF GRAND RAPIDS
1957 is 9601 PAN ABRAMS HIGHWAYS	 (ONR -ENG)
1959 it14400 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF WYOMING
1960 1t12000 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL ALO1
1961 is 7920 PAN ABRAMS PARIS TWP.(SYMBOL	 ARM)
1962 it12000 PAN ABRAMS PLAINFIELD TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 AVG)
1962 1:15848 PAN ABRAMS ADA TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 AYF)
1963 it 3960 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF WYOMING (SYMBOL	 BAY,	 ALSO SCALES iS792C)
1963 it 3960 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF WYOMING (SYMBOL	 BBX)
1963 1t7920 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF GRANDVILL€ (SYMBOL 	 BCE/ j
1964 it 3000 PAN MDSHT US-131 AND I-196• NORTH TO FOURTEEN MILE ROAD
1964 It	 6000 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF EAST GRAND RAPIDS (SYMBOL 	 BFU)
1965 It 3000 PAN MOSHT I-196, HOLLAND TO GRANDVILLE (FILE NO 41-439)
1965 Is	 3000 PAN MDSHT M-44, BOSTWICK LAKE TO IONIA CO LINE (FILE NO 41-443)
1965 1s	 3000 PAN MDSHT US-131, I-96 NORTH TO FIVE 'MILE ROAD	 ( FILE NO 41-439)
E 1965 it	 6007' PAN MDSHT US 131 FRONTAGE ROADS FROM 11 MILE TO 13 MILE ROAD
1966 is	 3000 PAN MDS=T M-44,	 FROM 29TH ST TO i-96 (FILE NO '41-5141
1968 is 3960 PAN ABRAMS GAINES TWP. (SYMBOL	 CDC)
J 1968 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF GRANDVILLE (SYMBOL	 CLP)
1958 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL 	 CLP)
It 3960 PAN ABRAMS SECTIONS IN COUNTY (SYMBOL
	
CUT)
FP t'	 9, is 6000 PAN MOSHT M-21,	 I-96 TO ADA	 (FILE NO 41-6051 -
.1;.469 1s 7920 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL COS)
'j S%, 1't	 3000 PAN MOSHT US-131 AND M-45, GPANO RAPIDS (FILE NO 41-638)1cY.G it	 3960 PAN' ABRAMS PLAINFIELO TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 C7,T)
13y 0 it 3967 PAN ABRAMS SECTIONS IN LOWEL'L AND BONNE TWPS.	 (SYMBOL	 001) -
"= 970 At
	 6000 PAN ABRAMS NW 114, SECTION 35, VERGENNES TWP. (SYMBOL	 CWH)1970 7920 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN GRAND RAPIDS	 (SYMBOL	 DEV)
1971' is	 3000 PAN ABRAMS PART OF SECTION 2, GRAND RAPIDS TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 DMO1' -	 --
1971 19 3000 PAN ABRAMS AREA NORTH OF GRAND RAPIDS (SY M BOL	 OHZ)
1971 it	 3600 PAN ABRAMS ARFA IN GRAND RAPIDS	 (SYMBOL	 DLP) 3 )i971 Is 3961 PAN ABRAMS CASCADE TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 DHOI€
1971 is 3960 PAN ABRAMS PART OF SECTION 7,' PLAINFIELD TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 OMP)
1971 it	 4807 PAN MOSHT_ M-91,
	
LOWELL (FILE NO 41-675)
197 1, is 7920 PAN ABRAMS NEAR ZIEGENFUSS LAKE	 (SYMBOL	 0001
1971 St12000 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN GRANO RAPIDS (SYMBOL	 DPK, ALSO SCALES 1x3960)
1972 It 3960 PAN ABRAMS SF_ 1/4, SECTION 33, WYOMING- TWP. -(SYMBOL	 DZD)
1972 Is 6000 PAN ABRAMS PART OF CALEDONIA TWP.	 (SYMBOL
	
OZF)
1972 is -6000 PAN ABRAMS AREAS IN PLAINFIELD AND CANNON TWPS. (SYMBOL	 DYJ)
1972. It 7920 PAN ABRAMS PART OF CALEOCNIA TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 OZF)
1972 lt1440D PAN ABRAMS PART OF CASCAD_ TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 DSV)
1973 11 3960 PAN` ABRAMS CITY OF KENTWO60 '(SYMBOL	 EIL)
1973 11 6000 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN CASCA07 TWP.	 ('SYMBOL	 -EGB)
1973 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF GRANDVILLE (SYMBOL	 EET)
1974 it 4800 PAN ABRAMS SECTION 289 CANNON TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 EKY1
1974 SS 7920 PAN ABRAMS WEST 1/2, SECTION 24	 PLAINFIELD TWP. (SYMBOL	 ENH)
1974 It 7920 PAN ABRAMS PART OF BYRON TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 EOV)
1974 1-s9600 PAN MOSHT > M-37,' FROM 'LECNAPO ST IN GRAND RAPIDS TO 11 MILE ROAD
1974 1115840 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF GRAND RAPIDS	 (SYMBOL	 ENN, ALSO SCALES 127920)
1974 1120004 PAN ABRAMS AREAS IN COUNTY (SYMBOL	 EPE)
1974 it24000 PAN ABRAMS AR€A IN GRAND RAPIDS AND ADA (SYMBOL ELC)
1975 1340000 COL BENDIX REEDS LAKE AREA	 (LANDSAT PPOJ. E2325)
1976. It 3960 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF ROCKFORD (SYMBOL	 FDA)
1976 it 4800 PAN ABRAMS PART OF COUNTY (SYMBOL	 FOU)
1976 1t" 6000 PAN MOSHT STRIPS ALONG M-37 9 GRAND RAPIDS AREA (SYMBOL FAP)
r..
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COUNTY DATE SCALE FILM- AGENCY
LEELANAU 1973 1119200 PAN ABRAMS
1974 1t_7920 PAN ABRAMS
1974 It 7920 PAN ABRAMS
1974 1116000 COL ERIM
1976 it	 6000 PAN MDSHT
1976 11 7929 PAN ABRAMS
1976 1115840 PAN ABRAMS'
1976 1920004 PAN ABRAMS
LENAWEE i95Q it	 6000 PAN ABRAMS
1960 it 7929 PAN ABRAMS
1961 12	 7 920'- PAN ABRAMS
1965 It	 9680'- PAN MDSHT
1966 it	 3960 PAN ABRAMS
-1966 It	 9600 PAN ABRAMS
1967 I t 	7929 PAN ABRAMS
1968 It 3960 PAN ABRAMS
k 1968 it 3969 PAN MDSHT
4 1969 Is	 3960 PAN ABRAMS
' 1969 It 6000 PAN MDSHT
1969 it	 7920 PAN ABRAMS
PAN
ABRAMS
197 908 it 3000 T
1970 it	 6000 PAN ABRAMS
1970 it 6000 PAN MDSHT
r 1970 19200^0 PAN ONR
1971 it15849 PAN ABRAMS
1973 1t	 3960 PAN ABRAMS
1973 It 4000 PAN EpIM
1977 1=12000 PAN MDSHT
1974 it	 3960 PAN ABRAMS
1974 it 6000 PAN MOSHT
1974 It :7920 PAN ABRAMS
ABRAMSt 1975 it 3960 PAN
N 1975 1t-9603 PAN MDSHT
63 1975 it	 960:9 PAN MOSHT
1975 1812000 PAN ABRAMS
1976 1t	 3000 PAN MOSHT
1976 it	 6000 PAN MDSHT
1976 1t2DOC4 PAN ABRAMS
LIVINGSTOH' 1954 -11_6000 PAN ABRAMS
1955 it 9650 PAN ABRAMS
1960 it 6000 PAN ABRAMS'
1960 it	 96GJ PAN ABRAMS
1964_ it	 5009 PAN STEREO
1964 11	 6000 PAN STEFEO
1964 1s	 7920 PAN ABRAMS
19E5 It	 9600 PAN MDSHT
1966 1t1200J PAN ABRAMS
1.9E, 11,12000 PAN ABRAMS
1969 It 7920 PAN ABRAMS
1969 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS
1969 1s 9600 PAN MDSHT
1970 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS
1970. 1(12000 PAN ABRAMS
19 7 1 It 3069 PAN ABRAMS
1971. It 7920 PAN ABRAMS
1972' VARIES BWIR ERIM
1972 VARIES PAN ERIM
1972' 1=	 39E9 PAN ABRAMS
1972. 11 792J PAN ABRAMS
1972 12 7923 PAN ABRAMS
1972. it 7920 PAN ABRAMS
i°.72 1)12000 PAN ABRAMS
1972' 1112009 PAN ABRAMS
1973 1t-3009 PAN MDSHT
1973. It	 39EO PAN ABRAMS
1973 11	 3960 PAN ABRAMS
AREA/COMMENTS
AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL ESK, ALSO SCALE( 117920)
AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL ERR)
AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL FOCI




NORTH MANITOU ISLAND (SYMBOL FEIT
VILLAGE OF NORTHPORT (SYMBOL FOV)
CITY OF ADRIAN (PHOTO INDEX NO. 13891
VILLAGE OF TECUMSEH (SYMBOL AKO, ALSO SCALEt 1815840)
VILLAGE OF CEMENT CITY (SYMBOL ANSI
US-12 FROM HILLSDALE CO LINE TO M-52 (FILE NO 46-475)
VILLA^E OF MANITOU BEACH (SYMBOL BRT, ALSO 1279201
SECTION 6 9 PALMYRA TWP. (SYMBOL BSN)
CAMBRIDGE TWP * (SYMBOL BYDI
AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL COX)
US-127, FROM 'US-12 TO JACKSON CO LINE (FILE NO 46-5811
SECTIONS It. CAMBRICGE TWP. (SYMBOL CUM)
US-127 Firtve BROOKLYN HIGHWAY TO M-52 (FILE NO 46-626)
SECTION 6 FRANKLIN TWP, (SYMBOL COO)
HUDSON TWP. (SYMBOL CPJI
M-52 9 FROM ALBERT ST IN ADRIAN TO MOORE ROAD NO 657)
CITY OF ADRIAN (SYMBOL AAY)
US-12, FROM SOMERSET ROAD TO BROOKLYN ROAD (NO 46-658)
TORO MAPS (ONR-ENG)
AREA IN SOUTHERN PART OF COUNTY (SYMBOL 000)
CITY OF ADRIAN (SYMBOL CEA)
TEST SITE (MSN. 85M,ALSO 70 11M CIPiCOL)
US-127, FROM ADOISON TO JACKSON CO LINE (NO 792)
HUDSON TWP. (SYMBOL EOF, ALSO SCALES( 117920 9 8#96000)
M-156 FROM MORENCI TO M-54 (FILE NO 717)
AREA IN CAMBRIDGE TWP. (SYMBOL EDT)
AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL °OI ALSO SCALE1it15840)
VILLAGES OF WFSTON, JASPER AND FAIRFIELD tSYMBOL ESI)
US-12 FROM US-127 TO M-52 (FILE NO 746)
M-52- 5, FROM ADRIAN NORTH (FILE NO 745)
VILLAGE OF HARBOR SPRINGS (SYMBOL 'EXK, ALSO 1224000)
STRIPS ALONG M-52 NEAR ADRIAN (SYMBOL FAF)
STpIPS ALONG US-127, JACKSON TO HUDSON (SYMBOL FAD)
AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL FEH)
CITY OF HOWFLL
HIGHWAYS (DNF-ENG)
CITY OF HOWELL (SYMBOL AMK)
STRIP FROM PRIGHTON TO PONTIAC (SYMBOL AMC)
ISLAND LAKE RECREATION AREA, T SO, MILES (DNR-PARKS)
PINCKNEY RECREATION AREA 	 (DNR-PARKS)
PORTIONS OF COUNTY (SYMBOL BGA1
NORTHWESTERN HGWY EXT FROM ORCHARD LK RD TO US-23
SECTIONS IN COUNTY (SYMBOL BTO)
GREEN OAK TWP. (SYMBOL CCI, ALSO SCALEt 11300001
TYRONE TWP. (SYMBOL CMS)
PART OFGENOA TWP. (SYMBOL CNJ)
I-969 FROM KENSINGTON ROAD TO OAKLAND CO LINE
NW 1/4, SECTION g , TYRON E TWP. (SYMBOL CWE)
PART OF GREEN OAK TWP, (SYMBOL RBT1
PART OF OSCEOLA TWP. (SYMRDL DNF)
PART OF BRIGH TON TWP. (SV" BOL E ONE)
E, BORDER (MSN. 63M,ALSO 70 MM CIR/COL 91 FLT. LINES)
E. BORDER (MSN. 65M,-ALSO 70 'MM CIR/COL,1 FLT. LINE)
CITY OF BRIGHTON (SYMBOL COT)
PART OF BRIGHTON TWP. (SYMBOL DYV)
PART OF HOWELL TWP, (SYMBOL DRF)
PARTS OF SECS. 26 AND 27, HARTLAND TWP. (SYMBOL OYU)
AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL DYW)
PART OF BRIGH TON TWP. (S lfMBOL DOW)
M-599 FROM US-23 TO WILLIAMS LAKE ROAD (NO 47-704)
CITY OF FOWLERVILLE (SYMBOL OZZ)




COUNTY	 DATE SCALE FILM AGENCY AREA/COMMENTS
LIVINGSTON	 1973 Is 7920 PAN ABRAMS PART OF 9PIGHTON TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 EDU)
1973 1:10008 BWIR ERIM E. BORDEO	 (MSN. 82M,ALSO 70 MM CIR/COL,l FLT. LINE)
1973 1i800 PAN ABRAMS PAPT OF GP cFN OAK TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 EID)
1974 It	 3960 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF BRIGHTON (SYMBOL
	 COT)
1974 11 4803 PAN ABRAMS VILLAGE OF HAMBURG (SYMBOL	 EQn)









PART OF GREEN OAK TWP.
	 (SYMBOL	 PYB)
STRIPS ALONG 0-59 FROM PONTIAC Td US-23 (SYMBOL FBF)
1976 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS AREA NEA
R
 HOWELL	 (SYMBOL	 FCO)
1976 I112000 PAN ABRAMS SECTIONS IN COUNTY
	 (SYMBOL	 FRY)
LUCE	 1962 UNKNOWN COL ONR BLIND SUCKEP FLOOD. 	 35 MM. LOW OBLIQUES (DNR-WILOLIFF)
I964 1t15843 PAN ABRAMS FOPEST COVER	 (ONR—ENG)
1969 1112000 PAN ABRAMS PIPELINE FPOM ENGADINE TO NFWB rRRY (SYMBOL
	 COU)
1974 UNKNOWN PAN ERIM FROM SAULT STE MARIE TO GRAND AARAIS	 (SCANNERS)
1974 1:	 7920 PAN ABRAMS LAKEFIELD TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 EOL 9
 ALSO SCALES 123960)
1974 i:ioaaa COL ERIM LAKE SUP fPIOP SHORELINE
	
(MSN.	 X252M,	 ALSO PAN,CTRI
1976 il12000 PAN MOSHT TWO STRIPS IN NEWBFRRY AREA (SYMBOL FOG)
MACKINAC	 1953 It	 48C3 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF CEDARVILLE (PHOTO INDEX NO. 9071
1962 UNKNOWN COL ONR BLACK CR. FLOODING, 35 MM. LOW OBLIQUES
	 (ONR—WILDLIFE)




1964 1215840 PAN ABRAMS FOREST COVER	 (DNP—ENG)
1966 It	 7920 PAN ABRAMS STRAITS STATE	 (DNP—PARKS)
1967 12 7920 PAN ABRAMS MACKINAC ISLAND (SYMBOL 	 BYX)
1967 Il12000 PAN ABRAMS MACKINAC ISLAND	 (SYMBOL	 BYX,	 ALSO SCALES	 i415A40)
1969 1212000 PAN ABRAMS PIPELINE FROM ENGADINE TO NEWBERRY (SYMBOL
	 CQU)
1971 It	 3960 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY	 (SYMBOL	 OKU)
1971 ItI2900 PAN ABRAMS PART OF MARQUETTE TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 ONX)
1972 it 7923 PAN ABRAMS PART OF NEWTON TWP. 	 (SYMBOL	 DVV)
1972 It	 7920 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL	 DWG)
1974 It 3960 PAN ABRAMS PART OF MARQUETTE TWP *	(SYMBOL	 END)
1974 it16co0 COL ERIM LAKE MICHIGAN SHORELINE (MSN.	 X252M,	 ALSO PAN
US-2 FROM SCHOOLCRAFT CO LINE TO ST IGNACE (NO22)1975 It	 3000 PAN MOSHT
1976 is	 3001 PAN MDSHT STRIP FROM EPOUFETTE TO POINTE AUX CHENES	 (SYMBOL FASI
1976 is 7920 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF ST * !GNACE (SYMBOL	 F9V, ALSO SCALE 113964)
1976 1920904 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF ST. IGNACE (SYMBOL	 FOVI
MACOMB	 1941 UNKNOWN PAN ONP SHORELINE	 (ON D—ENG)	 DETROIT FOISON
1952 UNKNOWN PAN ONR SHORELINE	 (OHR—ENG)	 DETROIT rDISON
1954 it	 6900 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF ROMEO
1954 Is 9603 PAN DNR HIGHWAYS	 (ONP—CNG)
1955 It	 9600 PAN ONR HIGHWAYS	 (ONR—tNG)
1957 it	 9603 PAN ABRAMS HIGHWAYS	 (ONP—ENG)
196i is	 3000 PAN ABRAMS AREAS IN COUNTY (SYMBOL	 AOF)
1961 It	 6000 PAN ABRAMS AREAS IN COUNTY	 (SYMBOL	 AOF, ALSO SCALES	 1139601
1961 ItI5840 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF ST. CLAIR SHORES (SYMBOL	 ASO)
1962 1112000 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF CENTERLINE (SYMBOL	 AST)
1963 It	 6A00 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF UTICA (SYMBOL	 AZO)
19E3 1115840 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF WARREN (SYMBOL	 BCK)
1963 lt19200 PAN ABRAMS AREA AROUND RICHMOND 	 (SYMBCL	 AZM)
1964 It	 3000 PAN MOSHT 1-6969	 1-75 TO 1-94 (FILE NO 50-4201
1965 It	 3000 PAN MDSHT M-29,	 T-94 INTERCHANGE (FILE NO 50-4901
1965 is 4800 PAN MDSHT M-97.	 FROM 8 MILE TO 2 MILE ROAD (FILE NO 50-4731
1965 It 4800 PAN MOSHT MOUND ROAD, CANIFF ST TO M-53	 (FILE NO 50-476)
1965 Is	 9609 PAN MOSHT M-29, NEW BALTTMOPF BYPASS (FILE NO 50-451)
1966 Is	 3010 PAN MOSHT M-53	 DAVISON HWY TO 18 MILE ROAD 	 (FILE NO 5"-59t)
1966 1:12000 PAN ABRAMS SECTIONS IN COUNTY (SYMBOL 	 BTO)
1967 UNKNOWN PAN ERIM TOL17DO TO PORT HURON SHORELINE (SWIR,	 SCANNERS)
1967 It	 3000 PAN MDSHT M-97,	 8 MILE ROAD TO 15 MILE ROAD	 (FILE NO 50-550)
I967 Is 4800 PAN MDSHT US-25, MT CLEMFNS BRIDGE (FILE NO 50-5651
1967 It 4800 PAN MOSHT M-53,	 16 MILE ROAD TO M-59 (FILE NO 50-545)
1968 11	 3003 PAN MOSHT 1-696, 1-94 AND it MILE ROAD ( FILE NO 50-571)
1968 it 3000 PAN MOSHT M—i02,	 8 MILE ROAD * GRATIOT TO KELLEY (FILE NO 50-5791
1968 it	 3009 PAN ?kDS14T M-29,	 AT ST CLAIR SHORES	 (FILE NO 50-572)
1968 Is	 6003 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN WARREN (SYMBOL
	 CJQ)
1968 If 7920 PAN -ABRAMS IN CLINTON TWP. SOUTHWEST OF MT * CLEMENS (SYMBOL	 CFL)
1969 Is	 3000 PAN MDSHT M-29, BAKER ROAD EAST TO COUNTY LINE (FILE NO 50-5951
1969 It	 3000 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF NEW BALTIMORE 	 (SYMBOL	 CSI)
1969 It	 3960 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL CRK)
{r	 r,OUtITY 9 A T SCALE FILM AGENCY APF A/CO4*4ENTS
MAC0'43 196? it 7922 PA+I Ap?pMc NOPTH 1/2, F' F CT T_ON 1,	 ST-P,LING TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 GVL)
1969 1t	 7923 PAN A?PAM3 CITv OF	 GT CL 	 N5 H=IGHTS	 (SYM90L0PY)
1969 It 9633 PAtI APSPT H-F9,	 -rLO F4TMOI Ii, COUNTY ( FILE NO 50-521)
1969 lt120C`+t PAN A?`a'tM3 SHcLBY AHD r LstITON TWP-.	 (SYMRCL	 COL)
1969 ll12009 P.^ t l AgPLMS NOFTP 1/2, SFCTI`JII 1,	 STrPLIIIG TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 CULT
1369 1 1 14 401 PAN !ACSPT 4-c3,	 RELOCAT TO'I F t-OM Z4 MILE FOAD TC LA'PEE P Cr LINE1969 iti5841 PAt4 A?PAM3 CITY r,P cT c0 LPIG HEIGHTS	 ('_'Y480L	 C:PY)
IS79 it	 30x0 P; N	 : N,r_SWT US-25, MT rt=H_ MS (FILr NO 5C-$41)
19731 it	 a9c7 PIN Appr4s W41ZHI+GTP!# TWP. 	 (SYU?OL CWL,	 ALSO 113=6-)
19 7 7 it	 48 ,C) PAN APPLMS WASHl4rTr"1f TWP.	 (SY)AL?OL	 CW-J)
1'?T +' 1t19923 PA 4 A3Ptys ARIA I`s COWITY	 (SY V 3OL	 0B U1
1971 it 7923 PA'7 AFPt413 SITc T "• "ACIMe 9ASIU (SY"9CL 	 !M-S)
1971 1: 7 923 PAN AaYL'4S SIT=S ON CLINTON P V r R,	 COCt( r_PFrK	 (SY M BOL	 '11 r1
1972 it 	 30f PAN 14CSHT US- 55, FFC)' 11 MIL= TO i5 MILE ;5)A( (FILE 110 6e?)
1972 It	 3950 PAN ABr"rMa SHELBY TWP.	 (SYY BCL	 DTZ)
1972 it	 3963 PAN A39,'MS CITY O F `'TrPLING H rISHTS (SYMBOL	 ?-7K)
6 IV? 11 7 921 0 All A3P-FMS EAST 1/2, srCT T_OO ^; 7 ,	 8 P UCE TW P ,	 (SY up CL	 DYX)
1972 it 7 923, P4N A9PAMc 4FIGHTON TWP.	 (S"'t?QL	 D U A )
1972 it 7923 PArj AaPAMr PtPT Or crrT T_O! I 19, XASHItIrTON T14P.	 (SYMBOL	 OYY)
1972 1:iZn^5 P0,' AOrtMS tr-FA IN COUtJY (SY11,10L	 7YW)
197? 1t14y~g PAS; Y^JSuT "--9,
	
c =LCr4Tx q `i FPOH 4OUN9 ROAO EAST TO I-94	 013 691) 
1139E3 P01 AQPGMS CITY Or ST.	 CLAIP EHOPES	 (SYMBOL	 E'?O)
1973 is 3963 PAtI ABPt4S CITY O F STE P LI tlr, )+ FIGHTS (SYMBOL	 EP,VT
1973 It 4903 Pµ N, ApPtMS APrAS TV C !)WITY	 (SY M 30L	 crCl
197 3 12 7923 PAN ApPAMS 1"ITY OF ST RL''IG HEIGHTS	 (SY"BPL F= A,	 ALSO 1t15S49)
1973 it 95-11 Pot( MrS,"T T-94,	 AT SHOOK ?OAC ACID 4ETPOPOLITVI PAFKWAY WO 707)I g73 11240.^.; PA 11 AQPtMS P.APT OF ^LI>'To4 TWP. 	 (SY 1+ 8CL	 =HA)! 197E it	 3040 PAFi 41SPT I-696, 1-75 TC, I-94 (FILE }(O 7191
1974 1;	 792C PAtI ASFLHd APrAS IN COUNTY	 (SYMBOL	 Et-W)
iS74 1t109tJ0 COL FPIV LAVr ST. CLtI- SHOP=LI'IE	 tMStl.	 X252", ALSO PAN,CIR)
197 4 it1Z09Ci P41s A3P4HS SITES IN COUNTY	 (SY430L	 EOH,	 ALSO SCALEt	 117924)
1 ,975 it 3CGI PAtl MDSHT M-132-75, FPOM WEST OF G P CFS3ECK TO EAST OF G°_A.TIOT
r 1975 it	 3007 PA!4 MOS14T 4-53-75, 	F ^,ILF POLL, TO M-59	 (FILE N0 750)
1975 1:	 ?	 30^ PA11 40SHT M-53,	 YELOCtTION FFOm MOUHP 00AD TO H-53 (FZLF 140 7241J975 it (A 13 j Pttl A3=44S STPTP ALONG 1-96	 (SYMBOL	 ES4')
1975 11 96-3 PAN MOSHT R-53,	 WAS!'ZIJGTOt4 TCW1I 140 0 TH TO CO 'LIVE	 (NO 7381
`	
cr, 1975 1t'_2000 PAN A?PA'4S PAaT O r °WASHTNGTON Tr(P.	 (SYMBOL	 EYB)ii75 1,1	 792D PAn A3?L•MS CLIlITON P IV= P, OP OJECT	 (SYMBOL	 FDZ)
1975 i!12001 PAJI AB?LNS CITY OF N AOISG4 H= GHTS	 (SYMBOL rBC,	 ALSO 1124000)
1975 11122099 PAN A9:?145 CITIES OF WAP= rtl AND POYAL OAK (SYMRCL 	 FBC)
i 1976 1%24973 Pt `I 4p(?AMS CITIES OF WAPFF11 4110 ROYAL OAK (SYMBOL	 F30
MAtIISTEE 19F3 1112099 PA*s APPtMS SECTION Ili FILED TWP.	 (SYNPOL	 CFC)
1969 it 7923 PA4 A3PAMS BEAD CPc'=K AP.rA	 (SYMICIL	 CUB)
1c7O it	 `71320 PAI ApPAMS PAPT .O c SP?_TNGDALE T'W?.	 (SY!'POL	 C?V)
197 7 VANES PA-111 C^PIt' T_FT S T_ TF	 (MSt	 35t',AL50 70 HM CIR/rOL)
1973 it	 6940' PAM COPTS PAPTIAL rHCCEL!nE
ig7 t It	 396i PAV ABPLMS APEA tIFA 3 VANTST F F	 (SYMBOL	 c)IJ){ 1974 lti6ocz COL EPlt" LAvc ''ICHIGAtl ^HOF.FLIIIF 	 01SN.	 X2524,	 ALSO PA%ICIR, t'SS)p iV it	 39EC PA`# ASRANS VILLArF CF C'OFEMISP (SYMBOL 	 EXD)
1975 it 1923 PAN ApP4MS POPTA5= LAKE HA?$0- (SYyp OL	 FFJ)
MA ::OUETTF 1953 it	 6003 PAN A?PC.MS HIGHWAYS	 (ONF-ENr)
1 0 5-4 It	 60 r 3 P 4N A9PGMS CITY OF t ;EGGUNE=	 (FHOTP RIDE')( 140.	 1023)
196" it	 500'0 PAN A3Ft'4S CITY OF ?SHPEH? t4G	 (SY4SOL	 ALP:,	 PHOTO INDEX NO. 1699)
196 s it 72°.:1 PAN A3PLMS CITY OF 0-l'JFTTc
196C it 7922 Pat! ABYtMS VILLAGE OF D.EP'JBLIC (SYMBOL	 AUNT
1A60 <:i20i:3 PAH ABPG4s APEA	 117 -CU t1T Y	 (SYY. QOL AMY)
19r- f 4f44403 PAN ApPt4-- VILLAGr Dr PrPU3LIC (SYMBOL	 AMXI
19 4 3 it	 E 1 03 PAN APP-M5 VAN PIPE D STATF PAF-V	 (SYHaCL SAW, ALSO ONR PARKS)
1953 11 EH3 PA`I ABPtM5 CITY OF uAROUFTTE (SYMBOL	 E?O1
1964 It i58 1-3 PAN A9PtMS FOPEST C`7VFP 	(ONP-=tsG)
1966 it	 3000 PAN MDSHT POPTION OF NOFTHEPI, MICHIGAN IJ141VERSITY (FILE HO 5241
1967 it	 4$99 PAN "OSHT US-41 PYPAFS, m AROUETTF (FILE NO 52-523)
1969 iti2lGl PAN HUP,S
^SYMB1969 iti.5341 PA?" ARPtMS
APEA 3 PTWF=t1 3SHPE)TTNG AND MAP9UFTTF	 LT	 BJM)
CITY OF ISHPrgl4r,	 ( YMBOL	 C1 13, ALSO	 920)
1969 it	 t-$£3 PA1l 1OSNT US- 41,	 FPOH M -23 TO IA A-OUETTF BY P ASS	 ( T ILE NO 52-614)
195q it 6000 P AN 495PT M-35,	 WE °T ;F PRINCETON TO :EAST OF LITTLE LAKE
1969 it	 5003 P AN NOSPT IJS- '41, +4- 2R TC NAPOUET'c BYPASS	 (FILE NO 52-629)
197 0 2t12003 P A U HUPs HWY'^s.	 P5,41 P=PUBLIC-/; 14A t+PIO'1-ISHPE'!It14 (SYM30L1 	 CAH)
^_ 4
w:i
OUNTY OAT SCALE FILM AGENCY APEA/COMMENTS
4 4ROLIETTE 197.1 Itizoii PAN HU;;c PAL44ER CITY AF.FA	 (SYMBOLS	 CCP1
I97C It132J3 PAt1 HUPC PAL4EP-CASCADE 4T. AREA	 (SYMBOLS	 CCO)
137! 1:1^U2 PG!1 HUpC MICHIGA44E STATE FnRFST (SYMBOLS 	 CC0)
1073 1115847 PAN ApP.AMS SECTIONS IN COU`4TY 	 (SYMBOL DAL,	 ALSO SCALES 127920)
197G :1554.7 PAN MDSHT M-35,	 GWINK TO PALVER	 (FILE NO 52-651)
1971 UNKNOW`) COL OND S.E.	 CYPR ESS SWAMP, 35 !(4... LOW 09LIOUES	 (Ot4R-WILDLIFE)
1971 It	 102J PAtt MOSHT M-23 9P, TSHP = 'iING AND NEGAU` EE (FILE NO 52-6771
19 72 It	 3967 PAN A4RAMS AREA IN HEST BRANCP T„WF,	 (SYMBOL	 DZJ)
1972 it3961 PA:t ABPAMS AR=A	 SOUTH OF 11AP.0UETTE	 (SYMBOL	 OZH)
" 197j it	 7°.2i Ptt1 ABPAMS PART OF POWELL TWP. '(SYMBOL 	 DVW1
1.4 74 it	 30Cy PADS MCS!'T US-41, 0 14E MIL= STPIP NEAR TEAL LAKE ( F ILE NO 52-722)
197 2- 11130Gi CCL ECIN LAKE SUPERIORHOR=LINE	 (MSN.	 )(252m,	 ALSO PA'4,CIR,YSS1
1975 it	 39F7 PAN A6RGMS MADOUETTE TWP.	 (SY-MBOL	 -VL)
1975 it	 -923 PAN A9PtMS RAPT OF M APOUETTE TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 EWX)'
1975 it1200:i PAN AEP.AKS PART OF CHOCLAY TWP. 	 (SYMBOL	 EWV)
1976 it	 30ci FAN MOSHT STRIPS ALONG US-41 A t(D 289 MAP.OUETTE TO NEGAUNEE
1976 1t12000 PA'S ABPAMS APFA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL	 FC'S)
MASO t3 1961 it 7926 PAN ABPAMS CITY OF LUDINGTON SSYMBOL 	 APY)
1964 it	 60£9 PA*4 STEP°_O LUOINGTON STATE PAPF,	 6 SO. MILES	 (ONP-PARKS)
1965 )214437 P.AN MDaHT US-319 WHITEHALLTO LUOZNGTON CFILE NO 467)
1967 1tl_2(!CO PAN 40SHT US-31, LUDINGTON	 (FILE NO 53-547)
1968 it	 3GCJ PAN MOSHT US-311 THROUGH COUNTY	 (FILE NO 53-585)
1958 1119211 PAN ABPAMS STRIP FROM LUDINGTON TO REED CITY (SYMBOL	 CG21
1969 It 791;1 PAN ABRAHS CITY OF LUDINGTON 	 (SYMBOL	 CNL)
1969 1: 792u PA t1 ABPAMS PART OF SECTION 10, T .19N., P..18W.	 (SY MBOL	 CU71
197£ it	 3961 PAN ABPAMS LU^INGTO!I SHOPELINE (SYMBOL	 CZX)
197„ It	 60£2 0 PAN ABRAMa LUOINGTOt4 SHORELINE tSYMBOL	 DES, ALSO SCALES 113960)
1?7C it	 6063 PAN A9P.tMS PART OF DERPE MARQUETTE TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 DAY)
197, it 7921 PAN ABPAMS RAPT OF VICTORY TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 CZW)
i 197+7 1t120C9 PAN ABPAMS LUDINGTONSHORELINE'(SYMBOL	 DBR, ALSO SCALES 1179201
1971 it	 39F0 PAN A?P-'CMS LUDINGTON SHOrELZNE ('SYMBOL	 DIT)
.'971 It	 3954 PA'4 A9RAMS CITY OF LUDINGTON (SYMP_OL 	 ONO)
1072 14 , 7920 PA t1 ABPAMS PART OF MUSTER TWP.	 (SYMBOL -OU),	 ALSO SCALES	 Illi20001
19`'2 1315847 PGN ABPAMS EDF'4 TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 DUB)
1:977 it	 43u0 PAN APRA`1S VICINITY OF SCOTTSVI'LLE (SYMBOL 	 EBS)
1973 it	 50£7 'PAN CORPS PARTIAL SHORELINF.
1973 11240c, PAN ABPAMS AREAS IN COUNTY (SYMBOL	 EFV)
1974 It IE tao COL EAI!y LAKr MICHIGAN SHORELINE	 (MSN.	 X252M, ALSO PAN,CIP. "SS)
1975 it	 3003 PAS; MOSHT US-31, OCEANA COUNTY LINE TO LUDINGTON (NO 53-726
19.7, It 79 y 0 PAN ABPAMS PART OF SECTION 4, VEV.AY TMP.	 (SYMBOL	 EUC)
197: 1t	 6000 PAN MOSHT SHORT STFI D ALONG 14-35 NFAP GWINN (SYMBOL F99)
4ECOS T A 1 9 4 it	 60c] P,GN A9Pf-iS CITY CP 91G PAPID 7 IKHOTO INDEX NO.	 1.001)
1954 It 6IC2 PAN ABPAMS HIGHWAYS	 (ONP-ENG)
19E2 LNKNOht( COL ONP FEt^THER 9E9 FLOODING,	 35 MM. LOW OBLIQUE (ONR-WILDLIFE)
1962 LNKNCWti CCL ONP PICKEREL C.P. FLOOD., 35 MM. LOW OBLIQUES ('ONR-WILDLIFE)
19F2 UNKNOWN CCL DNP HAYMAPSH LAKE, 35 MM. 	 LOW OBLIQUES	 (QNR-WILDLIFE)
1962 UNK'1C'411 CCL DNR LITTLEJOHN FLOODING, 35 MM. LOW OBLIQUES tDNP.-WILDLIFE)
1962 UNKNO'AN CcL DNP MAPTINY LAKES, 35 MM. LOW CBLIDUES	 (ONR-NILOLIFE)
1965 it	 6003 PAN MOSHT M-66, SIY LAK ES TO REMUS (FILE NO 54-485)
1965 it	 96[1 PAN MOSHT M-23,	 14 -56 TO r=EPFIfLO CENTER (FTLE NO 54-479)
1956 It14403 PA.N MOSHT M-29, WHIT E CLOUD T3 REMUS (FILE NO 534)
19E6 12144CO PAN A9F.G'MS STRIP FROM WHIT_ CLOUD TO PEMUS (SYMBOL 	 B'VR)
1967 it	 30OJ PAN MOSHT M-29, H-66 FAST TO COUNTY LINE (FILE NO 54-5401
1968 it	 96:'0 P!,U f4!SHT M-20,	 AT BIG PAPIDS (FILE NO 54-566)
196? it	 9507 PAN `SDSPT US-131	 RELOCATION AT -IG RAPIDS (FILE NO '54-5891
19'F.9 11	 7920 PAN ABP.t4S AREAS IN MORTON TWP.	 (SYMBCL	 CVW1
1959 it 7927 Pal) ABPAMS PART OF GRANT TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 CUY)
197G it	 7923 Ptti ABPAMS APEA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL 	 OCX)
1979 111440) PAN ABPAt1S MUSKEGONPIVEF FROM N =_WAYGO TO BIG RAPIDS (SYMBOL	 CSY)
197.6 1,151943 PAN ABPAMS MUS`^4EGON PIVEF FP,OH NEWAYGC TO BIG RAPIDS 	 (SYMBOL	 CSY)
1971 it 792B PAN AREA IN GRANO TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 OIL)
1971 it	 "72i PAf4 A2Pt,MS PART OF MOPTON AND AUSTIN TW PS.	 (SYMBOL	 OKC)
19 7 2 it 9503 PAN AF)SHT US-1319 5 RILE ROAD NORTH TO STATE LINE (FILE NO 676)j071 111.2093 P 1!d 'iPSHT 1lS-131, PFLOCATION, 40RL7Y NORTH TO ASHTOM (NO 634)
1:972 It	 ROC] P4,N MOSHT US-131, FOGAR ROAD NORTH TO 19 MILE ROAD (NO 608)
1,972 it	 7923 Ptt( ABRAMS PART OF COUNTY(SYMBOL	 DYB)
i°.72 11144CC PG D! ABPAMS PART OF AUSTIN TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 OPC1
1973 1:	 6OG0 PAN MDSPT US-131, CROSS FLIGHTS, EDGAR ROAD T O 19 MILE ROAD
iCOUNTY DATE
__
SCALE FILM AGENCY AREA/COMMENTS
MECOSTA 1974 it	 3960 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF RIG P.APIDS (SYMBOL	 EOG)
1974 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS LOST CANYON NUMBEF TWO	 MECOSTA (SYMBOL	 EMP1







MOSHT US-131, 11 MILF ROAD TO 19 MILE ROAD	 (FILE NO 727)
1975 it	 6003 PAN MDSHT M-66, SIX LAKES TO REMUS (FILE NO 741)
1976 it 6003 _ PAN' MDSHT STRIP ALONG US-131, NORTH OF PEED CITY TO 9IG RAPIDS
1976 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF BIG RAPIDS (SYMBOL	 FCZ)
MENOMINEE 1962 UNKNOWN COL ONR HAYWARD LAKES, 35 MM, LOW OBLIQUES	 (DNR—WILDLIFE)
196!1 UNKNOWN COL ONR HAYWARD LAKE AREA, 35 MM. LOW OBLIQUES	 (DNR-WILDLIFE)
1969 It	 7920' PAN ABf2AMS NOPTH 1/2, SECTION 19, LAKE THP.	 (SYMBOL	 COT)
t 1970'— it	 6003 PAN HURD MENOMINEE CITY APEA,	 ALSO 1112009(SYMBOL+'	 BZX)
1971 it	 3960 PAN ABRAMS AP.FA	 IN COUNTY	 (SYMBOL DNB)( 1173 1115840 BWIR HURD MENOMINE= R IVER APEA	 (SYMBOL,	 OCC)
1974 1110000 COL EPIM LAKE MICHIGAN SHORELINE (MSN.- X252M,	 ALSO PAN,CIR,MSSI
1976 1! 6000 PAN MDSHT STRIP ALONG US-2 (SYMBOL FAD)
MIDLAND 1962 UNKNOWN COL DNR KAWKAWLIN FLOODING, 35 MM. LOW 09LTOUES	 (DNR.—WILDLIFE)
1962 It	 9609 PAN ABRAMS MIDLAND TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 AU9)
' 1966 1t192GJ PAN ABRAMS 410LAND TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 BTE, ALSO SCALE, 1196001
i9F_7 11 7920 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL	 BYO)
' 3968 11 7920 PAN ABRAMS' CITY OF MIDLAND (SYMBOL 	 CKF, ALSO SCALE,	 1139;0)
1970 If 3(OJ PAN MDSHT M-209	 FROM MERIDIAN ROAD TC US-10 (FILE NO 56-655)
1971 it	 4800 PAN MDSHT US-109 MIDLAND BYPASS AREA (FILE NO 56-669)
1972 1t	 2400 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF MIDLAND (SYMBOL	 OVK)
1. 972 is	 3960 PAN ABRAMS ROAD SITS IN COUNTY (SYMBOL	 DVS)
1972 It	 7920 PAN ABRAMS PARK SITES IN COUNTY (SYMBOL	 DTP)
1972 It 7920 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF MIOIAHC (SYMBOL	 OYK,	 ALSO SCALE,	 1239601
1974 It	 2400 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF MIDLAND (SYMBOL	 ECO)
1974 1115840 PAN DNR TOPO MAPS
1975 UNKNOWN PAN ABRAMS CITY OF MIDLAND	 (SYMBOL	 ETF)
1975 it 7920 PAN ABRX.MS INGERSOLL TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 F_SE.)
MISSAUKEE 1962 UNKNOWN COL ONP. CANNON OR. FLOODING, 35 MM. LOW OBLIQUES ,DNR-WILDLIFE)
1966 it	 3000 PAN MDSHT M-55, CADILLAC TO M-66 (FILE .NO 57-492)
O 1968 1115840 PAN ABRAMS FOP=ST COVER	 (DNP—ENG)1969 it	 7920 PAN ABRAMS SECTION 20, CLAM UNION TWP. (SYM90L	 CVC)
1,970 It 7929 PAN ABRAMS LAKE MISSAULKE AND VICINITY (SYMBOL DOZ, ALSO 1/36000)
1970 It 7923 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL	 DOX)
1972 it 2496 PAN ABRAMS ARFA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL DXN)
1972 1120004 PAN ABRAMS STRIP FROM KALKASKA TO MECOSTA COUNTY (SYMBOL	 OVY)
1974, 11	 6000 PAN ABRAMS SECTION 34, LAKE TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 EDP)
1976 it	 4800 PAN ABRAMS VILLAGE OF MCBAIN tSYMBOL	 FDU)
MONROE 1961" UNKNOWN PAN DNR SWAN CPEFK MAPSH, 35 MM. LOW 09LIOUES 	 (DNR—WILDLIFE)
1961 UNKNOWN PAN ONP' MONROE MARSH	 35 MM.	 LOW OBLIOUES	 (ONR—WILDL FF)FE)PTE. MOUILLFk AREA, 35 MM. LOW 03LIOUE 	 (ONR—WILDLIF196 1
1961
UNKNOWNit14400 COLPAN DNRMDSHT WHITEFORD, 9EDFORD AND ERIE TWPS (FILE NO 58-4941 	 —
1963 It	 79.20 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF TEMPERANCE (SYMBOL 	 AZO)
1964 UNKNOWN COL DNR PTE.	 MOUILLEE A REA, 35 MM'. LOW OBLIQUE	 (DNR-WILDLIFE)
1964 It	 3009 PAN MDSHT 1-275, I-94 TO I-96 (FILE NO 58-419)
f 1964 it	 9600 PAN MDSHT US-223 AND M-151, IN COUNTY (FILE NO 53-415)
1964 it 9640 PAN MDSHT I-75, FROM STATE LINF TO I-275 (FILE NO 58- 3941
1964 11 960 8 PAN
PAN(







US-2	 AND M— i51, INTERCHANGE (FILE NO 5P-466)
I-75, OHIO LINF TO SIBLEY ROAD (FILE NO 58-449)
1966 LNKNOMN PAN EPIM PEACH ISLAND TO MONROE (MULTIBAND, SCANNERS AL71 20001
1966 UNKNOWN PAN ERIN PEACH ISLAND TO LUNAR, D IER (MULTIBAND SCANNERS)
1966 UNKNOWN PAN EA IM GIRRALTER TO OHIO (MULTIBAND, SCANNEPS ALT,, 200OFT)
1966 11 7920 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF MONP,OF (SYMBOL	 BRA)
1967 UNKNOWN PAN EPIM TOLEDO TO PORT HURON SHORELINE (BWIP, SCANNEPS)
1967 it 3960 PAN) ABRAMS BLAKFLY AND BROWNSTOWN DRAINS 	 (SYMBOL	 CCU)
1968 It 7920 PAN ABRAMS MONROE AREA	 (SYMBOL	 CIL,	 ALSO SCALES', 113960	 116~00)
1969 UNKNOWN PAN ERIN` SIX MILES ALONG TH€ RAISIN RIVER (MULTIBAND,GANNERS)'
1969 1112003 PAN ABRAMS ASH AND BERLIN TWPS.	 (SYMBGL	 COL)
1969 1,1'5849 PAN ABRAMS AREA NEAR DUNOFE	 (SYMBOL	 CPR, ALSO SCALE,	 it7920)
1970 UNKNOWN PAN ERIK MONROE POWER PLANT (SCANNERS, ALT' 5000FT)
1971 it	 79`20 PAN ABRAMS PAPT OF ERIE TWO .	 (SYMBOL	 OLR)
1971 1215840 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN SOUTHERN PAR T OF COUNTY (SYMBOL	 DOD)
1972. UNKNOWN PAN — ERIM ENPICO FERMI PLANT (MULTIBAND, SCANNERS ALTt 5000ET)
COUNTY DATE SCALE FILM AGENCY AREA/COMMENTS
MONPOF- 1972 UNKNOWN PAN EPIM DETROIT rDISON PLANT ON RAISIN RIVER (ALT$ 5000FT)
1972 UNKNOWN PAN EpIM PLUME OF RAISIN RIVER (MULTIBAND, SCANNERS ALT( '50000
1972 UNKNOWN PAN ERIM POINT; MOUILLE_F (SCANNERS, MULTISAND, 	 ALT$ '20DIFT)
1972 it 4000 CTR ERIM PTE.	 MOUILLEE	 (MSN. 63M,ALSO SCALES	 114000,70MM BWl
1972 It 7929 PAN ABRAMS' NEAP. MONROE (SYMBOL
	 OXF)
1972 1't	 8000 CIR MSU/RSO PTE.	 4OUILL=_E AREA (ALSO SCALE OF 1t4000)
1973 UNKNOWN PAN EPIM POINT'E MOUILLSEMONROE (MULTIBAND, SCANNERS)
1973 UNKNOWN PAN ERIM MONROE CO FLOODfNG (MULTIBAND, SCANNERS ALT$ 10000FT)
"
1973 ii 6000 PAN MDSHT M-151, US-223 TO US-23, FILE NO 58-6991 r`1973' It 7929 PAN ABRAMS ARFA SOUTH OF MONROE (SYMBOL EAW 	 ALSO SCALES 1$3960)
1974 Is	 3001 PAN MDSHT M-509 TELEGRAPH TO I-75, MONROF AREA 	 (FILE NO 7141
1974 Ss10000 COL ERIM LAKE EPIF SHORELIN; (MSN.	 )252M, ALSO PAN,CIR)
1974 1:12000 PAN ABRAMS PART OF EPIE TWP,	 (SYMBOL
	 EFT,	 ALSO SCALES 157920)
-1975 it	 48CO PAN AP_PAMS MILAN TW P .	 (SYMBOL	 ESH)
197 it24093 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF 40NPOE'(SYMBOL 	 ERG, ALSO SCALES it7920)
1976 It 7927 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF MONROE (SYMBOL
	 FCM, ALSO SCALES 1139601




1976 111201"1 PAN ERIM ONE STRIP IN DETROIT EOISON PLANT AREA (SYMBOL FOX)
s
MONTCALM 1961 Is	 9600 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF GREENVILLE (SYMBOL
	 ARF)
1465 It	 6000 PAN MDSHT US-131	 14 MILE ROAD TO M-46 (FILE NO 59-486)
19E5 1:	 60G9 PAN MDSHT M-66, S1 IX LAKES TO REMUS (FILE NO 59-4851
1966 It 7920 PAN ABRAMS PART OF WINFIELD AND REYNOLDS TWPS. (SYMBOL
	
8PT)
1956 It 7920 PAN ARRAMS STRIPS ALONG RAILPOADS IN GREENVILLE (SYMBOL
	 BSK)
1969 it 7929 PAN AAP.AMS PART OF PIERSON TWF.	 (SYMBOL	 CNX)
1971 is 3960 PAN ABRAMS PART OF CRYSTAL AND EVERGREEN TWOS.	 (SYMBOL
	 DGT)
1971 is 7920 PAN ABRAMS PART OF EUREKA TWP. 	 (SYMBOL	 OMT)
1971 Is 7929 PAN ABFAMS PART OF CATO TWP.
	 (SYMBOL	 DG8)
1971 1t12000 PAN ABRAMS SHERIDAN AND LAKE THIRTEFN AREA (SYMBOL	 DJP)
1971 Iti2091 PAN MDSHT US-131 RELOCATION, GATES ROAD TO MORELY AND ASHTON
197i it15840' PAN ABRAMS SHFRIOAN AND LAKE THIRTEEN AREA (SYMBOL	 DJP)
^7 -1972 Is	 6000 PAN MDSHT US-131, 
E
DGAR ROAD TO 19 MILE ROAD (FILE NO 59-6981
i 1973 it	 6003 PAN MDSHT US-131	 CROSS FLIGHTS, EDGAR ROAD TO 19 MILE POADW 1975 it	 6000 PAN MDSHT M-6$,	 SIX LAKES TO REMUS (FIE£ NO 741)
F 1975 1140000 COL BEND.IX TOWNLINE LAKE AREA	 (LANDSAT PROD. E2325)1976 It	 4800 PAN ABRAMS' VILLAGE OF MCBPIDE (SYMBOL
	
FDU)
MONTM OPNCY 19E2 UNKNOWN COL DNR RAINEY RIVER FLOOD., 35 MM. LOW OPLIDUF. 	 (DNR-WILDLIFE)
1964 it	 3007 PAN MDSHT M-32',	 ATLANTA TO HILLMAN (FILE NO 60-3951
19E6 1:	 6001 PAN MDSHT M-329 GAYLORD TO ATLANTA(FIL€ NO 60-502)
I' 1966 It 7929 PAN ABRAMS CLEAR LAKE STATE PARK, 1 S0. MILE	 (DNR—PARKS)
19;8 it15840 PAN ABRAMS FOREST COVER
	
(ONP—ENG)
E 1971 It	 7920 PAN ABRAMS PART OF ALBERT TWP. 	 (SYMBOL
	 OPS)
t 1975 1140000 COL 8ENrIX VALENTINE LAKV AREA (LANDSAT PROJ,-T2325)
1976 1:14400 CIR MDSHT FOUR_ FLIGHT LINES BETWEEN GAYLORD AND ATLANTA
MUSKFGON 1959 it 6000 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF MUSKEGON
1961 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL ASI)
1961 It 7920 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL ADZ, ALSO Iti'5840)
1962 it 6000 PAN ABRAMS HOFFMASTEP STATE PARK, 2_SO *
 MILES	 (DNR—PARKS)
1964 1215843 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF MUSKEGON (SYMBOL
	
BJM)









CITY OF MONTAGUE ('SYMBOL	 BLI
	
ALSO SCALES 117920
SOUTH SHORE OF CAKE MUSKFGON (SYMBOL
	
9KW)
1966 it	 4800 PAN A8RAMS NOPTON TWP. (SYMBOL
	 BSJ)
0 1966, is 4800 PAN MDSHT I-96 BL, GETTY ST TO M-46 IN MUSKEGON (FILE NO 53111966 it 6060 PAN STEPEO MUSKEGON STATE PARK, 2 S9. MILES	 (DNR—PARKS)
-1966 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF MUSKEGON, BUSINESS DISTRICT (SYMBOL 	 BRM1
1966 Is	 9600 PAN MDSHT M-46,	 MAPLE ISLAND ROAD TO RAVENNA ROAn (FILE NO 5151
1966 1614400 PAN MDSHT US-319	 IN MUSKEGON COUNTY (FILE NO 4961
1967 SS 7920 PAN ABRAMS SECTION IN COUNTY (SYMBOL CST)
1968 is	 3000 PAN MDSHT US-31 RELOCATION, IN NORTHERN PART OF COUNTY (NO 5851
1968 It 4800 PAN ABRAMS VT!LAGE OF RAVENNA (SYMBOL
	
CFO)
1969 is	 3000 PAN MDSHT "--31 BUSINESS ROUTE FROM WHITEHALL TO MONTAGUF
1969 1215841 PAN ABRAMS AREA 	 IN MUSKEGON (SYMBOL
	
CTM)
197E UNKNOWN PAN ERIM NUSKEGON POWER PLANT AND PAPER MILL, MONTAGUE
1970 it	 3963 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF WHITEHALL (SYMBOL 	 DEW
1970 is 3960 PAN ABRAMS MUSKEGON AND VICINITY (SYMBOL	 OBS)
1971 1115840 PAN ABRAMS WETLAND AND GAME AREA
	
(SYMBOL
	 DPJ, ALSO SCALES 1279201
1972 UNKNOWN PAN ERIM MUSKEGON RIVER OLUME (;MULTIBAND,'SCANNERS ALT( 5000FT)
1
0 OuNi Y OATF SCALE FILM AGENCY ARFA/COMMENTS
MUSKEGON 1972 11	 3000 PA N MDSHT M-120, CAUSEWAY TO RIVER ROAD IN MUSKEGON	 (NO 685)
1972 It	 3000 PAN MDSFT M-37, STPUCTUPE OVER C 0 RR SOUTH OF BAILEY1972 is 96C3 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL OTM)
1973 UNKNOWN EPIM MUSKEGON PTVER (MULTIBAND9 SCANNERS ALT• 5000FT)
1973 it	 6009 PAN ABRAMS AREA	 IN COUNTY (SYMBOL EGN)
1973 It	 601'3 PAN CORDS PARTIAL SHORELINE
1973 It 7920 PAN ABPAMS PART OF FRUITPORT TWP. 	 (SYMBOL	 EEF)
1973 Is 7 920 PAN ABRAMS ARFA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL EGN)
1974 It	 6010 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF MUSKEGON HEIGHTS (SYMBOL	 EOQ)
1974 it	 792J PAN STEPEO DUCK LAKE STATE PAFKv	 (ONR—PARKS)
1974 It 7921 PAN ABRAMS PART OF MONTA -GU = TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 ENSI
1974 1110003 COL f7clim LAKc: MICHIGAN SHORELINE	 ( MSN.	 X252M,	 ALSO PAN,CIR,MSS)
1974 1112013 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF MUSKEGON HEIGHTS (SYMBOL E009	 ALSO 11180001
1974 ItI2000 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF MUSKEGON (SYMBOL	 EDP)
1975 1l120c3 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF MUSKEGON (SYMBCL	 EGE)
NEWAYGO 1955 it	 6000 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF rP FMONT (PHOTO INDEX NO. lliG)
1963 It 7920 PAN A8PAMS VICINITY OF WHITE CLOUD	 (SYMBOL	 BAK)
1964 it	 60oo PAN STErEO NEWAYGO STATE PARK9 6 SO * MILES	 (ONP—PARKS)
1964 1: 7920 PAN ABRAMS PART OF G00OW rLL TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 8GI)
1965 it	 7920 PAN ABPP-ls CITY OF FPFMONT (SYMBOL	 BOA)
1966 lt14490 ABRAMS STRIP F90M WHITE CLOUD TO REMUS (SYMBOL	 BVRV
1966 1114400 PAN MOSHT M-23,;	 WHITE CLOUD TO REMUS (FILE NO 534)
1 068 It 7923 PAN ABRAMS DENVER TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 CFVl
1969 It	 7921 PAN ABRAMS BRIDGETON TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 CNY)
1969 12	 9601 PAN MDSHT M-37,	 M-46 TO M-82 (FILE NC 610)
I969 it	 9600 PAN A BRAMS CITY OF NEWAYGO (SYMBOL	 CSR)
1970 It	 4803 PAN ABRAMS VILLAGE OF HESPERIA ( SYMBOL	 DOC)
197E It	 7920 PAN ABRAMS PAPT O F CROTON TWP,	 (SYMBOL	 OCR)
1970 1114400 PAN ABRAMS MUSKEGON RIVER FR OM NEWAYGO TO BIG RAPIDS (SYMBOL
	 CSY)
1970 1115A40 PAN ABRAMS MUSKEGON RIVEP FROM NEWAYGO TO BIG RAPIDS (SYMBOL	 CSY)
1 1975 1140000 COL 8ENOIY FREMONT	 LAKE AREA (LANDSAT PROJo E23251
1975 it	 3001 PAN' MDSHT STRIPS NFAR M-37 BRIDGE SITE, NEWAYGO (SYMBOL FAJ)
OAKLAND 1953 ItI2000 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF LAKE OPION
1955 it	 9603 PAN ABRAMS HIGHWAYS	 1DNF—FNGl
1957 It	 4801 PAN AP-RAMS CITY OF PONTIAC tPHOTO INDEX NOs 1511)
1957 it	 99c9 PAN ABRAMS HIGHWAYS	 (ONP—ENG)
1960 it	 96E3 PAN ABRAMS STRIP FROM BRIGHTON TO PONTIAC (SYMBOL 	 ANC)
I9F1 If	 6009 PAN STEPEO HOLLY PECREATION AREA * 6 SCe MILES	 ( ONR—PARKS)
1961 it	 6CCO PAN STF;:EO PROUD LAKE RECREATION AREA	 (ONP,-PARKS)
1961 It	 7920 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF PONTIAC	 (SYMBOL	 ARC)
1961 Il12000 PAN AalpAms CITY OF SIPMINGHAM (SYMBOL	 ARS)
1961 1212001 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF SOUTHFIELD (SYMBOL	 ART)
1961 1115840 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF OXFORD (SYMBOL	 APU9 ALSO SCALES 11792C)1961 1215843 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF SOUTHFIELD (SYMBOL	 ASN)
1962 it 3960 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF PONTIAC (SYMBOL	 AUC)
1962 It	 48GO PAN ABPt4S CITY OF FARMINGTON (SYMBOL	 ATO)
1962 it	 6003 PAN ABRAMS RECREATION AREAS (SYMBOL	 AYJ)
1962 It	 6080 PAN STEPEO PROUD LAKE RECREATION AREA	 tONR—PAPKS)
1962 1;	 7920 P4N ABRAMS VILLAGE OF KEFGO HARBOR (SYMBOL	 AUR)
1962 it 792G PAN ABPAMS CITY OF BLOOMFIELD HILLS (SYMBOL AUS)
1962 1:	 7920 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF TROY	 (SYMBOL	 AXF)
19F3 it	 6003 PAN STEFEO PROUD LAVE 
R
ECREATION AREA	 (ONR—PARKS)
1963 It	 6o r-0 PAN ABRAMS AREAS IN COUNTY ( SYMBOL	 BROS
1963 it	 6050 PAN ABRAMS PROUD LAKE (SYMBOL	 AZT)
1963 It	 7923 PAN ABRAMS PAPT OF COUNTY (SYMBOL	 BBE)
I9E3 1119291 PAN ABRAMS AREA AROUND CLAWSON (SYMBOL	 AZM)
1964 it	 3033 PAN MDSHT 1-696, 1-75 TO 1-94 (FILE NO 63-420
1964 it	 3961 PAN ABRAMS CLINTON R IVER IN PONTIAC (SYMBOL	 BFWI
1964 It	 4200 PAN MDSHT' 1-969	 AT KENT LAKE (FILE NO 63-411)
196 L is	 6000 PAN MDSHT M-24 AND 1-75, INTERCHANGE AREA (FILE NO 63-4281
1964 it	 6000 PAN STEPEO ORTO^IVILLE RECREATION AREA, 2 SO MILES	 (ONR-PARKS)
1964 Is	 6000 MOSPT RACKHAM MUNICTPAL GOLF COURSE (FILE 63-416)
I964 lt24000 PAN A93PAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SY M BOL BHT)
1965 Is	 3003 PAN MOSHT TELEGRAPH TOAD	 US-10 TO 1-75 INTERCHANGE fNO 63-447)
1565 12	 3000 PAN MDSHT 1-96,	 5 MILE R6AD TO 1-696 (FILE NO 63-464)
1965 It	 36CO PAN MDSHT US-24 IN COUNTY (FILE NO 63-489)
1965 it	 3603 PAN MDSHT TELEGRAPH POAD *	 Il MILE ROAD TO US-10	 (FILE NO 63-483)
1965 18	 6000 PAN ABRAMS VILLAGE OF WIXOM (SYMBOL	 BKU)
1.
COUNTY- DATE SCALE FILM: AGENCY AREA/COMMENTS
OAKLAND 1965 It 6000 PAN
PAN
MDSHT 1-96	 BETWCEN iG AND 12 MILE ROADS (FILE NO 63-429)







MDSHT I-696, FROM LASHER ROAD TO COOLIDGE ROAD (NO 63-444)
1965 1t19260 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF SOUTHFIELD (SYMBOL
	 BPA1
1966 UNKNOWN PAN ABRAMS CITY OF PONTIAC (SYMBOL
	
8UJ)
1966 It 3000 PAN MDSHT I-696, HEAR FARMINGTON (FILE NO 63-4931
1966 it	 3000 PAN MDSHT I-96 it MILE ROAD TO 12 1/2 MILE ROAD (FILE NO 63-523)
1966 it	 300J PAN MDSHT I-696
	 LASHFR ROAD TO I-75 INTERCHANGE (FILE NO 5161
1966 11	 4800 PAN MDSHT WOODWARD AVE, M-102 TO 10 MILE ROAD (FILE NO 63-506)
1966 1t-4800 PAN MDSHT US-10 Z M-102 TO SOUTH BLVD (FILE NO 63-5061
1966 it 6000 PAN ABRAMS AVON fwP.	 (SYMBOL	 BSCI








1966 It 7920 PAN ABRAMS SECTIONS IN LYONS TWP. 	 (SYMBOL
	 BVZ)
1966. it 7920 PAN ABRAMS BALD MT. RECREATION AREA, 4 SO'. MILES
	 (ONR-PARKS)
iS66 It	 9600 PAN MDSHT I-96, SCHOOLCRAFT ROAD TO MEADOWBROOK AND NEWBERG ROAD
1966 it12000 PAN ABRAMS SECTIONS IN COUNTY (SYMBOL
	 BTO)
1966 1119200 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF SOUTHFIELD (SYMBOL
	
BTA)
1967 It 3000 PAN MDSHT NORTHWESTERN HIGHWAY (FILE NO 63-5561
1967 18	 3000 PAN MDSHT I-275 EXT , 12 MILE ROAD TO OAKLEY PARK ROAD (NO 555)
1967 1= 7920 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF TROY (SYMBOL
	 CBR)
1967 It 7920 PAN ABRAMS PONTIAC TWP.	 (SYMBOL
	
CAE)
1967 it	 7920 PAN ABRAMS NEAR SOUTH LYONS (SYMBOL
	
CAC)
1967 it	 9600 PAN MDSHT 1-969	 WIXOM ROAD TO 1-696	 (FILE NO 63-556)
1968 11	 30GO PAN MDSHT I-96 AND 10 MILE ROAD (FILE NO 63-570)
1968 It 3000 PAN MDSHT' I-696, LASHFR, TO COOLIDGE ROAD (FILE NO 63-590)
1968 It	 3000 PAN MDSHT I-759 ROCHESTEP ROAD AND I-75 (FILE NO 63-5671
1968 It 3000 PAN MDSHT I-96 AND FAPMINGTON ROAD (FIL'E NO 63-569)
t 1968 Is "3000 PAN MDSHT I-96 AND MILFO RD ROAD	 (FILE NO 63-563)1968 it 3960 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF PONTIAC (SYMBOL
	 CFJ)	 -	 --
k 1968 It 7921 PAN` ABRAMS SECTIONS IN MILFORD TWP, (SYMBOL
	 CEX)
J 1968 It 7920 PAN ABRAMS NOVI TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 CHF)
L 1968 It 7929 PAN ABRAMS FARMINGTON TWP. (SYMBOL
	
CFM)
i	 W 1968 It 7920 PAN ABRAMS BLOOMFIELD TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 CEE, ALSO SCALE# 11158401I	 C4 1968 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS SECT20N IN NOVI TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 CGH)1968 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS BLOOMFIF.LD TWP.	 (SYMBOL
	 CHE, ALSO SCALE) 18120001
1969 1t	 3000 PAN MDSHT M-599 FORD POAD TO WILLIAMS LAKE ROAD
	 (FIL= NO 63-615)	 `'I
1969 it
	
3960 PAN' ABRAMS NE 1/4, SECTION 21, NOVI TWP.	 (SYMBOL
	
CNP)i 1969 It 7920 _	 PAN, ABRAMS SOUTH 112s SECTION 6, 	 FARMINGTON TWP.	 (SYMBOL
	
CTU)
1969 I t 7920 PAN ABRAMS NEST BLOOMFIELD TWP.	 (SYMBOL
	
CUJ)
1969 It	 9600 PAN MDSHT I-96, FROM HEST CO LINE TO SOUTH HILL ROAD (NO 620)




1969 1+12000 PAN ABRAMS SOUTH 112, SECTION 69	 FARMINGTON TWP.	 (SYMBOL
	
CTU)
1969 it12000 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF PONTIAC (SYMBOL











M-275	 M-59 TO I-75 AT CLARKSTON (FILE NO 63-649)
AND
1970 1412003 PAN ABRAMS
I-96	 NOVI ROAD INTERCHANGE (FILE NO 63-640)
PART OF OXFORD TWP. (SYMBOL
	 98T)i 1970 1115840 PAN ABRAMS NOVI TWP.
	
(SYMBOL







ABRAMS SECTION 25	 fAPMINGTON TWP. (SYMBOL
	
DGKI
NEST BLOOM^IELD TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 DMI)It	 6000 ABRAMS
1971 11	 6000 PAN MDSHT I-696, NORTHWESTERN AND TELEGRAPH ROAD INTERCHANGE
b 1971 It	 7920 PAN ABRAMS PART OF PONTIAC TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 DKQ)1971 Is 7920 PAN ABRAMS PART OF OXFORD TWP. (SYMBOL
	 ONG)8 1972 VARIES CIR, MSU/RSP PTE. MOUILLEE (35 MM OBLIOUE,ALSO 70 MM 8W)1972 is 3000 PAN MDSHT M-599 CASS LAKE ROAD TO US-10 (FILE NO 63-694)
1972 It	 3960 PAN ABRAMS PARTS OF CITY OF SOUTHFIELD (SYM90L	 OSU)












PART OF NOVI TWP.	 (SYMBOL
	 ORA)
AREAS IN COUNTY (SYMBOL
	 DST)
1972 It 4890 PAN ABRAMS PART OF SECTION 21, ROSE TWP.	 (SYMBOL
	 DYT)









PART OF BLOOMFIELD TWP. 	 (SYMBOL	 OXA)
PONTIAC AREA	 (MSN. 63M,ALSO SCALFlIt4000970
	
BW)
1972 it12000 PAN ABRAMS
MM
AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL
	
DYW)
1972 1115840 PAN ABRAMS WEST BLOOMFIELD TWP.
	 (SYMBOL	 DTA, ALSO SCALE( 183960)
1972 1124000 PAN ABRAMS PART OF COUNTY (SYMBOL
	 7X?)
1973 it	 310J PAN MOSHT M-59, US-23 TO WILLIAMS LAKE ROAD (FILE NO 63-704)
1973 it
	 3960 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF PONTIAC (SYMBOL	 EAD)
COUNTY	 DATE SCALE FILM AGEVCY
0AKLArtiJ	 1973 1t 60CJ PA.N ABRAMS'
1973 it 79EI PAN ABRAMS
1973 It	 7920 PAN ABRAMS
1973 It	 7920' PAN ABRAMS
1973 1112003 PAN 11AR4MS
1974 it	 3007 PAN MDSHT
1974 It	 3963 Pt; ABRAMS
2974 It	 -7 929 PAM' ABRAMS
1974 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS
1974 1112.0GO PAN ABRAMS
1974 1t12000 PAN ABRAMS
1974 it120G7 PA'N ABRAMS
1974 1115940 PAN ABPFMS
1974 1124000 PAN ABRAMS
1975 i1	 3003 PAN MDSHT
'	 1975 it	 3000 PAN MDSHT
1975' 11	 300 1 PAN MDSHT
1975 it	 3000 PAN MDSHT
1975 15	 3960 PAN ABRAMS
1975 It	 39EO PAri ABRAMS
1975 it 7920 PAN ABPf.HS
1975 it 9660 PAN MDSHT
1975 1112000 PAN ABRAMS
197c;75 11120170 PAN ABRAMS
r	 1975 ltl20GO PA O; ABPAMS
1975 1115841 PCN ABRAMS
1975 1120CP.4 PAN ABRAMSL9761 1;t	 30CU PAS( FRIV
1976 it 3000 PAN ERIP
1976 it	 30G3 PAN MDSHT
1976 14	 3007 PAN MDSHT
1976 it 6007 PAN spit+
197F., it 792-3 PAN ABRAMS
--Q	 1976 It PAPAN MOSTABPCMS1976 1t120Of3.^
W	 1976 lt12GC'0 PAN ABRAMS
rP	 1976 1115843 PAN ABRAMS
1976 1(36000 CIP MCSHTi
OCEANA	 1961 it7200 Pert AIRAHS
`	 1962 it	 600a PAN A?F.AMS
1964 LRKNCMN PA ►: STEFEO
1965 I1144v0 PAN Mr'SHs
1966 UNKNOWN PAN STEFE9
1966 it 7920 PAN' ABRAMS










GUN LAKE VICINITY (SYMBOL EGF)
PART OF SECTION 29, AVON TWP. (SYMBOL EAA)
AREA It! FAP.MINGTON (SYMBOL FAX, ALSO SCALER 113960)
PART OF COUNTY (SYMBOL EGO. ALSO SCALES 11396C)
OXFORD APFA (SYMBOL EII, ALSO SCALE R 1279201
1-696. GPEE t(FI_LD POAO TO GRAND TRUNK RP (NO 63-709)
PART OF COUNT Y tSYMBOL FOUR
AP.=AS IN COUNTY (SYMBOL EMU)
VICINITY OF OXFORD LAKE :SYM90L EL71
SITES Iti COUNTY (SYMBOL EOM, ALSO SCALES 117920)
PAPT OF OXFORD TWP. (SYMBOL EPK, ALSO SCALER 1160001
CITY OF FARMINGTON P (SYMBO
(SYMBOL
E0E7,10 ALSO -SCALER 1179201
PARTS OF AVON AND OAKLAND TWPS. (SYMBOL EMN)
I-7 5— M-27 59'DAVISRUP.G POAD (FILE NO 7541
T-275, MICHIGAN AVE TO I-696 (FILE NO 733)
M-399 I- 75 TO 12 MILE ?OAD (FILE NO 757)
I-75, BIG BFAV=R TO 16 MILE ROAD (FILE NO 7471
PART OF A SECTION IN COUNTY (SY43CL EVZ)
V'ILLAr,7 OF NOVI (SYMBOL EVZ1
CITY OF TPOr (SY43CL EU T_s ALSO SCALER •'112000!
M-275 AND NORTHWESTER N HWY, I-96 TO M-59 (NO 731)
PONTIAC AN^ VICINI TY (SY'7BCL FXZ, ALSO SCALES 12240001
PART OF OXFOPC TWP. (SYMBOL EYR)
PART OF MIL'FOPO TWP. (SY480L EYB1
CITY O= TROY (SYMBCL FUI)
CITY OF FAPMINGTON (SYMBOL ESG)
STPIPS ALONG US-24, SOUTHFIELD —TO PONTIAC (SYMBOL FCL)
STRIPS ALONG I-696 SOUTHFIELD T O HAZEL PARK
STRIP'S ALONG !'-59 40M PONTIAC TO US-23 (SYMBOL F30)
FARMINGTON APEA (SYMBOL FAB)
STPIP ALONG POCHESTEP POAD (SYMBOL FCR)
NEA R HOLLY (SYMBOL FCP)
STRIP ALONG NOVI FORD (SYMBOL FBF)
CITY OF 9FVFRLY (SY490L FCY, ALSO SCALER 11240001
CITY OF rAPMINGTON (SYMRO' FCY, ALSO SCALC^111124000)
AREAS IN COUNTY (SYMBOL EON, ALSO SCALrl t7924)
STPIP ALONG PFOPOSED I-235
SILVER, L A KE (SYMBOL AP7)
MEA2S STATF PARK 150 ACPES 	 (ONO—PARKS)
SILVER LAKE;STAT^ PARK. 7 SO. MILES	 (DNQ-DARKS)
US- 31, HHITrMALL TO LUO'INGTON (FILE NO 467)





US-31 THROUGH COUNTY fFILF NO 5851
AREA tLt: COUNTY ( SYMBOL CGP)









US-31, RELOr,ATION	 SUCHANAN POAD TO POLK ROAD
PARTIALSHORELINE
1973 it 7927 PAN ABRAMS PART OF SRr.TION 27, FFPRY TWP,	 (SYMBOL	 EBB)
1974 1:t.7921 PAN ABRAMS APFA IN COUNTY (SYt"90L	 'OOP
1974 S1 00G8 COL EPIM LAKE MICHIGAN SHOFELINE (MSN.	 X252M, ALSO PAN•CIR,,MSS)
1975 It 7923 PAN A9FAMS AREA IN COLFAX TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 EXH1
1976 It	 7920 PAN ABRAMS PENTWATEP HARBOR, (SYMBOL 	 FEJ:
nGE MAW	 1963 21 7923 PAN ABR"-MS CHUQCH AND MILLS' TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 BSC)
1964 it 6009 PAN STEPt`0 PIFLE RIVER RECREATION A REA, 7 SO. MILES (ONO-PAPKS)
1964 it 7920 PAN AOFAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL	 3GU)
1965 it 6000 PAN HOSHT- I-75,	 AL,E C TO US-27 (°ILE NO 65-452)
1968 1115943 PAN ABRAMS FOREST CPWFP	 (9NP -ENG)
1971 It	 79217 PAN ABRAMS' PART' Or OG°MAW TW P .	 (SYMBOL	 ONT)
1971 1115840 PAri ABRAMS APFA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL. 	 9IY. ALSO SCALSS 1179201
1972 it 6013 PAN ABRAMS WEST B RANCH AN^ OGFMAW TWP. (SYMBOL	 OTS)
1972' it 7920 PAN ABPAMS AREA IN HOP TOK AND MILLS TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 OWF)
1973 it	 3960 PAN ABRAMS AREA I" rUMMING TWP.	 (SYHBCL	 EGV)'
nNTONA GON
	
1946 11120^3'J PAN ABRAMS HIGHWAYS	 (ONP-ENG)
1954 it 9603 PAN A8RAHS HIGHWAYS	 (fONR-ENG)
X
COUNTY DATE' SCALE FILM AGENCY
ONTONAGON 1962 it	 7 920 PAN ABRAMS1963 It 7920 PAN ABRAMS
1963 1t	 9500 PAN ABRAMS
1964 11	 '7921 PAN ABRAMS
1964 1815840' PAN ABRAMS
1965 It 7920 PAN ABRAMS
1906 it	 9603 PAN MDSHT
1966 1112000 PAN HUP
1969 1112000 PAN HURT'
1969 Is	 9600 PAN MDSHT
1969 it	 96GJ PAN ABRAMS
1969 1112030 PAN HURD
1970 1112000 PAN HURC
1970 1124000 PAN HURC
1971 UNKNOWN COL ONR
1971 1:12000 PAN- HURD
1972 1112000 PAS( HUPP
€ 1977 UNKNOWN CCL' ONF.
• 1973 11 7923
PAN
STEPEO
1973 1:24003 PAN HUPrl
197 4 iti0`OD0 COL ERIM
;ISCEOLA 1965 11 7920 PAN ABRAMS
1966 it	 3000 PAN MDSHT
1967 It 7920 PAN ABRAMS
196A 11 7920 PAN ABRAMS
4 1969 1119203 PAN ABPAMS
4 1969 Is 7920 PAN; ABRAMS1969 11	 7923 PAN ABRAMS
1969 it 7923 PAN ABRAMS
1969 11	 7923 PAP! ABRAMS
1970 It	 4803 PAN' ABRAMS
1976 11 7923 PAN ABRAMS








1971 11	 7 920 PAN ABRAMS
1971 11 9603 PAN MDSHT
1971 1112000 PAN MDSHT
1972 1120004-- PAN ABRAMS
1973 it	 6003 PAN A9fAMS
1973 11	 7920 PAN ABRAMS
1973 1212011 - PAN MDSHT
1976. it	 609z PAN MDSHT
1976 it	 7200- PAN MDSHT
OSCOOA 19E3 1119207 PAN ABRAMS
196-5 1115843 PAN ABRAMS
1969 11	 4803 PAN MDSHT
1.97 ,3 It 7920 PAN ABRAMS
1974 it 	 6000 PAN ABRAMS
1976 11	 3000 PAN MDSHT
OTSFrO 1963 1112000 PAN ABRAMS
1966 is	 6000 PAN MDSHT
1967 1112003 PAN MDSHT









►^ 1969 it	 7920 PAN ABRAMS
1969 It 7921 PAN ABRAMS
1971 Is	 7920 PAN ABRAMS
1971 1:19201 PAN ABRAMS
1972 it	 7 929 PAN ABRAMS
1972 11 7920 PAN ABRAMS
1972 11144GO PAN MDSHT
P 1973 St	 3963 COL ABRAMS










VILLAGE OF ONTONAGON (SYMBOL AWL)
STt^IPCAVE ORAGFIN COUNTY	 C1(SYM9OLBBV)
VILLAGE OF ROCKLAND (SYMBOL BGF)
FOP'=ST COVEP (DNR-ENGI
VICINITY OF ROCKLAND (SYMBOL BMJ)
M-26* GREENLAND TO ROLAND (FILE NO 66-522)
N.E. 5FRGLAND9S.E. CARP L. N.N. MATCHW00D TWPS*LAST)
N.F. CARP L.,W. ONTONAGON fWPS. (SYMBOLS 13N V)
M-107 SILVER CITY (FILE NO 66-6061
SIL'YE4 CITY (SYMBOL CRY)
E. 1/3 CARP LAKE TOWNSHIP (SYMBOLS BUZ)
S.E. CAPP L. N. ONTONAGON TWPS. (SYMBOLS CCNI
LAKE SUP cRIO? SHORELINE (SYMBOLS CAT)
NW WHITE PINE AREA, 35 MM. LOW 09LIQUE
	 (ONR-WILDLIFE)
WHITE PINF-SILVEP. CITY AREA XSYMBOLI CLSI
PINE RIVER AREA (SYNBOLI CVD)






AREA (SYM30Lt BED) 
LAKE SUPERIOR SHORELINE (MSN. X252M, ALSO PAN,CIR,'MSS)
CITY OF FVAP,T (SYMBOL 90")
M-61, M-115 TO HAPPISON (FILE NO 19-512)
MARION TWP. (SY490L BXK1
AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL CGT)
STRIP FROM LUDINGTON TO REED CITY (SYMBOL CCZI
RIVER. STRIP IN MIO'CLE BRANCH TWP. (SYMBOL CSA)
PART OF HEPSHEY TWP. (SYMBOL CUT)
CITY OF rVART (SYMBOL COM)
APFA IN CEDAR TWP. (SYMBOL CVD1
VILLAG'7 OF MAP T_ON (SYMBOL DOG)
PART OF SHEPMAN TWP. (SYMBOL DDB)
NEAR HICKS LAKFHARTWICK TWP, (SYMBOL BEE)
AREAS IN HARTWI6K TWP. (SYMBOL DHG1
PAPT OF HARTWICK TWP, (SYMBOL OJG)
AREA IN HEPSHEY TWP. (SYMBOL OIL)
US-131, FPOM MECOSTA CO LINE TO 4 MILE P.OAC (NO 6761
US-1319 ?ELOCATION, MORLEY TO ASHTON (FILE" NO 6841
STPIP'FROM KALKASKA TO MECOSTA COUNTY (SYMBOL OVYI
AREAS IN COUNTY (SYMBOL EBN, ALSO SCALES 1179201
PAPT OF SECTION i2, RICHMOND TWP. (SYM30L EBC)
US-131, P FFLIGHF FROM 26 MILE ROAD TO ASHTON IND 694)
STRIP ALONG US-131, NORTH OF REED CITY TO BIG PAPICS
STP>IP ALONG US-131 NcAR TUSTIN (SYMBOL FBJ1
AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL AZG)
FOREST COYER (ONP-ENG)
M-33, CROSSING AU SAUBLE RIVER AT MIG (FILE NO 68-607)
AREA IN COUNTY #SYMBOL CZE)
OSCODA TWO. (SYMBOLEBB, ALSO SCALES M20001
STRIP ALONG M-33 MID BRIDGE SITE (SYMBOL FAKI
HAY=S TWO . (SYMBOL 8BE)
M-32, GAYLORD TO ATLAN T A (FILE NO 69-502)
M-32, M.-66 TO GAYLORD (FI'LE NO 69-553)
GAYLORD AREA (SYMBOL CCMI
AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL CHC)
FO PEST COVER (ONP-ENG)
OTSEGO LAKF ANDGREENWOOD TWPS. (SYMBOL CTY)
S£ 174, SECT ION 34, DOVFR TWP SYMBOL (CTZ)
PART OF LIVINGSTON TWP. (SYM96L OPT)
AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL DIR)
PAPT OF COPWITH AND LIVINGSTON TWPS. (SYMBOL DVR)
PART OF HAYES THP. (SYMBOL DVPI
M-32, I-75 TO M-66 IN ANTRIM CO (FILE NO 693)
OTSFGO LAKE APEA (SYMBOL EGS)
AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL ECU, ALSO SCALES 127920)
PAPT OF -,OPWITH TWP. (SY480L ESH)
PARTS OF SFCTIONS 30 AND 31, BAGELY TWP. (SYMBOL F61D)
1COUNTY DATE SCALE FILM AGENCY AREA/COMMENTS
OTSEGO 1973 It 7928 PAN ABRAMS PART OF BAGFLY TWP.	 (SYt1BOL	 EEE)
1973 it10320 PAN ABRAMS AREA I'N COUNTY (SYMBOL 	 ECU)
1974 It 	 3000 PAN MOSHT I-75,	 PEST AREA, WINTEOS ROAD	 (FILE NO 71G)
1974 11'396] PAN ABRAMS BAGLEY TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 EOF, ALSO SCALES# 1#7920, 1-9960001
1976 Is 	 6000 PAN ABRAMS OTSEGO LAKE AREA (SYMBOL 	 FCN)
1976 1114401 GZR MOSHT FOUR FLIGHT LINES FETHEEN GAYLORD AND ATLANTA
OTTAWA 1955 it	 6000 PAN A9P.AMS CITY OF GRAND HAVEN ti'°OTf) TNDEX NO. 	 1997)
195 7 It 	 9700 PAN ABRAMS HIG44AYS	 (ONP—_NG)
1959 1t	 6000 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF HOLLAN^ (PHOTO INJFX NO. 1629)
1959 it 6003 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF GRANDVILLE (PHOTO INDEX NO. 1632)
s 1961 11, 60ZJ PAN ABRAMS STRIP FROM GRANDVILLE TO HOLLAND (SYMBOL	 APU)
1961 it	 9603 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF HOLLAND (SYMBOL	 AGO)
1962 it	 6000 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF GRAND HAVEN (SYMBOL	 ATO)
1962 it 7923 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF GRAND HAVEN (SYMBOL	 AUA)
1963 Sti4400 PAN ABRAMS STRIP PROM GRAND RAPIDS TO HOLLAND (SYMBOL 	 AZX)
196 + 1224080 PAN ABRAMS ARFA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL BHI)
1965 is	 30G9 PAN MCSHT I-96, HOLLAND TO GRANDVILLE (FILE NO 78-439)
1965 it	 6(100' PAN MOSHT US-31., HOLLAND (FILE NO 70-4371
1965 1t 7923- PAN ABRAMS HOLLAND'STAT_ PARK, 2 SO. MILES 	 (ONR—PARKS)
1965 1:	 7 920 PAN ABRAMS GEORGETOWN TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 BKY)
1965 it 7921 PAN ABRAMS ARIA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL 	 BKK)
1965 1t19200 PAN ABRAMS HOLLAND STAT E PARK (SYMBOL	 BOZ)
1966 it	 30G0 PAN MDSHT US-31, B PIOGE IN HOLLAND (FILE NO 70-511)
1966 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS SPRING LAKE TWP.	 ('SYMBOL	 BRRI
g 1966 It 7920 PAN ABRAMS HOLLAND STATE PARK (SYMBOL	 BOT)
E 1967 It	 3960 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN HOLLAND (SYMBOL 	 BYH)
1967 it 4 800 PAN ABRAMS GEOQGETqWN TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 CCP)
196 7 1215840 PAN ABRAMS VILLAGE OF COOOERSVILLF tSYMBOL	 BXY, ALSO SCALE 117920
1968 UNKNCIIN BWIP EPi`t GRANT HAVER) HARBOR (COLOR, SCANNERS ALTS 270OFT)
1968 It 7920 PAN ABRAMS ARFA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL	 CLP)
1969 LNKNOWN PAN ERIM SHORELINE NEAR GRAND HAVEN (MULTIBAND, SCANNERS)
1.969 It 7920 PAN ABRAMS GRAND HAVEN AREA (SYMBOL	 CNI)
1976 It	 4800' PAN ABRAMS AR°AS IN COUNTY (SYMBOL 	 DEC)
1970 11 7920 PAN ABRAMS SITES IN HOLLAND AND GEORGETOWN TWPS. 	 (SYMBOL	 OCVI
C.0 1971 it	 3960 PAN" ABRAMS SECTION 23, GRAND HAVEN THP.	 (SYMBOL	 OGO)
C) 1.971 1t.3960 PAN ABRAMS PART OF HOLLAN9 TWP. 	 (SYMBOL	 OPD)
1971 it	 3960 PAN ABRAMS PART OF HOLLAND TWP.	 ('SYMBOL	 DELI
1971 it	 3950 PAN ABRAMS FERRYS9URG, GPANO HAVEN AREA (SYMBOL 	 DIXI
1971 11 3960 PAN ABRAMS PART OF CPOCKFPY TW P .	 (SYMBOL	 DON)
1971 it 3960 PAN ABRAMS ARFA NEAR GRAND HAVEN 	 (SYMBOL	 -DOW/
' 1971 - 12 7929: PAN ABRAMS TUNNEL PARK (SYMBOL	 DIU)
1971 It 7923 PAN ABRAMS' PART OF GEORGETOWN TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 DOP)
1972 1t	 3960 PAN ABRAMS PART OF PAPK TWO .	 (SYMBOL	 DVN)
1972 1115840 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF ZEALAND (SYMBOL'	 DTI)
1973 UNKNOWN PAN-, FRIM GRAND PIVFR' (MULTIBAND, SCANNERS ALT( 500OFT)
1973 It	 6009 PAN CORPS PARTIAL SHORELINE
1973 Is 7920 PAN ABRAMS PART OF 'SPRING LAKE TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 EEF)
1973 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL EGN)
1974 it	 3960 PAN ABRAMS PARTOF PARK TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 EML)
1974 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS PART OF WRIGHT TWP. (SYMBOL	 EMG)
1974 1)i0009' COL' ERIM LAK,_ MICHIGAN SHORELINE (MSN.	 X252Mv ALSO PAN,CIR,MSS)
1975 It	 4 800 PAN ABRAMS ALLENDALP AND PART OF TALLMADGE THP. 	 (SYMBOL	 FYG)
1975 It	 6000 PAN MDSHT US-31-75,	 FROM HOLLAND TO GRAND HAVEN (FILE NO 752)
1976- it '3000 PAN MDSHT STRIP ALONG BUSINESS US'-131, HOLLAND	 (SYMBOL FAI)
1976 it 792J PAN ABRAMS HOLLAND HARBOR (SYMBOL	 FEJ)
1976 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS STRIP FROM GRAND HAVEN TO SAUGATUGK (SYMBOL	 FCSI
1976 1112000 PAN ABRAMS STRIP FROM GRAND HAVF'N TO SAUGATUGK (SYMBOL	 FCS)
1976 1115843 PAN ABRAMS STRIP FROM GRANT HAVFN TO SAUGATUGK (SYMBOL 	 FCSI
1976 1115840 PAN ABRAMS ZEELAND AREA (SYMBOL	 FB9, ALSO SCALEt 117920)
PRESO ISLE 1958 1212000 PAN ABRAMS ROGERS CITY (PHOTO INDEX NO. 1515)
1962 UNKNOWN COL ONR TOMAHAWK C5. FLOOD., 35 MM. LOW OBLTGUE 	 (DNR-WILDLIFE)
1963 1115840 PAN ABRAMS ROGERS CITY (SY480L	 BAV)
1964 12 396J PAN ABRAMS ROGERS CITY (SYMBOL	 B9J)
1964 1215843'' PAN' ABRAMS ROGERS CITY (SYMBOL	 B=_X1
1964 1119200 PAN ABRAMS PIPELINE FROM ALPENA TO ROGERS CITY (SYMBOL 	 BGE)
1965 it 9600 PAN ABRAMS ROGERS CITY (SYMBOL	 BLAI
1.965 1112000 PAN ABRAMS ROGERS CITY (SYMBOL	 BJO,	 ALSO SCAL c 113960)
1965. it15840 PAN ABRAMS OUARPY A REA, POGEPS CITY (SYMBOL	 BLD1
AC:OuNT4 'SATE SCALE FILM AGENCY AREA/COMMENTS












rb 1967 it	 7920 PAN ABRAMS
AREA,OUA?R.Y	 POG70 S CITY	 (SYMBOL
	 BRO)	 y	 _
POGERS CITY (SYMBOL	 CCO,	 ALSO SCALE$ 1t3960)







































STRIP IN ROGERS CITY BUSINESS LOOP (SYMBOL FCW)
P OSCOMMON 1961 it	 4800 PAN ABRAMS STRIP ALONGI-75 NEAP, HIGGINS LAKE
	 (SY MBOL	 ARV!	 1`i
1961 is	 6000 COL MOSHT PROPDSFO I- 75, 4-3L TO M-18 (FILE NO 72-337)
1962 UNKNOWN COL DNR DENTON C ?EFK, 35 MI'. LOW OBLIQUE
	 ('ONR-WILDLIFE)
19E2 UNKNCWN C.CL DNR MARSH CP.FEK, 35 MM. LOW OBLIQUE
	 (DNR-WILDLIFE)
1962 UNKNOWN COL ONR BEAR CREEK, 35 MM. LOW OBLIQUE
	 (ONR-WILDLIFE)
1962 UNKNOWN COL DNR" LITTLE MUD LAKE, 35 MM. LOI-OBLIQUE
	 (DNR-WILDLIFE)
1962 UNKNCWN COL DNR BACKUS CREEK,
	 ?5 MM.	 LOW OBLIQUE
	
('DNR.-WILDLIFE)
19E2 UNKNOWN COL ONR ROBINSON GREEK, 35 MM.	 LOW O?LIOUE
	 (ONR-WILDLIFE)	 r
1962 UNKNOWN COL DNP OEAO STRE AM FLOODING,	 35 MM. LOW OBLIQUE (DNR-WILDLIFE)
	 p
1964 it	 6069 PAN STEFEO N. HIGGINS LAKE STATE PARK, 2 SO. MILES	 (ONR-PARKS)
1964 it 7923 PAN; ABRAMS AREA	 IN COUNTY '(SYMBOL	 BGU`si 1964 11	 7923 PAN ABRAMS PAOT OF E OSCOMMON	 (SYMBOL	 BFOI	
1
E 1964 1:12001 PAN MDSHT I-75,	 ALGERTC SOUTH OF GRAYLING (FILE NO 72-387)
1965' it	 6000 PAN MDSHT I-75,	 ALGER TO US-27	 ( FILE NO 72-452)
1967 UNKNOWN COL DNR PIKE_ MARSH, 35 MM. LOW OBLIQUE	 (DNR-WILDLIFE)
1968 1 s'	 6003 PAN ABRAMS N 1/29 SFC71ON 119 ROSCOMMON TWP.	 (SYMBOL
	 CLO)
1968 it	 'P 920 PAN ABRAMS AREA	 NEA R GLAOWIN'CO.	 (SYMBOL	 CFE)
--Q 1968 1115840 PAN ABRAMS FOREST COVER
	
(DNR-ENG)
1969 it	 3960 PAN ABRAMS ARFA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL CPN)
W 1969 is	 7923 PAN AEP" AMS SECTION 33	 OFNTON TWP.	 (SYMBOL CQO1
197ri It 4800 PAP) ABRAMS AREA Ap OUN6 HOUGHTON LAK- (SYMBOL 	 DAC)'
1972 18	 2496 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL DXN)
1973 11 7923 PAN ABRAMS ARFA AROUND HOUGHTON LAKE	(SYMBOL	 =FR1
1974 11	 3960 PAN ABRAMS AREA A P OUND HOUGHTON LAKE (SYMBOL	 =NY)
1974 It	 7920 PAN ABRAMS PART OF GERPISH TWP. 	 (SYMBOL
	
EMF)
1975 is 7923 PAN MDSHT HLSA-75, HOUGHTON LAKE STATE AIRPORT ( PILE NO 755)
1975 1s49l00 COL BENDIX HOUGHTON-HIGGINS LAKES ABFA	 (LANDSAT PROJ. E23251
1976 It	 4800 PAN ABRAMS VILLAGE OF HIGGINS LAKE (SYMBOL
	
FDU)
SAGINAW 1956 it	 9601 PAN ABRAMS HIGHWAYS
	
(DNP.-E_NG)
1957 it	 8000 -PAN SCS MISTFQUAY CREEK ARFA	 (SYMBOLS	 MN-MC)
1957 It	 9600 PAN ABRAMS HIGHWAYS	 (DNP-=NG)
1951 it6000 PAN ABRAMS CITY' OF FRANKEN4UTH (PHOTO INDEX NO. 	 1513)	 {
196' it 7920 PAN ABRAMS VILLAGE OF FRANKENMUTH (SYMBOL AP,R, ALSO 1=15840)
19E2 it	 3960 PAN ABRAMS CITY	 OF SAGINAW (SYMBOL
	 AUD)
1962 It	 9603 PAN ABRAMS STRIP ALONG I-675 AT SAGINAW (SYMBOL
	
AUG)
1962 it	 9600 PAN 49RAMS STRIP ALONG '1-675 AT SAGINAW (SYMBOL
	 ATC)
1862' is	 9603 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF SAGINAW (SYMBOL
	
ATU)
1964 1t	 3000 PAN ABRAMS SAGINAW BUSINESS LOOP (SYMBOL
	 9GO)
1965 It	 4801 PAN' MOSHT M-13,	 M-81 TO I-75
	 (FILE NC 73-456)
1965 it	 9600 )PAN MDSHT M-83,	 M-54 TO FRANKENMUTH (FILE NO 73-474)
1966 1119207 jPAN ABRAMS' PIPELINE STRIP FROM ALMA TO BAY CITY (SYMBOL
	
BOKI
1967 1$ 3960 PAN MDSHT M-54,	 GENESEE LINE TO M-83 (FILE NO 73-554)
196 7 11	 4800 PAN MDSHT I-75, GENESEE LINT TO SAGINAW AND KAWKAWLIN (NO 561)
1970 UNKNOIiN PAN DNR SHIAWASSEE R. GAME AREA, 35 MM.	 OBLIQUES (ONR-WILDLIFE)
1971 is	 3000 PAN MDSHT I-75, ZILWAUKEE BRIDGE (FILE NO 73-6471
1971 11	 3960 PAN ABRAMS SAGINAW AREA	 (SYMBOL	 DNW)
1971 It	 3960 PAN A30AMS PART OF SECTION 6, SAGINAW TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 DMK1
1971 it	 5400 PAN SCS UPPER MAPLE RIVER W/S 	 (SYMBOLS	 MN-UM)
1972 UNKNOWN PAN TRIM SAGINAW °IVER (MULTIBAND, SCANNERS ALTt 150OFT)
1972 It	 3960 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL
	 DZB)
1972 it	 3960 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF ZILWAUKEE (SYMBOL	 OUJ, ALSO SCALES 117920)
1973 It 5003 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF SAGINAW (SYMBOL 	 EDI1
1974 It	 3001 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF SAGINAW (SYMBOL	 ERI1	 -'
1974 It 7923 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL EQJ)
1974 1115840 PAN DNF TOPO MAPS	 (DNP-ENG)
1975 it	 3003 !	 PAN MDSHT I-75	 AND HIGH LEVEL BRIDGE (FILE NO 735) 	 -•
i^^0!J"I'Y OAT= SCALE FILM ArF!FCY AREA/COMMEtITS
ST.	 CLAIP 1?57 it 	 96L0 PAtI A9P.FMS HIGHWAYS	 (DNF—=NG)
1961 UNKNOWN PAN OUR LAK5 ST. CLAIP, 35 MM. LOW 0 93LIGUES	 (ON=-WILQLZFE)
1061 UNKNOWN PAN ONP ST. CLAI P PIVE°, 35 MM. LOW OPLIQUES'	 (ONR—WILDLIFF)
1962 1s	 39E3 PAN A3PA-4S CITY OF PCFT 14UROII (SYMBOL
	
ATY)
1963 It	 96 1:3 PAN ABPAMS VICINITY OF MAPYSVTLLE (CY NBOL	 BCH)
1964 LflK,tiOWN Zf,L D'I= ST. CLAIP FLATS AREA,
	
35 MPI. LOW OBLIOUF IONR-WILDLIFE)
1964 it	 (?OGJ PAN STEREO LAK=PO°T STATE D ARK, 1 S9. MIL'—	(ONO—=A'KS)
1964 ISi201O PAN ABPAMS CITY OF VOPT HURON (SYt'BOL
	 IEZ)
1063 it 7929 PAN A9RAMS SECTIONS IN CCU^ITY	 (SY-90L	 CD°)
10Y G it 7923 PAN ABPAMS POPT HURON ANC VICINITY ('SYMBOL 	 DOW)1972 It	 30Cl PAN MOSHT US-25, SOUTH OF POPT S ANILAC SHORE PROTFCTIO'l STUDY
1972 it 5007 PAN MOSHT M-53,	 SHABONA P OAP TO PF'INGL`^ ROAD	 (FILE NO 59L)
1972 It 7923 PAN ABRAMS COLUmBUS TWP.	 (SY'4 8OL	 DWA)
1073 it 600 PAN COprg PA=TIAL SHOPELINE
C 19'3 it 7921 PAN A'BRAMS PORT r'U DON-ANO VICINITY (SYMBOL	 EEO)
I 1973 iti20C3 PAN ABPAMS PAPT OF '' ECTIO'I 32, KIMBALL TWP. 	 (SYMBOL	 EHF)
19 ,7 3 111584) PAN ABPAMS. PORT HUP,C=1 AN C? VICINITY	 (SYMBOL	 EFO)
1974 1110009 C'!L Ea2Zt' ST. CLANPIVER, L HUPON	 (MSN. X252M,	 ALSO PAN,CIR,MSS)
1975 UtKt1050i COL DN? ST. CLAIP MAPS", 35 MM. LOW OBLIQUES 	 (ONR—WILDLIFF)
1975 UNKNOWN COL ONp ST. JO"NS MARSH, 35 MM. LOW OBLIQUES- 	 (ONR'—WILDLIFE)
1975 it	 7923 PAN ABPAMS CITY OF ALGONAC ANO VICINITY (SYMBOL	 EXV)
197E It	 EIC3 PA!! ABPAMS PART OF KIMBALL AND CL'YOF THPS. 	 (SYMBOL	 FCJ)
197E It	 FOCJ PAN ABPAMS ST.	 JOHNS MARSH (SYMBOL	 FCO, ALSO 117920, 1112000)
GST.	 JOSEPH 1961 It	 6003 PA!I ABPAMS' CITY OF STUPGIS (SYMBOL 	 AOK,	 ALSO SCALE(	 1139601
1964 it 7920 PAN ABPAMS SHERMAtI TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 BIC)
1?65 I t	 6003 PAM ABPAMS VICINITY OF STURGIS (SYMBOL	 BVV1
1971 It 30Ca PAN MOSHT US-21 PA°T OF MANISTIOUE (FILE NO 678 AND 679)
f 1971 It	 96C 6 PAN !'DSFaT H-94, MANISTIOUE TO HIAWATHA (FILE NO 681)
1971 it 96Ofr PAN MCSP,T US-21 CITY OF MANTST_I QUE (FILE NO 690)
1975 It	 3001 PAN YDSHT US-2, THROUGH THE COUNTY (FILE NO 742)
1076 11	 3000 PAN -MOSHT TWO SHORT STRIPS ALONG M-28 (SYMBOLS FAZI FAR)
SAi1.LAC 1964 It	 6000 PAN STEFEO SANILAC STATF PARK	 2 SO.	 MILES	 (DNR-PARKS)
'J 1964 12	 9600 PAN MDSHT US-27 AND 4-78, RELOCATION IN COUNTY (FILE NO 76-413)
1 1971 1!12000 PAn MOSNT I-69 EYTENSIOh, I-96 TO PERRY	 (FILE NO 76-660)
1971 ` it	 6000 PAN MLSHT 1-69 EYT"NSION, PFPRY TO SCHWARTZ CREEK (FILE NO 693)
CC 1971.. 1t. 7926 PAN A.BR.AMS VILLAGE OF FOPESTE:r (SYMBOL 	 DHS)
1971 1112000 PAN MDSHT I-69 EYTENSION, IN COUNTY (FILE NO 7E-663)
1073 it 396a PAN ABPAMS PART OF SECTION 29, WORTH TWP. YSYMB'OL
	 EJK)











('SSN, X252M,	 ALSO PAN CIR)
I-69 EYT =NSION, LANSING TO PERRY (FILE NO 336)
f 1976 it 6000 PAN 4OS14T STPIP ALONG I-69, PERRY TO COUNTY LINT (SYMBOL. FBI]
SCHOOLC FFT i'i6i 1112093 PAN ABPAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL AOR)
1962 UtIY,NCwi COL ONP LITTLE FOX P. FLOODING, 35 MM. OBLIQUES 	 (DNR—WILDLIFE)
1963 1t	 6000' PAN' A$RAMS INrIAN LAKE STATE PAPK„ (SYMBOL	 BAW, ALSO DNR PARKS)
1963 it	 9500 PAN MOSHT M-29, MACO!'B LINE TO MARYSVILLE (FILE NO 77-3681
1953 1319231 PAN ABPAMS SENY WILDLIFE REFUGE	 (SYMBOL	 BAN)
1964 1112060 PAN ABP.GMS CITY OF MANISTIOUF l5YMBCL	 BGG)
1964 1115840 PAN ABPAMS FOPEST COVER	 (DNP,—ENG)
i9E5 it	 3003 PAN MOSHT M-29, NEW ?ALTIMORE TO MARYSVILLE (FILE NO 77-441)
19ES it	 48,03 PAN ABPAMS CITY OF ALGONAC (SYMBOL 	 BKX)
1965 1( 9600 PAN NOSPT'' M-29, NEW BALTIMORE BXPASS (FILE NO 77-451)
1965 it	 9600 PAN MOSHT- M-199 M-136 TO YALE CFIL_ NO 77-477)
1965' 11144CO PAN MOSHT M-219 LAPEFP LINE TO PORT 11URON (FILE NO 77-535)
1966 '3:192CO PAN ABPAMS BELLE RIVER MILLS PPOJ-CT	 (SYMBOL
	 BVII
1967 LNKNCWN PAN EPIM TOLEDO TO PORT HURON SHORELINE (BNIR, SCANNERS)
19E7 it 3'000 PAN ' Mr)SHT M-19, YALE (FILE NO 77-544)
1969 it	 3003 PAN MOSHT M-29, MACOMB LINE TO PERCH ROAD (FILE NO 77-595)
1970 it	 3000 PAN MDSHT M-29	 ALGONAC TO COX CREEK (FILE NO 77-642)
1970 1162003'' PAN ABPAMS IRA	 TWP'.	 (SYMBOL	 CCW)
1972 UNKNOWN PAN C+ERI BLACK RIVEP FROM MOUTH OF ST CLAIR RIVER TO I-94)
1972 UNK11CWN PAN ERI)' BELLE FIVER PLUME f4ULTIBANO, SCANNERS ALTt 1000)
i°.72 UNKNOWN PAN ERIF DETROIT POISON PLANT ON ST CLAIR RIVER (PULTISAND)
1972 UNKNOHN PAN EPI!' ST CLAIP, RIVER, MARYSVILLE TO PORT HURON (FULTIBAND)
1972 It	 7929 PAN ARRAMS' AREA IN THOMPSON TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 DZI)
1973 UNt4NCwtI PAN EPI)l MARYSVILLE ALONG RIVER (MULTIBAtID
	 SCANNERS ALTe i000)
1974 UNKNCH11 PAN ED I ?, ST CLAIR FIVEP TO PORT HURON (SCANNERS ALT 1 5000FT)
_	
...a..Luc.^.d.......^.^.r.:u^....ra,r..a,....^.....®......y....._..^. _....,.^..^L.. _...:._._ :..:
iCOUNTY DATE SCALE FILM AGENCY AREA/COMMENTS
SCHOOLCPFT 1974 UNKNOWN PAN ERIN ALONG SHORELINE OF LAKF HURON' (SCANNEPS ALT1 5000FT)
1974 it 3960 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN HIAWATHA TWP. 	 (SYMBOL	 ENW, ALSO SCALE• 117920)
1974 St15A40 PAN ABRAMS IRA TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 EUZ,	 ALSC SCALEI	 117920)
1975 It	 3000 PAN MOSHT M-21,	 LAPEER LINE TO POR T HURON (FILE NO 740)
1,975 is	 9600 PAN ABRAMS ALGONAC AREA	 (SYMBOL	 £XV)
1976 it	 6000 PAN ERIM TWO STPIPS IN ALGONAC tSYMROL FCUI
1976 1115996 PAN' ABRAMS SENEY NATIONAL WILDLIFE PEFUGE (SYMBOL	 FFP)
SHIAWASSEE 1956' it	 6000 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF OWOSSO (PHOTO INDEX NO. 1243)
1457 PAN SCS MISTEOUAY CREEK AP.rA	 (SYMBOL(-	 MN—MC)
1961
it	 8300
It	 6000 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF DURAND (SYMBOL 	 ARK)
1962 it	 7920 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF COPUNNA	 (SYMBOL	 AXO)
1965 i1 9600 PAN MDSHT M-86	 COLON TO BRANCH CO LINE (FILE NO 468)









M-86, COLON TO US-12	 (FILE NO 78-517)
1966 1t	 6000 PAN MDSHT US-12, MOTTVZLLE (FILE NO 529)
1966 it	 7920 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF DURAND (SYMBOL 	 BW6)
1°.E7 it 3000 PAN MDSHT US-12, MOTTVILLE (FILE NO-78-551)
1967 Is 7920 PAN ABRAMS PERRY TNP.	 (SYMBOL	 BYJ)
1968 is 7920 PAN ABRAMS SECTION IN PEPPY TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 CIO)
1969' 11	 48Cn PAN MDSHT M-86, CENTERLINE TO NOTTAWA (FILE NO 79-627)
1969 1119203 PAN ARP.AMS VERNON TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 CSZ	 CBLIQUES)1969 ` 1130003 PAN ABP.AMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL ° RZ)
1970 11 7920 PAN ABRAMS' SECTION 22, WOODHULL TWP. 	 (SYMBOL	 DBY)
1970 it12000 PAN ABRAMS I-69 EXTENSION FROM I-96 EAST TO PERRY (SYMBOL 	 9E9)
1971 is 3962 PAN ABRAMS PART OF CALFOONIA TWP. 	 (SYMBOL	 UPC)
1971 It	 3960' PAN ABRAMS CITY OF OWOSSO (SYMBOL	 DPY)
! 1971 It 	 3960 PAN ABRAMS PARTS OF OWOSSO	 (SYMBOL	 DJB)	 (,
1971 is	 5400 PAN SCS UPPFP. MAPLE RIV 7 R H/S' (SYMBOLS	 MN-UM)
1972 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF OWOSSO (SYMBOL	 DRX)
1972
it 3060
11 MDSHT US-12, RELOCATION EAST AND NEST OF 40TTWILLE ( NO 618)(
1973 it	 6000 PAN ABRAMS AREAS IN OWOSSO ANC CALEOONII TWPS.	 (SYMBOL	 E9U)
G1 1973 Is 7923: PAN ABRAMS AREAS IN OWOSSO AND CALEDONIA TWPS.	 (SYMBOL	 EBU)
J 1973 11 7920 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN'HAZELTON TWP * 	(SYMBOL	 EFP)
1,973 1115840 PAN ABRAMS AREAS IN OWOSSO AND CALEDONIA TWPS.	 (SYMBOL	 FRU1
1974 1t15841 PAN DNR TORO MAPS	 (ONP-ENG)
1976 It	 6000 PAN' MDSHT STRIP ALONG US-12 NEAR MOTIVIL'LE (SYMBOL FBY)
TUSCOLA 1955 is	 6000' PAN ABRAMS CITY OF CARD (PHOTO INDEX NO. 11111
1962 it 9601 PAN ABRAMS GARNER ROAD EAST OF UNIONVILLE (SYMBOL 	 AXO)
1964 UNKNOWN COL ONR FISH POIN T , 35 MM. LOW OBLIQUES	 (ONP—WILDLIFE)
1964 UNKNOWN COL ONR SAGINAW BAY SHORELINE	 35 MM. 09LIQUES	 (DNR—WIL9LIFE)
1967 It	 30tD PAN MOSHT M-259	 FROM BAY CO LINt T8 UNIONVILLE (FILE NO 79-539)
1968 11 7920 PAN ABRAMS TNFTFOPD TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 C=Z)
1969 it 3960 PAN ABRAMS PART OF SECTION 7, VASSAP TWP,	 (SYM90L	 CVFI
1971 1s 7920 PAN ABRAMS VILLAGE OF CARD (SYMBOL	 OHM)
1973 UNKNOWN PAN EPIM SHORELINE FROM BAY CO TO SEBEWAING (MULTIBAND, SCAN)
1973 is	 6000 PAN CORPS PARTIAL SHORELINE
1974 it10000 COL EPIM LAKE HURON SHORELINE (MSN. X252M 	 ALSO PAN,CIR,MSS)SOUTH OF VASSAR	 (SYMBOL	 EXT	 ALSO SCALE(	 1124000)1975 It 7923 PAN ABRAMS
STRIP FROM UNIONVILLF TO CARE (SYMBOL FAR,)1976 is 6000 PAN MDSHT
VAN BUREN
- 1954 Is	 9601 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF WATERVLIET (PHOTO INDEX NO. 1054)
1956 it 9600 PAN ABRAMS- HIGHWAYS	 (ONP-ENG)
s d 1963 Is 7923 PAN' ABRAMS AREA IN rOUNTY (SYMBOL BAL)
1964 is	 9609 PAN MOSHT M-119, MARCELLUS TO LAWTON (FILE NO 80-405)Q
1 ,964 it	 9600 PAN MDSHT M-409 PAW PAW TO ALLEGAN CO LI ?(E	 (FILE NO 80-409)
1965 1t- 5000 PAN MDSHT'IU BR,OM- 43UTO 1 SOTHIHAVEN (FZ FZ N  80-484)
PAN19 65ABRAMSt 7920 SOUTH HAVEN TWP.	 (SYMBOLBPF)










M-43,	 M-40 TO US-131 RELOCATION (FILE NO 80-4951
PART OF COUNTY (SYMBOL
	
BVE')
1967 Is	 30aD PAN MOSHT I-1969 BL, BROADWAY ST NORTH (FILE NO 3C-541)
1967 11	 3000 PAN MDSHT M-139	 MAP•CELLUS TO LAWTON (FILE NO 80-542)
1968Is3 000PAN MDSHT MT40O^PAN PAWNORTHO TO H CO LINEH(FILE NO 80-57g R1Ur
UNKNOWN MICHIGAN CITY TO SOUTH HAVEN (MULTIBAND, SCANNERS)1969 PAN: EPIM
1969 UNKNOWN PAN EPIM SOUTH HAVEN TO STEVENSVILLE (MULTIBAND, SCANNERS)
1969 lt14401 PAN MDSHT M-40,	 PAW PAW NORTH TO CO LINE (FILE NO 80-630)
COUNTY	 DATE SCALE FILM AGENCY AREA/COMMENTS
VAN BUREN	 197=7 UNKNOWN PAN ERIN SHORELINcALONG PALISADES (MULTIBANO	 SCANNERS)
1971 L•NKNONN PAN EPIM PALISADES POWER PLANT (SCANNERS, MULTIBAND, ALT( 50001
1971 1't	 7920 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF SOUTH HAVEN (SYMBOL
	 OPN, ALSO SCALE, 	 1115840)
1972' UNKNOWN
`
PAN ER.IM PALISADES POWER PLANT tMULTIBAND, SCANNER	 ALT 5000FT)1973 UNKNOWN PAN ERIM PALISADES POWER PLANT (MULTIBANO, SCANNERS( ALTr	 5906)
1973 UNKNOWN PAN ERIM COOK POWER PLANT (MULTIBAND, SCANNERS 4LTt SOOCFT)
1973 it 6000 PAN CORPS PARTIAL SHORELINE
1974 1110030 COL ERIN LAKE MICHIGAN SHORELINE (MSN.
	
X252M, ALSO PAN,CIR MSS)1975 11	 6000 PAN MOSHT BIKE TRAIL, SOUTH HAVEN TO KALAMAZOO CO LINE (NO	 32)
1975 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF SOUTH HAVEN (SYMBOL
	 EYM)
1976 11120.0 PAN AERAMS VILLAGE OF COVERT (SYMBOL	 FBO, ALSO SCALES I124000)
WASHTENAW	 1954 It30:CC PAN ABRAMS HIGHWAYS
	
(DNR-ENG)
1960 it 6000 PAN CHICAGO CITY OF ANN ARBOR
€	 1961 It
	 4800 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF ANN AR90R (SYMBOL
	 AOY, ALSO SCALE= it96001
1961 Is 6000 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF SALINE (SYMBOL
	 AOK, ALSO SCALES 123960)
1961 t	 7920 PAN ABRAMS PART OF CITY OF ANN ARBOR (SYMBOL
	
ADP)
r	 1963 It 2401 PAN ABRAMS STPIP ALONG M-14
	 (SYMBOL	 AYZ)
1963 is	 6000 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF YPSILANTI (SYMBOL
	 080)
1964 is	 30GJ PAN MOSHT US-23,	 ANN ARBOR	 (FILE NO 81-4181
1964 60GJit PAN ABRAMS STRIP ALONG I-94 IN ANN ARBOP AREA (SYMBOL
	 SI?)
1964 t	 EOJ9 PAN MOSHT I-94, SALINE ROAD, ANN ARBOR (FILE NO 91-426)
1964 it	 6000 PAN MOSHT I-941	 STATF ROAD,	 ANN ARBOR (FILE NO 81-427)
1964 It 7920 PAN ABRAMS FOUR LOCATIONS TN CEXT°_R TMP.	 (SYMBOL
	
BFTI





	 30GO PAN MOSHT M-17,	 YPSILANTI AREA (FILE NO 81-461)
1965 it	 3000 PAN MOSHT M-17, US-23 TO YPSILANTI
	 (FILE NO 81-433)1965 it	 7 920 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF ANN ARBOR (SYMBOL
	 BKT)
1965 It15840 PAN ABRAMS YPSILANTI TWP.	 (SYMBOL
	 BPS)
1966 1s	 9600 PAN MOSHT AREA NEAR ANN ARBOR (FILE NO 497)
1966 it	 9603' - PAN ABRAMS AREA NEAR CITY OF ANN ARBOR (SYMBOL
	
BOX)
1967 it	 3962 PAN ABRAMS BLAKELY AND BROWNSTOWN DRAINS (SYMBOL 	 CCU)
1967 it 7920 PAN AP.PAMS AUGUSTA TWP.	 (SYMBOL
	
BZF1
i9ET Iti2000 PAN ABRAMS THPEE AREAS IN COUNTY 	 (SYMBOL
	 CAD)
1967 1112000 PAN 49RAMS VILLAGE OF MANCHESTER	 (SYMBOL
	 9XII
1967 1:14400 PAN MDSHT M-14, IN COUNTY	 (FILE NO 81-457)
1969 it	 3000 PAN MDSHT- M-14, M-153 TO 1 -96 (FILE NO 81-582)
p	 1968 it	 3000- PAN MCSHT M-17, US-23 TO WHITTAKER ROAD
	 (FILE NO 81-591)1968 it	 3000 PAN ABRAMS PART OF M-14 (SYMBOL
	 CHJ)
1968, it 396: PAN ABRAMS POND AREA, HURON RIVER NEAP ANN ARBOR (SYMBOL	 CJG)
1968 12	 7920 PAN ABRAMS AREA AROUND CITY OF ANN AROO; (SYMBOL
	
CFO)
1968 It	 7921 PAN ABRAMS POND AREA, HURON RIVER NEAR ANN ARBOR (SYMBOL	 CJGI
1968 1124000 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF ANN ARBOR (SYMBOL
	 CII1
1969 11	 3007 PAN MOSHT M-14,	 M-153 TO HAGGERTY ROAD (FILE NO 81-616)
1969 11	 3960 PAN ABRAMS HURON RIVER NEAR ANN ARBOR (SYMBOL
	 CON)
1969. It	 6,.000 PAN ABRAMS FREEDOM TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 CMC)
1.969 is	 6000 PAN MOSHT US-12, BROOKLYN HWY TO M-52 .'FILE NO 6261
1969 it	 6009 PAN MDSHT M-17	 US-23 TO 1-94 AT YPSILANTI (FILE NO 81-618)
1969- It	 7920 PAN ABRAMS SECTIONS 18 AND 19, YORK TWP.	 tSYMBOL
	
CUL1
1969 It	 792J PAN ABRAMS CITY OF ANN ARBOR (SYMBOL
	 CMB)




1969 It	 7920 PAN ABRAMS HUPON RIVER NFAR ANN ARBOR (SYMBOL
	 CON)
1969 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS SECTION 31, MANCHESTER TWP.
	 (SYMBOL	 COB)
1970 It	 2400 PAN ABRAMS AUGUSTA TWP.	 (SYMBOL
	 CWO)




1970 it	 3960 PAN ABRAMS AREA NEAR CHELSEA(SYMBOL
	 ODA)
1970 is 7920 PAN ABRAMS RAPT OF YPSILANTI TWP. 	 (SYMBOL
	
CXM)
1976 1124000 PAN ABRAMS GREATER ANN AP90R AREA (SYMBOL
	
CZK)
1971 UNKNOWN PAN ABRAMS PART OF SEC.	 18, ANN ARBOR TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 DHP,	 OBL'IOUSSI
1971 is	 30x0 PAN MOSHT I-94 AND US-12 INTERCHANGE AREA (FILE NO 81-664)
1971 it	 3960 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN ANN AP90R TWP.	 (SYMBOL' OJAI
1971 it 4805 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF ANN ARBOR	 (SYMBOL	 DFN)
1972 It
	 3001 PAN MOSHT I-94 AND PLATT ROAD INTERCHANGE AREA (FILE NO 697)
1972 It 39EO PAN ABRAMS GEDDES PONE AREA,
	
ANN ARBOR (SYMBOL
	 CXZ,	 ALSO 116000)
1972 11	 7920 PAN ABRAMS PART OF SECTION 14, SYLVAN TWP. 	 (SYMBOL
	 OSQ)
1972 It 7920 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL
	 007)
1972 it 7923 PAN ABRAMS PART OF SECTIONS 25 AND 36, LYNDON TWP. (SYMBOL
	 080)
1972 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS LYNDON TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 DWO)
1973 12	 3963 PAN ABRAMS PART OF PIT TSFIELD TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 EGH)




COUNTY' GATE SCALE FILM AGENCY AREA/COMMENTS
WASHTFNAW 1974 it	 39EO PAN ABRAMS PART OF SECTION 33, SUPERIOR TWP	 CSYMBOL	 EMO)
1974 1112600 PAN ABRAMS SITES IN COUNTY (SYMBOL 	 EOH, MO SCALE( 1179201'
1975 It	 3000 PAN MDSHT I-94 AND M-17 INTE'OCHANGE AREA (FILE NO 723)
1,975 It	 3003 PAP) ABPAMS WEBSTER TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 EYJ)
1975 It	 3963 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF SALINE (SYMBOL 	 EVP)
1975 1t7921 PAN' ABRAMS CITY OF SALINE (SYMBOL	 FUG)
1976 it	 6003 PAN ABRAMS' NEAR CITY OF ANN ARBOR (SYMBOL	 FFF)
1976 Is	 7920 PAN ABRAMS PART OF PITTSFIELD TWP. 	 (SYMBOL	 EYU)© O 1976 it	 7920 PAN- ABRAMS PART OF NORTHFIELD TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 FEM)
y 1976 it12060 PAN ABRAMS SECTIONS IN COU`1TY (SYMBOL	 FBY)
ri 1976 1t12Gn0 PAN ABRAMS AREA NEA O CITY OF ANN ARBOR (SYMBOL 	 FEX)
GWAYt1=
a
1954 it	 6336 PAN ONR HIGHWAYS	 (9NP-ENG)
1955 St 4900 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF CCOP.S^ (PHOTO INDEX NO, 	 11E4)y 1955 it	 96GO PAN ABPAMS HIGHWAYS	 (DNF-ENG)
E-t 1957 11	 L 802 PAN ABRAMS -ENG)HIGHWAYS	 (DNP
1958 11 4800 PAN ABPAMS HIGHWAYS	 (DNP—ENGI
1959 itiD560 PAN ONR HIGHWAYS	 (ONP—ENG)
^' M 1961 it	 6007 PAN ABRAMS TELEGRAPH P.OAD NEAR DETROIT (SYMBOL	 ALY)
` 1960 it	 6690 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF DEARBOPN	 (SYMBOL	 ANA, PHOTO INDEX NO. 1733)
1966 1t	 9610 PAN ABRAMS VICINITY OF PLYMOUTH	 (SYMBOL	 ANB)
1961 UNKNOWN PAN DNR DETROIT RIVER	 LOW OBLIQUES	 (DNR—WILDLIFE)
AREAS IN COUNTY (SYMBOL	 AOF)1961 11 3009 PAN ABPAMSr+ 1961 it	 4890 PAN ABRAMS STRIP ALONG I-96	 (SYMBOL.	 AlRXI
1961 it	 4800 ABPAMS CITY OF DEAPBORN (SYMBOL 	 ARW)
1961 I:	 6000 PAN ABRAMS AREAS IN COUNTY (SYMBOL	 ACF, ALSO SCALE1	 113960)
1961 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS CANTON TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 ADC)f
1.961 1115843 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF INKSTEP. (SYMBOL	 AOP, ALSO SCALE(	 116600)
f
1962 UNKNOWN COL ONR DETROIT RIVER, 35 "M. LOW OBLIQUES 	 (ONR—WIL'DLIFE;)
1.962 It	 2401 PAN ABPAMS COUNTY HIGHWAYS	 (SYMBOL	 AWR)
1962 It	 6000 PAN ABFAMS STRIP ALONG I-696 	 (SYMBOL	 ATA)
^7 1962 it 7920 PAtl ABRAMS VILLAGEOF WOODHAVEN (SYMBOL	 AUY)j	 ) 1962 It 7923 N ABRAMS CITY OF SOUTHGATE (SYMBOL	 AUV)
r= 1962 it	 7 920 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF HARPER WOODS	 (SYMBOL	 AUx)
k	 11 1962 it	 9607 DAM ABRAMS STRIP FROM FARMINGTON TO BELLEVILLE (SYMBOL 	 ATE$
19F,2 11120Ca PAN ABRAMS CITY OF SOUT'HGATE (SYMBOL	 AUW)
1963 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS TAYLOR TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 808)
1963 it	 7929 PAN ABPAMS CITY OF LIVONIA	 (SYMBOL	 8BM)
1964 LNKtJOWN COL ONP DETROIT F IVER, 35 MM.	 LOW CBLIQUES	 )DNR-WILDLIFE)
1964 It301}7 PAN MOSHT M-39,	 I-94 TO M-85	 (FILE NC 52-417)
1964 it 3060 PAN' MDSHT I-275, 2-94 TO I-96 (FILE NO 132-419)
1964 it	 30f0 PAN ABPAMS STRIP ALONG 2-96	 ('SYMBOL	 BED)
1964 it 3960 PAN ABRAMS CITY OF DETR OIT (SYMBOL	 BFQ
F 1964 it	 4800 PAN MOSHT 8 MILE ROAD,	 US-25 TO I-94	 (FILE NO 82-140)
1964' 1:	 4803 PAN ABRAMS TAYLOR TWP.	 tSYMBOL	 BEJ)
1964 it	 4900 PAN MDSHT M-39,	 I-94 TO M-85 (FILE NO 82-412)
1964 St	 9600 PAN MDSHT I-75,	 MONROE CO LINE TO PENNSYLVANIA ROAD	 (NO 4211
196L 1124000 PAN ABRAMS AREA	 IN COUNTY (SYMBOL BHI)
1965 is	 3000 PAN ABRAMS PART OF I-96 NEAR NOVIE (SYMBOL 	 BNF)
1965 It	 3000 PAN MDSHT M-102,	 US-25 TO I-94	 (FILE NO 82-434)
1965 It	 3000 PAN MDSHT I-75,	 MONRCF CO LINE TO SIBLEY ROAD (FILg NO 82-449)
1964' It	 ?047 PAN MDSHT I-94,	 WASHTENAW CO LINE TO HANNAN ROAD (FILE NO 45E)
1965' 11	 30CJ PAN MDSHT T5 MILE ROAD TO I-696 (FILE NO 82-446):96,
1965 1:	 3000 PAN MOSPT I-96,	 1-696 TO AMBASSADOR, BRIDGE (FILE NO 92-430)
1965 It	 3960 PAN ABRAMS AREAS IN DETROIT (SYMBOL 	 BMH)
1965' it	 480a PAN MDSHT MOUND ROAD, CANIFF ST TO M-53 	 (FILE NO 82-476)
1965. 12 	 6000 PAN ABRAMS STPIP ALONG I-696 (SYMBOLS BJJ, BMF)
19E5 it	 6000 PAN ABPAMS AREA WEST OF DETROIT (SYMBOL 	 9PGl
1965 1t36003 Pail ABRAMS AREA IN nETROIT (SYMBOL	 8MY)
1966 UNKNOWN PAN ERIE G16RALTER TO OHIO	 (MULTI?AND' SCANNERS ALT( 2000FT)
1966 UhKNCWN PAN FPI!' PEACH ISLAND TO MONROE (MULTISAND, SCANNERS ALT( 20001
19E6 it	 30 430 PAN MDSHT M-53,	 DAVISON HWY TO 18 MILE ROAD (FILE NO 62-528)
1.966 It	 3000 PAN MOSHT I-94, WIARD ROAD TO HANNAN ROAD (FILE NO 62-5201
1966 it	 3000 PAN MOSHT I-969	 5 MILE TO 6 MILE ROAD (FILE NO 82-5071
1966 it	 3960 PAN ABRAMS DETROIT AREA	 (SYMBOL	 BMHI
1966 It	 3960 PAN MDSHT I-94, TELEGPAPH ROAD TO WYOMING (FILE NO 82-526)
1966 it 3960 PAN ABRAMS AREAS IN DETROIT (SYMBOL 	 BTU)
1966 it	 3960 PAN MDSHT I-94 AND SOUTHFIEL'D ROAD NEAR ECORSE (FILE NO 82-525)
1966 it	 6000 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY SOUTH OF METRO AIRPCRT (SYMBOL	 BUA)
1966 it	 9670 PAN MDSHT I-96,	 SCHOOLCPAFT RD TO MEADOWBPOOK AND NEWBURG ROAD
30UNTY
	 DATE SCALE FILM AGENCY APEA/COM4ENTS	 ..
WAYNE	 1966 it 9600 PAN MOSHT AIR+ AP30 P TO PLYMOUTH (FILE NO 42-4973
1967 UNKNOWN PAP( EPIll TOLEDO TO PORT HUPCN SHORELINE (8N1-, SCANNERS) 	
Y1967 it	 2400 PAN MDSF-T US-24 A tIO M-D5, TFENTCN TO M-192 (FILE NO 52-576)
1967 11 3000 PAN MOSHT 11-39,	 ECOPSE Pi°/EF TO I-94	 ( FILE NO 62-549)
1967 it 3950 PAtl MOSHT M-65	 DET.?CIT, SIBLEY FO TC SCHAEFF_R (FILE ND 546)
1967 it 3963 PAtf ABRAMS 9L4 ELY AND BROWNSTOWN DRAINS (SYMBOL	 CCU)
1967 it 3960 PAU ABRAMS VA-11 BUPEH TW A . { SYMBOL	 CAA)
1°.67 it 3960 PAN A.aRAMS DETROIT AR EA 	 (SYMBOL	 SXX']
1967 it'3960 PAlf ABPAMS CELERON TS14110 1SYr30L 	 BYP)
1967 it	 4800 PAN "OSHT US-24, EPORSE ROAD TO M-102 {FILE NO 82-562)
1 ,367 it	 6040 PAN MOSF-T DAVISON—NICHOLS INTERCHANGE ARE A (FILE NO 559)
1967 It 7922 PAN ABRAMS CITY OFWESTLAND (SYMBOL 	 BYW)
1967 1112000 PAN ABPAMS SECTION 2, NOPTHVILLF Tit o .	 (SYMBOL	 PZY,)
1967 1114400 PAN MCSHT M-14, "RELOCATION I): COUNTY (FILE NO 82-557)
1967 111594E PAN A BPI MS DETROIT PICT APEA,	 (SYMBOL	 CAW)
19 E8 it	 2400 PAtf MOSHT 1-75, SCHAFF? TO FORT ST (FILE NO 82-587)
E 1968 it	 2403 PAN MDSVT US-24, NEST P,O.,O TO ECORSE ROAD (FILE NO 82-575)
I 1953 it	 3003 PA'( 110SPT M-14, M-153 TC I-9£ (FILE NO E2-5S27
1966 It 3000 PAN MDSs?T M-102, G?ATIOT TO KELLEY 	 (FILE 140 E2-579)
I 19E9 it	 3963 PF?f ABPAMS AREAS IN OFTFOIT (SYMBOL 	 CCH)
E 1966 It 3960 PAN ABRAMS POIIULUS Tri p .	 (SYMBCL	 C:iJ)196? it	 3960 PAff AB4rMS RAPT OF TWELVE MIL= POAO IN 0 7TROI'a	 (SYMBOL	 Ct(H)
1963 It 6000 PAt! ABRAMS AREA IN FO"ULUS ANC =WOODHAVEN TMPS. (SYMBOL	 CHYI
196:8 it' 6007 PAN ABPAMS PAPT OF 5POWNSTOWN THP.	 (SYMBOL	 CGI)
1969 it 7920 PAN ABRAMS PART OF VAFf BUPEN TW O .	 (SYMBOL	 GIP)
1963 it 7923 PAtf ABRAMS AREA	 I1, SOUTHERN PART O c' CCUl1TY (SYMBOL	 CFN)
1969 UlfK.,Icwlf PAN EPIY SEGMENTS OF ROUGE AND DETROIT PIVE ?S (MULTIBIND)
1969 URKNONN PAN ERI* ZUG ISLAND TO GIBRALTEP AND OUT T_NTO LAKE ERIE
' 1969 It	 3000 P4 1 1 ABFAM z DAVIDSON HYHAY (SYMBOL	 CUN4
1969 it	 3G00 PAN MDSP-T f)AVISOtf AV', PO OPOS=D I-94 TO OAKLAND AVE	 (NO 612)
1969 it	 3000 PAN HDSHT M-14, M+253 TO 4AGGEPTY °DAD (FILE NO 82-616)
1969 It	 3000 PAN .MOSHT DAVISON HWY, LIYE°),OIS TO CAKLA,NO 4FILE'NO 82-^33)
1969 11	 30ZO PAN ABRAMS CITY OF HIrHLAND PARK.	 (SYMBOL	 CSS)
1969 It	 3960 PAN A?RAMS CITY OF WAYNE (SYt'30L	 CMG)
1969 11	 3963 PAN ABPAMS AREAS IN D v TPOIT (SYMBOL	 CMH)
1969 it	 3'0.60 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN COUNTY (SYMBOL CSE)
to 1969 it	 6000 PAN ABRAMS AP,FA HEA P FLAT ROCX (SYMiBGL	 CTH)
1969 It 7920 PAN AB?-MS SErTZO). IN CA.IRON TWP. 	 (SYMBOL	 CMA.,1
1.969 it	 9600 PAN A.BP.AHS STRIP ALONG 1-96	 (SYM30L	 CTO)
1970 UNK11OW1 PAN EPIN DETROIT PIV'P' 1,40 'INLAND (SCANNERS ALT , 2000FT)
1970 11	 3000 PAN MOSHT I-94,	 VAN DYY.E INTERCHANGE (FILE NO 82-£45)
1.970 It 30GG PAN MOSHT M-391 I-94 TO M-85 (FILE NC 12-644)
1970 It	 3000 PAN MDSF•T 1-94,	 MT ELLIO T IN'ERCHANGE LFI,LE NO 82-6461
1970 13	 3000 PA.'f M0SHT 1-94,	 AT LIVEP'fOIS lNTEP.CHA ►fGE (FILE NO 92-5431:
1970 1t	 3000 COL MDSFT I-96,	 SOUT PFIFLO ItiTEPCHAffGE (FILE "0 £52)
1970 it 3960 PAtf A8P.4MS AREA,	 IN OEA P 80R tf	 (,: YM30L	 DBL)
1970 Is 3960 PA?( ABPAMS DETROIT APEA	 (SYMBOL	 D3Z)
1970 it	 4900 PAN MOSHT I-75,	 AT OtST ROAD (FILE NO 62-634)
1970 it 6000 PAff ABPAMS FPAF('!,, AND POET DRAIN 	 (SYMBOL	 CXN)
1970. it	 6000 RAW ABPCMS PLYMOUTH THP.	 (SYMBOL	 CYM)
1970 it 7920 PA'f ABPAMS MAY3URY STATE ?ARK, 1225 AC?.FS	 (ONR-PARKS)
1971 It 3960 PAN ABRAMS VICYNITY OF 4IVERVIEW (SYMBOL	 OLI)
1971 it	 3960 PAN lactms PART OF PGt4l)„US (SYMBOL	 DIC)
1,371 it 396 PAN ABRAMS AREA IN CANTON TWO . (SYMBOL	 DHI)
1971. 1t 396 PAtf ABRAMS DETROIT AP ff	 (SYMBOL	 OLF)
1971 it 3860 PAN ABRAMS AREAS IN, DETROIT (SYMBOL	 EKE)
1971 it	 6000 PAff MOSPIT US-12	 HAGGERTY ROAD TO MERRIMAN ROAD (FILE NO 670)
1971 it 6000 PAtf A89114-- CANTOR tWP.	 (SYMBOL	 DIV)
1971 it 7920 PAN ABPAMS PART OC7 FIGHTING 'ISLAND	 (SYMBOL	 DHU)
1971 1+12003 PAN AErRAMS GROSSE ISL- AFEA (SY930L	 C49)
1971 1212090 PAN ABRAMS PART OF SUkPTF6 TMP.	 (SYMBCL	 OMG)
1971 121.9200 PAN ABRAMS PA-T OF FIGHTItiG ISLAND	 (SYMBOL	 OHU)
1972 UNKNOWN PA.N EFI?, DETROIT PIVER FROM MONSANTO TO END OF '9ELLE ISLE
1972 11 3960 PAN ABRA•MS PART OF SUMPTEP TWP.- (SYMBCL	 DYM)__
1972 it 39150 PA I f ASFAMS DETROIT AP=A (SYMBOL	 ONS, ALSO SCALE CF IQ400G)
1972 Sit	 3960 PAN AEP,AMS CITY OF DETROIT (SYMBOL	 CVG)
1972 1't	 3961 PAN ABf.A.4S PART OF COUNTY (SYMBOL	 OUL)
1972 it	 6GO0 P-111 MOSHT M-39, POTUNRt DRIVE TO F ORD ROAD (FILE NO 7001
1973 UttKtiCWN PAN E°IY D-TROIT RIVER (4ULTIBAND, SCANNEPS ALTS 1000FT)




GO101TY DOTE SCALE FIL=K ASF':CY' APEA/C044EtiTS
WAYNF 1973 UNKNOW; PAN ^?I'v DETROIT	 (MULTI?AND, SCANNERS ALT, 12009FT)
1.973 it	 30G0 PAN MCSkT M-39, POTUN?A 3R'IVE TO FOFC POAD (FILE NO 706)
i'973 11	 3013 PAN '!DSHT I-94 AHD US-1C 1'1 D=T RO1 7 (FILE NO 7011
1973 it 3963 PAN A'9RAM3 VILLA6= OF WOODHAVEt1 (SYMBOL	 EHY,	 ALSO SCAL59	 1:120001
IP73 it, 396,3 PAN A$PSMS CITY OF -AYLOF-. (SYMBOL	 =ES	 ALSO SCA _ 9 117?2B)
197 3 it	 3961' PAN A3FAMS PAPT OF SECTION 11 AND 12,'AIV RVIEW	 i4P.	 (SYMBOL	 EGG)
1,973 11	 6009 PAN 4(3SHT I-27:	 WEST ALONG TOOUZSH CREEK AN- RIPER GOUGE
1973 It	 F0 C3 PAN COFFS PARTIAL SHOPELI117
1973 it	 7923 PAN A?PAMS PART OF SECTIOII 11 A'10 12, PIVERVIEW T#F. 	 LSYMSOL	 FGG)
1973 1t 7923 PAN A3=AHS CITY O F T WISTER (SYMBOL	 ECM)
1973 it15843 PAN ABRL-Is CITY OF TAYLOF (SY ►'3OL	 EFS)
1973 1t24i13 P414 A9PLMS PAPT OF ICOWITY (SYMBOL 	 FFV)
1974 it	 30cx3 PA14 MDSPT I-95,	 EV-PG OFF'1 TO SOUTHFIELD	 (FILE 110 715)
1974 11	 30G3 PL11 MDS"T I-94,	 M ccPIMAN TO f'I9OLE3cLT ( FILE NO 721)
1974 it	 396^ri PAN ABPAMS HUFOt1 TWO.	 (SYMBOL	 ct1=)
197 4 1t 3963 PAN ABPAMS CITY OF PIV PVI rW (SY0OL	 EOP.)
197 4 1t	 39EQ PA 14 ABPAKS A?FIc IN W ETLAFvD AN^_ WAYNF (SY RPOL	 ENE)
I 1974 1110093 CCL E=I1' O-EtROIT PIV -F9 ONT 	(MSt1.	 Y.252M.	 ALSO PAf,.C'1P,MSS)1975 14ARIES GCL MS(!/RSP NAY14E CO.	 P?VFPFROt1T	 (35 MM OBLIOU=,	 ALSO 'PA'I.CIR)
1975 11	 3000-- PAI N MOSFT N.-39,	 7-75 TO 12 MILE ROAD (FILE 140 757)t , 1975 it	 3100 PAN 1OS"T 1_275, k'ICHIG4?4 AVE TO I-596 ( FILF 110 733!
1375 it	 3040 CAN MCSHT M-153-75,	 1-275 TO TEL cG OAPH ?OA7 (FIL= NO 741,1
1975 it	 301:3 PAN MOS14T K-53-75	 F "ILK ROAD TO 'M-59 (FILE NO 150)197 it	 3000 :74,11 M13SHT M-132-7^. S OOcS3ECK TO GRAT£OT (FILE t10 75111975 11	 300 . 0 P=tfi MOS) T US-12', WYC41N6 TO LIVEPNOIS (FILc '1O 734)
C 1975 1t	 39EC^ P.'-2.' AEPt'1S CITY 1 F '2OFTHVILLF (SYMBOL	 =TV)
1975 it 3960 ?Lf1 ABOA'iS VTrI11ITY OF DETROIT (SYMBOL 	 EUT),
' 1975 it	 4850 PA 14 M^35"T MOUN'3 AN3 DAJ150t: STUDY TN COUNTY	 ( FI LE '10 725)f 1975 it 48DO PAfi A$s=AttS STPIP ALCNG I-96 (SYMBCL	 £S41
f 197E it	 6 t33G PL f4 A3?.-MS AREA IN COU14TY (SYMBOL	 `YL)
1975 1:	 7 92J P4 t1 ABF4.45 CANTON TWP.	 (SYMBOL	 cVYI
1975 111C323 PA f1 ABPA4S CITY OF FLAT P OCW (SYMBOL	 EYA, ALSO SCALE( 1948000)( 1975 it	 3037 0414 E°I" T_L=G?.APH ROAD	 =LAT 'BOCK TO SOUTHFIEL^ (SYMBOL FC=){ PS1976 11	 3007 PAN ERIC' FIV= SHOOT STPHFA'R ROTUN3P.A OR,, DcAFBCR4C^ 1976 it	 1)963 DA i1 ta9f-4S NEAR CITY OF WAYNE (SY !'5OL	 FES)
+ 976 1t	 396;} P44 AF_at4 3 PART OF WOO'3HAVr'1	 (SYMBOL	 F7,4,1
1976 it 1-3J0 PA'l AOOA4S DETROIT APIA	 (SiK8CL	 FAZ)
1 76 it 487: PA11 A?PLMS DETROIT AP :7 4	 (TYMBCL	 -AY)
1976 it 6LGo ?Ati F.:IK A43-A.SS1DOP GRIDS= ACC= A 	(SY=MBOL FCJ)
14EY.FO DO I,? f) it	 c0".O PA 1N, AaP14S CITY OF CADILLAC (fYJ1BOL	 1APY)
1965 i1 7923 P.:, i1 A8P'MS ANTIjr, TWP.	 (SY430L	 POK)
i9F6 it	 3CC7 PAN MCS'=T M 5a, CAOILLAC TO M-66 (=ILE NO 83-4921
1'969 11	 7921 PA 11 A9PL4S AP._^S IN CH=RFY GPrJE TW O .	 (SYMBOL	 CVH)
1"979 it	 39-1 PAN 4EPAMS CITY Or MA 1 1TOti (SYt'30L	 DEC]
1970 i1	 1.46 !{ P414 ABPLMS CAnILLAC A -A (SYMBOL	 D=R),.
19711 it 7923 OAtl &BPcmS ADEAS TIN 110.TC4 (SY43CL	 CXCJ197 1 1t 7923 PA 01 AO.PA`!S AaEA	 1 11 CLAf- LA V--	 'TWO .	 (SY480L	 DOW1972 1r±z0!"J PAt1 ABP14S Aa~cA IN LNT T_GC TWP.	 (SYM9DL	 OtlF)
1?73 it	 50vO PAN A?GA.KS CADILLAC 4PEA	 (SYH cOL	 E8J)d 1973 it	 60CG P4N ABRA43 ARIA I'1 rC 1J'1TY (SY M,30L	 °CL,	 ALSO SCALES	 1179201Yt 1973 i1103711 PA f1 ASPA4S =CU)APGA	 Tft COUNTY ( 13Y1130L
197 4 it	 67fv PAN ABP6113 SECT'0f4 16, HAPPT NG TWO .	 (SY"190L	 FOP)	 1
1975 1:	 3963 PAt1- ABP'4S VILLAS= OF 4ESICK (SYKPOL	 EXO)
197 5 it19291 PA 1 1 A°PAK? CITY OF CADILLAC	 (SYM90L	 EYZJ
1970 It	 60u3 PA14 E`I!' ON= STP IO OVEF 1lAP„„IETT,' 	 FISH HAT:H=RY TSYM30L FCY)
OTHr O i'9FG 11i20.s,+0 PA'1 At3PAMy HIDnEtl L-YC AFEA (FYMBCL	 AMV1
i96: 1115342 P4t1 A3YAM'3 LAYS "IC'4IG A N 'zHORELIN= 	(SYMBOL	 aY,E)
c'+ 1965 it	 7920 PA14 ABRLMS LA 1!E LOUIS= (SY4 t;0L	 O T,	 ALSO SCALEt	 193960)
1965 it1:20tn PA11 a9gAMS LAV	 I IC111GA14 S14.OP-LIJ1_	 (SYMBOL	 By )
+ 19EP, 1112CCO PL11 AE1=A!1S LA+!= ”"CHIGAN	 ,HOP:LIN=	 (SYMBOL	 C">1Z)
c'19 %:9 It19203 PAN ABPLMS LA	 '3iCu.IGAN SHOPFLIN = (SYMBOL	 CHZ)
1963 it192i1rJ PA14 A89AIS;, LAKc MICHIGAN :40 P ELINF (SYM30L	 By-':)
1970 It	 n8C7 P	 t1 ABPAMS MOPPISCN LAKE (SYMBOL	 DOG)	 -
1973 it 7923 PAN APPA4S APFA IN LEPnY AND FRANKLIN TWPS.	 (SYMBOL	 DEK)
1971 11	 10^5 PA'4 A?PG4 , I-94 AND LAKES40RE DRIVE (SYM90L	 OJL)
iS71 it	 7927 PA}1 AP.RA'1S MYSTIC I'SLAt1C	 (SYC90L	 GO!)
1971 3 t	 7 92J PAW ABPf-14S 5Z'TrLY A •` 1D 0 17CHr'_LL T WPS.	 (SYMBOL	 0010
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